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INTRODUCTION

V-TECS guides Are an et-tension or ContinUaYbion of the V-TECS Catalogs..
, . .

While the."V-TECS catalog is a compil.ation of duties, taskS performance.

objebtives, and performance ,guides, it deals only with the psychomotor aspect,

f an ocdupation. is a°.blueptint of an occupation. It deals only with they

identif4,catiOn of the "hands on "- aspect of the occupation. It does not take

into cOisideration.euch things as the background information surrounding a
..! .1

task, hOw to malit inferences, generalizations and decisions from a body of

knowledge,.nordoes it deal with attitudes, job seeking skills, safety or

energy conservation praictices. V-TECS guides take these aspects of teaching

and learning into consideration.

Exprience has shown that the art of learning can also be taught while

teaching subjeCt matter. People need. to warn how to learn. V-TECS guides'

take into 'consideration how students learn an& are an efficient way for

instructors to assist them to learnt

VI-TECS guides' are cente)ed around all three domains of learning.:

psychomotor cognitive, and effective. "The following paragraphs offer abrief

explanation of each domain.

PSYCHOMOTOR

oft

Any manipulative skill such as tighten a nut,- replace a hubcaps sharpen a

pencil, machine a key slot. in .a steel .shaft, dr replace an SCR in a/solid

state dontrOl papel re .examples of manipulative or psychomoor Taeks

such as these are identified in V-TECS catalogs. Furpier, V-TECS. catalog

group tasks by duties and objectives. Each ierformance" objective has a

performance stacdard which must be met to prove .student 'Proficiency in the.

at

or



manipulative aspect o the task,. but, the V-r-TECS 'catalog does not inclAide any
.

`..suggestions on how to learn. to do these tasks.

V7TtCS guide's are developed around ,psychomotor tasks which are worker

oriented.,.

COGNITIVE

.r ,, ,, ..

.. '. :Tv perform psychomotor tasks, students must think. To ti La nut they.
,

a

must. know which way to' turn it and when to stop turning it so, that they won't

strip, the threads or shear the bolt off. If replacing a hubcap, there is a

certain technique that may. vary fpm one car to another. gor example, start

the hubcap by placing the cap in a titled' position and tapping it all the 'ray

araind until it is Troperly seated. On a' different model, it may be necessar
.

t9 position the hUbcap and snap it all at once. At any rate, students must

think about whAt.is. being done. This is cognition 6r a mental Activity.

Cognition is what 'goes on infthe. mind about any job being done. y.;-TEC$ guides

provide both the collateral knowledge And' the impetUs .to apply cognition to

psychomotor .tasks.

At:6- I
Students gain' cognition through. both,.real and vicaFicus eperlence°4.

They may read, view tapes, memorize Or prActice a process or procedure

they are .certain of it. To test their knowledge, students may be. required' to
*-

decide theproper procedUre, method orsequence for performance. This is

. decision making or cognitive ctivity at its highest.

Cognition, then, is that rocess by which information is stored and used.
7".

That voice that' warns one of potentia,l,dangere is cognition. Anything.tat

goes on in mind is cogriition.. Students may become the best workers in
+.

their job'; but if they fail to think a process throligh,and apply their

It is cognition ,ghatexperience, they may become just one more statistic.

Y

4
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tells them to lOckapd tag out the power supply t 6n elect.rical apparatus

before starting to repair it. However, cognition -does not: apply only to.

safety.. Good 'cognition,~' or thinking, can help employees :do a job. better. and

quicker. V-TECS 'guides:. provide for the cognitive aspects oft learning.

AFFECTIVE

. Curriculum writers, supervisors, and instructOrs -ottensfail to assist

students in acquiring a positive attitude toward. themselves, 'their job, school

or fellow students. V-TECS guides seek- to. pro.yide assistance to the
.

,

instructor in achieving this emphasis,on healthy attitude. It is, .difficult
.

t
P 0

for thg -instructor to identify little bits and pieces of desirable behavior

. fo r every unit and often harder yet 'to tkach them. In this area, students

might 'be judged on how Well they clean up their work Area, whether they show.

'11p.to.'do' the job in:time, or whether they must be told several times to do

:something. 'Potential employers' iare nterested in student attitude because

. ,

persons angry at themselves or uncertain of themsel7ei are Often. poor workers.
e - . .,. ,

A 'student's Ability- to si)dceed on the first job and every job the- reafter

depends largely On attitude. If, .for .example.;:. students have the attitude of

4

"Let someone el4e do it"; they could be in trouble. students using V-TECS

guides will have activities in .how to get along with others, with supervisors

or staff members and in large and small groups.
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USE OF v-Tiggs GUIDE

" -)

The guide is 'designed to provide ob-relevant tasks; performance

,.objectives,sperifOrmance guided, resources, ,learning activities; evaluation

standards and achievement testing in selected occupations.
...

A V-TEQS guide is:designed to be used with any teaching me.thods you may
'

. 0
. .

choose. If a lecture/demonstration method is best for you, yoUrwill, find

sufficient help to meet your needs.. If you prefer to use discussions. or. other

methods that require student participation, you will find ample help.

Regardless of which method is successful for you,'a V -TECS guide can save

preparation time and 'offer innovative

. .

students may work either alone or in teams while in class and learn skills, in

methods and procedures.' For example,

direct relation to what-is actually done on the job. Furthermore, this work

P

takes'ihto consideration Audent-attitudes, their thinking skills, as well as

mathematical reading-skills.. ,

°The use of small groups in-leaching can.be helpful in a number of Ways:

(1) many studnts may feel .inadequate due to their lack of background.

informatio in. mechanical. things; (2) some may feel that they are physically

incompetent or lack the necessary babkground experiences. A successful

...

program (coarse) can provide students with a sense of security by reinforcing

-positive 4ttit6des while improving their .skills and knowledge of the. subject. .

By allowing students to teract on 'a.personal level:. this task/learner-

centered, approach can achieve this healthy attitude: . As students gain

andarid discover that they are an essential part of a team engaged, in

the, learning - teaching prodess, their confidence' increases. Too, the student

in this setting can learn to wbxk without direct supervision. In addition,

use of the small-group method permits the instrwtor to vary instructional
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j.

routines 'away'from lecture or other fulNolas methods -i0 aatuviies, for
°

single students, pairs of students or anSr.number so desirpd"

. .

You will find suggestions- for specificlassrOom aptivitiess These,
. .

. -
, 1

activities are not.meAnt.to restrict you or your' students, but,ohly_to.suggest
,..,

1

'a variety f learning activities for-each task Statement.,. Pleate do not feel...
..., - .1 . .

that you 'must-take yoUr students ihrOugh arl the activities..

V

SOUTH CAROLIAA:MODIFICATIOiS

4

.

.
.

In twelve insiandes, the SOuth Carolina writing team elected either to combine
tasks and/or to delete them. beletions':were made.only when 100 percent 'of the,.
tlmn.agreed that the task .haabecome' archaic,'

, ,____ _ 4 .,.

. The following. tasks were .omitted: .

.

Locate patient/chart whereabouts.perforMance objective :#10)
- Order and cancel TV sets, radios. -(perforMINIce objective.#11)
.-%Order zueat trays. .(performance objective.#12) .

-'Prepare Kardex cards. ..(performance objective 449)... ,

- Prepare medicine or treatment cards. :(perforMance .objective #56)
,,

.- -Fife and retrieve assorted' forms. (perfOrmance objective #60) .

- "Maintain- 'patient information card. file or roster. (perftrmance
c.

objective #64) . .
.

. .
,

,

- Assist in transportation 'of patient by stretcher.. (performance
objectie#87) .

,

- Transport patient by wheelchair: (performance objective#88)

The remaining three taskswere incorporated into.' other material:

. - .

. .

- Makeappointments fbr Patients. (,performance objective #9)
. Included' in (performance. 9b,fective #49) "JlerfCally V.scharge

, 4gittients." ,

- nkearrangements for blind; deaf,,helpless., aged, or irrational
patient.'on.admission:° (performance objective #,34)..

Included in (perforMande objective #47) " "Clerically' admit ,patients. " "'

- Prepareblood're4uiditions, (performance objedtive #71) .1

Included in (pe'rformnce objective #61 ):"Prepare laboratory
requigition forms(s)," :- , .

*-
.,

t -;.. A
I.

I.

. Tind'lly, the. South Carolina. writing .team chose. toInclude a sample job .

descriptionand.a suggested final examination which may be usethas a guideline
'for preparation. 'In addition, a sample, certificate '' and a letter .of.
acknowledgment, to completers or-training are contained: For those.instruCtors
-who wish to maintain documentatiOn-,an achievement' record idprovided...

.0..

1
.

a
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COURSE OUTLINE
FOR.

HOSPITAL WARD CLERK

The'writing committee suggests that the instructor adhere .o.- the
, . ;
1 Miaowing sequence .when teachin the various tasks performed by the hospital
ward clerk. Estimated length of teaching time are cited for planning
ptirposes.

,.

UNITS of INS CTION
(DUTIES AND TASKS)

:JOB DESCRIPTION

I: :PERFORMING-RECEPTIONIST-ACTIVITIES-

A. Greet. anddirect-professionals, (new.
.patients)., and. visitors: to-patient
location. . .

.

B. Accept incoming telephOne?.calrs and
relay Messages:

4 6

C. Call phisiCian's answering service
or Officeand-relay messages. 2

!D. -.Answer pages, page Persons: 8.&

E. Accept and-direct mail, flowers, gifts.
F. Arrange special. visiting privilegei.
G. Gree,t physician and provide patients'

Charts.

Suggested
Teaching
Time

1 hour

8 hours'

Page '.

1.1

:II.- PERFO: $ ;C: CLERICAL ACTIVITIES
'SIN, 'AL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS) 4 hours 47

Initiate and respond-to telecom/
intercom communications.

. Receive and send articles bi,dumb
Waiter or pneumatic tube.

III. PERFORMING ADMISSION,-TRANSFER, AND
DISCHWE ACTIVITIES - :20-hours .85

. .

A. Assemble/disassemble addressograph
plate. -

B. Initiate graphic sheet.
C.* Graph tetperatur,'puise,-respiration.
D. Chart data from information supplied

such as weight, B.P.,.diat,
T. &0.

. E. Check new patient's,allergy record,
'(FatienttHistory), flag chart and
Lard& (appropriate farms): . .

A ,
F. .Preara. medicine Sheets (Medication.

. Administration Record iMARO.



.

Prepare requisitions outine
iagnostio tests.

'Institute/change/discontinue: diet
service. ,

Clerically admit patients.
.J. Transcribe admi*sion orders.

K. Route,delayed diagnostic'reports of
diSdharged/transferred patients. .

L. Deposit orz-withdraw Patient's money
or valuables f6M.safe.

M. Clerically transfpr patients.
N. Clerically disdharge patients;
O. Instruct patient or family of di's--

charge procedures. ,

Assemble and check'chart formedical
records on discharge.

Q. Prepare credit slip for return of
unus medication.

R. Per orm clerical discharge procedure
fo deceased patient.

S. P pare a replacement patient identifi-
c tion band.

IV. PERFORMING CLERICAt. ACTIVITIES.,

*

A. Obtain signatures. on :consent, against
advice, -or release forms..'

B. Prepare and maintain TPland.diet
Worksheet, .

C. Prepare pharmacy r equisitions.
.D, Prepare.and route X -ray requisitions.
E. 'Prepare and route speCial therapy

requisitions.
.

F. :Obtain X-rays. ,
G. Arrange escort and transportation

Services for therapy elsewhere.
4.- Arrange for ordered consultations.
I. Discontinue all orders when patient

goes.to surgery.
J. ' Distribute forms and vticles.from

"in" basket.
K. :Execute pre-op chart check.
L. Prepare laboratory requisition form(s),
M. Place/remove special bedside directives.
N. Prpare,and route medication index.

'forms.

O. Inspect.and report expiring narcotic or-.
antibiotic orders.

P. Photocopy chart .forms.'
Q. :Prepare addressographecrnurses' notes,

sheet for'each patient.'

(.

16 hours .245

fi
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PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

A. Locate assistants for therapists
and technicians..

B. Brief onComing ward clerk.
. Dispenses and charge supplies.
D. Check and route patient food trays.
E. Initiate codes upon nurses' directives.
F. Initiate,and route inci.ent or accident

reports.
G.. Prepare and route report forms.

."o
Arrange, maintenance and repair of
equipment.

,Prepare and maintain a laboratory aad
X-ray 'Lliold Diet" sheet.

J. Prepare a supply of aSsembled packets
for admission, surgery, discharges.

K. Maintain inventories of supplies and .
equipment.

L. Trade lost and found articles.
M. Obtain and charge.4pecial equipment.
N. Provide orienthtion tip newly employed

workers.
0. Prepare and route supply requisitions.
P. Assist in supervision of ward clerk

students.
Q. Refer patient complaints or problems

to a corrective department.
R. Receive and store supplies and

equipment.

0 S. Schedule patient treatments or therapy
with other hospital departments.

T. Select-and mark needed special hour
TPR's on worksheet (graphic sheet).

U. Trace missing lab specimen' or reports:

VI'. PERFORMING RECORD KEEPING ACTIVITIES 4 hours 444

A. Prepare and maintain daily census
sheet.

B. Add chart forms as needed.
C. Obtain and safeguard'prior admission

chart. -

D. Post all diagnostic reports on charts.
E. Prepare and add supplemental forms to

charts such as diabetic record,
coagulation record, physical therapy
record, etc.

. F. 'Prepare, maintain, and post/route
lists: _

Uv

, "



VII.: AAVTAININTENyIROWNTAL SAFETY .AP SANITATION. 4.hours 468

A. !Ppare for ordere4 i.solation care. ,

B. Pan/eigcute=nuriing station sanitizing.
, A C. Enforce regulations governing care of,"

charts.
D. Replace outdated supplies. t

t .

.. FINAL EXAMINATION - . 2 1 2 hours 483

z.

'8;

.4

4

+

.

3
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TITLE

HoppitaI Ward Clerk.

JOB DESCRIPTION (A SAMPLE).

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVIft

Hospital Operations-A

JOB CODE-...

G-050
k

EEO CENSU,8 CODA:

DEPARTMENT /AREA'

, Unit Management -.

5$

JOB GRADE-

5

VERIFIED-BY PERSONNEL DIRECTOR LATE POSITION SUPERVISOR

Ward Manager

JOB SUMMARt

.Working as.a part-of the clinical nursing unit, the Hospital Ward Clerkiperforms
clerical task's, assists nurses. in :the, daily work of preparing, compiling and
maintaining Patient' ch#rts. Read* and transcribes physicians' orders. Chedks,
verifies and arranges -the. patients!. charts for admitting, trarisi'erring and
discharging; Sdhedules all patient tests and procedures as. ordered by the.physician
and directedby the nursing staff.. InventOris supplies on the. exchange cart. and
notifies charge nurse of missing items. Completes timekeeping duties. Ans4ers
intercomand phone and relays. messages to,the appropriate personnel. Acts as a
receptionist, greeting newly admitted paties,-giving directions to visitors and
helping otlier perSonnel unfamiliar to the ward. Carries out all nonclinicai clerical
responfibilities. Must be willing to work on different wards as need arises. -
!

QUALIFICATIONS

This employee must be a high school graduate, or have -a G.E.D. certificate.
:individuals must be eighteen (18) years of age. Clerical experience. is preferred but
'.not essential. Selected individuals will receive two (2) weeks. ofclassroom.training
and a minimum of'two(2)-weekS on-the-job training. All newly hired ward clerks must
successfully complete the two (2) week training' course. A score of. 85 must be
Achieved on the. final examination along with a Successfia.evaluation from the. Ward
Clerk Education Coordinator.

Individuals selected for this position must:

1. Be able to assume responsibility...

2. .Be able to. handle.mental and physical stress.

Be'prompt and accurate.

4. 'Be polite and courteous.

5. Be articulate and have a neat appearance.

6. -Be an emotionally mature individual.
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V
Hospital Ward Clerk Job Desorption

47.

.S. Be well organized,

p
a

Become famifiar with medical terminology.

, 9. Have legible handwritin.

. .

10. Be 'cooperative when asked to work on another unit.

RESPONSIBIUTIES
--C

it

1. Answers telephone courteously, stating the ward, name and
messages to appropriate perponnel.

title, and gig

2. Answers calls on the intercom and relays request to the appropriate personnel.

3. Handles all information received on given on the unit with conciseness a
.accuracy.

Uses proper channels and methods for relaying. information.

Relays any information that is necessary to co-workers.

AnSwers questions. clearly and concisely.

7. COmmunicates effeCtively with the physicians, nursing
personnel, the patients, and family.

8. Acts as a receptionist to.-newly admitted patient by
plate, and hemottlogy requisition.

9. Informs nursing personnel of newly arrived patient.

d

personnel, tther.department

receiving fact sheet, name

10. Stamps each form on the.new patient chart, using the patient's nameplate .on the
addressograph, arranging them in the proper. sequence, and filling in required
information.

f 11. Identifies .patient chat with. -patient's name and room.numer, physician's name.
,and color code for chart rack.

0

12. appropridte care plan ,according to.thl admitting diagnosisfor.the nursing
care p'an notebook.

.13. Stamps MAR for medication care notebook, ani completes information.

14. -Reads-and.transcribes the.physician's orders ?O the care plan. and .the

. 15, Transcribes all Medication,,hOurs, dosage and date.to the MAR.

12.

MAR.
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. Hospital Ward Clark Job Description

16. .Transcribes X-ray, lab tests; physical therapy, IV administration, special
procedures and blood administration orders to the Care .Plan NoteboOk in an
expedient manner.

.

17.. Phones stat orders to the aPpropriate:department.-

ansauraa. -that the' following are recorded on the graphic sheet:

$

a. TPR's, 1815, height, weight

b. _Dateline
c. Hospital and surgical days
d. Urine and stools
e. Diet and diet .intake, 3 meals daily

sl
0

...19,. Notes any special information such as NP0',.allergfes;iaolatio5,.. etc.;:lqy placing'

labeling tape on-the front of the.chart.- . .
.

..
, -

20. Completes requisitions and. schedules all patikntteats aa ordeieaby'physician,.

21, Insures that test .results and re arts are filed on patient -chart-as quickly:as
possible and when transferred, wri e. transfer. .111:lit at top of requisition.

.22. Checks.the MAR daily for expired,drugs and carries out procedure.

23. Orders diets And reports changes to dietary as directed by physician's order.

24. Checks each, chart daily, .and makes:sure they are currently p to day.

25. Completes dietary requisition forms daily.

26. Identifies, distributes,, makes certain that menus-are completecl and collected by

1Q :30 a.m.. Marks special diets as directed. .

7

I .

27. Compiles and maintains an adequate number of made up charts.

28. Must complete pharmacy requisition'slips.for patient .medication per physician's

order.

29. Must order and nchify the pharmacy when an IV medication is discontinued along

with completing a DC, IV: slip. 4

30. Completes:the following for a.patient discharged:

a. Directing patient or representative of the, patient to

business office. "'

b. Brealying down chart, .

c. Stamping all nnidentified forma. in chart.

d. ,Crediting all drugs to the Pharmacy.
-e, Canceling diet.
f. Insuring all signatures are obtSined before releasing the chart.

-5

take disbharge slip to



Hospital Ward Clerk' Job Description

.g. .
'Notifying flower and mail desk, dietary, hOusekeeping, patient informatip
and the admitting Office, .10, and the - physician's office of the dipcharge.

-

31. Completes the following for)sa patient transfer:
4

a. Updating the chart as:- needed, checking for !all signatures and identifying ell

; forms. '

b. Obtaining. all medicat
*
ions. for. patient 'from drug 'ca'rt.

Notifying 'flcArer -and. -tAir-1-6==dietarn,-housekstping, patient jilformOtion
and the-admitting office, lab and the physician's office o; the.transfer.

. ,

32. Makes return office ap intment- and orders' take-home drugs when .patients :are:
discharged ao ordered- by the physician.

,

.33. Completes burial .transit form, consent form #.17 and (pat ent activity slip when
patient .expires-. . .4

Completes housekeeping daily census report o all 'dmissions, transfets,

.discharges., and deaths. Must be delivered to a mitting office prior to 1.0:30
p.m. with patient activity' slips.- A

35. Completes housekeeping slip and notifies house
clears' the business office ar is transferred to an

36. Cotpletes timekeeping duties as follows:.
,---:- .

.

4-- a. Complete "record: of time taken" on the back of the time card at the end-

,the first week of the pay period. .

b. Gdmplete "record of time taken" on the back of 0-the time 'dart, and checks for

sinatures: at the' end. of the second' week ,Ofth4 -payroll. -.
.);,..-

c. Takes all time cards to payrC11: on -Sunday, .(when the operator announces
timekeeping isopen)-prior to the Thursday payday.

. d... PiCks up new time'cai'd nisd frdm nursing administration prior to noon on thb

Friday . prior:td: the Thursday ..paydoY,- .
'.

.

,
i-

e. On payday-takes names and .employee numbers to -nursing .administration by 9:00

a. m.;' Picks dhecks back up after 1.0:00.a.m..
. .

eeping by.phone when patient
ther ward.

38.. Orders floor stock drugs every Monday; Wednesday, and Frid'ay,

39. Replenishes forms and Ogre plans as needed from. print room in the baSetent: This

will be done.betwaen the a.m,-- p.m. overlap period or, at any oth4Pr time deemed'

necessary. .

A, , rfv
NOtifieb Ward. Manager or Evening- Administrator (5-11 p.m.) of ohy problems- with

.supporting departments or idrvioeS.and notes thisfor the Ward Manager in the.
Ward Manager's Lok Book:

41. Notifies p.m. 'Administrator if historyiand physical is 'not on chart when a
patient is scheduled for Surgery-by9:00 p.m.

NA
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1

HOSIDii£O. Ward Clerk Job Description

4

..

Notifies Ward Manager or Evening Administrator (5-1.1 p.m.) of eny problems with

supporting departments or services and notes this for the Wald Manager in the

Ward Manager's Log Book.

Notifies Ward Manager of any`discrepancTseen in housekeeping wo

44: Attends any meeting car class as instructed by the Ward Manager.f
k

, .

45.. Musty be visible in the hallway durin a.Mayday'to direct the Mayday Team. to the

,proper, room.
.. -

.

.
iik. k ..

V- .

46. Must-be at nursing station during the Mayday to assist t e ward for-all non-
.

clinical-needs Auring the emergency. .

47. Completes the schedule from patient care notebook .forthe next'day's patient

treatment.

48. Examines'controllea dreg boo, or medicine drawer for drug charge requisitionpand

stamps thege slips 14/ith the appropriate patient card.

49. Makes NPO stickers so that nursing assistants can put them on patient doors.

50. Examines charts to insure thalOnly black and'red.are being used on the chart,

.

51.: Even though hired for a specific ward,.there will be times when the need,on other

units will require that a Ward Clerk be pulled to work on another ward.

52. Assists in onthe.!joobitraining.for alLnew\Hapktal Ward Clerks.
'

r

d.

6P-
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DUTY: PERFORMING RECEPIIONIST ACTIVITIES

VTECS 6

e r

TASK: Greet ard direct, profess,iopals ..(new patients).. and vizi ors to'
patient location

j
*4

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
..q,iven the necessary information. and- three persons seeking directions:.
direct the persons to their desired location!, Standard .pos44cies.must be .

observed, .and the directions giver. must resuitin_the-persons arrivirg ati'
their, desiredlocation wibhout unduedelay: /4) .

,PERFORMANCE GUIDE w .

. 1. Greet the person(s) approaching.the nua4ng statior promptly &nd
offer assistance courteously.

2.. Establish eac -persont purpose in.the area.
3. Check the .K dex atient.chart1%. for any special orders dr

restrictions co . rnin this patient. . "7,

4.. Recognize undesira e or inappropriate visitor.behavitr. and seek
assistance if needed. S. _

5. Direct persons -to their. desired locations clearly, explicitly,.. and

unders.andably, if in the"best interest of the patient as determined-
by.thenurse.

6. Answerany.questions within ward clerk limitations,.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
111P%- Demonstrate:

Smiling .at. person(s) and' asking,' "May I help you?"

b. -Tactfully seekirg person's purpose in being in.the area.
2. -Role-play the giving of precise andOlear directions..
3. 'Review patient care form (attacned) or talk with nurse concerning

patient orders or.restribtions, if any.
4. Demonstrate &On tb seour'ity for.assiAance with a visitor who

exhibits undesirable or 'inappropriate behavior. Post the security
phone number in easily accessible place.
Review information or. Job Description and responsibilitie.
Perform three greetings and directions in 'mock situa'tion for
.evaluation by the instructor.

TOOLS A) EQUIPMENT
patientcare form

EVALUATION-

Using provided .informatiOn, the -student will. greet are"" direct three
'professiorals-, new patients,. or Visitors to their desired locations.
Starderd.policies demonstrated during' instruction- be observed; the
dirdttions given must result in the persons arriving at the desired
location.withbut undue' difficulty or delay. Performance must'ultimately
result in a' "fully ,accomplished" rating by the instructor:

VIM

1

1
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. Give verba and/or written ex lanation of Verbalizes
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2. Explain operative permit to patient and with elan of cart
.

. .

witness/patient's signature. Informed, consent.



V-TECS .6
/L.A. #6

4

;STUDENT

DATE

I "

INSTRUCTORS FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check theostudent's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:
Greet aril professionalsy (new
patienti), and v,isitor6 to patient
location.

.

'Place an liC in the' appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished), or
Fully Acccunplished. If,4be9ause cif special
circumstances, the itetlrew,as impossible to
complete, place an X?nithe 'dot Appctable.
Box-.

Performance Level: Al,]. items must receive a
rating, of FU.LLY ACCOHPLISHED .(or Not
Applicabke). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the!
student. and instructor will discuss the
situation' and decide which learning
activitie.s__mtist be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis forassigning numerical point's,
then a separate. column and boxes are
provided.

When greeting and directing professiOnals
: {new patients}... and-NIsitors to patient
location, the student:

1. Greeted the person courteously, offered
assistance and verified persons purpose

. N .

Student s_.

/ PerforTnance .

1
6. -.§:
Z <

13=

g.

r)
Z <

73

*.ta

-,->-* g-...

Cle <
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E
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4
UM (4.\

.

..
°03 0

g afore
1*

.0 < 04

4

I

in the area. _(,,., ) ( ) ( ) ( )

.Identified undesirable or inappropriate
visitors behavior and sought assistance Ili
as needed. ( ) .( ) : ( ) (. ) )

3. Directed persons to their desired
locator.. & .

( ) ( ) ( ) ( . ) )

l t

*Although use of the instructor's final, checklist is optic al; it ,is
4.ecommended as a valid means for documenting the progress of the s udent.

18 23
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'DUTY: .PERFORMING RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES

TASK: .Accept incoming telephone calls and reray messages

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
,

4.4 -Given three incoming.callp and acCess to information and equipment:
accept the calls and relay the messages. All items on the,instructorts
checklist.must be rated "fully.accomPlished.." (4)

L--=PERFORMANCE =DE
1, Give, the proper salutation, identifying the area,.yourself, and'your 7)

Imitiop. The recognition; of barriers to successful communication
is an essential element of all conversation.

2. . Listen attentively, determine the nature of the-call.
3. Exhibit behavior.that indicates concern for.people .Courtesy and

selfcontrol,- exercising tact when denying information.:
4. Use. appropriate terminology, clarity of expression,- diction, and

grammar.

5. Record the name of the caller, ,time; and_ Message legibly: 144o,...

what,wherA where, why, and how.
calling.

6. Verify the information'you recorded by repeating it to the person
calling.

7. Exhibit. awareness Of time constraints.

8. Take 'appropriate action regarding the call, recognizing ward clerk

limitatiOnS. Note: JYpes of calls.on.Tost nursing units include,
but are not limited to, the following:
a) requests for information concerning patient's condition or

wellbeing
b) requests from admisston office .concerning room occupancy

restrictions and patient Placements
c) information concerning planned ,admissions
d) information. concerning emergency admissions with special

equipbent needs
.e) messages for physicians or staff on .the unit,' including

emergency calls
f) contingency calls regarding O.R. schedules,. pre op orders,

special services
g) information concerning transfers out, or 4ithin unit

h) ,physicians seeking to'conyey orders by telephone
i) coordination, of patient activities with other hospital

departments
jr codes,.emergencies, etc.

ik) blood s.. ready to be picked up .

Ifit is necessary to ! "hold" the call, do not disconnect the caller.

.
:and do re-- enter to reassure caller:

114-TECS 2

A



VTECS 2

10. Seek assistance if needed.
1..41 Make certain the call is satisractorily completed before.

disconnecting:
12. Relay the message promptly.

LEMMING ACTIVITIES
1-. Discuss telephone etiquette and telephone manners. Distribute and

discuss information sheet titled "Keep Yotfr Image in Mind."
2. View the film "Telephone. Dimension System." Review in small groups

trans f err ing pu:*t-tit-g"-d-til::r-br"1101-6---ArttrOth'er-feattire's-:raf-----:---.

telephone system.

LiSter. to resource speaker from loCal telephone company or. topic -
Telephone Etiquette.

1.1. Role play situations involving incoming telephone calls and relaying
messages.

5. Orally perform items on instructor 1.s. checklist.

4.1

RESOURCES
film: "The Telephone Diinen$i9n System"

Southern Bell

1981
S

resource speaker from local telephone °company 1

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
telephone
message pad
writing Materials
film
filth projector

EVALUATION
Giver. three incoming calls and access to infOrmation and equipment, the
student will accept the callS ,and relay the messages. All iterns on the
instructor's checklist must be addressed and rated "fully accomplished."

0
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In1

KEEP YOUR IMAGE IN MIND.
.TELEPHONE MANNERISMS

N-

. 1 .

HOW DO YOUR HOSPITAL'S:CALLERS .REACT TO THE WAY YOU RESPOND TO THEIR TELEPHONE
BUSINESS AND INQUIRIES? DOES YOUR TELEPHONE TREATMENT NHANCE14 YOUR. PERSONAL-

.AND DEPARTMENTAL IMAGE, OR MAR ,IT? .

-
,

-.0 4' . ,

YOUR RESPONSE WILL -BE "ENHANCE" IF YOU ADHERE.TO THE FbLLOWING MPLE RULES 'OF
GOOD, IMAGE-BOOSTING -TELEPHONE US I,

1. First :of 'all. be : good lis ner. Listen -wfth your full 'a ention:
COhcentrate: Make a conscious effort to:absorb.and understand w t the
caller is saying; Get. yOur mind actively on the job; don't peremit it. to
wander. . _

4.

.

11,4ECS 2

. L.A. #1

J: .

2. Make the Caller. feel important. Get the message across by means of the
interest and care in your voice, 'that the caller's business is important
to you, that what the caller has to say. is significant,, .and that you will
go all out to Satisfvthe.caller's request. When you answer his or j)er
call,.. give the caller a big friendly hello. Make the. caller feel' like. 'he,

VIP that he or she really is.

3.
:

.

.Don't "hem" ,or "haw.'! If . you don't understand fully, or have_ the
information the caller seeks,quickly Switch the caller to someone who
does.: If the: call is strictly your 'responsibility, don't fake
understanding.if you're hazy...A8( the caller to .explaj.n what he or she
means. .the caller Will respect you more if you do. If you don't have the
information he or,'she requires on hand', tell the caller you'll check' it
.out and call him ,or .her: back. And4212.thin a reasonable Period-of
time.'

(A0 ,

4. If the caller has a,complaint, remember that it's important to give the-
caller an opportunity to express it. What the caller probably wants most.
of all is aSyMpathetic ear. -The'objective is to placate and. calm'the
caller, not proving that you're right and the caller is wrong.

5. Be polite, businesslike, and dignified, but deforcialize the conversation .

within bound's. We're living in an automated, computerized' era, and -many
peOple: are very irritated by depersonalized dealings. Respond to the .

person on the other end of the line-as i f yQU realize- that both of you, in'
addition -to fulfulling the job functions for which yoU are paid,. are huMan.' .

beings with sensitivity as well. Come across ,as a .person, not an
impersonal voice. a



INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL' CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the skills_
'

associated With the following task:

-Accept incompig telephone calls and
relaylmeSsages.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating.
Not 'Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, a
Fully Accomplished., If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not
Box.-

Performance Level: All "teals' mist receive a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED' (ar' Not
Applicable). if. 'any items are rated Not
AccOmplished or Partially libcomplished, the
student and instructor will diScuss the
situation 'and. decide. which learn-ing.
activities must be repeated.... If the
instructor' chooses to use the checklist as
the basis:for assigning numerical points;
then. a separate column and.. boxes 'are
provided.

When accepting incoming telephone calls and
relaying messages, the student:

f. Answered phone by his/her own pame, .

identifying unit and title. ) ( )

2. Recordell came of .caller and determined

A nature of call. " ) ( ), ( )

3. Referred the caller'to the appropriate
department Cr .person if the requested
information was not available or beyond
the ward clerk's limitations. (

4. erified the telephone number and

returned the- call with the requested
information if necessary., , ( ) ( )

Relayed accurae,, complete messagetr.
legible handwriting to appropriate person
promptly.
Used accurate terminology, and clarity of
expression, grammar,.diction, and tot4''of
voice.

A

Student
Performance
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Althouo use of the instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid means Tibr. documenting the proeess.of the student.

,



VTECS 5

, . -1114

..,

-DUTY: .PERFORMING RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES
. . . .

*

.TASK: Call physician's-: answering service or office and relay messages

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE '

Given the telephone, Appropriate numbers; and three requests to call the
answering service or doctor's office: place the balls, accepts and relay
the messages. All items or the instructor's checklist. must be rated
"fully accomplished.", (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Place the call to the physician's answering' service or office'

courteously, identifying self'and location. .

2. Record name and position of the person answering with the date and
time of call.

3. .State why you'are calling, using' tact and discretion.
4. Write the messages.
5. Ask for additional data if message seems incomplete.
6. Verify accuracy of your recording by repeating it back.
7. Use appropriate telephone manners,. grammar, diction, and

terminology.

8. Relay the written messages promptly.

'LEARNING ACTIVITIES
,

1: Discuss tele etiquette :and- telephone manners.. Refer to
information shee titled "Keep YOLir Image in Mind" (Lesson 2, V TECS
2).

2. Role play with clas8Mates the calling.of physician's answering
services.

3. Practice: the steps of calling physician's a ering.dervice or
offieAand relay messages by 'following the ems listed .or. the
instructor's cheoklist.

4. Visit a site which has. an answering service in.eCtive pperation..
5: Perform'the- items listed on the;instructor's checklist until

receiving a "fully acdopiplished". rating,

RESOURCES
answering service site

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT:
telephone
telephone directory
message pads..
writing materials

.



VTECS 5

EVALUATION.
Using provided materials and information, the student will: call three
physicians' answering services or offices and rely the messages as
requested. All items on the instructor's chedklist must be addressed and
rated. as "fully accomplished."

4k
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V.TECS 5'
L.A. #5

STUDENT'

.DATE

NSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHEMIST*

,
Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following- task?.
Calr physiaian's answering service or
office -ancLrelay-messages..

PlOce an X in the appropriate bOx indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomtolished, or
FullY:AccOmplished... If, because of special
ciroutstances, the item was imposSible to --
complete, plade an X in the Not Applicable.
Box.

Performance Level:- All .items must receive a.
rating of .FULLY -ACCOMPLISHED .(o'r Not
Applicable).: If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially 'Accomplished,. the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which learning.
activities 'must be If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate.: column 'and boxes are
provided.

When calling physician's answering service or
office and relaying messages, the student:

1. Dialed. corredt:telephone'number.
. 2. Recorded naft4af. person answerin4,'date

and time of cail,:'and messages: , .

3. Identified self,-positlen and:lecation,
and stated tactfully the ptirpose of the
call. :

.

4. Verified accuracy of messages and gave
Physician written messages. .: '.

5. .DiSPl'ayed cooperative, courteous
. attitude. .

.

6, Used appropriate terminology, diction,
and grammar.' '-' .

Student
Performance
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*Although use of the instructCr's final checklist Is optional, it is

recommended as .a valid means for documenting the-progress of the student.



V:-TECS 3

DUTY: PERFORMING' RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES

TASK: Answer pages; page' 'persons

.PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given the appropriate. ptitlic address system equipment, Writing materials,
and described opportunities:.. accept. three pages and. relay the messages;
place pages. for :three persons. All items. on the instructor's Qhecklist-
-must .be rated "fully accomplished." (4)

o

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

When -Answering -pages T\ -;

1. Listen- to the paging, system. for anyone present on this 'unit and
inform person of the.page.

.

.
,

,:

2. Call the operator for the message if so requeSted, identifying
, *

yourself and stating the reason. you ,are answering the page.
.

,.. 3. Place the call, recording the area, name, and position of answering
person. .

,

24: Record and relay the message accurately and quickly.
5. Use acceptable telephone. manners, grammar, diCtion, and. terminology..
6. Exercise tact and disoretionf,

.

. . , -
When paging persons:

.

-. 1. Call.the switc'aboardoperator identifyin-g the:unit, yourself, and
your position; and requeSt thd operator to page,. the person you Want,-
giving accurate information or
Dial a specified number and page the person yourself supplying-
accurate, .adequate information using a .pleasant tone of voice-and

.

articulating clearly..
3. Remain at., the telephone to .receive the rdsponse message. . ,

4. Relay the response to the appropriate person(s) promptly.
- *

LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

. --,

1. Explain and demonstrate the paging system according to .prescribed
policy of the individual, setting. . . ,

2. Review information. sheet titled "Keep Your Image in Mind". (Lesson 2,.
- V-TECS 2). . , .

3. ,Simulate three opportunities requiring use of thee public address.
system:- . , I- . .

., .. .

74. Observe classmates as they, role play responses to the .siMulations.
Evaluate aloud their. strengths and . weaknesses. :- ' :

.
.

5. Perform:4 the items listed on the instructor's ch.ecklist until .

receiving a "fully accomplished" rating.
,x



IY

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
telephone
public address system
writing materials

EVALUATION.
Using-the provided. equipment and.inforthgtion,.the student gill accept
three pages; page three persons. All.items on- the lnstrUctocheoklist
will be. addressed and.rated.'!fully.accompiished

1

e
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VTECS 3
L.A. #5

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL .CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task: r
Answer pages.

Place. an X in the appropriate box indicating
'Not Accomplished, 'Partially Accomplished, or.
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item 'was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: All items must receive a.
rating of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated. Not.,-
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the !
student and instructor will discUss: the
situation.. and decide which --1esa,cal,ng
activities must be repeated. If :the
instructor chooses to use the. checklist as
the basis- for assigning numerical points, .

then a separate column and. boxes are.
provided. .

When answering pages,the student: .4.

1. : Told persons' on unit they are being
paged.

2. Called operator; identified self,
tion and unit ; and stated "reason 'for

answering page. .

Recorded 'name , of Caller along 44)Eh
appropriate information to identify
patient or type of reqUest.

4. Verified the phone number and returned
the call with the :requested information,
if needed.
Relayed messages promptly in writing to
appropriate person: who, what, when,
where , why, how.

.)

Student
Performance
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,'Although use ,of the insti-uct6"rts final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as' a valid means for documenting the progress of the student.
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INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*
,

Check the student's perfortance in the .skills
associated with the following task:

Page persons.

Plaoa an X in the appropriate. box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomp4Ashed: If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Aox.

Performance Level: All items must receive' a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
-Applicable). If any items. are rated Not!
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
students and instructor will discuss the
.situation. and deci,de.whic.h. learning
-activities -must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses-to use the checKist as
the basis for assignidg numerical fioints,
then a separate column and boxes are.'
provided

(/
When paging persons, the student:

1: Placed page correctly.

2. Used correct terminology, diction, and

tone of voice.
3. Remained at phone to respond and gave%

accurate information.

Lt

,

Student

Performan

..

. ,

0

a......
.... a.0 0.2¢

.. §0
Z.<

la

.5

2: g
ito
.E. 8
M 0
a. <

,

>. g= g
=
iii. < ,

i 10 Inaz .1 .s
0. 0
0 it 0.

( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) ) (. )

( ') . ( ) ( ") (

*Although use of the instructor'e.final-checklist is optional, it is

recommended as a valid means'for documenting the progress of the student.
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DUTY: PERFORMING RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES

TASK: Accept and direct mail, flowers, gifts

VTECS .1

PERFORMANCE OB c IVE . .

Given.th standard policieS, the patient's Kardex cards, ..for patient.
care form.and thysitians' orders)... and an assortment of mail and gifts:
accept and direct. the mail, gifts, and floVers, or state the teason_for
rejecting, All restriction's' must be observed.. Performance must conform
to established policies and be.acceptable to the instructor-. (4)-.

p.

. r PERFORMANCE GUIDE:

f

1. Identify whether or not the, article is for a 'patient. on this unit.
2.. Sign for article following hospital policies.
3. Check .Kardex card form or physician's orderl.. for
I special orders or restrictions egarding fAtient.
L. Seek direction from charge nurse. if -needed,'

.

5.. Deliver or assign an appropriate person to deliver the article
handling it with due care' and considering. its perishability. .

6. Place article in an apPropriate location in patient's room.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES . , :
,

.

1. Disouss a-samle policy of patient care facility in. Order to learn:

how to, determine which patients may receive . mail ,4flowerl and
gifts. InVeStigate the. reasons that.certain types of ipatiehtS
(e.g., isolation,-intensive care, etc.-) may not reaekve.these items.

2.-. Take afield trip to a patient care facility to observe a.standardf
policy beihg executed. ...

. Practice. identifying .special orders or restrictions using the
attached sample patient care form and daily census report.'

4. List on paper the steps inVolvedInaccepting and directing mail,
flowers, and gifts. 1

,-..) .

5.. List op paper.the correct procedure for rejecting mail, gifts, and
flowers.. &. . .

. ..

-6, Role play in frbnt of the entire. class then process of accepting and.
rejecting. mail, gifts, and flowers: f .

.
. .

_._ 7. Demonstrate to theAnstrucor the proper procedure; for receiving and
rejecting iniil,Alifts, and flowerS;- achieve a .rating .of "fully
accomplished,"

.TOOL 0ND EQUIPMENT
physician's orders

. L
nail
.flowed:

gifts "
Kardex.or patient care form
-standard policies of.patient-care facility



VTECS 1

EVALUATION
Using provided material, the student will properly accept and accurately
direct patient mail, gifts, and flowers. All restrictions will be
observed. Actual performance according to established policies must be
rated as "fully accomplished" by the instructor.

U

T

1

4

7

.

"
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1

'PREOPERATIVE PATIENT FOR ADULT SURGERY

lolsimission Oats

Classification
4,

,

V - TECS 1
L.A. #3

AttendiAg Physickan(s):

(Addrvmoraph)

Owe Ink*. PROBLEM APPROACH OUTCOME

Vital signs (7, P, R,"and 8.1)) on admission and Afebrile (lees .t

--; 4 HS prior to surgery and AM of surgery. Pre- 99.6) 12 hours

for surgery as ordered: - prior to suroery.

Establishment' of

_pare'

,
,

.

baseline vital--.

.
.

,

signs.

i
.

.

.

,

.

.

W.

' Up ad lib unless contraindicated. lAmbulatory

1. Give verbal and/or written explanation of iVerbalizes

preparation for surgery, and of post-op care. instructions

!regarding prope-

r' Idures and pooperF

Explain operative_ permit to patient and with ofan of Pau.

witness patient's signature. ..inforMed consent.

BEST co V AVAILABLE



FOR: Appendectomy Post ICU Gastrectomy Abdominal Surgery, Adult
Hernia Exploratory Laparptory
Pilonidal Cyst. Cholecystectomy

Admission Oats BATH: Self A,331.3t r Bed

V - TECS 1
L. A. #3,-

dsmificasoion

Olin Attending Physician(s):

Diet

047Nimie

Smgwy Page 1
(Ajd111330grif311)

ems lotios., mieum APIPIRQACH
..4" 'OUTCOME

1..A. Vital signs (T, P, R, and BP) every 4 hrs. Afebrile (tem:
_-

x 72 hours. .less than 99.6

8. DC at .m/pm on . 24 hrS, prior_ -

Then routine q hrs. discharge.'
. ,

t-.1}

C. Turn, cough, deep treathe every 2 hrsl
,

x 24 hours.
_

Assist patient to splint incision as

necessary.

2.A. Check dressing(s) every 4 hrs. x'241 then Clean neling

QID wound.

. If prn dressing change order:

Change dressing at leaSt daily to observe

wound area for redness, welling, increased

drainage healing.

C. Note prese ce of

Drain Removed

Skin-clips Remove

Staples Remove

A Sutures

Steri-striPs_l

Remove

T-tube 'Empty Revived

.1

'Other

Hemov8C-_____ Empty Remnv.,4

1.1



FOR: Appendectomy CholeoYetectoMy Abdominal Surgery, Addlt
Hernia 'Post .ICU Gastieitomy
Pilonidal Cyst Exploratory Laoargtomy

oschnion Omm BATH: Self A$.i Bed

Cassification
1'

, V TECS 1
L. A. #3

Owe A ttltrldthir PhyliCiall( :
CUT

Diagnosis

SurgsrY PaQe

.

(Addrepagraph
Omar PIRC1151-114.

t. APP1ROAC34 OUTCOME

3.A. I' & 0 every 8 hrs.
Normal bladdet.

B. ()Cat

(Cath.order

dth/pm on

if voiding freely and 4king pa fluids.

fugction rest

4. Levine tube Salem sump Bowel function

Connect tg restored .0 BM

prior to discharc

Irrigate .with Tolerating diet.

Remove.NG'tube (date)

I5.A. Elevate foot of bed 3" x 8 hrs. (if ordered
.----r--.

. .

1 B. Lower foot of bed at ,
amrpm

on

,Ambulat.i. qrfiers_\ .

Arnt,LL1 e-tr,t!

1

1 It

3 9 %.



FOR:.AppendectoMY Abdominal Surgery, Adult
Hernia'. w Post ICU Gastrectomy
Pilonidal Cyst Exploratory Laparotomy

Admix Ilan Oett BATH: Sig A34ilt Bed

Clamiticaton

Ohm

Diagnosis

SurgerY . .

Page 3

V 7 TCS 1

Attending Physici'en(4):.

OE=

(Addressograo0)

0 LITCO Pe

- ,

Discharge
,

6. Instructpatient and/or significant other

(Date and initials) in the following: Patient verbali.

,A. Follow-up, appointment understanding :a;
.

.

f) B. Activity limitations or demonstrates

C. Wound Care discharge instr4

6.- Take home drugs tions.

E. Special diet

Reinforce ysiciaWs!instructions



FLOOR

ADMISSIONS

4.

DAILY CENSUS REPORT

CENSUS 12:00 MIDNIGHT

V
L.k. #3 .

TIME NAME

DISCHARGES

DAT
. .11

0 TIME NAME MM.
;AIME111111.1111111111

111111111111111
,444M11111.1111111111

ECE D.` BY TRANSFER

J I

DISCHARGED BY TRANSFER
NAME 0

..6.1.!Immtomm,.. DEATHS

/NO . TIME NAME

Remaining
wra R

MALE

Adult Newborn

FEMALE

Adult Newbcrn

Adin t d
Received
Ler 'Tranif.eT

1,scharold

Remaining '';1*d Midnight

/



V.TECS 1 .°

L.A. #7
STUDENT . .

.11.0.1.);10111061011ft14WOMO

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL cakausr*

.

Check the'. student's performance. in. the skills".
associated with the following task:
'Accept and direct mail, flowers,. gifts.

Place ...an X in .tho.'.appropriatebox indicating
.Not..Accomplished, Partially Accomplished,. or
Fully Accomplished. If, :because of special
circumstances,' the item. was impossible to
co"mplete, place an. X in the Not Applicable
Box. .

Performance. Level: All items must receive -a..
rating of FULLT-4CCON PLASHED "(or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished,. the :-
student and instructor "will. discusS the,"
situation --and-. decide which". learning
activities .must be _repeated.. _.If the
instructor. chooses to use the checklist. as
the basis for -assigning numerical points,
then a separate columri and boxes are
provided.

When accepting and directing-niail, f;owers,..

: gifts, the student:

..1: Verified location of patient and signed .

". Tor article following hospital .policies._

2. Delivered article to patient's. room.

4.4

Student
Performance

4

15 1...--z < .4,5 §z<

2. 12.

t §.c,.<

,
C.1.

>. E
-B. §u.<

id 41

g to 4
144 .50o<as

4

e'

.

.*!Al.though: Use. of- ..the'. triat,ructon!s .tinalfficheckiist is optional, it
recommended 'as. a valid Means foe doCumenting the -progress. of the "student..



DUTY: PERFORMING RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES

TASK: Arrange special: visiting privileges

V-TECS 4:.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given the. authorization for special v.isi'tir.g priVileges. for three

. patients,- the Kardex file- .,:{or patient are signs,
-.and the required information: arrange for special visiting privilege0.

. Arrangements made must conform -to poated.poligiesorthe institution.
(4)

;11

PERFORMANCE-GUIDE
1, fdettify-apedial.vsiting privileges to be arranged; consulting the

charge nurse-far.authorization_and directives.
2; Place -a note for authorilation.ana-directiveS.-
3. Place the deaignatea sigh on the daoroof the patient's room.
4. Notify the.-approwiate-llospital dpartment(s) of special

privilege(s): business office, information desk, switchboard,
housekeeping department, etc. "\

5. Make local or long distance calls as needed and chargé correctly. .-
6. Reassure the person.called. .. --' :

7.. Worm.visitors of hoOttal policies in regardto special visitors.
Provide *0r the basic physical peeds of the long,.term-Visitor (cot,
food service, etc.).:

.

-9. .-8eek assistance asneededif visitor becomes. emotionally disturbed._
10. Follow established policy if a Visitor'falls, ..isi,injured in any. way,

. or becomes'ill.1*.

Oq

7
Suggeation.of South Carolina writing team: Omit numbers 5 and 6.

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES
1. Discuss with a representative the procedure for identifying special

visiting priyileges.D (Review the content and purpose of the
physician's order form).,

2. Discuss and demonstrate procedure for 'placing order on patrent care
' form. (Refer to attached sample.)

3. Visit a unit and observe where the signs are kept and lye \sr. the

procedure for posting. .

4. Explain procedure for notifying appropriate departments (i.e.,
telephone, giving name, unit, title, patient's name and room number
and special instructions) .

5. Role play giving information to visitors.

6. Explain procedure for providing basic physical reeds of the visitor
according to patient care-facility policy. (i.e.; Call'appropriate

department and give.special instructions.)

7. Explain procedure for taking ,care of visitor falls, in or

illnesaess, according to patient care facility policy.



Show mastery-of task (i.e., arranging .special .visiting privileges)
-by perfornailg it in a manner acceptable to the instructor.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
. special signs

. Kbrdex -or 'patient care .form

EVALUATION
Usin.g proVided.information and materials, arrange in writing special-
visiting .privileges- for .three patients. Arrangements must 'conform to
the institutional policy provided .by the instructor. The -instructor.
must rate..the. written arrangement-as "fully accomplished."

:



PRE-OPERATIVE PATIENT.

- Achnigion Date.

Clawiftisdon.

2AT11 S4114 Assist fed

Dig(

Diagnosis

gaargery

it4

V -11ECd 4
L.A: 11?,

Attending Physician(s):

(Addressograph)
ow. worse* immostim .

. AmmoAcH OUTCOME
.

.

, Vital sins (T P R and $P on admission and Afebrile (less
.

a HS prior to surgery and AM of surgery; Pre= 99.6)12 hours

prior to suroev.

Establishment of

,-1
tare for surgery as ordered; -

4 %.7.

, baseline vital'.
_...

.

signs..
.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

_

.

i 1)

.

, . .

.

.

._

.

.A
.

.

. .

J
.

.

. .
..,, Up ad lib unless contraindicated. Ambulatory

.

-. %
,.,

.

.

_

1. Clive verbal and/or written explanation of Verbalizes
.., .

andpreparation 'for surgery of post -op care. instructions
.

.

#.

,

reoardinb proce:-.

.14 dunes and co6.erz',

2. Explain operative permit to patient and with plan of care

witness patient's signature. Informed. consent:

40



FOR: Appendectomy
Hernia
Pilonidal Cy

Admisiion 0.41;

01st

Poet ICU Giletil(mtdmy Abdominal Surgery, Adult
ExolorgOryAap,rptorY,
t Cholecystectomy

34TH: 541t XsItl 134d

4

Mar

Oiagnoiris

SurtrrY

4

Page 1

Attanding

Cd.ddrimilognicm)

arm PrOSLIA4 APINIICLAC34 OuTcoM1
r

1..A. Vital signs (T, P, R, and BP) every 4 hrs. Afebrile (te

x 72 hours. less than 99

.'DC at _m/pm on . 24 hrs. pric

Then routihe q hrs. I discharge.

C. Turn, cough, deep breathe every ,2 hrs.

x 24 hours.

Assist,Oatient to splint incision as

necessary.

1 2.A. Check dressing(s) every 4 hrs. x 24, then f Clean nealin:

QID wound.

(I

fn 41a 0+, 1_1:c..trt1,4,
/1

B: IF prn dressing change orders 1

Change dressing at least daily to observe 1

wound area For rednesS, swelling, increased -

drainage, healing.

C. Note oresence of:

Dtaih Removed

Skin clips Remove

Staples Remove

SutUres

Steri-strios

T-tube

Remove

cmotv Remced

Hemovpr EmoEv Remr.4

Other

41 :



Mgt

Sm9ligy

Olagnosis,

Page 1
0.4drosscgraant

FOR Appendectomy Post iCb Gastrectcmy Abdominal Surgery, 'Adult
Hernia Exploratory Laparptory

-11
Pilonidal Cyst CholecysteCtomy

Adminion Quit

ausificttion

bier T.._Gttanding Pysician():

lamps Immilipki PROBLEM
v

AP! CAC}-4 ,

1
OUTCOM

1..A. Vital signs P, R, ).nd 8P) every 4 hrs, I Afebrile (te

x 72 hours.
I less than 99

. DC at .m/pm on . ,
,

124 hrs. prio

Then routine q Y
hrs. . I discharge.

.
1 ,

I.
I I 0 d

I

: C. Ttrn, cough, deep breathe every 2 hrs.
.

i

1
x 24 hours, r

Assist patient to splint incision as

necessary.

2.A. Check dressing(s) every 4 hrs. x 24, then
i
Clean nealin:

QID wound.

8. If orn dressing change order:

Change dressingat leaSt daily to observe'-.

wound area for'redness, swelling, .increased

drainage, healing.

Note oresence of:

Drain f Removed*.

Skin clios_ Remove

Staoies_ Remove

Sutures. Remove

Steri-strios

T-tube =tv Remmzed.

HerTIOV?C` .0dmnIrcar4

Other,



FOR :` Appendectomy 'Post ICU Gestrectomy Abdominal Surgery,

Hernia Exp1bratory Laparotory
,Pilonidal Cyst Cholecystectomy

Admisgon Doti -BATH1 Self As3ist Bed

'Adult

Oar Miodon

Diet Attending Physician(s)?

Diet

Obigno

Page:1
Swirly"

(AddrlimKNniph)

Om limitisk
. t

mmsupa APPC(0A0-1 ipfraN4E.

.. ,

1..A. Vital signs'(T, and RP) every 4 hrs. Afebrile (temp.

, -
x 72 hours. less than 99.6.

r,

B: DC at :m/pm on . 24"hrs. prior i

Then routine q hrs. discharge.

_
. ,

1
.

1. A

C. Turn, cough, deep breathe every 2 hrs.

x 24 hours.
A--.---

.

/ '----

'Assist patient to- splint incisiomias

.
. necessary. .

.

2.A. Check dressina(s) every 4 hrs. x 24. then i Clean nealina

QID wound.

B. If prn dreS'sing change order:

Chsange dressing at least daily tq observe

a
wound area for redness, swelling, increased

,drainage, healing.

-r

C. Note presence of:

Drain Removed

Skin clips Remove

Staples Remove

Sutures Remove

Ateri-sttips

Ltub.e. Emoty Re-molted

PiefRovac Empty RPmovpci,_-'
Other

43
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V-TECS 4
L.A. #8

DATE-

V

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

, .
Check the student's peeformAnce in the skills
associated with the fallowing task: /

Arrange, special visiting privileges.,

Place an X in the iapprbpriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, 'Partially Accomplished,, or
Fully Accomplished. 'If, because of Ipecial
circutastances, the item was impossible to
cotaplete, place an 'X in the Not Applicable
Box,

Performance Ovel: All items must receive a
rating of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicabiile)., If any items are riated Not ,

Accomplished or Partially Accormpllistied, the
student acrd instructor, will discuss the
situation and decide which learning
a_)9Aivities must be repeated. If the
instructo?.chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate column' and boxes are
provided.

4
When arrangicz special visiting privileges,
the student:

1. Verified and posted special visiting
privileges.

2. Informed special of-hospital policies.
3. Identified and provided for the ba.sic

physical needs of the long-term .visitor
as necessary.

. .

Student
Performance

I

.
1

5 -"az<
i ,

i
-1*dz-<

.

1A42
.i §
a.<

la5=
g

73 §ii.<

.. .0

1 S 0

g tft

( ) ( ) ( ) (

'( )' ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) ( ) (

*Although, use of the instructor's .final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid 'IneaS for documenting the progress of the student.

.44 49
$



-DUTY: PERFORMING. RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES.

TASK: Greet physician and provide patients' charts

V.TECS 7

'9

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given the charts of forty patients with color-coded labels and the
physicians' color codes identifying three phYsicians, greet the
physicians and. give each the correct patients' charts. All items cm the
inStructoris checklist must be rated "fully accomplished." (4)

.PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Identify. and address each physician by name" courteously -.

2. Establishmatdre of visit.
3. Select the'correct patients! charts.
4. Check each chart for availability -ofidriting space and completeness.

of.Fharting.
5.. Give the 'correct charts'to the .physician, and-determine whether-any

other assistance is needed.
6. Chart the visit of each physician on each of the patients' charts:

date and time.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES-
1. D scuss color-coding as it relates to:patient charts.

;I:
2. R

isa. reputable Source on etiquette .a list
.ap ropriate greetings.

.

.

.

Divide into small groups. and rehearse saying the greetings with a

pleasant facial expression.
4. Role play.in front of the class a situation in which three

"physictimapproach a. "clerk" whoshad ten color-coded charts. Act
out performance guides 1-6.

.

5. Perform the items listed on the "instructor's. checklist until
raceiving'a "fully accomplished " -rating. _

RESOURCES
books'on etiquette

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
patient charts (with color-coded labels)

EVALUATION

Using provided information and materials, the student will greet three
physicians and provide each with the correct patients' chartis.



V.+E-CS-7 STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL 4EdLIStir

Check the student's. performance In the skills
associated with the following task:

Greetphysician'and provide patients'
'charts..

Placr an X in the.. appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished., Partially Accomplished, or
Fully AccOmptished. If, beCause of special
cirdumstances, the.. item was impossibie.to;
complete, -place.an. X in the Not Applicable.
Box..

.Performande- Level: All items must 'receive a

rating of FULL!' .ACCOMPLISHED (Or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not 1

ACcomplished or Partially Accomplished, tho-1
student and .instructor will discuss the
:situation. and..decIde- which learning .

activities must. be' repeated, If- the
instructor chooses to uSe the dhecklist as
the -basis7 for assigning numerical points,
then. a separate column and boxes ar;e
provided...

When eeeting physician and providing
patients' charts, the student:

. . Student
Performance

, . 4 ,

m I
a g. g, Ili,.
I s .g 8 .0 1,, ..

..2 < z :( 0,. <
o o. CI ca 4-3 u

8114 R.

(0

1. Recognize hysician, addressig him/her
apkopriately in greeting.

2. Selected correct charts.
3. Gave charts to physician courteously.
4. .Determined wheth4r,any other assistance

was needed.
5. Verified identity of physician tadtfully
* (if uhknown by ward clerk).

des-

( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )

( ) . ) ( ) ( ) (' )

( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ( ) (' ( )

*Although use of the instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid means for documenting the progressof the student.

o..



DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES.

V-TECB- 53

TAM Initiate and respond to telecom/intercom communications

PERFORM
,

ANCE OBJECTIVE ,

Given the required inf,9rmation, supplies,' telecom or intercom equipment,
and three patient sigmas: respond to the signals, locate Versonnel, and
relr ay messages. All signals will be rbsponded ,to within two minutes,
messagesjill.be written, and initiated calls will be

.
implemented within,

two minutes. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE .:
,i4

.

.

.

.

j 1: 0Acknow.ledge. the signal, adtivate the eq ipment, identify yourself-
arid offer assistance 'using a pleasant tone.of voice. CautiOn:
Patient signals may indicate any degree eneed..

2. Identify Nitdent, recording name, room number, time,-and written
message on form.

_
.

3. Locate the person assigned to thine patient via telecom or. intercom.
4, Relay the message accurateliT to the assigned perSon.quickly. .

5, If the assigned person-is'off the unit or otherwise .unavailable,
request another qualified person to fulfill the. patient's request.

6. Seek assistance of the team leaderitneeded,- - -, ::
A. 7. Report back to. the patient promptly Viatelecomtintercom,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:. ] . .-

. .

1.' Demonstrate' the use and purpose of-the telecom/intercom for each
. Iunit. .

.
.

.

2. Role play situationsidnvolving-the use of the -telecom/iiitercom
both in receiving and relaying messages..' . . .; ,. .

3.- Distribute and discuss- the. information sheet .titled "Daily Unit
Assignment Sheet" {attached), i.e., how- and why patients are
assigned.tonurSing.personnel. . v.. ,

. :Read aloud' the RN /LPN. and NA/NT job desc, ription's (attached)b'and
review the responsibilities of each. s .

5. Divide into small groups and. discuss three hypothetical sitUations
which- require .0nowledge of -the appropriate personnel to!execute
certain tasks. - . -

Practice. receiving three mock signals on a real' telecom/intercom
system. -.: . . . .

.

-. Practice--'relaying tirreer-mock messages. .gleaned from-a ,real
telecom/intercom system. ,

.

. .

.

List the .responsibilities of the-RN/LPN; NA/NT as they relate to
responding to. patient needs expressed via the telecom/intercom.
:System. .. -.

.

S, 9. \Show.. mastery ot ,taskt (i.e., daitiating and responding to
\telecom/interCom 6ommunidations) by perforMing it 'in. a manner
ccePtable to' the iinstructor,

r

c.;

. ,



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
telecom/intercom
clock/watoh
mesatige pad

writing materials

V-TECS 53

EVALUATION
/

Using materials' and information provided, the student will answer three
patient signals, initiate calls for personnel on telecc\m/intercom, and
relay messages. All signals must be responded to within two rilIutes;
messages must be written accurately and legibly; initiated:cal s for
personnel on telecom/intercom must.be executed within two minutes..

. ,

Y.



V»TECS 53
L.A. #3

DAILY UNIT ASSIGNMENT SUET
°

This sheet will be posted on the bulletin board on the unit.

It Atli be made for each of the three (3) shifts daily.

DATE: Present

CHARGE NURSE or NURSE CLINICIAN will make out this sheet.

UNIT :DIVIDED,: Nurses and assistants from Boom numbers tof.room numberi.
.! .

'NO
LEARN: Intercom-answer to care for patient's need(s).

Se sure to know the patient's room number, name and the need(s) - then
tell appropriate person assigned to the patient to take care of the
need(s).

Telephone: or, the unit -- identify. unit, self and title.

na

S

0
O



DATE

v.

DAILY UNIT ASSIGNMENT. SHEET ..

4
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SHIFT

Charge Nurse.
4

Break:

Meal:
Ward Clerk Break:.

Meal:.

Group -I Rooms Group II Rooms

Leader: Break:
Meeting: Meal:

Member:
Meeting: .

Member:.

Meeting:.

Member:

leeting4

4

Leader:
Meeting:

Break:
Meal:

Break: Member: Break:
Meal: Meeting: Meal:
Duty: Duty:

.Break:

Méa

DutlIf

Break:

Meal:

Duty.:

Member: .

Meeting:

Member:
Meeting:

Break:

Meal:
Dutr:

Break:

Meal:

Duty:

'Nursing Rounds Time: Nursing Rounds Time:
'Nursing Care Planning Conference Nursing Care Planning Conference
Time: Patient: Time: Patient:
Topic: Topic:

-Participants:,.

:S1,106StiOnS: 1.; .

ot

Participants:
SuggestiOns:

5

sr

.



The following performance criteria have been identified as expect and above
expected for. the Nursing Assistant. Circle the number of each ctilerion met.
Criteria are considered to be self explan tory and met consistently' unless
otherwise specified. The supervisor may as for evidence of having met 'any of
the expected or above,:expected criteria.

IH
1 0 POLICIES

Expected
1. 1 Reports.to. work .as scheduled.

1. 2 Clocks -in and out on time card correctly.

3 Uses correct procedure for notification of illness.

.4 4 Signs time card every pay period.

-
1. 5 Seeks approval from Nurse Clinician for scheduled overtime.

1. 6 Cooperates when time schedules must be altered.

1. 7 Uses correct procedure for changing work schedule.

1. ,8 Wears name pin 'so 'that it is'clearly visible at all times.

1. 9 Wears correct attire for area.

1..10 Maintains personal hygiene and cleanliness.

1.11 Knows where to locate and uses Nursing Service_ Manuals.

1.12 Knows where to locate and uses Administrative Manuals.

1.13 Knows where to locate and uses other department manuals.

1.14- Conforms to "any other NUrsing-Servite and .hospital poliCies.

2.0 NURSING PROCESS

Expected

2.1.. Observes condition of all patients on unit (assigned and other)
whenever,contact is made and reports abnormalities or pertinent
observations to the appropriate nurse.. ,

a

2.2 'Asks pertinent questrone regarding pa-tient care assignment when
appropriate.

2.3 .Plans and.A completes assignment.in a timely manner.
. .

.
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2.4 . Participates in and contributes to conferences for planning 'patient
care. r

. Above Expected
2.1 Communicates less obvious or potential problems regarding the

patient to the appropriate nurse.

2.2 Provides pertinent informationlind suggestions which will
contribute to plan of care.

2.3 Asks appropriate questions which stimulates discussion and/or leads
to conference topics.

2.4 Reinforces patient and family teaching when appropriate.

3.0,.D0OUNENTATION.OTPATIENT.OARE ON PATIENT CARE'RECORP

Expected.
3.1. Uses full'name and title in all signatures.

3.2 Uses approved and 4propriate abbreviations.

:

3.3 Completes forms as described in charting section of Nursing Service
,"Manuals and/or Consent IManudl. (,

a 0

. ,

Above Expected
3.1 Assists with revision.of existing forms and development of new

forms.

4.0 CLINICAL

4. 1 Takes routine T, P, R, and BP.

,. 4. 2 Passes fresh drinking water at least two times on the AM and .PM
tour of duty and PRN and on the-night tour PRN.,

. :-. .
.

.

4. .3 arepares patient for meals: a. Positions patient. :: b. Allaws
patient to. wash.face and hands before andiafter meals.' c. Allows

.* patient to brush teeth as desired, d.,..Cuts meat, opens milk, etc,
as necessary.

4. 4 Feeds patients as necessary.

A. 5 .Provides bath for patients: a. Gil/es complete bed bath. b.

Assists with bath including pericare PRN. c. Gives bath water at
bedside; d. Runs tub water. e. Assists withishower.

6 Assists with sitz bath.

52 57



4. 7

4. 8

4. 9

Gives back rubs.

Gives mouth care or provides for mouth care.

Assists,patient in putting on clean bed clothes.

4.10 Co*baliatient!s hair .as needed..
o

4.11 Makes 'bed.

4.12 Gives clean washcloth_and.towel to patients.

.
I.

4.13'Arranges'patient's unit: a.' Cleans bedside table. b. Picks. up
articles on floor in room, and bathroom. c...Makes room neat and
clean id appearance. d..Removes excess cups, disheS, linens, etc..

4.14 Adjusts patient's

4.15 Lifts, moves,. and turns patient correctly,

4.16 Assist patients with'wheelchairs.

4.17 Assist patients to.walk.

4.18 'ASsist patients to cough,. turn, deep breathe as assigned.

4.19 Ahswers signal lights. and'respondeappropriately.

4.20 Prepares u,nit for post-up patients: a.' Secures. IV- pole. b. HaS
bed in high position. c. Has 'tide rails on bed.

4.21 -MeaSures.oral fluid intake as assigned.

4.22 Measures output: .foley catheter drainage', voided urine, emesis and
liquid stool.-

,

4.23 RecOrds intake and output on bedside I & 0 worksheet,
,

.

4.24. 'Sti*.ns urine.

4.25 Collects urine specimens for the'fcilowing:
. a. S & A's: b.:

Routine urinalysis: voided, midstream, clean-catch. .' 24 _hour
.urine and keeps on when.necessary. :d.AIudobe tolerance test.

4.26 Colledts-siool specimens (other than from dolostoiy).

.4.27 Assisiswith the following procedures: H & P exams, vaginal exams,
and rectal: exams.
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4.28 Assists with admissions, transfers, and discharging of patients.

4.29 Gives.immediate assistance to other departments with transfer of
:patients to 'and from wheelchair or stretcher.

4.30 Assist patients to tathroom,bedside commode and/or with urinal or
bedpan.

4.31 Empties and cleans utensils after each use.

4:32 Applies warming unit and iaintains correct temperatu14.

4.33. Applies hot and cold compresses; ice bags and/or collars and
refills as necessary.

4.34 Givee enemas and/or douches according to Nursing Service Manual.'

4.35 Carries out isolation procedures.

4.36 Removes and reapplies anti-embolism hose assigned.

4.37 -Cares for body after death.

4.38 Takes approiriateslipS to other areas in the hospital $is'alp6igned,
and picks up supplies and/or equipment A4- 'assigned:

4.39 Assists with emergency procedures: CPR, fire, and disaster.
)

4.40 Cleans and returns equipment to proper place.

4.41. Applies restraints.

4.42 Applies male external catheter.

4.43 Performs male.urethral catheterization and removes as assigned.

Abov.e Expected
4.1 Utilizes available_ resources when unfamiliar witha prodedure

or skill.

4.2. Operates equipment or instruments not routinely used on the unit
utilizing Nursing Service Manual..

4.3 Demonstrates interest in learning new skills and procedures.
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5.Q WORKING. WITH OTHERS

Expected
5. 1

5. 2

5. 3

VLTECS 53
. 'L.A..#4

Maintains a positive attitude and receives no valid complaints
regarding'at%itude or behavior.

x/

Communicates change and. implements change cooperatively.

Communicates with patilants, families, unit personnel, physicians
and personnel of other departments in courteous and professional
manner.

Discusses problems,or complaints with immediate supervisor.

Identifies when co-workers need assistance and offers' help.
Cooperates willingly4 with co-workejs in completing heavy work.
assignments.

5. 6 Works effectively with unit personnel, students, instructors,
interns, and other new employees.

7 Reports verballysignificant observations regarding performance of
staff members to Nurse Clinician or Charge Nurse as requested.

ti

Above .Expected
.5. t .Identifies negative feelings and discusses them with Nurde.

.

Clinician or other appropriate person.

5.. 2 _Identifies the need for change and possible way8 to iMplement it in
writing.

3. Demonstrates. effectiye -communication through written .or verbal
feedback from patient, families, unit personnel, phySicians,and
personnel of.other departments.

-

5. 4 Offers solutions to problqms or. identifies means of handling
'complaints j.n writing to immediate supervisor..

. I d

5. 5 Identifies thingS that need to be done on the unit and does therr
withOut being asked.

5. 6.. Seeks ways to pro ide learning experiences for atudents, interns,
and;pther new em loyees: Gived written and/or verbal feedback
regarding studen. s interns ", and other employeesperformance to
imMedliate supervis r. ,

,
.= V

. . . 't

,Assists Nurse Clihician in evaluation of staff members when
..
',- requested. - ,

5.5

0
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5. 8 'Gives written Anecdotal notes regarding co-workers' performance to
Nurse. Clinician.

Expected

6.0 SELF - DEVELOPMENT

Completes written self-evaluation according to

yearly _arid includes goals for self-development.

6. 2 Attends and participates .in the Staff Development
the Hospital. Must attend all mandatory.classes.

6..3 Attends and particip
absent; reads, and in

.job. description

programs held at

in unit nieetings/conferences'. When
tials minutes.

6. 4 Reads and initials all new policies, procedures, memorandums and
notations' in communicat on book or on clipboard.

6. 5 Shares with Staff information gained at hospital sponsored
workshops and documents.

6. 6 Assists with orientation -of new .;nursing personnel as assigned by.:
Nurse Clinician.

Above Expected
6. 1 Schedules periodic self-evaluation conferences with Nurse Clinician

to assess progress in attaining goals and documents.

Seeks out informal evaluation by peer .group and other members of
nursing staff and documents. ,

. 3 Reads selection .from'health care literature on a monthly basis
documents quarterly.

11

.6. 4 Posts pertinent articles from health care literature on unit
per quarter. Must document title of article, .sOurce and
posted.

6. 5 .Volunteerjqa be an orientatiOn preceptor and assists with
completion of skills inventory checklist.

and

once
date

6. :6 ,Makes written reccimmendations for unit orientation outline.

1/
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JOE DESCRIRTION/PERFORMANOE EVALUATION
. I

TITLE: NURSING TECHNICIAN

DEPARTMENT: Nursing Service.

QUALIFICATIONS: N.T. I -- Currently enrolled in a program of Nursing and haa.
satisfactorily completed course.in Nursing Fundamentals or
has satisfactorily completed d a Nursing Technician Course.

N.T. II -- Graduate-of.a rogram in Nursing who fails to
.satisfactorily complete the State Board Test Pool Examination
upon first time writing.

JOB SUMMARY: Assists in providing nursing care to patients.

SUPERVISOR: Nurse Clinician or Aisistant Director of Nursing for Evenings

I

.11.14.000.

....6.11111.

and Nights

Expected - Meets all of 1.0r Polijaies (14 criteria) plus eighty
percent (80%) (67 criteria) of the expected criteria,ih' sections
2.0 0-- 6.0.

Above Expected = Meets all of the expected criteria (98 criteria)
plus forty percent (40%) of the above expected criteria t9 criteria)

.

Outstanding - Meets all of the expected criteria (98 criteria) plus
,

eighty percent (80%) of the above expected criteria (18 criteria)

Se

Meets criteria for annual merit increase due to no.disciplinary
action beyond verbal counseling.

Date of Evaluation

Signature of Evaluator

Signature.. of Evaluatee

Signature of'Reviewer

-Comments

57.. 9
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k

The-follOwiag performance criteria have been identified as expected and ;above
expected for the Nursing Technician. Circle the ladmber of each criterion met.
Criteria are considered to be self explanatory and met consistently unlebs
otherwise specified. The supervisor may ask for evidence 'of haVing met any of
the expected or above .expected criteria.

1.0 POLICIES.

Expected
.

1. 1 Reports' to work as Scheduled.
t

, 1. 2 Clocks in'and out on time card correctly.

1. 3 Uses correct procedure for notification ofjllness.

1. 4' Signs time card every pay period.

1. 5 Seeks approval from Nurse Clinician-for scheddled overtime.
.

I 1. 6 Cooperates when time schedules must be altered.
7 '

:1.,7 Uses'corrSct procedure for changing work schedke.:

t. 8 Wears name pin so that it is clearly visible at all times.

i. 9 Wears coyrrect Attire for.area.

1.10 Maintains personal hygiene and cleanliness.

1.11 Knows where to locate and uses Nursing Service Manuals.

Knows where to locate and uses Administrative. ManUals.

1.13 jthows.where to locate and uses other department manuals..
4

'1.14 ConfOrmS to. any other NurSing Service and hospital policies.

2.0- NURSING 'MOSS.

Expected #

2.. 1 Interviws patient on-,-admission and reports pertinent.information.
-to.appropriate nurse..

2.-2 Observes condition of all patients on unit (assigned and other)
whenever-contact is made and reports abnormalities or pertinent-
.observations to.appropriAte.nurse..

5
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f 2. 3 Asks pertinent questions which stimulates discdssion and/or .leads
to conference topic.

2. 4 Participates:in and contributes to conferenceS for planning patient
care.

2..5 Confers with nurse 'in charge regarding patient care assignment and
,'asks pertinent questions regarding Assignments at appropriate time.

orms nurse in charge of learning needs as well as personal
preferences and abilities regarding assignments as appropriate.

2. Provides pertinipit information and suggestions which contribute to
plan of care.

2. 8 Implements. phy lbal, psychosocial,, and teaching Components of
patient care, entified in care plan, according to established
standard.

Above Expected
.\a. 1 Utilizes assessment tools-to identify patient problems, needs.and

interventions.
\

.
2 Communicates fess obvior or potential problems regarding the

patient to the appropriate nurse: .

3.0 .DOCUMENTATION OF'PATIENT CARE ON PATIENT CARE RECORD

Expected

3. 1-..Used full name and title in all signature.

3. 2 Uses approved and Appropriate.abbreviations.

3. 3 .Documents information in chronological order, at the -time of the
event. or 'observation, with the time and date included.

3. 4 Documents andsigns those events personally performed:or obsrved.

3. 5 Documents in a clear,' concise, accurate and legible manner.
1

,

Selects and initiates. approp,riate forms at tb6 proper-tima(0)after
conSulting.with appropriate nurse.

I

. 3., 7.-N.:ompletea'forms as described in charting section off Nursing Se vice
I ' Manuals And/or COnsent Manual.

Above. Expected
3.1 Assists, with revision of existing forms or development of new

forms:

1.59
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Ill.,/ 2 Assists with the change process involved in implementing n / forms
/ on the unit.

4.0 CLINICAL SKILLS

1 Takes routine T,P,R and BP.
.

111 / ,,

4.'2 Passes fresh drinking water at least two times on tie AM and
tour of duty and PRN and on the night tour PRN. /,

4. 3. Prepares patient for meals: a. Positions-patient. . b . Allf ws
patient to wash face and hands before and after teals. All ws .

patient to brush teeth as desiritd. d. Cuts meat, opens milk,/etc.
as necessary. 1

/

4. 4 Feeds patients/ as necessary., f

'

!

4. 5 Provides bah for patients: a.4
,

Gives complete .bed ba h. b
Assists wit bath including per'care P N. c. Gives bath w ter at
bedside. d.rluns tub water, 'e. Assists with shower. ii

,

4. 6 Assists w Sitz bath. / 1

'4. 7 *Give back /rubs.

4. 8 Gives mouth care or provides for mouth car:

4. 9 Assists patient in putting on clean bed c othes..

4.10 Combs- patient's hair as-needed.

4.11 Makes bed.

4

4.12 Gives clean wash cloth-and towel .to p= tients.

I I

Arranges patient's unit: 'a. Clea s bed6ide table. b. P'cks up
articles on floor in room and .bat room. Q. Makes room .n =at. and
clean in appearance. d. Retoves e cees cups, dishes, linens etc.

4.14. Adjusts patient's bed.

4.15 LiftS, moyes, and turns patient correctly.

6 Assist patients with. Wheelchairs.

4..17 Assist patients to walk.

4.18 Assists patients to cough,: turn, deep breathe as assigned.

t
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2.

ft

4.19 Answers signal lights and responds appropriate'

4020 Prepares unit for post-up patients(: a. Se ores IV pole. b. Has
bed in high position. a. Has side rails on bed.

4.21 Measures oral fluid intake as assigned.

4.22 Measures output: foley catheter drainage, vailed urine, emesis and
\

liquid stool.

V4ECS
L. #4 .

4.23 Records intake, and output On bedside I & 0 worksheet.

, 4.24 -Strains urine.

. .

425 Colledts urine specimenikfor the_following: a: Routine urinalysis:
voided, midstream, clean catdh- b. 24 hoUr:drine and:keeps on.ic
when necessary c. Glucose tolerance test. d. S & A's and completes
the test, cUltUres.

V

Collect Stool specimens (other 9.1.an from colostomy).

,.27 Assists with the following pracedures: vaginal exams, rectal
exams, 'H.& !exalt's, pelvic eiams,\ bone marrow aspiration or biopsy,
abdominal paracentesis, thora.entesis, .liver biopsy,' lumbar
puncture, pap smears, lacerations and endoscopy procedures.

4.2$ .Asdists with adMissi.on, transfers and discharging of patients.

4.29 Gives iMmediate assistance to of r departments.with transfer of
-patients to-or from wheelchair or tretcher:

4,30 Assist 'patients to b throom, bedside-commode and/or with urinal or
bedpan.

4:31 Empties and-cleans utensils after c use

4.3h Applies warming unit all maintains carrect temperture.

4.3 A414.46. hot-and7caid compresses, teri"e and non-sterile ice bags
and/O'r.c'ellais and refills as .necessary.

4.34 Gives. eOraaa'-and/or.douches.according to Nursing Service. Manual.

4:.35. Carries out is44*tion procedures.

4.36 Removes and reapp11.0dan&embolism host as assigned.

4.37 Cares for body afterdeav,



4.38 Takes appropriate-slips to othet areas in the hospital as assigned;
and....pias up supplies and/or equipment as assifned.

4.39 Assists with emergency procedures: CPR, fire, and disaster.

4.40 Cleans and

4.41'

4.42"

Urns equipment to-proper place.

Applies restraints?

Performs the procedure for sterile' glOve and open glove technique.

4.43 Changes dressings accarAing.to Nursing Service Manual. (Refer'to
NSM for exceptions) \

4.44 Removes staples, sutures, as skin clips..

4.45 Prepares sterile trays for proc'edures.

4.46 ,Applies male external catheter.

4.47 Perftms male and/or female urethral'catheterization and removea:

4.48 Applies binders (abdominal.and breast).\

. 4.49 Uses bed scales.

4.50 Uses Hoyer lift.

4.51 Uses footboard.

4.52 Uses K-thermia equipment.

4.53 Use air mattress.

4.54. Uses pert lamp.

4.55 'Measures and empties Gomca, hemovacs, Reliavacs and Jackson Pratt
drainage systems and T-tubes., ,

4.56. Perfaris other selected measures learned in school and checked off
by the Nurse Clinician for competency.

Above.prpected:

Utilizes. available resources when unfamiliar with a procedure or
skill.
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4. 2 Operates equipment or instruments not routinely used on the unit
utilizing Nursing Service Manual.

4.3 Demonstrates interest in learning new skills and prodedures.

:5.0 WORKING WITH OTHERS

EXpected
5 1 Maintains a positive attitude and receives no valid complaints

regarding attitude or be v± r.

Communicaes change and impletents change cooperatilrely.

Comniunicate.a -4th patients, families, unit rsonnel, physicians
and personnel of other departments in court and professional ,

. ,manner.

..5.. 4 Discusses problems or,complaints with immediate superviaor.

5. 5 Identifies when co-workers need assistance ..and offers help.
-Cooperatives. willingly- with co-workers ta completing heavy work
assignments. .

Works 'effectively. With unit personnel, students, instructors,
interns and other new employees.

Reports verbally significant observations -regarding performance
-staff. members to Nurse Clinician or Charge' Nurse.

Above Expected.

5. 1 Identifies negli4ive feelingi and discusses them with N4irse
Clinician or other appropriate person.

5. 2 Identifies, the need. for change and. possible w s to'imp4ement it-in
writing.

.. .

.

5. 3 Demonetrates. effective 'communication throU6 written or verbal
feedback from patientS, 6families, unit personnel, physicians, and
personnel of*.other departments.

Offers solutions to problems or identifies means' of -handling
complaints writing to immediate supervisor;

Identifies things that need to be done on the unit and does them
without being. asked. .

-63 4+;

5
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5 Seeks. maty.4. to provide. learning .experiences. for students, interns,

and other new employees. Gives written and/or verbal feedback'
regarding students', interns', and otheramployeest.performance-to-

. .

iMMediate superVisor.

0.7 Assist Nurse Clinician .in. evaluation of staff members whe.p.
requested.

5 i Gives written anecdo-01 notes regarding co-workers perforMance to
Nurse'Clinician

' F-DgVELOPMENT

E ected
6 1 ,-Completes written self-evaluation according- to job description

yearly:and includes goals for self-development,

Attends and participates in the Staff Development program held at
the hospital. 'Must attend. all mandatory' classes.

6- 3 .Attends' and participates in unit meetings/cbni*Eirences.- When
absent,, reads, and ,initials minutes.

Reads and initials all new policieS, priicedures teMbrandums and
notations in:communication book or on.clipboard.

-6 Y Shares with staff :.information gained at hospital sponsored
workshops and documentd...

A
r
0 Assists With orientation of new nursing personnel as assigned by

Nurse Clinician. .

re Expected . , -
.

.

Schedules periodic self-evaluation conferences With Nurse Clinicans-
toassess. progress. in attaining goals..and.iiocuments.

.
.

.
.. .. ..

.

Seeks out informal evalUat ion by peer group and 'other .members -of

nursing staff and documents.

6.

0..

Reads selection.from health care litemture on a monthly. basis.' and.
document quarterly.
-

Posts pertinent-articles from health'. care 4terature on unit once
.per quarter.. Must dOcumenl'title of:a'rticleSource and date.
posted. .,:- . .i

- 1

. V.i.
.,,

. .

,

A
.6 conducys or coordinates one un t.inservice per year base-d..:..on

1earning 'needs of unit". Do _uments'dat% .held; topi-..., and
attendande. ' 1

t7
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Shares with staff .information gained at workshOpg'attended
time And/or own expense and documents.

own

7 Volunteers to be .an orientation preceptor and assists with
completion of skills inv.entory. checklist.

.8 :Makes written recomiendations-fOr'unit orientation.outline.'. '

1.

/

..
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JOB DEOCRIPTION/PWORMAECE.EVALUATION

TITLE: CLINICALIWRSE I - LPN

DEPARTMENT: Nursing Service 4

QUALIFICATIONS: Currentlylicensed..as.a Practical'Nurse by the State Board. of.
.Nursing of South Carolina
p.

JOB SUMMARY:

SUPERVISOR:

177
i

Performs selected activities in caring for' patients under the
. .

direction of a registered professional nurse.

Nurse Clinician and/or Assistant Director of'Nursing for.
Evenings and Nights

Or

Expected --Meets alb. of 1.0 Policies (15 criteria) plus eighty percent
(80%) (28.criteria) of the expected-criteria in sections 2,0 - 6:0.
cr.

1

AboyeExpected - Meets all of the expected criteria (53 criteria). plus
forty percent (40 %) of the, above. expected criteria,14.criteria)

4

1 ' Outstanding. - Meets al'of the expected criteria (53 criteria) Plus
eighty percent '(80%) of the above expected criteria '(29 .criteria)

Meets 'criteria for annual- merit increase due to no disdiplinary:action
beyond 'verbal counselingg..

. .

Date. of. Evaluation.

Cigiture of. Evaluator .

Signature of Evaluatee

Signature .of Reviewer

Comments
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,

The following performance criteria have been identified as expected and above
expected tor-the Clinical Nurse I. .Circle the number Of eagh criterion-met.
Criteria are considered to be selfexplInatory and met consistently unless
otherwise specified. The supervisor may ask for evidenGe of having met any of
the expected'or.above expected criteria:

140. POLICIES-.

Expected
1. 1' Reports to work as scheduled.

1. 2 Clocks in and out; on time card GOrrectly.

1. 3 Uses.correct proceddre for notification of illness-.
-/

4 Signs time card ever y period.

1. 5 Seeks approval front Nur e Clinician for scheduled overtime.

1. 6 Cooperatesyhen time schedule.must be altered.

1. 7- Uses correct procedure for changing work schedule.

.

1. 8 Wears name pin so that it is GleArly visible at all tithes:

1. 9 Wears correct attire for area.

1.10 Maint ins personal hygiene-and cleanliness.

1.11 Knowshere to locate and uses Nutsing.Service Manuals.

1.12 "Knows where to locate and.uses Administrative Manuals.

1,13 Knows where to locate and uses: other department manuals.
% -

1.:14 Conforms to Ai-1y thecUoitsinOervice and hospital "Poii7!ies. .

1,.15 Provides Nursing Service with,a".copy of license renewal certifitGate.
on .an"annual.baeis prior to eXpiration date. .

2.0 NURSING PROCESS

Expected,

Utilizes assessment,. tools to identify patient problems, needs and
interventions..

/.

n'2..2 Individualtzed maintains a 4ri:.tten plan of. care. revising as
needed. Consus nurse.in.chargefbr assistance if patient 'has
multiple problems or no-standardi4ed"Care plan Available..



2.3 Participates in and contributes
care..

2. 4 Imlike,ments physical, psychosocialf and.te,aChing b'O.:mporient o'f
patient' Rare, identified, in the. Ra.:if ,a6cordine.td established,:
standards':-. * :. '

,,

ConferS with \nurse in charge regarditig ,patien:t'care.ssignment and
asks pertinent questions regarding.'assignMentg approriate time.

2. 6 Utilizes nursing sloills to identify patient problems, 4p.d.-illnesses
and confers with nurse in charge.

0

2. 7 Recognizes changes in signs, symptots, and reSurtO of.,idiagnostic

studies and reports to charge nurse...

2 . a ProvideS pertinent "infortation :and. sugges.tiOnS Which contributes to,
plan-of care:

Above Expected ' .

.

2, 1 ..Utilizes family .4nd' interdisciplinary personnel.t6 iMplemenvt the
plan of care.

e . .
;

2..2 Includes in care plan significant potential patient problemS based
on input from patient and family. , 14

2.

1 . ., -.
., : ,.

rObserves less obvious changes in pati6nt's condition and
:,

charge nurse.
.

2. 4 Initiates impromptu patient:care conferenees.-
. documents attendance.

C.

. .
. ,.

Initiates scheduled conferences on\ patient dare .:.0... current, hlalth 1,-. ..

care trends. Mrites summary and douments 'at..

Vrited Suinmar and

Participates in .reviewing and revising
outcome), or standard cage plans.

I

audit dr,iteria (proeess.0i'l?

2. 7 Teaches patients, as individuals and/or groups4 'on. A ,letel
understand utilizing teaching resources

3.0 DOCUMENTATION OF PATIENT CARE ON PATIENT .PARE RECORD:
.

.._

Expected
...

.

, ,.

3. 1 Uses full name and title in all -signatu'rep........

3.:2 Documents information in chronoloicale. orde,/,at the time

event or observation,' with the tide and'd,at:ein:cluded.



(
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Documents and signs those events personally performed or observed.

IocuMents in a-clear, concise, accurtkte and legible manner.

6. 0Documents all the necessau tinformation to :communicate e

patient's _progress:.

q7 Selects and initiates appropriate forms at appropriate time(s).

Completes -forms as described in Charting section-of Nursing Service
Manuals alid/or,Consent Manual.

Above Expected
Revises existing forms and 'submit's to
resource."

e

appropriate.committee:Or

2,-Tevelops new forms and submits tb appropriate committee 'or
resource.

,

3.. Assists viththe change: process involved in implementing newf forms
on the unit.

4.0 -CLIOCAL SKILLS-

..1

Expected'
4::.1 yrOvides personal hygiene for patient.

A.. 2 Administers medicationb according to Nursing Service

.Administers

.Manuals.
parenteral therapy according to Nursing Service'

4. 4 Carries out physigiarils orders accurately and ques'tkons unclear
orders.

4. 5 Performs treatments and procedures according to Nursin,Service
Manuals.

:4. 6 Maintains suppliea and equipment.

4.. 1 Initiates. arid'catries.odt appropriate emergency-Codes.:

4.:8. Initiates nurse - physician communication as apprOpriate:14
,

.

Above' Expected' , ,
4...

4.1 ;Recognizes potential forskin breakdown and institutes care.
1111.6"-

4. 2 -ReCognizes-needforand reqUests changes in physiianforders.after--
consultation with charge nurse. .

.,

It
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4. 3 Recognizes poten,tial adverse symptoms to parenterel therapy and
notifies physician after consultatioft with charge nurse...

. _

4. 4 Exhibits clinicelexpertiSeand/or.uiilizeS,skills of others in .
z. perforMan.56"oreatmentaand Rrocedure:

4. 5 Projects supply needs by written reports on quantities sand
..

qualities of equipment. .,

. 6 RecQgnizes potential benefits of selected new products and
discusses with supervisor possible acquisition for use

i 4. Dacuments in.writing the specifics of performance during codes and
co! veys this information to Nurse Clinician.

4. 8 Pr pares for nurse-physician rounds.

4. 9, AS ist in facilitating patient-physician-nurse communication
pro ess.

5.01 WORKING- W TH OTHERS'

Expected
5. 1 Mai tains a positive attitude and receives no valid-complaints

regarding attitude or behavior.

5. 2 Communicates change and implements change cooperatiVely.

5. 3. Communicates with patients, Parli,ilies, unit 'personnel, physicians'
- and persorinel. af other departments in courteous and professional
manner.

4 Discusses problems or complaints with'immediate supervisor.

Identifies when co-workers need' .assistance and offers help.....

Cooperates. willingly with do-workers in comple.ting heavy wosk
asSigriments..; . .

Works. effectively with .unit..persorinel,.stadents, !instrudt,o.r
'interns and otherneW.employeee'.

.,-

5. 7 Gives verbal feedback regarding .coworkers..performance and.
performance of personnel from other areas to immediatesupervlisr

4

. Above Expected .

., .-

5,,..1 -.Identifies ,negative :feelings and diScusses them wit,h.J ,.4rSe--.
.,* . . .4.

Clinician or other. appropriate person., .

7 0.



:.5. 2

3

5. 4

5. 5

5. 6

, 5.
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Identifies the .need for change-and poSSible WayS to implement it
in 'writing, '

DemonStrtes effective communication through written on verbal
feedback from patients: families, unit ,personnel, . physicians,' and

personnel of other'departMents.

Offers:Solutions to problems'. or identifies means of handling
complaints in writing to immediate, supervisor.

. .

Identifies things that need to be done on the unit and does them
without being asked.

Seeks ways to Provide, learning experiences for unit personnel,
students, interns, and other new employees. Gives written and/or

verbal feedback regarding students', interns', and oth r new
employees' ,performance to immediate supervisor.

Assists "immediate supervisor with evaluation of Staff members when
requested.

6.0 SPfiN-DEVELOPMENT

, .

_...

Eipected .
.

.

Completes written self-evathation according to job description one

month prior to annual due date and ubmits to immediate.. supervisor.

includes ..goals for self-evaluation,'

Leads selection from health care literature on a monthly basis and)
. .

documents quarterly.
. -

.Attends and .participates .in the Staff Development programs 'held

the hospital. Must attend all 'mandatory classes. .

,., .

,

6. 1

6. 2

6. 3

.'
o.

Attends- and participates . unit meetings/conferences:. Whe.n

abient, reads and initials minutes. -
in.

Reads and ,initials all new policies:* procedures memorandums and

notations .ini*aommunication book or on clipboard..
:

.Shares with, infOrmation gained at 'nospital sponsored.

Workghops and doCumentS.

Assists, with orientation of, new nursing personnel Its assigned by

NUrse Clinician.
)

Above ETpeeted
'6..1. Schedules periodic self-evaluation, conferences with Nurse.

Clinicians to assess progreas in attaining: goals and documents.
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4, 7
.6. 2 Seeks out informal evaluation.by,peer.grouT and other kienibers of

nursing staff and documents.

6. 3 Develops individual evaluation tools and distributes to..peer group
and.other members-of nursing staff for fdrmai evaluation.

6.. 4 Past pertinent articles Xrom'healthcare literature on unit once
per quarter. Must document title of article, source and date

6.

.6,

A

5

6

posted.,
.

1

Conducts ar- coordinateis one, unit inservice per year
learning needs, of unit. Documents date held, topic,
attendance.

Participates in planning and/or presentation of an educational
'offering sponsared by NursingStaff Development and/or Hos

.

based on
and. :-

italwide-

Education-Department.
.

6. 7 Shares with staff: information gained at workshopi.attende on own

time and/or own-expense and documents.

6. 8 'Volunteers to, be an orientation preceptor and-assis s
completion of skills inventory checklist,

\'\
.

with .

6. 9 Makes written recommendations for Unit orientation outline.

6.10 'Demonstrates continued professional growth throughlparticip.tion in

professional organizations, continuing formal education, etc.

*



TITLE:

DEPARTMENT:

JOB DESCRIPTION/RiFORM#NCH-EVALUATION

CLINICAL NURSE II RN

Nursing Service

QUALIFICATIONS: Currently licensed as a registered nurse
of Nursing for South. Carolina.

. ,JOB SUMMARY:

by the Stafe Board

.

Paticipates in plahning, implementing, and evaluating nursing
care.for a 1 classifications of patients as assigned. 'May

.

act in.lie of Nurse Clinician as assigned.

.

SUPERYISOR: Nurse Clinician and/or Assistant Director of Nursing for
Eyergn And Nights.

..
t Expeupted ,- Meets all of 1. 0 Policies (15 criteria) plus eighty

r--1 -percent (80%) (31 criteria) of the expeatedcriteria in sections
2.0 -.6.0.

-/

Above Expected - Meets all of the expected criteria. (54 criteria)nr.7

' plus' forty percent (40%) of the above expected criteria (16
,

criteria)

.

I Outstanding - Meets all of the, exile ted criteria (54 criteria) plus
eighty percent (80`13) of the above ex eated criteria (31 criteria)

.Meets Criteria for annual merit increase due to no disciplinary
action beyond verbal counseling.

Date of EValuation'

Signature of Evaluator
. H

Signature of Evaluatee.

Signature of Reviewer'

r
PromatedLto Clinical Nurse III Yes

J b.):).esoriptiOnfox. Cl.ir ca$ Nurse.....Il reviewed.. `.,Date

Commentti.
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1 .-. . .

The 011owing'performaace criteria have been identified -as xpectedand.abave
expected:forthe,Ciinical. Nurse II. Circle the-number-of,eadh criterion-met,
Critalria are considered .Wbe self explanatory and met consi4tently,unleas
other1lise specified.. The supervisor may ask for evidence ofhaVihg met any of
th.e Xpected or above expected criteria.

. ...,.:. .

1 .0 . POLICIES ``

1
1. 1'. Reports ta work as scheduled.

1. 2 Clocks.in and out on time Card correctly.

1. 3 Uses correct .procedure f P notification of illness.

1. 4. Signs time card every pay period.

1. 5 Seeks approval-from'Nurse.:Cliniciaar scheduled overtime.

1.S.- Cooperates when time schedule must be altered.

1. 7. Uses correct procedure for.changing work. schedule,

1. 8 .Wears name pin so.thatlit is clearly visible at all times.

1.-9 Wears correct attire for area.

1.10. Maintains personal'hygieneland cleanliness.

. '1.11 Knows whereto Iodate and uses Nursing Service Manuals.

.

.- 1.12. Knows where to locate and uses Administrative Manuals.

,

1.13 knows where to locate. nd uses other department manuals.:

.

1.14 Conforms to any other Nursing,Service and Hospital.policies.

1.15 Provides Nursing Service'' wit of:licehse renewal

an an annualibasis prior to xpiratian date.
\

. ,

NURSING PROCESS

Expected

certific

2. 1 Utilizes assessment sails and tools to ientify patient problems,
needs and interventions.

2 Individualizes and maintains a-Written plan of cari:vre'Vising as

needed.

4-



T

r

* 2.3 ,Participates in and4ontributes to conferences for planning patient

1care.

. 4 Implements physical, psychosoCial, and 'teaching components of
patient care, identified in'the care plan, according to established
standards.

2.. 5 Utilizes family and 'interdisciplinary personnel to implement the
plan of care.

RecogniZespatient's. and family's. need for instruction and takes
appropriate action. j

2. 7 Sets priorities for action based on problem solving process, common'
sense, and meeting' patient care priorities. 4

Recognizes changes.; in- signs, symptoms';- and -results of diagnostic-
.

studies 'ari responds appropriately.

Above, Expeated

2. 1 Includes in care plan significant potential patient problems based
on input from patient 'and family.

2. 2', Detects subt.e Chan -'s Ll an- takes a Jr'priat:-?

action.

2. 3Initiates impromptu patierit care conferences. Writes summary and

documerits attendance.

2., 4 Initiates scheduled conferences oh-. patient care or \currern,t: health

care trends. Writes summary and doctimentSattendance:\

2. Utilizes -personnel's work. assignment,. to develop special' abilities

of individuals and 'meet special- needs of patients: .

2. Participates in reviewiag- ;['itreria stl'n.lard

-oare

2. 7 Writes revised or new audit. criteria, procedure, care Ian, or

assessment tools and presents to appropriate Committee,

.2. 8 Teach patients as individUals 'and/or irOups- on level they can
underStand utilizing teaciling resources available,

3.0 DOCUMENTATION OF PATIENT CARE ON PATIENT CARE RECORD.

-0" Expected

1. ' Uses full. name and title in all. signatures ..,

8
75

.
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3., Uses approved and appropriate abbreviations.

3...3 Documents information in chronological order, at the time-of the
likvent or observation, with the time_ and date included.

"3., 4 Documents' aid. signS those events personally .parformed or observed. .

3. 5
4 -

Documents in a'.,ol ndear, concise, accurate a4sgible manner.

4st.s.

3.. 6 DocufifitOt 'all the_neoeSsary informtion to communicate the gltientfs:
.,.

progress

3. 7 Selects and, initiates appropriaformS. at appropriate time(s),
,

,,,,

3..8 . Completes_forms as described'in, charting sectidn, of Nursing- SerVicte

.Manuals. and/or Consent Manual. - .

Above Expected --, .

5 Revises .existirig fpms-..and. submits
r '

resource.
ppropriate committee.: or .

N

3.. 2 Develops new forms' and' submits to appropriate 2-committee-or
resource.

. .

Assists with the change process involved in implementing
on:the unit.

..

new farms

7

4.0 CLINICAL StILLS

Expected
4. 1 Provides personal hygiene for patient.

4. 2 Administers medications according to Nursing Servicd Manuals.
,

4. 3 Administers pareriteraa erapy .accordin-g.to Nursing Service
' IanualS.

4. 4. :,Carries out ;physician. orders accurately and questions ancle.ar

orders.

U.

Performs treatments and procedures according to Nursing S.ervice
Normals.

Maintains supplies andequipment. 4

. 7 Initiates and rries out appropriate emergency codes.

ionprocess.. 8 Iatiates. nurse - physician communi



Above Expected
4. 1 Recognizes potential- fa skin bre'aikdOwn and i9&titutes care.

4. 2 Recognizes need for and requests changes in physician orders.

4. ' Rs:cognizes potential. adverse symptoms to iral therapy and.
ndtifies

4. 4
4,

iitilizes skills of others in performance of treatments and
procedures.'

4. 5 'Projects future supply needs byn written'reports oniquantities and.
qualities of equipment.

-

. 6 Recognizes potential benefits of selected new products. and
.discusses with supervisor possible acquisition for. use.

".-'-`-'---..... '
.

. .

4. 7 DoctiM76Mits in writing Ihe specifics .of performance during codes and
conveys tliis information to NurseClinician.--

.
.

4. 8. Prepares for nurse - physician rounds.

4. 9 Assist in facilitating paiieiittTphysioian-nurse
,

process. .'*----%:-:

...
...-.".1.;1).L.5.0 WORKING WITH OTHERS. ..

,............t.,..., u. 4~1 4.4,114:r L'Ineaoii:d1.5.L.I.4i.dAeSJnakyKUctl.4t141410141463?def 'Ida
-. )

-°4c1.Expected" . :-,. ,5. 1-1-klaiateins ,a positive.attitude and receives. no valid compl.aints
.:,_

-,-..=r--..

regarding attitude ar behavior.

5. 2 .Cci'rr;unicates change- and implements. change-cooperatively.
,, ,

communication O

5. 3: Communicates with patients, .families,-unit personnel, physicians,
and personnel of-other departmenin.coUrteous.and professional

.

. .

manner.

5.- 4. Discusses problems Or complaints with immediate' superitisor:

5. 5. Identifies -whlt co-workers need assistance...and offers..heip-.--:.,
Cooperates willfngly with co.-worker in- completing heavy.-work...
assignments. I'

5..6 Works, effectivdily-wittl,-unit. personnel,. students, instructors,
interns, and.othey new employees.

5. '7 ..Accepts the responsibility When designated .as
utilizing- the units.7dharge Nurbe Responsibilities As. guideliAes.



. 5. 8 GiVes -verbal feedback regarding co-woilterd- performance or`
.

.

of per#onnel. from other areaSrno immediate supervisor.
.

.
, i

Above $rpected
5: 1 Identifies negative feelings and discusses them with 'Nurse.

Olinician or other appropriate person. .., ... ."

4ftv

"Identifies the need for change and possible '..ways tA implement 'it in
writing. .-

:D,emonstrates effective e&m.ratinication thrdugh writ en or verbal
feedback: frOm:patie4ts, families unit personnel', RhAyicians, and
persopet of other d4artments. ,.

5. 4 Offers solutions. td, 'probl'ems or identifies means of handling
coMplaita:in Writing to immediate \Supervisor.

,identifies things that, need to be done on the unit and does them
withoUt:beineasked.

5. Seeks, Ways, to prbvide learning experiences fdr unit -personite...1:,

students, '..interns,- and other-- new. employees. Gives written and/dr
ve'rb'al 'eedba'ck regarding s'tudents', interils'i and new enip3oyee,s1
performapce to immediate supervisor.

Gives Nurse e-CliniCians written feedback regrding' activities on the,.
-,unit- during her- tour of duty:

. .

5. 8 Writes'-and/or reviews evaluataon di'. staff members at disd,retion of
immediate supervisor:. ,

5. Gives written anecdOtal-notes regarding 'co=workers- .performanop ,or
performance of .personnel froM other ar :immediate supervisor.

6.P SELF - DEVELOPMENT

Expected.
6. 1 Completes written kelf-evaluation according to J5101 descript0h_one

month prior to annual "due date and submits to immediate Suf;evis'or.
Includes' goals for 6elt-evaluation.

. 2 Reads selection from health care literature on a rifiVit hly basis and

4octimenfs .qua,Eterly:

6. 3
.

Attends A4U. participafea in the Staff -DevelopMent programs at

the hospital..: Must. attend all matdatory Claasea,

,

6. It, '`Attends' and participates in'unit meetings/conferences: .
. .

413ent; reads-. and initlgls minutes... -. '
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-Reads and initials all new policies, procedures, memorandums, and
notation's' in communication book- or on clipboard. .. .-

6 '7.6 Shares with. staff' inforthation gained ,at hosyital sponsored
workshops "and' documents.

7 Assists with !orientation of new .nursing personnel as assigned by
Nurse,Clincian. efri

,

Above Expebted /
1 .Schedurep .periodic. selfe'ltraluation/caltrIferences with Nurse

CliniCtanS to assess p).ogress in attaining .goals and docuthents.
1.

6. 2 Seeks out.informal evaluation by peer group.and other -members of
nursing staff and docuKents.

6. ,3 Deveops individual evaluation tools and distributes to peer group
and other members of nursing staff for formal evaluation.

.-6. 4 Postperinent art,icles:frOM health care literature'on unit once
per quarter. Must (document title of article, source and date
posted.

6. 5 Conducts or .-cootd ates one Unit. inservice per year baSed on
learnirigneeds o unit. '.Dotumdnts date held, topic, and
attendance.

Participates in planning and/br presentation of an educational...
offering sponSored by Nursing Staff Development and/or Hospitalw.ide'
Education Department. .

0 :

.6..
0,

6. 7 .Shares with 'staff informatiOn gained at wor shops attended on: own :

time and/Cr own. expenbe and documents.
.

6. Volunteers to- 'be .an internship:or orientation. preceptbr and. assists
with .completion of. skills inventory checklist.

9. Makes written recommendations -for unit orientation outline.
. . . i . . . 0

. .
6.10 . DeMOAstrates continued professional growth through participation in

...Profeesional organizationi-i.:COntinuing formal: education, etc..
..

. .
. . . .
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STUDElfr

DATE
ti

tv

INSTAUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST,

Check the student's performance in the=skills
associated with the following task: .

Initiate and respond: to telecom/

intercom communicatiow.

Place an X in the appropriate boi- fainting-
Not Accomplished, Partitlly Accomplished, or

Accomplished. If, because of special.
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete,, place an X in the Not *Applicable
Box.

I

Performance Level: All items must reteive a
rating of FULLT ACCO.MPLIrED. *(or Not
Applicable). If any items re rated Not.
AccompliShed or .Partially AccOm,plished, the
student and instructor wil4..discuss the
situation and deCid.6 which learning

`activities- must b4. repeated.. If the ...-
instructor chooses to use the chedklist as .

"the. basis for assigning numerical points,
. then a separate column' and. boies are

provided.

Student ,,

-Performance
.

0

fg
i +.. "a.a a.
z. <.

w

la
.0
w

61
41! 80 U2Q

-
la
-.5

.-,g.).. -g.

.- 8t\ as (.,

Om <

lai
:....
c,.
Es

8
3 4,1
LI' <

_

,

.

II: 10
. 4 .)g 24..
..0 a E
as 0
0a% 24

..W.hen initiating and.i. responding to
. telecom/intercom communications, the student:.

4

1 Answered patient'''s signal.
,.

2. Identified patient, recorded name,- room
.number,.`time and written message on farm

,
as.. appro iate. . ) ( ) ( (\ \ )f

3. Relayed essages correctly within two
minutes. ) ( ,) ( /

) (

.e

eJ

el

4

*Althoilgh 4e of the instructor's final. checkli:st iS` optional', it is -

recommended as a ,val.id means: for documenting the. Orogress of the student.

80 85
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DUTY:. :PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES.

TASK: Receive and send 'articles by dumb waiter or. pneumatic tubes

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE .\

Provided with the necessary equipment and inf6rmation and confronted with
the need to send six articles .to thel.abcratory, send/remove articles
by/from dumb waiter* or pneutliatic tube. No article will be -lost or

Spilled. .(4).

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. 'Obtain the dumb" waiter and place item(s) in it. Note: Items Aust

be appropriately- sealed ard abeled.. Newer hospital construction
hasreplaced the dumb ,laite With an assortment of ?pneumatic7tubes

'..-*and/or computerized devices entral supply, laboratory, laundry,
.and dietary departments are fr quentlY'servicedwith .these devices.

South Carolina version: Obtain pneumatic tube carrier and. place

item(s) in it. Items must be appropriately. Sealed and' Labeled..

2. Signal the unit for which item is intended-taking certain. that unit
responds.

3. .Replenish your Supply of carriers:.

4.-- Answer the dumb waiter* pneumatic tube .cnal and ,

.
.open-its-doOr.wheA it arrives.

5. Remove'article(s) sent, and.distrilitite to correct location.
.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Visit 4 unit and observe a pneutatic tube system i.n operatiOn.

2. PraCtice-opening and Closing carrier.

3. -Practice labelihg and placing items in carrier.
4';%:Discuss the route or the.carriers to appropriate destinations...
,5:.View."Prieumatic Tube System' training film. ,

Review information sheet titlecC"Pneumatic Tube System: Things to

Remember." .

7.. Perform' the sending and removal of articles .by from the pneumatic

tube to-the satisfacionof-the.instructor.:

.RESOURCES
film:- "PneutatiO Tube System" '(1975)

(MccPowers TransLogic 200/300 Training Film)

TransLogic.Company, Denver Colorado

4

[South'Caroli.n4' wPtti .teatirsuggests omitting *.he words "dumb .-

,waiter. ".Z. 1.-:.. '

, .

,



ti

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT '
' pneumatic tube system
articles
film projector

EVALUATION
"Using provided: materials the qtudf;nt: will, sendtt*.aome six articIes,:
by/from dumb waiter* or:130eumatic 'tube. The verfortancp. musVw.earn a
fully accomplished" the, instructor...

Z

tt
f

4
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PNEUMATIC TUBE SYSTM .

Things to Remember

. .

1. Never ..hiive morei than three....carrisrs at yoU.r 0Sta.on. If this .should
happen, pUsh butto4--0 tophd return. button at bottom. The system -will
.automatically return crier to the appropriate station.

2. May send up to three poundsNlen needed.-

7 No fluids to be sent at this time...

r

4. Nearer send the second carrier until' the first carrier has reached its
.destination.ion. .-

.

. .

5: When carrier .refurns, -remove 'clarrier immediately.

6. Stand out of way ..When carrier reurns;f0. bm'CoUld.4aUr,e'you'rself.
. ,

(I

s.

ttit,

t.

. *6

-

. .

..

.

. .



IliTiUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*
..

. .

tr-

Check the student's performance:vire the ,skills
associated with the 'following task:
'Receive and send.articles'by'dumb '\
waiter or,pteumatic tube'. ,

0
..

Q , 0Place an X in the %pDropriate.box indicating
Not AccompliShet,.....Parttallyc Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. .I,bec4use,Jif specizal
circumstances; the .item was imposstble'.to -'

coinplete, place an .X.1.11 the Not Applicable
tox. . . .

Performance Level:. All Items must receive.a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED, (or Not .

Applicable).. If arty itemd are4rated. Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished,-tho-,
student and instructor. will .4scuss the -.
situation and decide which learning
activities :mU t be repeated.. If thev'._
instructor chooses.to use the Checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points;.,
then- a' separate column and boxes are

: Stude$
.

1

= Perfordiance

..\
0

715

'3...
411 Z.,0 a.
4 Q.

. ,
- lg

(51

"g.

=
4., 80 Q

A- Z <
..

-0
..0

.5

'=e
ca
....- §

i-
S.' <

...,

13.

,-

ti.

E
2.1S
us. <

ITacv
..4. ... 5.

Q.Q.C.184 a
.

provided..

Wh#nreceiVihg,and sending articles by duMb
waiter or;p4eutaatio tubes, the student;

1. Sealed and ;abeled articles for sending$
2.! Signaled .other unit :and determined that

signal_was-received.
.

3.' Removed articles sent and"distributed to,
correct. location.

4

-

.

(

)

)( ) (

*AlthoCigh- use of the ihstructoris final' checklist is optional t
recommended :as .a valid means for documenting the progress of the student'



VTECS 36

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSI. TRANSFE4',.. AftD..1)ISG;FIARGE ACTIVITIES

:TASK: AssiMb e/di'sasse.mbl .,..addressograpW-plate..

PERFORMANCE 08;JECTIVE .

' ...pi six :addressograph bats .4.(plates)...:, 61a19k labels', room-numbered ,

plates ;and .iniPrihterl:Dassemble and ddisassemble addressograph
A4s.ertibled: plate .ifiust print readably.- Upon "disasseMbly, the, bar must be
'dispofsed" Of, according to .loc'al poliCy, (4)

. '

.. PERFORMANCE GUIDE:.
TO . emble:

. ..
.

.
4

Accep bar .and (*.ace sheet from admittrir.g..office, verify data with
the :patient. ,

2. , Select ,properly room-numbered plate.
3. Insert .bar into ..plate . :- ' . .

4. PlaCe;plate":in imprisnter and prepare: (Color code) plate, 14bel.,
5.. . ,Proofrpd the ..printed label .yei-ifYing accuracy with -admiSsion faZe

-.- sheeti Note: ,, If any error exists; a net!, bar mitsV be -obtair.ed from
. . .

A ' admit ir.uoffice, , . ,

Insert label -into .plate. Newer addressograph plates resemble Credit
card.s and: do rot utilize. this prOcedure:, but must be checked for

.--. ". 'accuracy by'.the ward clerk ,before utilization, .

.

-7. Place labeled plate :in.: designaiied spot ir. rack. -. . .

To Disassemble:

Remove laqel and. bar from Pl.pte!,:.
RetUrn. plate to.aessignateCarea.

.Dispose of label anti: bar It the .a.rner dsignated by local "pOlicy.

.-

(South., Caroli.rta Writtng team suAgeSts'sl
.

guide. Refer. to the ffollo!,.ling :revised .e

.
worditg o.i."..per.f.rmance

..

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

° Tci Assemble:

..

. .V::

: ..0-Nt!,

Accept plate and. -faCe shee,
the patient ;

2. ....Select properly roOm.;-ntIMbkr-.0
Insert plate into plate:* a
Place plate. holder wry p`i
prepare forps and-.
Prooftead.ithe ,prihte.d'sterla
face sheet. If any 'error'. si;stS,,
admitting .offiCe.

.

'3,

.40
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\

Place labeled plate in -designate

1.. r.le!love plate from plate holder...
2. Returr. plate 'holder to 'designated rack.
3. Dispose of plate ir,thelanner designated Or health care facility

policy. .;

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Assembly:

1. Discuss purpose and exhibit the ,folloaing items: plate, plate
holder, addressogaph imprinter, and rack for stcsing plate *holders.

2. Describe the procedure-for checking admitting .face sheet for correct,
information.

.

3. Demonstrate proper assembly and impri .ting procedure to students.
4. Drill and practice- assembling addreSsograph materials and imprinting

° forms.
5 Demonstrate Method fOr Correctirg errors. , .

6. Perform the assembly fdr,evaluation by the, instructor.
0

Disasseibly:

1. Demonstrate remoyal Of plate from plate holder.
2. Read policy 'corcerning.discardirg
3: Drill' and practice, the disassembl7 'of address/ograph .plates:
4. :Perform the:disassembly for evalUatior by'the instructor.

TOOLS AND EQUUIPNENT-
addressograph

..:plate
-plate, holder
forms

sequisitior.s.
storage rack.,

EVA
.

Using Provl.ded materials ar.d.ir.formation 'the 'student Will assemble and
d:isass'emble-,adciressograph plate. The plate.thuStIprir.t, clearly and be

UpondiStassembly, the'illate:mUst be.. disposed of ir.
Aortp,plete accordance with policy of, the health. care fad-ditty.
perforycianCe- must ',ultimately result in a °fully:. accomplished!' ratirg by
the inttructor.'

.4

. ,
;

,r-

0,
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V-TEC* 36
L.A. #6,

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECICLIS7

Check, the student!s performance in the skills
. associated with. the following task:

.

'Assemble/disassemble addressogr:Iph
pla e. ,

Place an X in the appropriate- nox. indicating
Not. Accomplished, Partially- Accomplished., or

. Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item-was- impossible to
complete, place an. X in the Not Applicable
-Box.

Performance Level: -. All items must receive a

. rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED <or. Not
Applicable). If. any items are rated Not.
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
i-stuation, and 'decide 'Which learning-

activities must be -rdpe-ated. '- If. the

instructor chooses to use- the-checklist as
the _basis for asoiving.numerical points,
;then a separate column and boxes are
prdvided.

When assembling/disassembling adressograph
plate, the studeht:.

. 1. Assembled atl.addressograph plate.
2.- Disassembled an addresSograph plate.

...;......,...................................................._4

....
... a.
0 O.z< ;

J..

Student
Performance

. a.

ta.....

4...0z<

'SZ
us.....

>4 C.= E
m
E 8,c4,a.<

13
7g
4:
m
E

2' 8=0
Lt.<

J.; "t"
m 0cco
o tw-i-,

4 .1.sa. 00<a.

) ) )

) (' ) )

*Although use 'otf the instructor's :final checklist is optiOnal,.

'recommended as a valid means for. 4locumenting the progress of-the student.



. 04.TECS 40

j .

I

DUTY.: PERFORMING ADMISSION., TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

Initiate 'graphic sheet

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
diver the required information, supplies, and
initiate the graphic sheet.. Graphic sheet m t

requirementS, and appearance must be neat and le
.used, and the-sheetmust be photoqopyable (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
I. Select and -imprint -graphic.: sheet with correct .patientts
,---addressograph plate.' .

2. Place dates in appropriate. columns.
3. Place numbers of days it hospital in -appropriate column.

`4. Compute post-op days and record in'appropriate column.
5. Determine that all recorded infgcmation is'in_correctlocatior.
6.. See that any corrections are legally performed or recopy entire

sheet. Note:. No erasures or irk eradicators ke allowed.

'LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. .Demonstrate the imprittingolf addressograph material onto graphic

I

a re graphic sheet:
tisfy.legal charting
ble,correct itk color

r.

sheet.
,

2. VieW overhead transparencies to discuss each sectior. of-graphic
sheet while "Graphic/Intake Output Recdrd" procedUres are being
explained qinfonmation.sheet attached); . '

3.. Practice initiating graphic sheet,:uSirg instructor's checklist as
guide. for 4ppropriatetess.: . .

.

4. Discuss ramifications if legal charting requiremertsiare rot
:rejected. j

.

5. . Perform the items listed on the instrUctort.s checklist -until
1-eceiving a qUlltaccomplisHed" rating.

TOOLS' AND EQUIPMENT
.red and black'pers

f''*ovarhead projector & trlar.sparer.cies

EVALUATION.
Using materialsprovided, the student will initiate. graphic- sheet
according to the activities- listed it the itstructor!s. checklist. A

rating of "fully accomplished" must be' achieved.

a



40

bEFINITICZT. AND1.PURPOSE

Gil.APEEC/Ding-OUrPt.7 RECORD

V - TECS 40
L.A. ii2

The graphic ::chart is a flow. sheet which ,gaNes concise report of temperature,

pulse,. respiration, blood pressure, weight.; elimination and -dieta.rynintake-. The
intake and output section provides a: sum-rpry. of fluid intake and output..

POLICY

Graphic Section
1. Use black or blue ink for recording on the graphic. sheet with the following

eNceptions: .

.Use red in4 to record:
1. Pulse-

?. Stools
A

3. Asterisks to. indicate further information charted on Interdisciplinary
Progress .Notes

4.. Da.y post-operative and post-partum
5. Errors

2, Corredt errors by ciicling the errors and initialing. Use RED
.INK: Be sure that this doe's not interfere with correct 'Lharting.

3. ra)Rs recorded more often than every .four hours are chartedfon Frequent Ob-

servation Record...

4r. IVrite in trperature above 106° and below 95° and pulse above 150 and 'below.'

40.

IZOSection
1. A record of I&O.-j.s kept when deetned necessary.. upon nursing assessment and/or

when ordered by a physician.

Enter totals: at 6.. a . M. , p.m. and 10 p.m.

3. Enter 24 hour total at 10 p:m.-

USPONSIBLE' PERSONS..

RN, LPN, NT, Ward Clerk (graphic -)

(=MAL INSTRUCTION.'

Record from bedside. Intake and Output -Worksheet which is kept in the patient's

room.

PROCEDURE, .

Graphic Chart:

1. IG,.-mpl.ete each sect,ion.`of the graphic.-ohart as indicated below.
._

0
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i.%-,TEC$ 40

L. A. #2
ot

Date Line: ,
-

_Complete. Date Line using month, day and 'yeat on admisSion date:, month-and.day
thereafter..

Hospital Day/PG-PP 1..ine: .

a. Cbmplete Hospit4,Day part, entering admission (adm.) in .AM column. Then
',number following.blocks consecutively beginning with one (1).

b. Complete Post Operative.or Post Partum (PO-PP) day in PM column by entering.
Surgery orDeliverylion appropriate day. Number blocks thereafter consecutively
beginning with one (1). U RED INx.. .

Graph - TPRs: ."

a. Chart TPR every foUr hours as necessary under correct date-and houk.
Record pulses using red .

c. If *temperature and pulse fall on the same.tine ctiart a folloWs:

,r

d.' Write in respirations using black ink.

Blood'Pressure: .

:

Record systolic blood pressor on top line; record diastolic blood pressu.r on
bottom line. If BP is taken re often than hrs: use red .asterisk in iii?

space .to indicate that more GPs .are charted on Freduent Observations Record..

Veight,. tTrine: Stools:. .

a. 'Chart admission a,nd daily weight" in -weight column . .

.

.

estion the patient' once daily at 4. p.m...regarding-bowel movemenis from
4, p.m. yesterday. until 40 p.m. today, Record .reported bowel movements Gn
the date it occurred.

c. Use the following sytbolS to record stOpl:
p-nO stool 7-number of stools E-Enema

d. Use the following syMbols to record urinary c.cput-:
0-has not'yoided 1 -has voided c-Cathetertied.ct catheter in lace

:Let:

. Use the following abbreviations for diets:.
Regulai 3
Soft

Surgical Liquids. SL
Full Liquids
Bland B-

_Low Rk.-Jsidue La.

Diabetic , D.

ecial Sp
Nothing by mouth %To

...Held Diet (not .:ser..:ed, ceattizd) 0
b. Record abbreviation4 for type 'r diet fOr each -

c. Record amount.pationt ace diet using tho following ,

as

All'

I

3/4.

Npne
.1.



TEC$:40:

Record. intake orLintake%and- Output, section when the patient 'is on Cull.
liquid or surgival liquid diet."

'Other: Dietary Intake:

a. Intake insead of- diet
(1) .1 Write .(.tune feding, milkforMulat etc.) on first-diet line.
(2) .Enter-amOunt 'and, frequency of'feeding and times. of feeding can second line':
(3) -'Cross through hour after feeding is taken..

O. Nourishments in additiOn to diet .

(1) :Record an line Label. "Other Oleta"ry intake-;"
(2) Enter kind.-(eg -between 01,:.141 or HS .Ceeuings). frt.r.ey .

feeding.
.

(Use- a red. asterisk to indicate that aw,-Qotation ha.: been made in Interdi.;ciplinary
Progress Notes).

Intake and Output Section:
1. Ch'art all Cluid intake including:

'a. MO= - all fluid taken by moutn
Parenteral intravehous,.:.:ly:;14 :(-2e

-c. 51ank LaLel Line tuoe Ceedin,-ectal
Ceedings,

2. Chart all ClUid.output including:.
a. Urine.- all urine voided and otained cy oaCheter.
bo. Blanks-- la0e1 .line. tube drainage, eme2ii;, nemorrnage,

VARIATIONS

N
. o

Qwockrn Nursery GraphiciIntake-tutput Recurd

',-;rapnic 13ectlyn

'4eighti Chart acmis:;.ion wetgne in tir.-pace uniLY :4&,-;-::nt n1 NI.;45:M'
column under appropriatedate:

_Intake-Cut-Ut '..;ection

Inta'xe: amount C,,rmula.r.he t:ac,7 ty'

.t.';:me In the amount Silt; type of C:xmula '*..he

CDrmuia . _

)11t;Alc: ciPart CrequencI.:7X voiaLniT,, e,
hart

:.e;. T, `'!EC ,

tne ColLA4Lng acibrc,avtatf,,ns to C6rmula::
.

.

. . . .
. .

..,:t1.!..ac

)

Wr.1

L.1,41:

NUTi3A

..
, _

E'r'n

!I
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-V-TgCS -40
L.A. #5 .

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHEM. ST*

Check the student's performance in the skills
-associated with thwfollbwing task:.

Initiate graphic sheet.

Li
Place an X %in the appropriate box, indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fdlly Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the.i.tem -Was impossible to
complete, place an .X in the Not Applicable.
Box.

Performance Level: All itedid must receiie a

rating. of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED .(or Not
Applicable). If any itenke are rated Not
Accomplished or Parti.all Accamplished, the
student and instructor will' discuss the
situation and decide which learming
activities must- be repeated.. If the
instructor choOses use.the checklist as
the basis for *assigning numerical points;"
then a separate- columti" and boxes are
provided

Student
' Performarka

.

.

.

-cu

gaJ.5 .a.
"Z <

..

co
..0
sn
....
CI..

k E
. 0

+6 8
Z <

41

cit

)6 0,
--",, G

# .;.; 8
7, Q

,c1. <
.

.
)3
w

-0,..

E
7.2-

', "3
u- <

...:2 11 .

co o .

8 Nc r,

CL 4..0
or.) ict a.

Wh initiating a graphic.sheet, the student: k

1.. -Selected and imprinted graphic sheet With
correct patient's addressograph'plate.

2. Placed datev-irappropriate columns.
3. Placed rumbel- of days ir.. hospital .in

appropriate column.
.24. Computed post-op days and recorded in

appropriate.column%.,

5. DeterMired that all.recorded i_rforMattor:
.-

6. Made sure correCtiors;- were legally'

c performed.
7: Made sure that only red or black irk had

.beer used appropriately.

.

I

)

. P.

( ) (
)0 .

) ( ) (

( ) ( ' ) :. ) ( ) is (

( ) ( ) ( ) C ( . )

( ) ( ( ) ( (.

( ) ) :

4-

) ( ) )(. ) -( )

) ( ) ( -( , .)

4-

. w

r

,

.

. .-
%

!Although.-ue4of the instrctor's- final checklist is optional, it is
recomMended as a valid means for documenting the progeess of the student.

''" .

x ;tom
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a.

DUTY: PERFORMING. RECORD _KEEPING ACftVITIES'

TASK: Graph tempe'rature, *pulse, respirati,on:14'

V-TECS. .77

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE .
.

-Provided TPR worksheet, and graphic TPR sheets for twelve ..$ sixteen; ...

patients; graph-the T-PRs.' Temperature. must be charted' to within two-

, tenths of a 'degree of that recorded on the .worksheet; pulse, and .

respiration must be within five 'digits of that recorded oil _the-worksheet..

(4)

. PERFORMANCE GUIDE
/I

2. Select color Code .-..(appropriate color of 'in for charting.
baSedupoxf-time andhas-p-i-ta-17-po-1icy.

3. -Locate patient's. chart and .graphic sheet.

4. Locate time:-column for recordingp.
,)

(Sbuth,Carolina writing team suggests that items,14 follow this Order: t, 4,

2, 5.).

i°

4

t

.. :
.

5. Exttact patient's emperatuure informaton from worksheet.
6: Recognize unusual. deviations froth preceding data and report- to team

l&ader or charge nurse before. charting. . .-
. ..

7. ' Place. enlarged dot on graphic sheet under time and temperature as
recorded on: the 'worksheet. %i

.

8. Connect last recorded temperature with a 'straight line. Note: The

of a ruler or othef guide is recommended to obtain .a .neater, More"
legible graph. l

.4 .

9. IndiCate method of taking temperature if other than oral by placing
appropriate letter j1 parenthesis above dot. ,...- -.

10. ..Relyet procedure for pulse and respiration:

11. Indicate on worksheet that you hae. charted -this TPR by drawing a
line thrbugh information ;on worksheet and initilling same.

1.2. . Replace chart. in Pack, .

, - .

.

. ,

LEARNING ACTIWIFES i ,
0

'''......i
patfent's chart and

graphic sh.eetare-.kept and, how they are

2. IntrodUce!,informa'tion 'sheet title,d"Patieht Historz and Nursing.

Observation" (attached). Explain that this sheet is whene irinitiaL.
.'21.3Rs' are'. recorded to be transcribed' -later jio graphic sheet... C

4 .3. .Review Gral5hic/In.take -.. Output Record r. Arding charting of these

areas. (Refer to preceding leSs'an:) .
.,y,

ir
4,. Demonstrate,: ising overhead transparencies,, the actual charting of

TPRs .with -any deviations 'ar 'corrections noted..
...

1.- Visit urii#s ;to_observe whee TRR worksheet,

94



4

I

Practice in class charting TPRs f'or, sixteenipatients.. :(Use attached
infOrMatiorwsheet.titled. "Ttienty.'2TouTfHour. Reoo-rd of Patient's
Temperature.") .

' .
.

.

6. Use the in4ructor's cbecklist.to.detonstrate mastery of task.
I 9 .

red:and black pens .*

ovevhead prO,)ector and*transparencies-
pproklate forms

P

EVALUAltON-
,-

> .
f Using provided, materials, the student will record TPRs on.graphicsheer

for 'sixteen-patients. 4- rating of "fully accomplished' mupt be achieved.
on the instructor's:checklist.

.

ay I

.

am*

O

s

4

95 ;.

z
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PATItNT,HISTORYOAND NURSINGCASERVATION

V TEC S,, 7 7

L.A. #2

DATE
MODE OF-.ARRIVAL

ACCCMPANIED BY
TPR
HT

HOUR

BP
WT.

VALUABLES: RINGS
E-4 WATCH

*. r4 4

A
,

C.1 MONEY'

),

.

Z OTHERS :
.. 0

ei' (7; PRCSTHESIS: DENTURESw m
m /-1

...
CARS

.1

DIStC4TION CF ViLIJAariS.
7

HCW CAN FAMILY. BE itEACHED.DURING HOSPITALIZATION'?

SIGNATURE OF'Rla OR LPN COMPLETING SECTION I:

XADDRESSOGRAPH)

INTRODUCED- Td HOSPITAL HANDB00; .. s.

CALL LIGHT AND'BEDSIDE.CONTROLS
6 BATHI6CM AND SHOWER
E-1 VISITING RULES' .

6 El. .SMORING POLICY ..
.,-4.

0 z
c4 w SIDERAIL POLICY,.4

IDENTIFICATION BANDAtkiN

MEAL TIMES''' 4,-
.

'
COONTACT:LPS:- ,

UPPER LIMB
'IOWER.LLAB
k

. 0

GLASSES
ARTIFICIAL EYE: R

L'

1.1

REASCZCFC11 1HOSPITALIZATION

ONSET /DURATI CN

ew

4

4,
"PREVIOUS ILLNESSES/RCSPITATaZATICN DATES SURGERIES DATES

CHRONIC DISEASES (DIABETES; ASTHMA, HARTENSICN, EMPUYSZMA, HEART DISEASE', GLAUCOMA,

SEIZURES)

i

6,
En

0

MEDICATION

M7),T.CATION DISPOSITION:

D CSAGE TIMES USUALLY TAKEN CIRCLE THOSE TAKEN TODAY
Oik

ALLERGIES ANDA-SENSEtIVITIES: (FO

:tt (RECORD IN-RED):
, -; aESCRIEEREACTION4

M

szG,14fiuPE CF $PN. CR RI COMPLETING SECTICN'II:

9 62, t 01

41.

o

DRUG, XRAY CONTRAST MEDIETC:)
4

IF



4.

.1W

I

c

/7 ...
tkiN:. (REDNESS, BRUISES,. SWELLING, pOKEN AREAS, RASH, DRY, COLOR, TEMPERA#RE OF SKIN)

NEURO: (ALERT,-.ORIENTED, SpEECN, DIZZINESS)

RESPIRATORY: (SHORTNESS CF BREATH, CCUGH, SPUTUM, .HISTORY OF SMONZIG)

CARDIOVASCULAR: (CHEST PAIN, HEART RHYtii?=. REGULAR, IRIREGUIAR, VARICOSE ,VEINS, PULSES)
(1

(DISTENDED ABDOMEN; ELIkINATICNPATTERNS, VOMITING, DIFFICULTY.
OPISOO

SWALLOWING, USUAL DIET) 1

A )

GUI (FREQUENCY, PAIN, -COLOR OF URINE; DISCHARGE)'

APO
,0

(WSTRUAL.HISTORY, VAGINAL DISCHARGE .OR BLEEDING).

EENT AND Accklik (VISUAL CR HEARING PROBLEMS, BLEEDING GUMG,-HCARSENESS) .

1 .

.

EXTREMI IES: (EDEMA, MCVES ALL EXTREMITIES, COLOR OF NAIL BEDS)

0j

OTHER .ASSESSMENTS :, .(PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL)

PATIENT PROBLEMS: (INCLUDE ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS

3
A

5
!SIGNATURE OF RN.CCMPLETniG SECTION III:

LEARNING.NEEDS)...
t
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INSTNCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check 'the students _performance in the skills
"vssociatest -with the folio:wing task:

Graph temperature, pulse, respiration.
o .

PlaCe an X.16n the appropriate box indicating
Not Abcomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
FullybAccomplished. If, because of special
circutstairde the item was -impossible to

.complete, pla an X -in the Not Applicable'
Box. 1.

- Performance .Leyel: .All.items must' receive a
rating of FULLY. ACCOMPLISHED -(or Not
ApplicAb3;A). If any items are rated Not
AccomPlisbed or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and 'decide which -learning'
activ.ities must be repeated. X± the
instructor chooses to use the_ cheCklist as

ithe' baPsis for as.signing numerical points,
. rttien .a separate column and boxes are

. provided.

When graphing temperature, .p,u1se and
respiration, the student: .

1. Charted temperature within two -- tenths.. of
'degree of the. 'recorded on the

worksheet.
2. ;Charted pulse and respiration. within. five .

digit's. of that xecorded- on the worksheet.'
3. Used correct- color pens for recordirigs.
4. COrrected any erro..rs' and showed

deviations acclording to hospital policy.

Student
Performance

.
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*Although use of the iphtructor's final checklist is 'optional., it i
recommended as a. valid leans for documenting the progress of the student.:
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-1A-TECS 76

DUTY: PERFORMING. RECORD KEEPING ACTIVITIES

TASIC -Chart-data-from information supplied such as weight, ,B.P., diet,

. I. & O.

.

(South Carolina ".writing .team-suggests omission' of "diet" and "I. c.

7

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
'Given the charts of forty:patie'nts and supplied with information All

workSheets: chart the diet, weight, I. & 0, and' B.M.' of ten
... {sixteen {... patients: ',Charting must satisfy legal requir.emehts. and
-standards. as identified in posted policies .,and charct for'm must be
legible, neat, and photocopyable. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Identify data to be charted; verify source of information. Note:

(1) Entries in medical =records may be made only. 14/persons given
this right under hospital policy: A methOd,tust be established to
identify the authors 'of-entries. J.C.A.H: "Standard III." (2).

Nurses' notes and entries by allied health personnel should contain
only. pertinent, meaningfulobservations

(

and information. J.C.A.H.-,

"Standard II."
2. Select ink color, this hospital's policy.
3. Locate patient's chart. .-

4. Locate place 'on,appropriate-chartiformTor this entry..
5. .Recognizeunusual deviations from .preceding data and report to

charge nurse.or team leader. befOre -charting. Note: Intake and
output data collecting forms will:need to be totaled before entering
the information on the I. & O. summary sheet. Ounces may need to be
converted to cubic centimeters or milliliterS.

(South Carolina writing team suggests that the note-in item #5 be omitted and
classified as.aresponsibility of the nursing staff.)

6.- -Copy data correctly and legibly. Note: 3ust be phOtocopyAble.
a line thrbugh information on worksheet and your initials to

indicate that You haVe charted this information.
Repla:Ce chart.

'LEARNING ACTIVITIES
I. Visit a unit to obsArve where weight,- B.P.,1, B. Z. works.hee t,

- patient's chart and. gr4phic .sheet 'within chart rare kept and how
,--,,

. .

. .

these sheets are used. I ,

'a
2.-

Review. Lesson 12, V-TES OBJ. 77 (i.e., "Patient History grid .Nursing
/

'4,

Observation" sheet). Note- that this sheet. is where initial weight-, .

81).,. and B.M.' are. recorded to be later transcribed to graphic
. sheet;'.

a . , .

.

. -
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V-TECS 76'

3. Review. Lesson '1'1, .V-TECS, 0U. 40 (i..'e.,:.'!Cgl'aphic/ ntake `Output"
record). .regarding charting of .thebe areas. .

.

. .

.4. DemOnstrateusing the overhead-projector, the actual chartingof
weight, B.P., and B.M..

-5,. Drill and practice in-.class chartingfweight, B.P.and B.M. for 16
patients. Refer tD informHtion sheet titled "Twe..ity-:FOur Hour
Record of. Patient'.s flve.mpe.ratures,(Weight and. Elimination)"
(attached). .

.
.1.

6. DemonStrate mastery.of the task by performing the activities on.the
inStruCtor's checklist and achieving a "fully accomplished" rating.

TOOLSAND EQUIPMENT
.red and black. pens
appropriate forma.
overhead" projector and transparencies

. EVALUATION:

44.

.04

Using accepted hospital policy, information and materials proVided, the
student will chart the wleight, and B.M. for sixteen pa:ti4nts. All
,items on 'the illstructor's checklist.' 'must 'receive a "fully' accomplished"rdtt,

O

a

..
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V4TECS 76 STUDENT

DATE .(5`.

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL C ECXLIST*

Cheok the student's perf'ormance in' the, s. ills
associqed with the following task .

Chart dArAa from info.rmation:s-upplied,:-
such' as weight, B.P.;',ictiet,
I.'& O. ,

Pldce .an X in the apprOpriate box indicating
Ndt Accomplished, :Partially Accomplished, ":6r
Fly AcComplisheth 'IT,, because of special
circumstances, the Item- was impossible to
complete, place an' in the "Not Applicabl
BoX.

Performance Level: All item* 'must' receive a
ratihs, Of FULLY ACCOMPLISLIED1.(br Not
Applicable).. If arty items. are 'rated Not
AccomPlished or Partially AccOmplished, the':
student- and instructor will .'discuss the
situation and decide which learning
activities 'must' be 'rep4ated,.. If the

'tinstructote chooses, to. use'the' checklist" as'
the baSis for' assigning numeral points,
theft .af separate column and boxes are
provided.

,

When performing record keeping activities,".
the student:

T. Charted data on weight, B.P., and B.M. in
correct,area <on graphic sheet...,

2. Used correct color pens, for- recording.
3., Corrected any e-rrors and showed

-deviations according o .hospitai policy.
4. Wrote,legibly, neatly,: a'nd sufficiently

clear "for. photoCopYing:

!*.

I.Student
-orniance .

,....

_
.

. .

.s2

4..* , CL -
ct. .0.

Z 4C.
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. V0
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'47a 8
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I
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III
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Iri cu
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CI. vw 0.0 < fl;

(
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) ,
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( ) ) (

(

) ( ) (

'9'

) ( )

*Although use' of the instructor's. final checklist is optional,, 'it i
recommended as a valid-means for documenting the progress of the. student.



V -TECS 37-

DUTY: PERFORMINGPERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

TASK: Check new .patient's allergy rghorc6. flag chart and Kardex (puth
'Carolina writing team suggests this wording: Check new patient's
Patfent History and Nursing Observation profile sheet, flag chart atd
appropriate forms.)

V

PERFORMANCE ,OBJECTIVE
. Giveninfor'mation.ckverning a new patier.1','s allergies, t,he.patient's

Kardex cards'ad chart., an allergy flag, and appropriate forms, record
the allergies ir. all 'designated Idcations. If ro -known allergies exist,
.state as such: . All a'll'ergies existing must be recordedwi,thout error.
(4) ,

PERFORMANCE GUIDE: .
, .

1. Locate allergy record:
2. Notify charge nurse of data and opY onto appropriate forms..in red

ink as 1)er hospital policy (Ka dexc*ds, medicine sheet? nurses
notes, signs) .

3. Prepare allergy flag .and place or. front of chart so that it is
clearly visible.. .. (7.

4. Prepareand apply an allergy bracelet if used in this 'hospital.
5.. \If no krowr. allergies, record as. "nolcnovir. allergies."
6. Proofread all copied data.
7. Post special signs at bedside if required.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. -Distribute and discuss Patient History and Nursing Profile Sheet

(°attached). POint out where to look for allergies.
2. Distribute appropriate forms-(Medicatior Administration, Record,

Physician's Orders) (attached) and 'show where lo chart allergies in
red or forms. -

3. Demonstrate the correct procedure fOr flatgin-g .patient's chart
(example attached)..

4.. -Lister. to classroom resource speaker (i.e., ar allergist) address
the topic of "Allergies - Dangers and Precautions."

5. Demonstrate -procedure for checking allergy records ar.d fraggirg
charts. Instructor must rate demonstration ad "fylly accomplished."

RESOURCES
physician (allergist)

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
allergy tape'
appropriate forms
red pen

1.

.
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:VTECS.37

. .

EVALUATION .
,

w
,

Using supplied information and materials, the sthder.t will record one.
t- patient's allergies or all required norms. All "isting illergies:iriust.

be recorded without error. ' Demonstration. must earn a "fully
accomplished"- rating by instructor.

/ . .
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P ATIENT HIS TOBY . ND NtlitSniG CE =NATION
,

0

I

c41

DATE.

M CZ E OF ARRIVAL
ACCOMPANIED BY

TPR
BT
VALUABLES::: RINGS

WATCH

MONEY'drifdat

PROSTHESIS : %DENTURES

CAPS

ECCUR

BP

al calH

V TECS 37
L . A . #1

4

CADDRESSOGRAPH)

INTRODUCED T O P I T A L HANDBOOK

CALL LIMiT AND BEDSIDE CONTROLS

13ATHRO CM AND SHOWER

VI SITING RULES
SMOKING POLICY.
SIDER= L POLICY
IDENTIF IC4TI ON BAND ON
MEAL TIMES

CONTACT LENS:' GLASSES ' '44

ZIPPER \ LIMB ARTIFICIAL :

LOWER LIMB , "
DISPCISITI ON OF. VALUABLES

BOW CAN FAMILY- BE REAMED DURING HOSPITALIZATION?

SIGNATURE OF RN OR !* LPN CC SP trrxm szcFcri

/101.1

REASON F OR HOSPITALIZATION
CNSET/DURATI CN

HAIRPIECE

7'

:PR. XI LLNE SSE S/H2OSPITALIZ ATI al DATES.

g.

SURGERIES DATES

CHRCN IC DI SFASES (DIABETES ASTHMA, HYPERTEN SI CN HYSMIA , HEART DISEASE , GLAUCOMA,

SEIZURES)

7

MEDICATION

1
..M.EZ T.-CATION. DISPOSITION:

D CS AGE TIMES USUALLY TAKE$ - CI RC LE THOSE ^...1A1aN TODAY

r

tr

(LL
IE S AND SENS.I."TIVITT.ES :

A 1 RED )

t I '; .7.F.SCRIBE REACTION

'IT

1

r.FOCO , DRUG , 'S..R..A.4 CONTRAST MEDIUM , ETC . ) *

I.GNATURE OF N al RN C.:CMP =TING SECT: CN II :

. 106 3



4 LAL.0. A.

(REdNESS BRUISES, SWELLING, "BROKEN AREAS, RASH, DRY, COLOR,' TEMPERATURE OF SKIN)

no....
I\VURO: (ALERT,. ORIENTED, SPEECK,.DIZZINESS) *1.1 amolo.

RESPIRATORY .:(SHORTNESS CF BREATH; carat SPUTUM;JIISTORY or smoirING)-

.

CARD I CVA.SCUIAR (CHEST PAIN, HEART .RHYTHM REGULAR, IRREGULAR, VARICOSE VEINS, PULSES)

GI: ()DISTENDED ABDOMEN; ELIMINATION PATTERNS, APPETITE, NAUSEA VOMITING, OTFF'ZCULTY
. -

SWALLOWING , USUAL DIET)

GU: (FREQUENCY, PAIN, COLOR OF URINE, !DISCHARGE)

GYN.: (MENSTRR.L HISTORY, VAGINAL DISCHARGE OR BLEEDING)

EENT AND marn: (VISUAL CR HEARING PROBLEMS, BLEEDING GL 1S HOARSENESS)

EXTPE:IITIES: (EDEMA, MCWES :LL.EXTREMITIES:.COLCR.CF NAIL BEDS)

cerIE..% ASZESSMENtS: , ( P SYCHOLCG I CAL AND SOCIOLOGICAL)

S

PATIENT PRCBLEMS: tIN=ME ANTICIPATED. PROBLEMS AND' LEARNING NEEDS)

1 .

4 .

. 5 .

SIGNATURE OF RN cariptzTrns SECTION III:

10711 4
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HYSICIA.14'S-0,13bERS
AUTOMATIC STOP ORDER: SCHEDULE OF STOP DATES REPRODUCEd BELOW IS IN TERMS OF DAYS FOL-
LOWING DATE OF ORIGINAL ORDER. IF STOP DATE FALLS ,ON SUNDAY'OR HOUDAY ORDER EXTENDED ONE
DAY. TIME 11:00 A.M. .

THIS.ORDER QOES NO.T. APPLY WHEN PHYSICIAN'S 'ORDER INDICATES EXACT NUMBER Of\ DOSES AND/OR DAYS TO OE ADMINISTERED.
. . . I

I- ANTIBIOTICS 7 SCHEDULE'hMEDICATIONS .
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.111TECS t31
1;4,A. #5

1
.

S7ENT

DATE

A
*

2).
-

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECRLIpTli

Check the student's performance in-the' skills
associated with the following task: *
Check new pati;ent's allergy ecord,

(Patient History), fiig chart and
Kardx (appropriate forms)..
Plce anX in the appropriate box indicating

I. 4 Not. Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
-"\ Fully Accomplished. If, because of special

. circumstances, the: item was impossible to,
C.complete, place anX in the Not Applicable

136x.

Performance Level: Ali items must receive a'
.rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or 'Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuSs the
situation and decide which learning
activities must be repeated. --If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,

.then a. separate ..column and boxes. are
provided.'

40

When checking new-patient's allergy record,
the student: 7

.
Student

Performarice .

.

.

.

,

-a

3=,
..- O.
0 0.
2: (t

. ,

1.

1
.

11.

.E
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o
us, .0

-I; E
..7. 8
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_
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1.1
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73.
E

2. 8 :
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u. At

.

, 7)
.

1 0c c in
o *.o4....... c
4a. a -ti
C) 4C CL

1. Recorded patient's allergies_ on all ..

required forms. , ( ) ( (

2. Prepared an allergy bracelet and allergy
flag and obtained special bedside sign. ( ) (- ) ( ) (:

!Although use of :the. instructor's fi.nal checklist is optional, it is
recommended is a valid mdans "for documenting the:progress of the student:

4
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y-TECS.50

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISPARGE kCTIVITI1S
.10

TASK: ,Prepari medicine sheets ...[Medication AdministAtion Record'

,"

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
.

Given all required information and supplieS, prepare the-oledicine sheet
notebook ....[Medication AdMinistration Record].....t'ot'a.givn day. Nei
forMs must be.accuxate, complete,, and legible. (4)

,

4 .

. e
PERFORMANCE GUIDE

1. ;Identify patient's medicine sheet to be recopied. Note: Used with

.
Brewer System, and occasionaliy.with other drug. administratibn

..systems.

2. Select medicine. sheet forms to be 'prepared.

3. Imprint form with correct patient's addressograph plate.

4. Enter dates in spaces provided.

5. Copy date otdered, name of drug, amount, number of times to be given
daily, and mode of administrations for eabill drug currently to be
administered to this patient.

6. Check medicine sheet Withlai.dox (medication section).

7. Proofread.for accuracy.
8. Report any discrepaancies to charge nurse.

9. Give both medicine sheets to the medicine nurse for checking before

utilization.
.

10.. Prepare medicine sheet. for each new admission and give to medicine

nurse for checking.

t

TheSouth Carolina-writing teamsuggests a slight revision' in the wording

of the Performance Guide. Please note-the following eleven items.

SOUTH CAROLINAPERFORMANCE GUIDE :
..

-. t. Select a Medication Adrainistration ReCord Form (MAR). to be- prepared.

.2. Imprint form With 'correct patient's Addressograph plate.

3. Complete top and bottom portions of form. .

4.-- Enter dates 'in -spaces provided. .

.

'5. (a) Copy from physician's orders the date ordered, date of expira-

tion, name ofdrugj amount, .number of timeitobe given daily, _and
'mode of adm,inistration for each drug currently to be administered to

patient.
0 ..

_ _-
*(b): Prepare single order .an4 stat- order cards and paper clip to MAR.

6. Proofreffk for accuracy. .-
.:..

7. UseproperprocedureOforcotrecting errors.' .
.-..

0,-

8. Give.. MAR- to nurse li'n charge. Of 'patient. for -checing before.

utilization. -.

.
9-. Prepare MAR for each new .admiSsion and give topatient'scharge

nurse Tor ecking.
4.



.VTECS 50

110. .144ate MAR daily 40 MedicationordersaregiVen-by physician.
. .

- 11: Place MAR in. Kardek on medicirie caet.
-...... --,..,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES \-. .

1. .Distribute and discuss. the attached-Medication AdministrationReCord-
(MAR).- - .,, '.

,:, ,

:-.2 As a...11ofectork-assignment, study and .memorize,,as- appropriate, the
content. of theinfoiimatiOn, sheet titled "Discussion of Medication.
Administration Record."

. .

3.
..,.

.. ,

D.emo'nstrate, by using .a 4.1nsparericy of the, Medication
, . . Adm,141a.t-ration-Record, the correct method fOr coMpleting the top and ..

'

. ..

bOttom. portions of,the..form. n.-.
,,dr ,Q

4. Deloonstrate,.by using a transparencj 0 the, MAR,. procedure for.
completing the date line. A e,.

.
5. Visit a. -unit and' obser e.a ward clerk transcribing eac medication

from.a.physician's ors s. , .

6.. simulate in Class-the transcription of ,medication from ph ician's
orders, including single and stat. orders. The instructor will
.provide physician's order for use by the entire class. `.(Refer-to-
attached-information sheet, ifnecessarY.)

7. Memorize the information she4t titled. %ohtinued Medication Hours" '.
(attached).

.

listening.:8. Learnabout importance of knowing. hours by listening.to.guest.
speakers- who are RN or MD.. _

. b
.

.

9. Review. the different medications and discuss where/why ther=are
placed on MAR..

. , .

'10. Visit a unit and see whe re- the Kardex is kept and review severaLk.
.

,
MARs.

11. Take a teacher - prepared. test based on the "Di8cussion of Medication-
Administration. Record.P . .

12. 'Prepare. a: MAR which will be. evaluated by the' instructor.
-....

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk
registered nurse or physiCian

TOOLS AND EQUIPiENT.
addreSsograph ;

'pens, -pencils.

transparencies'
over -head projector and transparencies

EVALUATION A

I

tO

4

0

Using .materials provided; the student- will prepare a Medication
Administration Record (or me.dicine skeet).. The'content must be 1.00% fq*,,'
accurate; it. musylalso.'receive..a accomplished". rating by the.
instructor in regard to completeness and legibility.
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AEDIGATION ADMINISTRATION RECORD.(MIR)

'DEFINITION AND PURPOSE

TECS 50
L.A. #2

The Medication Administratibn Record (MAR) provides a legal record o
s .medication'administratiOn.,

POLICY 41,

,. : if

1... 1 a nitiate. a..-MeidicatiOn AdMini'stration. Record L(MAR/..forJ,each patient- on
---..----------7 dm scion :.

a. Enter continued, single and pre-operative orders on the front of
the form in appropriate sections,.
Enter PRN orders on the b_ ack of the form with exception of sleep
medications and laxative PRNs which are recorded on the front of
the form. -

2.' Use black ink for hours be,kween 7:00 a.m. and 6:59 p.m., use red irk
for hours between 7:00 p.m. and 6:59 a.m. (' Tecord 7,a.ro. in black
irk, 7 p.m. in red ink.
Use the following hours for administering medications unless the

1..doctor orders specific hours.

Daily 9 Am. (usually)

qi.d. 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. - 5 p.m. - 9 p.m.

ti i d 9 a.m. -*1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

b.i.d, . . 9 a.m. - 9 p.m: or 9 a.m.- 5 p..mt

(Oh. . . 1 a.m - 5 9 1 . - -5 p.m. -.9 P.m.q6h. . . 4 a.m.s- 10 a.m. - )4 p.m. - 10. p.m.

18h . 5 a.m. -' 1 p.m. 9 p.m. or 1 a.m. - a.m. 5 p,m.

q12h . , 9 A.m. - 9 P.m.

The following medication hours apply to Pediatrics:,

,

q i d
.14

. . 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.

q6h
.

.

9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 5 p.m, - 8 "p.m.

a.m. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 10 p.m. or

6 a.m.. - 12 N p.m. - 12 MN

116 123
.,

ONO

.AN



.4 .

. .

The folloWing,medication hours apply to Orthopedics:

Daily . -& a.m.

and 412h , 8 .a.m. - 9 p-all

t i d 8 a.m. - 12 N- 5 P.m.

q.i . d . --; . , . . . . Saa.m. - 12"N - 5 p.m. -,49 A.m.
, .

TECS 50
L. A.. //2

14 a.m. - 8 a.m. .12 N pain. - 8 p.m. - 12 MN.,

The following nedicatton hours apply. to .Psychiatric:

Daily

b.i.d. . . .

q i d

Oh

q6h.: .

8 a.m.

. 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.- or 8 a.m.. - 8 .m.

& a.m. - 12 .N p.m.

8 a.m. -.12 N - 4 p.m'. -8 p.m.

. . 4. a.m." - 8 a.m. 12 N 4 A.m. - 8 p.m.

6 a.m. =n12 N &p.m. - 12 MN

q8h .... a. . 14 p.m. - 12 MN

8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

- 12 MN

4. Account for all squaresby initialing, "x"infrout, Or entering red 40

adberisks (') or ejecting surgery or X-ray in red:.

:-Enter expiration dates in pencil. The expiration date is three 'days

(72 hours), or sever. days (168 'hours) ..on -all .controlled drug"

depending on drug Classtfication.,.
Validate all. initials or MAR by signing full name and title-on back

_

of form.
,.

Record allergies in red and "Surgery' and diagnosis in black":ink- at top

right section of the MAR.'
...

9

Do not dicontinue medication when .the patient.goes to ,surgery..

9. Discontinue postoperatively. those medications not reordered. .

10. Complete bottom section of MAR (doctor, age, name and date. and time:

of .adrpigsion and discharge). _

-". :

-.

lisEPONSII3LE PERSONS

RN, LPN'
Unit Secretary - Transcribe order, complete-date line, fill in topand

bottom headings On-.MAR.



tt

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Do.not.repeat charting in Interdisciplinary Progress Notes. Document
results of 'PRN medication in IDP notes. It is not necessary to
include dosage or route.of administration.

2..' Do rot record treatments:onXtiedication Administration Record;.
Place.a large number. in pencil.in the box on the.top right 9A-the'MAR
tec indicate how many formi are in current use.

V -1ECS
. . "A.. #21,

..,

When a patient goes- to surgery and medications are continued
'postoperatively writeinred above transcription of medication orders:.
POST-OF and thesurgery- date. If .a dose -or' doses were:not given
'while. the, patient was in surgery, .do-the'following.whenOatient
.,returns: to unit from, recovery room;'weite'"surg" in red and circle it
in red in the time slots missed.: Under the last entry in the single.
orders -section write POST-Up. opd datein red wren a pater 'goes to

surgery: If medications are rot renewed pbstoperatively discontinue.
medicationi:in,usual manner'.
Use medicine card to flag Kardex when pee-op, .single or er drugs are
to be" given. Write. in center oreard,"5.0." or "Pre -0p ", and along
edgeS'WriteMates-andtimes medication is due.

6. Mlien any port of the ffedieation ordee;iS changed time, dose,.

route, etc.) discontinue. the.preSent order and -rewrite the entire
order. inappropriate place, .Do not cross through the present order
'and write in the new otder IV).

7. If patient goes to.surgery multiple times during one hospitalization,.
write in rethink "and,"'the type of surgery andthe date after'the
first post-op date or the MAR. .

.

U.& antibiotic is ordered qid check with the physician'to.see if he
wants the. medication given around the clock...

T.

PROCEDURE

1"--

1.,c Chart COntikued MedicationS (medication given on'regular.basis ) as
follows: . . ;-

A. 'Enter on fronttopsection of MAR.
b. Enter expiration-date.when applicable in pencil.
e. Transcribe. ,by entering arder.date, initials of .person..

teanseribing..order,-ankmedicationi'dOsage, frequency, route Of
idministration incolumn specified. ..

d. List hours medication is to be given column.

:Use'a'new. line for,each.hour, begianing with/the first hOur,
listed under* policy.

,

e. Draw.a heavy lire across the .page after. .the '.last hour is entered:

Leave one vacant space and drawninother line.

f. 'Complete '"Dates.Given"-line'torizontally beginning with first
-data a'4optinued medicationorderis written. .

g.. '."XT out all squarei .preceding the'first dose of medication,

'.administred. . .
. .

. _ S

h.: "X" out Squares under the.dates-Medication is, NOT TO BEGIVEN:
when amedleation isto-15e given every other ,day; given one'day
left.. off two, etc. "

. Number the appropriate squares wten medication is' to be given for

a speCific number of dOes. Place a penciled "X" in the two



TECS 50:
L.A. #2

.

...".._

columns following- the laSt dose due. -,Bracket-and.write in pevcil,
"STOP!! witiv.time and date. Nurseigiving the last dose "STOPS".
the medication in the usual manner. .

j. , Initial the square corresponding. to the-Correct Date-and Correct:
Time after the' medicatioh is O.ven:

k. Enter the actual .time the medication isgiven.and initials of
:person administering in the appropriate .square(S) when a

medication iS.(given.at a time .different. from ordered.tite,
1. .DocuMent omitted drugs as r&llows: .

1. :it.patieht.is in X-ray'and. misses tid, quid,- g4h, or.q6h
medications enter711X-ray ". .and circle it in red'in.the,block
where yomrinitials would have gone. ', . .. 4

. if svpatientis in surgery (see General Instructions 4)-e.--.
if ,a patient misses a medication for.any'otheroreason,place a
red asterisk (*) in the. .6.appropriate -sqUare ( S.). .A!&.-.

- corresgonding red asterisk-(*) is .made or. the 'OP -notes alont
,,- with reason medication was omitted: "!- .

,

.

mi.:- Divide block into 'ha-1,f .diagonalky_if-thebmedication' is being.
adminisOred by.injection. ,Place code for injection.site in top

k
half` of block and initials in .bottom:half of.block,-.

n. 'Discontinue medications by drawing one red line through the
coMplete medication ordei. -and doWn the hoUr(s)"in the Hours'
Column. "X" out the remaining. square(s). for that,day, and the
next.fulldays squares. Bracket. the "X"ed-oUt square(s) and
print the word STOP, your iritials And the date after the

.4ebracket'. , s

o. Enter .PRN -sedatives and .PRN in red ink. When laxative or,
sedative PRNs.are given enter the: time given -an nd iiti2a1S dr.
appropriate spabe: Ilk", out the square- on the date va doSe -is___

.omitted.'. .... .. so-

2: Chart Sing)* Orders:and Pre-Operative Medidations as follows:
a: Transcribe by entering order date, initials of person

teanSAbingorder.
b. Enter medicaion,order asiwritten.-
c. gnteedate and 'time mediration-was,given or is to be zive'n under

TO BE GIVEN column.
d.. Initial NURSE column after giving medication..
e. 1.16e medication card to flag Kardex when single.order and pre7o

,.

.

-medicationsare Ade.-
3.-.Chart PRM.MedicationS as follows:

.

a.: Enter. on back of form'in:PRN'Medications Section. . .

b. Transcribi.order-by-enteing order-date, expiration date (ir
-pencil),' initials, .and order including 'medication, doSage,'.
-frequency, and, route of admiristratioh. ..1 .

c.' Write PRN. and reason for giving in red. ."..
. -

, d.. -Chart-that Mediction.was :givOn.hy.eptering vertically, the date,
the time, initials and inject4oh site if applicable. beside the

u
appropriate medication-when each dose is given,

e. Transcribe each PRNorder,on'a new set .of three.lines.

f,' -Discontinue.PRN.medigations bydrawing,a single red line through

: theentire ordr, "X "irg out two.'(2) co,lumr.s, bracket in the
time, trite 'STOP, the. date, and.your,inItials. Refer to. MAR

..accOMpallying this procedure .for examples.-

_ ..

119- 126



Air( - .

--;? g. Document .dosl given in square when at.range of medication is .

.Ordered along with time-of administration. Divide dose and time
with -a line'.

56.
L. A. #2
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V-TECS 50
L.A. #12.

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*,

Check the student's performance-in tpe skills
associated with the fOilowin task:
Prepare medicine sheets ....{Medication
Administration Record}....'

Place en X in- tte:74 appropriate boix. indicating
Not Accomplishe , PartiallY Accompli&ied, or
Fully/Accomplished. If,' because of special .

circumstances, 'the item was impossible to
complete,' place an X in the. Not' Applicable
Box.

PerforMance Level; All items must receive a..
:rating of. FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
:Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, .the ,
student and instructor- will .discuSs
situation. and decide which. learning:
actiVities .Must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the. checklist. as.
the basis for Ussignirig numerical paints,
then a separate caluran:.:' and boxes are

_provided.

Student
n.

Performance

.42

a-
tld-ci.
,Q, 9 .
4. q.

. 2
0 oz<

ia
7i-I: 0.

Tri E
.....: 8
6 . 0ma, <

lai

=
O.
E

..?.:. 83 o
14. <,

.r, -0
0 V

C v)
40 4.'... --. c

+8, A a0<a.

When preparing medieine.sheets, the Student,:
.,B

1. Prepared a medicine sheet ..,ikedication
.AdminiStration Record Form}... .. .

a.. 'Transcribed appropriate.inforMation
about medicati!on from physiCianrs

. order- ....lIardex}... to- medicine
sheet. .

.
.

.
.. '.)( (. ) (. .. ) (

b. ,Prepared single order 'and stat., er.
/r..

cardp if .necessary. ) ( .)
l'

, ) ( ) ( )

2. Se.gpred approval of medicine] from
charge nurse:

.
( ) ( )

,,

,

) ( ).

3. -Placed Medicine-sheet ih.in apprOpriate
'location:

.
411 .

) ( ) ( ) '

,-,

SS

-*AithOugh use of the instructor!s final checklist is optional, is
recommended as a 'valid means for dOcumenting'the progress of the 'student.



V -TECS 51

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES.

TASK: Prepare requisitions for routine diagnostic tests

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given access to required information supplies and equipment:" prepare
the routine diagnostic test requiskion(s)* for one newly admitted
'patient. Forms muat be ..acqurate; Legible, and. sati:sfr posted
acdreditation requirements. -(4). ,

-*Note: uth Carolina writing team concluded that the representatiVe hospital
i4 the State considered only CBC as a routine test.

.
.

1 . . 4.',

PERFORMANCE GUIDE- -".

.

1. -Deterilhe the tests for which requisitions are to be prepared.
Note: This will vary "depending upon the type of illnesa%and the

... hospital's pOlicies, generally includesserology, CBC, UA, and chest
X -ray. .

.

2. Select appropriate form(s). -.
.

.

.

3.. Select correct addressograph plate for this patient.

4. Imprint form(s) And Lill in requested information, making certain
. .that.all duplicates are legible. .

5. Prepare ',UA spedimen label and container ...lit applicable
hospital}... . . .

. .
.

6. Place form(s)"in Kardex for charge-nurse's initialing.
7. Give labeled UK container. to appropriate person.
8. Route the forms When cleared by charge. nurse,'
9. File the floor copy of-the requisition(s).**.
10. Enter the information into computer if.applicable.

4f Sbuth Carolina revised version of performance guide #9:
File :the verification copy from requisition in pocket on back of
patient's chart; remove when report is placed in chart.-

LBARNING.ACTIVITIES .'',. .

. . . .

1-. Discuss, 'routine. diagnostic .tests performed on newly- admitted
patients..

..,

2.:. Become familiar with 'appropriate' form for each test .(e.g.,' attach i

HematalOgy:form.) .

.

3, Prapiice.imprinting.names,On forms.
4.. StudyindividUallythe information sheet titled. "Patient "are.Form

(Diagnostic and" Miscellaneous procedures)." (attached)..

.5.. :R.eirj'eW attached_Orm associated with the procedureS studid jn
activit'y 4. -AnovelAead transparency may be. used With the entire.,.

.class. asking qUeSt4ons.as appropriate'. ..

'6. Dmonstratecorrectmethbdfor filling in forts.
I

0
%

7 . Practice collectively and individually the transcription of test-S.' to
Diagnostic and .Miscellaneous Procedures form. .

. , ...



. - .
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_T-TECE 31

8.. Discuss method:of routing of requisitions and appropriate
destinations-, -

Explain the purpose of the verificatiOn copy (attached)..
10. -Memoriie.Torrecall on a teacher-prepared test the different typs

of'routine diagnostic tests performed; by the laboratory.
.11. Learn. from a.guest:resourCe speaker (a physician) the answer to the

folloiring questions:

(1) . What are the purposes. of routine, diagnostic -.. tests?
(2). .Hcw do test' results aid-the physician?

..What is meant by "the Aormalfrange pf values "?
12. Visit a unit to obsei;ve the total process involved in the

preparation of requisitions for routine. diagnostic tests, from the
actual pteparation to the. filing.

p13. Demonstrate mastery of.this task by performing the activities for
the instructor who require repetition unless a .."full.y
accomplished" rating caRbe given the-first'attempt.

RESOURCES
physician.
experienced Ward -clerk

,TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
sampie forms
pens, pencils
addressograph
nameplate

EVALUATION
Using the materials provided, the student will 4)repaee the routine

) diagnostiorequisition form(s) for a newly admitted .patient. Accuracy
and legibility must be perfectly-maintained.. The accreditation
requirements must be.salsisfactorily-addressed. Demonstration must earn a
"fully- accomplished" rating by the instructor.

0

41
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PATIENT CARE FORM

.(.DIAGNOSTIC AND MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURES

0

.DEFINITION AND PURPOSE

Tie DiagnOstitanenscellaneous-Procedures.Form.is a Means of recording
diagnostic studies (lab, X -ray, nuclear medicine, and radiation therapy),
physical therapy treatments and respiratory therapy treatments:

V-4TECS 51

L.A. #4

POLICY

1, Enter only tests. and treatments ordered.

RESPONSIBLE PBRSON6.

RN

LPN

U t Secretaries

GENERAL I STRUCTIONS

a9

\
.

k'
1. Do not enter other orders, (i.e., call physician about room"number,.

wash patie'rits' hair, etc.) on this form. ,

.

2. Enter studies and treatments under appropriate columns,

*'. PROCEDURE

1. Enter. order date, initials of person transtribing-order, name 9f test
ndNate test Ls to be done in the appropriate spAce..-

.. ,
. t%

2. Initial, second 'I ITIALS colurviyhenthetbst has been completed.

3. Draw-one red line through the -girder when the test result are posted
,on the chart.

,
,

-4. Cross out the tit]: of any sec tidn Which does not pertain to an.i

individual patient and relabel es needed fort additional space, i2 e- - 61
1

lab, X-ray.

4

t

126

3k
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DIAGNOSTIC MISCELLAMEOUS PROCEDURES FORM
.

DATE
RN

iLPN
LAB, EKG, :EEG . DATE NURSE

ADDRESSOGRAPHO

DAS-<.4
LPN

.

XRAY .

TECS
L.A. #5

RATE NURSE

4'

ti

y.

A

DATE
LPN.

DAILY .LAB, X -RAY, ET DATA NURSE DATE
, . .

RN 1.-

PTISICAL THERAPY DATE NURSE

.

I-.11
NUCLEAR MEDICINE/
R A.DTATION -THERAPY.

DATE NURSE DATE
LPN

7.,-;;;

RESPIRATOR?
THERAPY

DATvINU"c
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\ REPORT
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STAT DRAW

RUN ROUTINE
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DATE DRAWN:

0
LL

0

4,o)/
"

I TIME: !COLLECTED SY:

I

g ta
u.

8 0i aQW

O

iiemapolot,v form mu-st
be iompleted in 'triplicate-

. BEST .COPY AVAIIMIL

U
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INSTRUCTOR'S' FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the st.Adent'S performance in the skills
asoociated ith the following task:

Prepare- requisitions for routine
diagnostic tests.

Placeian'X in, the appropriate box: indicating
Not.:Accomplished,-Tartially Accomplished,-or
Fully AccOmpfished. If, beCause of special
circumstances, the item was impos6ible to
'complete, place an-lkin the Not-Applicable
Box.: -

Performance Level: Al tems must receive, a
rat i.n.g of FULLY OCOMP_LISHED or Not
,Applicable). If any items are**rated Not
Acdompli.shed Pattially Accomplished, the.
student and instructor will discuss the
situation' and decide. which learnin\g
activities must .be repeated.. If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis-for-assigning numerical points,
then a separate. column ,and. boxes are
provided. I: 2

0
. ,

When preparing requisitions for routine
diagnostic tests, the student:

1. .Verified tests to be performed. N
2. Selected and prepared proper requisition

forms.

3, Prepared specimen label and Container if
appropriate.

4. Secured nurse's initials.
5. Routed the form and filed th4 floor copy.

A

Student
Performance
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40 4'a71. SJae a oc) < 0.
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*Although use of the instructor's final cheCklist. 'is optional, Jt
recOmmended.as a Valid means for documenting the progress-of the student.
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..DUTY:' PERFORMING ADMISSIONTRANSFER AND DISHCARGE ACTIVITIES
. . . . .

Institute/change /discontinue diet service,

4. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
thepatient's chart, Kardex,.,..:-{,or patient care form}... and the

diet worksheet*, institute, change,- or discontinue diet tervice.
Notification 'must. be made to the dietary department at the time
specified. No errors or omissions will be acceptable as determir.ed by
the `superviscii.'s findings. (4)

'(*Sou,th Carolina writing .team)hooses diffe'rent term: diet order .

requisition.) .

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Determine kind of diet patient is to receive.
2. Place inforination 'or.- diet sheet worksheet , and -Kardex.
3. Notify dietary department o' a mission, discharge, or transfer

needs.
4. CheCk . for any lab,. Xray, 'operative pr&cedures., or religious

.observances which would require special .diets' or alterations of food
services.

5. -Notify dietary department of anysdiet 'changes, holds, NPO'sor
'special diets using standard com\mUnications procedure in time Ito.
Prevent waste of food ar.d effort. \

6. Enter. ir.formation into computer if applicable.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES %

1. Tour the dietary departiFent in .a local health care facility.
Observe the responsibili'ties of the dietary perSonnel and the
pr'ocedures they follow when a dietary order is received ir. their
department.

2. -Rezearch thedifferent types. of diets and prepare a 3columned chart
depicting a) typeor diet, b) deScription,,E,and c): common. purpose.

Ae Compare with classmates and.prepare a composite chart to be learred
C by everyone as homework assignment. .

3. Distribute inform-ation sheet ti6led "Dietary DietrOrder Requisition"'
and AemogStrate correct procedure for placing diet or forms.

4. Demonstrate' correct procedures for r.otify\in,g dietary department 4f
adM iS$idh ischarge or transfer need's- (i.e., call diets `y..
department, give name and unit, frame of patient and -room number,
relay needs).
Role, play' a typical situation as demonstrated ir. learning activity ..

'

Visit a Unit in order to %learn where Dietary Diet Order RequilitiOr
i$ rposted for .dietary personnel to pick up,-

7. While' visiting unit, listen, to a ward clerk as he/she reviews
physician's orders :for. special restrictions. '.



4.0

O

1

'

. . .

"Demonstrate through role play:the correct-procedure for notifying
dietary department. of any diet changes, holds, NWs, or "special
diets. .(Refer to parenthesis in learning activity #40
Demonstrate :mastery of the task by4performing7it for the instructor.

tir until a rating of-"fullysaccomplished"-is achieved.

RESOURCES
dietarrdepirtment personnel

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriate forms

,pencil

EVALUATION'
Using prollided materials "and .information, the student will
institute/change/discontinue diet -^service. Notification must follow the'
established-. procedpres. No errors. .or omission can be allowed.
Demonstration for the instructor must earn a "fully accomplished"
rating. .

.\\

.
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b
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V TECS .41
L.A. #9

STUDENT

DATE

0

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL fliECKLiST*

Check the student's'pecformance in the skills
associated with the following task:
Institute /change /discontinue diet.
Service.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating,
Not A4complished, Partially Accomplished, -or--

Fully Accomplished. If, because of special.
cirdumstances', the item. was ,impossible to,
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable

..Performan.ce Level: All .iteds .must.receive a
rating of FULLY. ACCOMPLISHED (or -Not
Applicable).' If any items are rated Not
Accoraplished or Partially Accomplished,. the
student and instructor will diScuds the
situation. and -decide which learning
activities must be,.rep'eated. If the
instructor choosed to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical pOints,,
then a separate column.. and .bo'xes are
provided.

When instituting/changing/discontinuingdiet.
source, the student:

1.. Verified Patient'4 diet.-
2. Placed informa*tion on diet, sheet,

worksheet and Kardex.
3. Not i f ied dietary \department 'of any diet

phailge.

0

Student
Performance
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*Although use of the -instructpri'S final checklist is optional, it i3
recommended as .a valid means for documenting the progress of the student.
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V.-TECS 47

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMI SION TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

TASK: Clerically admit patients

PERFORMANCE' OBJECTI
. Given the requ red information,. equipment, and supplies and an incoming
patient, perfo m clerical activities, associated with admission without
error or omis ion of any detail listed "in 'the local ward clerk manual,
,(4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. .Introdu e self .and greet .patient in -a reassuring, unhurried manner,

with a smile and a plentnt tone. of yoice. Note:. Be sincere;
patien s quickly detect-insincerity. The impressions created at
this p iint have far reaching implications.. .

2. Verify accuracy of infdrmation on the admiasion summary sheet, ID
band, nd addressograph.plzite.

3.Obtai A char packet.

4. Impri t e chart forms with the-patient's name.*
5. Selec .and label the correct chart back using physician's "color codl,

if ap licable.
.6. Inse t the chalrt forms in the proper sequence into .the chart back

with n.its'dividers.according. to the-established-policy. The chart
beco es a legal document at this time.,,t,

7. Plac: the chart in the.. chart rack.
.8.- Upda e all posted lists, worksheets, unit records.
9.. Noti y-all concerned departments and persons of admission..-

10. Lnitiatethe nursing admission history form..
1.1. Identify and prepare labels .for each item belonging to, cr -which

be used by the patient:".: Bed, room, bedside "tables, nedi :ins
;2 :_rinal, i3L

eup, emesis. basin, clothing, etc.- This may include ..1,1..irig for
certain items auch.as water carafe and drainage bags: he hospital
6.1.-111. be t;luipped*, operad,' and maintained soas to sustain-its
safe and Sanitary characteristics and to _minimize- all health hazards.

. .

in the".hospital,..for the protection of both patients and employees.
J.C.A.H. Standard II; "Environment,,]. SerVices."

* *

South Carolina writing team suggests the following addition to
performande.guide

Note: If patient, has' any abnormalities (i.e., blind', deaf, ..aged,

irr'ttional, etc.), write in red ink on front Of chart.and
on all, diagnostic or therapeutic requisitionS.

South Carolina writing team concludes that the 'identificat ion and
preparation of labels is A responsibility of'. the nursing .staff-.



LEARNING ACTIVITIES'

V-TECS' 47

,
_.

I.- Observe demonstration of instrilata4 then practice with classmate

the introduction of self '(i.e., names, unit:, job title). .1

2. -Research how-one verifies the inform4ion on_.admission. Summary-.
sheet, ID band, anA. addressograph plate. . ''

3. ,Ifisit a .unit to obS'e,rve where chart packets and chart backS are

kept. -Discuss-each foriindividually. (Sample admission packetS
and Surgery packets areattached for independent or group.study:)

.Reviewinformation sheet. titled "Policy. on Patient Admission."

... 5. Practice imprinting chart forifts.: .
.. I

Demonstrate- correct procedure 'for. labeling. chart '.back (i.e.,'

patient's last name, physician's last name and initiala, 'flagging.
for allergies). ___/'''

7. Review all ',Chart forms and obserVe demonstration of' proper
sequencing, including expianatiOn, of use- of chart dividers.' (Refer

to admission and surgery packets.,Studied in .learning activity #3.)
8. .Revtew by listing .on poard- the --procedures learned up to this. point

for performing admission activities. .

9. Demonstrate correct procedure for.initiating Patient History and

Nursing ObserVation form. (Sample is attached.) .. ..
,

(---N. 10.. Role p341y- the notification of appro?riate 'departments 'and persons

about admission of a patient.
11. Takp a teacher-prepared test about the responsibilities Of the ward

clerk in .clerically adinitting patients. .

,
.

12.6...Simulate the steps 9ne would take in clerically admitting -*patient.

"'1 t'atient information will. be ,provided for the sinmlation.

The risttigTzit, will evaluate the simulation according to the items

listed on 'the' instructols:checklist.

TDOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriateforms

. ID band
4ddressograPh plate

EVALUATION
Using materials provided, the student Will per1'4'm clerical, admissLon

procedure withoutany.errors. bemonitration must wirrant a rating of

"fully accomplished" on the instructor's checklist..

135 14J
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-V,TECS-47
L.A. #3 .

4*

The newly admitted patient's 'chart. consists of the following. eight .forms.

Stamp these toms with the name plate when admitting the patient.

Chart Ttfrma

1.- GraphicSheet/intake-output record

2. Doctor's orders . O ... .

4

..... Doctor!s orders

3. Progress Notes Medidal

4. Hematology (C.B.C.)

5: Chemistry (S.M.A.)

6. Miscellaneous Lab

Diagnostic

Diagnostic

Diagnostic

.1

(
Nurset.s/pectiin.

.. ... Nurse's Section.

.-Miscellaneou& ,

7. Profile

8. Interdisciplinary .
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YSCA S

START DA TIME A.M.

HERE P.M.

AUTOMATIC STOP ORDER: SCHEDULE OF STOP DATES. REPRODUCED BELOW IS IN TERMS OF DAYS FOL-
LOWING DATE OF ORIGINAL ORDER.IF STOP DATE FALLS ON SUNDAY OR HOUDAY ORDER EXTENDED ONE
DAY. TIME 11:90 ,A.M.

THIS ORDER DOES NOT APPLY WHEN PHYSICIAN'S ORDER INDICATES EXACTNUMSER OF f,
t DOSES AND/OR DAYS TO SE ADMINISTERED.

7 SCHEDULE III MEDICATIONS
CATIONS. 3

ANTIINOTICS4

AUER

SCHEDULE II mini

M.D. M.

(v)
START

HERE

DAT

DISPENSE AS WRITTEN 0
SUBSTITUTION PERMITTED

TIME A.M.

P.M.

(1)

ALLERGIES:

(i)

M.D. M.D.

START

HERE '

DISPENSE AS 'fiRtTTEN

TIME A.M.

P.M.

' .SUBSTITUTION PERMITTED i

(2)

ALLERGIES:
t

3 M.D.
gipiSPENSE AS W1ETTEN

. .

140 148.
SUBST1TuTION PERMITTED

(3)
A
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HOSPITAL

V TECS 47
.L. A. #3

Stirti' with iddrihsographl

Arid re sso graph

sate rictes should be si ned by h sician
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T -his "Dear Doctors" form would then be
placed in chart under the Tiscellaneous
divider when Histbry E. Physical'S completed.
The two Hi-Story & .Physical sheets placed
und r :the Medical Section of the Patient's
cha t.

. .

STAMP PATIENT'S NAME' PLATE
ADDRESSOGRAPH

V - TECS 47

:L. A. #3

. (Date): 197
KNOW : Phbne Administration- when

a patient is scheduled ,for
surgef-y. and.a H&P has not
been completed and on the

Dear Doc toll:
.1

v.

This is a reminder that your patient,

-
has been hospitalized-for forty - eight. hours and as yet a history Q;1.0

physical has not been:written nor dictated.

Please complete the is tory and physical as soon as possib-le.

Thank you for your cooperation.
°

.39 HISTORY &

PHYSICAL DONE

,

ape.S On Unit:-
Place over the .end
of chart,...,as needed

1.

r.

9:hairman

Medical Record Commi/ttee

O

HISTORY &

PHYSICAL. NEEDED

143 151



CASE HISTORY 4

Personal: Age . Sex S .M. W. D.. Occupation

FamilyHistory: .400.1.
4

Habits and Social History !
Past Medical History (Injuries, Operations, Hospitals, System Review)

History of Presen Ilness (Onset, Duration, Cause)

Physical Examination: Height Weight Nutrition'

Temp. Pulse Resp. Blood Press. S P.P.

Head: (including eye, ear, nose, moil-gi and throat)

Form AiS51 V84



CASE HISTORY

Thorax and Lungs:

r.

Heart: (vascutar system)

Abdomen:

vor

4enito-Urinary:_(Including female pelvis
K.

a

.

NeuroMuscular. (Including Extremities)

. 0

Skin:

Special Examination:
hi

`Tentative Diagnosis:

Date Examined by
Form MS541Y-2812104: .

.91
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OUNT ONLY COULTER HEMATOLOGY REPORTS
ON THIS. SHEET

t

PLACE FIRST- REPORT HERE
REMOVE TAPE STRIPS AND ATTACH.FIRST
REPORT IN THIS AREA. 'ADDITIONAL RE-
POPITS SHOULD BE-ATTACHED IN SHINGLED
FASHION.

r.

O

2.

1
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'INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRESS, NOTES

Oste & lim*

TECS.
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DIAGNOSTIC & MISCELLANEOUS PROCEDURES .FORM)
,

(IADDRESSOGRAPH)

V - TECS 47
L. A. #3

. DATE
RN

LPN"-
.NURSE. DATE.

RN
LPN: D ATE NURSE

U

D
RN

r PM DAILY LIB; X-RAY, ETC DATE NURSE DATE
RN

LPN
PHYSICAL THE PY DATE NURSE

RN NUCLEAR MEDICINE /-
L ?N RADIATION -THERAPY DATE Z,IURSE "NATT N

LPN
'RESPIRATORY

.TH7R AFT'.
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177- 7
. AppendootomY 'Poet . ICU Gastrectomy AbdoMinai surge

Hernia . -ExpldratOry Lsparptorx,

Piliinidel Cyst CholacYstectomy
Achninion zitir Self A3311$t 314''

Criflanice

Vital signs (?, P,.

x 72 hours..

'ark 8P) 'avary 4, his;

DC at am/pm an

Then routine q

ourcama,/

'Arab plea .1( teff/P

1"ess -than. 99
.

24" hrs. prior

discharge. \

C. Turn, cough, deep biesthe eveilf

x 24 hours. (Do not -.cough 'hefniS,. patient 44.

.Assist patient to 1plint ihcisiOn-as'

necessary.

. .

2.A. CheCk dressina(sr every.'' hrs. x', hen . Meln nealing

bunO.DID

r

If pm dressing change order:

Change dressing at least daily to adServl
I .

wouric area for reaness: swelling ::0crease

. Note presence of:

Drain
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"Vital signs

.-"TECS 47
A. #3

Attending Physician( s).:

(A4dramirwo
AMMIRWailt cuttunie

R, and BP)" on admission aWd Afebrile (less

.(41,MS prior to surgery and.AM of surgery.

are for surer as ordered:

1

-996)-12 hoUre

rior to surer.

Establishment. c-

baseline-vital

A_

Up ad lib unless Contraindicate Aniculatory

. Give verbal andior writterr eXolantion .Vernalizes

breparstion For suraery and cf cost-op care. instructions

::roce-

rtres -and ctepe-

H 2. Explain operative derhit to patient shd witn.iian Of' -ca:

witness oatient's sicnaturei. :.informed

!-a
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FOR: AppendsOtomy,, CholsOysteotomy.
Hernia r Post ICU ditstteo,my.
Pilonidal Cyit \Exploratm.LnatQttamYAwn Our. sAwn( mA; Assist 3e4

Abjomiiiil.prgeii; Adult TECS 47
A. #3

Mollification.

Dior Attending Physiciam(s) :

VIP....arillmniubswemlialorolgrosomosomeal.

Pao?
(AddrissairoPil)

Caw trweediel PRO LEW APPROACH GO'COME

3.A. & 0 every 8 hrs.

8.:DC at 'am/pm on

Normal bladder

function restor

r

(Cath order)

0

if voiding.freely.and taking p0 fluids.

-
Levine tubs Salem sumo. Bowel functions

Connect tc)
. '

restored

prier. to discha:

Irrigate' .iit'h Tolerating diet

Remove NG tdibe 'date'

."-

5.A: Elevate foot of be 8 hr. orcered)



Hernla
Pilonidal. Cyst

Admission -Oats

Classification

Oiat.

.011griosis

SurgerY

4.11.0.1.11111.9;1:)1i)ti.A4;!Oimosot '''..--rirohr!4A4Arokor77.04A; soof,6,/ tout.4+

Post ICU GastractomY
Exploratory Laparotomy

BATU: IsAt 14.31is t

.4sommisammialiNallemmwamormown.

Pew taiteels"

Page 3

Attending Physician( s) :

(Andres:sag:as:hi

APPROACH. 0U1 CMe

1

Dischar.4e

. 6: Instruct atien.t anc/pr signiricant-oter

,Iate.and in the Fa lowing: Patient verba'

i A, Follow-up appointment. .understandinc ]

Activity .limitations or clemonstrsteE

'Wpuhcf Care :-,4iscnarPe

D - Take ';home Prugd tons.

. Spetial:'diet

j),einforce physician- a instructions



,-V-TECS 47 .

-."

Stamp these five forms with the patient's, name, plate and p,lace on:tlie

. :

frOnt.cf theAchart when a patientgoeS to surgeryy.

$

.

1. Consent

. /

Frequent observation

3.Y' Anesthesia Record

4. Px.e.rop Checklist.

5. Fluid Administration
a

162.

1,

C

fe.
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CONSENT TO OPERATION, ANESTHETIC .

AND OTHER MEDICAL SERVICES /

1. I authorize the performance upon

of the following operation

Date

Time

/ 'I

TECS 47
L\, A. #3

r

4

(myself or name of patient)

(state nature and extent of operation)

to be performed under the direction of Dr. .

. and/or such assistants as ma he selected .by him to perform such operation.

2. I recogni2e that duripg the course of the operation, unforeseen 'conditions'
má y necessitate addftional or different procedures or services than those
set forth above ,and further authori ze and request that the above-named

\ surgeon. and/or Ms associates, partners, assistants or designees perform
such procedures as:are, inihis professional ,iudgement, necessary and
devirable.

a .

3i, I consent to the administration of such .anesthetics as, may be considered.
necessary or. advisable by th# person- esponsi13.1e . for such service.

...

State -.any known a al 1 ergi es :
.

.-

4. :I consent to the. disposal. by hospital authorities. of any tissue or members
which may be remaed- during the course:of the oper tion.

.

The nature, purpose and 'possible consequences .of the operation , possible.

altarnative methods of treatment, the. risk irivolvad and the possibility
of complidations have been fully explained to me by my attending physician
and/or surgeon. No :guarantees or assurances have, been made or given, by
anyone. as to the results that may be obtained:

6: I, THE UNDERSIGNED, HAVE HAD THIS FORM- EXPLAINED TO ME AND FULLY JNDERSTAND
THE. CONTENTS OF THIS AUTHORIZATION..

Witness

SOHCP 1.

Signed
(patient'or authorid person)

. .. . .
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FREaUENT OBSERVATION RECORD
\

(A0ORESSOGRAP14)

Tgcs\47
L.A. #3.:..

Oats/ I 310ocI Pulse ReSP.tiour Pressure

--%

Temp.
INTAKE .

I.V. Other

0 PUT

I Urin Other

I

. .

N
1

c'

\ i : i

I
1, R. I . I

. \
I

1
i

!

!

!

1

, I

I
I

:1
, .

1

I . I

t .

0

CI

/

4

FoRM N4(2)-4 4:79) ft
.164 7
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,Qate:

Age: s Weight: 11-

PREANESTHESIA EVALUATION

A - Proposed Operation

TEOS 47.
#3

NO 'YES
. - PERTINENT HISTORY AND PHYSICAL FINDINGS

L., CARDIOVASCULAR (MI, Angina, CHF, ValVular, High BP)

P,ULMONARY DISEASE (Atthrna, COPD)

CNS, NEUROMUSCULAR (CVA, Seizures, Mental status)
-

.

0 ..RENAL DISEASE (Kidney failure)
.41)

El HEPA116 DISEASE (Hepatitis, Cirrhosis)-_,

0 ,0 'ENDOCRINE (Diabetes, Thyroid),

0 O HEMATOLOGICAL (Anemia, Sickle cell, Bleeding disorder)

O ORAL CAVITY (Loose teeth, Dentures, Difficult Airway)

1-1' 0 PREVIOUS PROBLEMS WITH ANESTHESIA FI.I....110
O 0 ALLERGIES TO MEDICATIONS

0 0 CURRENT MEDICATIONS

O 0 OTHER

fr-

PERTINENT LAB:
10,*.rownlio, 0,01,1.41.

ASA PHYSICAL STATUS: CLASS 1, 2, 3,4, 5, E
ANESTHETIC FLAN: PATIENT AGFiEES TO: '

M.

LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS

aka

Arousable on calling

Not responding

APPARENT COMPLICATIONS

CONDITION ON ADMISpION TO PAR

RESTRATORY EFFORT AIRWAY . VITAL SIGNS

Adequate

inadequate

Ventilator

Adequate airway

Oral dr nasal airway

Endotracheal tube

,-

.

. . 166
.
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. PRE,c7ERAT1VE CHECK UST U Nurse's Initials

Operative permit signed and properly witnessed.,

2... .CBC on chart.
st's,

3. Urinalysis on chart.

4.. Physician notified of abnOrMal lab/x-ray reports.

S. Bleeding-and coagulation time on chart of T &A patieht, (if ordered,

6. Blood typed and .croismatched. Yes 1t o Units

7, History and physical exam on chart or dictated
_ _ P

8.. Notify'0114.AdministratOr if H&P not on chart by .9 p.m.'

9. , ConsUltation.sheet.sig nd on chart u required by hospital policy.
,.-:..,... .

4.

10, Special permits signed and properly wiinessed as required by .hospital policy.
, ..,,,.

11. Religion of patient is 1

¶2. Anesthesia sheet on chart.

13: Pre--op teaching done. Peds party GYN class. individual
Date PM/Night Nurse's Signature-

14. Identification-bracelet.on and legible

15. TPR and BP are charted

- 16. Cosmetics, tiairpins,hairpieces\wigs, artificial eiielkshe;,!removed.

17. Dentures Partial Plates Bridges Caps
r

1/4

18. C,,;mitact lens Yes No Placed

19. Mouth checked for chewing gum, mints, etc

20. Jewelry Yes No Placed

21. Complete recheck of doctor's pre-Operative orders.i

22. Addressograph plate with chart

23. MAR on chart

24: Patient care form on chart.

R4, 84



25. Urinary:bladder emptied Catheter inserted\
nail polish mdred from nails

-27. Recheck operative permit prior to pre-bp peing,given.

Date

..,.OR-HOLDING ROOM

28. .Patient.received in Hb

29. . .$have completed by.

3Q. Chart-checked by

Night/AM Nurse's Signature

ing Room at am/pM,,

Holding -Room Personnel .,
e.

and
Cirtulating Nurse

't



o

FLUID ADMINISTRATION FORM

DATE' TINE

4

ND RS E SO.CUTION-4OOD NEEDLE /DEVICE
& SIZE, SITE

RATE AB-
SORBED

TECS 4 7°
I.:A..44

Ns%

Addre ssuraph

IV . COMMENTS:
. TUBING
CHANGED

.e` J.;

4 ,

a'e

a

.

1

.

0

p

.4:61,

169
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TECS 47
#3

DATE INITIALS
O

IV drLUIDS AND BLOOD ORDERS.

111......110.411.1.10.4

.

O

'S

a

r.

4'

4



V-TEaS 47:
"L. A. #4

POLICY ON PATIENT ADMISSION

NOTE - The patient will bring to the unit from the admitting office the
follo ing three (3) items,' the face-sheet, addressogTaph plate-and;a
Hemato ogy requisition.

PATIENT. ,ADMISSION

Place addressograph plate into hoper with assigned. room number on it.

Stamp chart 8c -surgery form .(if ne ded) the M.A.a., .Patient Care Form, 'Lab
& DiagnoStic procedure form. . COI lete dateline and-information, on
and Place chart into appr priate chart holder. .The M.A.R. goes-
in the KardeX, the P.C.F.,. Lab & D agnostic and -Flu' kdministration (if
needed) are kept in the Patient .Car Notebook.

3: Stamp..-the Patient s_Medication.prof. le Record. Record the allergy (in
Ted)- and the- diagnosis from the face s eet. Send to the Pharniacy.

Lea've the Profile ,Sheeton the desk. top. for the-.NA to complete the
admission process.

.Stamp and complete Hematology and Urinalysis 81ips-if the Physic_ian..
orderS UA. If the test'needs to be run .at a speCific-:time or If the
patient is Scheduled fbr surgery, write this information_across the top
of the requisition. (Check surgery' schedule..)

Complete the graphic sheet..- Chart the vital signs, BP, and weight from. .4
the Profile '_Sheet.

.

7. CoMplete,information and .datelines on all of the above formd

8. rt,abel the :chart using name tape-(use magic marker). Put .thepatient's
last name and the Physician's last- !lathe, write the patient's first name
on. a .sMall piece of tape if the- patient ,is scheduled' for surgery.

.1-
\ ! .

Record al lergy- :or "none known7. (in red). from -thy.: profile to the M.A.R.
and Physician order and flag,the, chart With. allergy tape if needed:

10. .Stamp medicine card for chart rack. At bottom wri te7doc to L'-s last name
and date: Stamp a strip for the brewer cart, to uee :to. identify
Medicine drawer. stamp a oharge:!card foriSPD- cart.

11. Transcribe Doctor's_Orders:.



1 .1j
Yf.,. ,

12. Send completed requi, ition to th&,appriaprifiat 'department. ,harie !diet
'1 order 'to, dietary. PhOne to, sohedialS;fr%atMent: (5.r..te-st"wh*h.lie,c4sarY.'.

Send the verification/ fiom the i5octo:r'S*der sheet tp Pharinacy to;'obta.in:
the patient's Medications. PUll verification: froM. requisitions .' and plae
in chart or Patient Care Notebqok 15a Leta. a ci ',- -; : ':'

13. Leave :transdrilaed orders W.ith:.requ'isiti.otis in the chart (bracketthe;
orders). Put your initials and time 44nd* leave. fon-the ,nurse °to \chec4,:eanC
initial. '

14, NOtify. attending -physician(s),- of. patient's; room.,,nizmbe4.
/ .

ta,
I..15: Chart admission into,census,;k6ok.

16. Face Sheet: Back -- \Consehts o be signed la pat,ient or pele.tions and
°

NOTE:, Notify ":Orders for 'tel. Admissions" if the patient; hE0 .Or has not
brought orders viith'.th,piti,tit #56.29

e .

0

When the pat,ent bri.1.1.sr'medication. from home, '69.mplete a Patient/
Personal Medication fo;rir #060.

and
rnediCatioii in envelope will:CR is

attached to .the back ,of: Lane: form and send to the PharmacSr.
Please read instructions To* form!.

ti

0

*

2

at

<,

9

7

I'

w.

:a

P .
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PATIENT HISTORY AND 1'CURSING OBSERVATION

- TEC§' 0'
L .A. #9'

CADDRESSCGP.AP

-4..

onvi:
. OF ARRIVAL

AOCCMPANIED BY
'TPR

"HT .

HOUR

BP
WT

VA ABLES : RINGS
WATCH

. . .

ar MO.NEY'

02 OTHERS ::
th PROSTHESIS : DEJTVRES

CAPS

M
W

flT

O

o INTRODUCED TO HOSPITAL HAND/300K
CALL LIGHT AND BEDSIDE CONTROP
BATHROOM AND SHOWER

E
VISITING RULES

5o zaw
SMOKING POLICY
SIDERAIt POLICY
IDENTI ' ICATION BAND CN
MEAL TrIes

4

''ccrreAci4 :ENS: GLASSES
UPPER LIMB ARTIE' a-AL EYE:

tukriR2Iza
DI SP (ZIT: ON OF VALLiABLES

acra:cm FAMILY BE aF.A421ED DURING HOSPITALIZATION?

a
L 80100

SIGNATURE OF RN OR LPN CGMP LETING SECTION` Z : '

"REASON "F HOSP ITALIZAt ION
aiSET 7OURAT I CV of

PRET.: CUSi, I .T..I..NESSZS /4.CSP ITAiZZATI:d4 .okrz
-

C`iRCNIC DISEASES ( D IABETES ,
SEIZURES)

SURGERIES

yr
. fO

ASTHMA, HYPERTENSI-*; IP SF,,MA ,

DATES

ir.EART p.t.izASZ'', :2" LAU CCMA. ,

"'

M.EDICAbN DOSAGE , . TIMES USUALLY RC H CS F. 21.1C NIP TODAY
r.

1...... .

ALIZiGIZS AND,SENS;TIVIT:S.S:
IstEcon .R.ED ).

" DES BE REACrION

iT.CAltrir:RZ CF LPN CR .?-ki

, -RAY CONTRAST .mEbIt,14 , ETC . )
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8

SKIN

. .

(REIPNESS Eifttg,SES, .SWELL-INd , 1311.0';E
. .

raps 47
. A.': #9'..

R , RASH, DRY, C OLOR TEMP E RA= RE CI! SKIN) \
X

:NET RO:: (AIERT , ORIENTED , SPEECH , 1)IZilNiSS}

...

'RESP IFOLTORY (SHORatN;SS CF BREATH, 'CCUGH e\ SPUTUM, HISTORY 'cir SMOKING-)

41., . .

ARDI C/ AS CULAR ''(CHEST ?Atti.,'

.

HEART .RWAHM VARICOSE vziNsu, PULSES),

11

;0_

GI : (A ISTENDED ABDOMili . ELIMINATION PATTERNS , APPETITE , NAUSEA, VOMITING # DIFFICULTY

SWALLOWING", , USUAL D IET) ". " 4 e \ - . >

, te-

GU :

4
'1

A

(FREQTY4\ICY, PAIN, COLOR OF. DISCHARGE)

e O

GYN : (MENSTRUAL HI STORY , VAGINAL DISCHARGE OR BL=DING )

A

fir

AND M CUTH : (VISUAL CR HEARING P ROBLEMS , BLEEDING (.73MS , HOARSENESS )

# ;

EXTREMITIES : (EDEMA, MOVES ALL' EXTREMITIES , ( ± CF NAIL BEDS)-0.
017-TER ASSESSMENTS : (PSYCHOLOGICAL. AND SOCIOLOGICAL)

PATIENT PROBLEMS : ( INCLZ.:DE ANTICIPATED PROBLEMS AND LEARNING NEEDS )

1.
2 .,..

4 ;.\

SIGNATURE or Rd Ca4PLET.124G SECTION :

/

1 7 4



4.heCk the Listuden in the 'skill
Aesociated wit ask:

Clerically admit ,patient4..
o.

.

Place ..an- X in 'the appropriate box indicating
tidt: Accompiishtd,1 Partially Accomplished, or:.
Fully.. cOMplished, If';:beciuse Of'speCiai.-
circurist;inces, the item, was impossible to.
:C4mpl te, Pilade an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

[..

, e Performance Lev is AlL items must receive. a
rating-of. Flit X' ACCOMPLISHED, (or Not
Applicable).:. items, are rated- Not
Accomplished orPartiaily Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the

."' situation and decide: .which learning
actLvitieV---nrust be repeated. .1f the
instructor choo4es to use the checklist as
the baiis for aOsigning numerical paints,'
then a "separate column ,and boxes .are.
provided.

Wh'en oleric.afly 'admitting patients, ,...the

student:

,
Introduced self and greeted' patient :'.in a.

reassuring, unht4rried ',Manner, . a7.

:2.smile and-pleasant ::tone of

Verified accuracy of infOsiMatibln on, he
..admission summary' sheets,' -ID band: and
addr.essograph.plate.

3. Obtained a chart -packet and. chant:
from chart wheel. ..,

4. Imprinted all forms with
5. Labeled the chart holder correctly..
6. Inserted: chart forms in proper 5.0004.4:

to include. dividers..

Updated all pi:isted lists., -worli-M0*

unit records.
Notified all-concerned de
persons of admission.

9: ,IAj.tiated the nursing admission:;:N#1.

7,

° . Student 1

Performence/
.

CD

3
.. a.. a ..

, 4 <
0.8 .z <

26 g'73.t §.
Q. <

I

>, t
§. Cl.

u. <

6

1 ", 143.-.

0
0 < od

) (

)

(

)' (

7.

*Although use of the ilistru:ctoriS.;
:recommended as a valid means for doe

41
. $;.-\

'1



DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION ARANSPER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

TASK: Transcribe admission orders

PERFORMANCE 'OBJECTIVE
Having access to.41 .needek'f'orms and informatidn,,andgiven'three new
-admissions. :withsdata admitting-:office, transcribe- the
physician's orders. '41.-thoutiei*O.i...:,.., The charge nurse must lin tial the
forms prepared? acCeptabiltty of transcription. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE.
. 1. Inspect 'new ad.missioW data. for ctor's orders. ,/
2. .charge .nurse-if the .do.c.to -ailed to -write orders.

Call the doctor AdmisSion for rders..affiCe}....so. tht the
nurse may.obtairf orders. .

Interpret .physician'S handwriting and .ransCribe orders accordingly.
Note: If. orders are. written- on physi'cian's, prescription blank, Tiley
niUst be transcribed ... {taped} to the doctor's order sheek...

0.5. Read the entire 'set' of orders_ before starting to transcriq.' Note:.
"Transcribe" Means read and.interpret the intent oT the Order and
wri to this-inforthation on iill'require form.s or callg for/required
seryices,- -thus notifying otheqrs to .create the specified activity.

6. : Interpret the intent Of..each'orderi noting each step.
7. Notify the charge .nurse of STAT orders, and call the concerned,

department.
8. Establish pi*foritieS,consulting-charge nurse.
9: Select all the forts needed to institute =the activity. specified

the. -admission orderS, including" -Kardex cards,imedicin.e or treatment
tickets, liSts.. .

10 Identify. and prepare the routine diagnostic requisitions for this
patient.

NtCOmplete all forme., making certain that duplicates arelegib'le.
. 12. Make certain thatall associated preparation orders are

15. :Proofread. all transcriptions and all rl .forms to the charge
nurse for approval. and signature.
Ropte all fOrms. after they are initialed by the .charge..-nurse...
'Place opriate' symbols on the,.order-Sheet-to'indidateprodessing
Of.cr ef ; -sk:".

s
* 0.ardlina iriti:n.g team suggests the following revision of

performance guided Bracket orders, placing. name and title. and
the. time ..o.f Q91nple,t,.j.on :to, the left .of. the order Sheet,; .

e.Nvq, cirtyrrtis
1, .RTrtow $ample Patient Admission,, Policy (attached).

o0

A
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V.;.-TECS 45,

.2. Discuss the data which a patient should haVe upon arrival to unit
(i.e., face sheet, admission- bracelet, a.ddresso.graph plate;
phySician'a orders, verification copy(ies) of any diagnostic work
done.." )"
Discuss. and write on board. the procedure for obtaining...orders from .-

.NewA.dmissidn for Orders office identify. self: ; title
and unit; identify patient and .patient'S physician(s).) A nurse..
from this-Office will bring orders. to floor.

Demonstrate in small groups the procedure for "taping, prescription:.
blank to physician's order sheet.

5. Review, by using the Overhead-projector,' the following- procedure.s..in
addition to the form for each: "Graphid intake /Output,." "Medication
Administration- Record," "Diagridstic/Miscellaneous Record." Time for
questiOns .and answers -should be: allowed. (Refer to Lesson 11,
V-TECS OBJ. 40; LeSSon 5, V-TECS 013,1,.. 50; .Lesson.16, IT-TECS. OBJ.
51.)

6... ,Review in Shall groups appropriate.,diagnost rms needed for tests
.according, to physician's orders. 'Time fo tions and answers
should be allowed.

7. Review-as a class the symbols and methods hick are necessary ..in
.order to accurately transcribe 'admission ord rs.

8. Memorize the symbols and methods as a homewOrk"----a-a4gnment.
*9. Practice completing the transcription 'of each found on the attached

sample, (An overhead transparency MO be used.).
10. Observe an experienced ward 'clerk in a iunit as he:/she.transcribes

admission orders.
'11. .Demonstrate mastery .of transcribing a.dniiss.ion orders by accurately-.

.following. the steps outlined "in the. instructor's checklist. _ `

-RESOURCES

'experienced wardiclet

TOOLS AND .EQUIPMENT
.appropriate forms

physician's order
petits and pencils

overhead 'projector and transparencies

4

EVALUATION , .. ..
.

Using materials provided, the student will transcribe. the -adrnission
orders for three patients. ',The tranecriptj.ori rau t 1p? without error. 'The

student will follow the steps listed in the in/tractor's checklitt and
will achieve- a,. rating of ':fully .accomplished."
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V-TEcs 45
#1

NOTE - The patient will bring to the unit from the admit ing office, the
following'three (3) items, the face Oeet,.addressog aph plate and a
Hematology requisition. 4

PATIENT ADMISSION.

.

1. Place addressograph,plate into holder with assigned room umber on it.

2. Stamp Medication Administration ReCord and Patient Care; Form, complete
datelines and *needed information on the chart 'form's, the M.A.R., Patient
Care Form,. Lab. and Diagnostic _procedure and F idAdm..Form IT'needed.

Place in the chart holder thechart forMs nd surgery forms if needed.
The M.A.R.,goes in the Kardex. Patient Carelorm's, Lab .and Diagnostid
Procedure and Fluid Adm. goes. in the Patient*Care Notebook.

0
. 4. LeaVe the Profile Sheet on 'the desk top for the NA to complete the

admission process.
1

J..
. . ,,

.

Stamp and complete- Hematology and Urinalysis Sli s if the Physician
orders*UA:. Ifflthe test needs to. be run at a speci ic time or if the
patient is* scheduled-,for surgery, write this information across the tip
of the requisition.- (Check surgery schedule.) -

1

,

6. Complete the graphic sheet .chart. Obtain the: vital.signs,BP, and 'weight
from the Profile Sheet.

.

7.

.

i

Complete infqrmat on-and datelines on all of the above. Corms.

'8. Label the cha'it using name 'tape (use magic marker). Put the Paltient's
.

Jest name and th4 Physiciants.lastnate,- write-the.patient first name*:
on a small piece of tape if the patient is scheduled for surgery.

..
.

9. .Record allergy or none known (in 'red) on the .profile M.A.R. and Physician
order and flag the chart with allergy tape if needed.' .

.

10. ..tamp a medicine card fo chart rack. At bottom write .Doctor's last name
and date. Stamp a white strip' for the brewer cart, to use-toidentify
.medicine :di'awer..

.

11. Transcribe Doctor's. Orders'.

12. SendrequiSitionsto'Pharmacy, Lab, s -ray,: etc. and phone diets to
4ietary. All treatments, scans and: other procedure4 are to be scheduled

'byphone.
.

1.5. .1i.eave transcribed orders with requisitions in the chart (bracket the
1. orders)..-I.Put5our ,initials and-time and. leave for,the.nurse to check and.

initial.



J

14. Notify attending Physidian(s) ofpatient's room- number.

15. .Chart admission into census-book*

V -TECS :45

L.A. #1

.

.

16. Face-Sheet:. Back 7 Consents td be signed- by patient or relations and
. witnessed. 1

NOTE: -Notify "Orders for.New Admissions" if the gatient h s or has not
brought,ordeTs. with ..them it #5629..

ti



1

SAMPLE OP ORDERS .WRITTEN AT ADMISSION.

Comp
,

ebedrest..

Low Na Diet.

Rout.i.ne 01C & UA.

Serum electrolytes.

ESR SGOT.

State EKG.

Digitcxin. 0.2 mg. .o.

Meperidin 75 mg.

Sedobarbital soditim-2, g . ilsMsq4n .h.s.

VS (1.2171 Call Dr. Dickson for P>120 or <60.

0

;

V-TECS 45
L. A . #7.

Jn

11.

.r..n. for chest pain

P q

0



V -TECS 45 STUD_ ENT
L4. #9

DATE

INSTRUCION'S FINAL. CRECILTST*.

Check i.he student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:

Transcribe admission orders.

Place an X in the appropriite.bot. indicating
Not Accomplished,. Partially Accomplished`, .or_

Fully.AccomPlished,. If; because of special .1
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete-, . place. an :1. in the Not Applicable
Box.. .

-Per-for-mance -A,11- -items -,must receive 'a
rating of FULLY. ACCOMPLISHED - (or ._Not

.AppliCable). If any items- .are rated Not
Accomplished or Partl-ally:Accomplished, the
student and :instructor :Will discuss th.e

4 situation an,d _decide which :learning .

activities .must..be repea.ted-. If the
instructor choosei -to- use: the checklist as-
the. baSis for .assignirig.numerteal points,
:then a separate' cOluMn and °boxes are
provided. .

.

Student .

.,
'Performance .

.
,

. CD

.C.)t
8 a

-via..

T2
, a

.4fi

o
5 (e.z a--

,. 130

..a...-'

..1, 8
. II (.3

0. <.

li

CI

---:.--. 7----:406M04

'3 u
u. <

-:: "Cs
(13 4)

ta-0,
o < 0.

When transcribing' admission" orders, the
student:

;'

1. Inspected ne dmiSsion data for 'doctor's.
orders. rs

2.. If orders :were not present, notified
9harge nurse° and New Admission for Onderi.
office.

r
;;.

.Transcribed Orders acc.urately..
. '.Selected all-forms needed tdinStitute".

,the activity specified in the admission:
7orderS. r ' -

Identified.antd .pr'epare.d.,the .routine
diagnosticrequisitionS for patient.

6 Presented. .fOrMs to .charge i-irse for
apprOval. "

7 . R. ut:e d all forms, - a p p iat
destination:. ; -
pradketed,:orders;."'IplacIng naMe,, title. and

. cop1etion to the le. t of- the.;.
order sheet,. -- ,

s\

*Al:though use- of the inst,ructor's jindl 'checklist is Op;tionai:,, it
as .a, valid tneanS',..-fOr- dO, tudeht ing .they progress of tne student.

is
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V-TECS 52'

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

TASK: Route *delayed diagnostic reports of pp,scharged/transferred patients

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Confronted with' a .situation in .which. the ward clerk -hap received a
diagnoStic report for a patient who was discharged /transferred; route.the
report. to' the° appropriate. department. All 'reports will be rOuted to
correct department: (4)'

PEAFORMANCE GUIDE.
1 . Identify the report received by searching flo r records.*.
2. Show report to charge nurse.
3. ,Notify the appropriate department that report has arrived.
4.. C.11 physician to tell hit report .has- been received if necessary.
5.. -Transmit' report to the appropriate department in -a.)sealed e=nvelope.

A record cannot be considered to have "integrity until all entries
in the-record are completed and all-: parts --of the record are
attached. .

South Carblirfa writing team suggests the following revision of
performance gu,,i,de #1: Id-entify the report received by searching,.
addressograph plates and/or census' report.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1.. Review the purpOse and impo'rtance of 'diagnostic 'Refer to(Refer

Lesson 16, V- TEC.S', OBJ. 51.) -. .

2. Listen to a resource speaker from-hospital personnel explain the
ramification of failing to' route .delayed cliagnostic reports.

3. Discuss established prOcedure"fofre. -transmitting reports to
appropriate departmentsjunits. Transfer: Write transferred room
number (in.. red) above .the name- plate; stamp; return to de artments

i Ln sealed envel. pe:. Dischrg=: - :;.'end report f'DI'm to. !il.-,.1..c ..
.,,, -,.,,i . _,--

d'epartme.nt :. .
`-- .

, . Illustrate in a f:lowchart on the bOard. the steps. involved in routing -.
delayer-diagnostic reports. . '-
Role play among classmates the routing o,4. delayed. diagno.sti- reports
of discharged /transferred patients. .

6. Wri.te indlvidu&lly the steps ,invo-lved in routing -a..del'ayed
dagnostio report. The instructor must rate the outline ,as "filly
accomplished." .- :

. c
.

.RESOURCES

hospital personnel*

TOOLS AND 'EQUIPMENT
appropriate :forms:



!; r

.

(1

II I

A

ti

v-TEcs 52

EVALUATION
:Using materials. provided, the student oute one delayed diagnOstic,
report to 'the" appropriate department. The instructor Must rate the
performance as "fully accomplished."

'et

0.

*t
-4P

A

I
.

4, a

tip
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V.:TCS 5.2
'L.A. #6

04

STUDENT.

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL -CHECKLIST".

Check the student's performance in the skii13
associated with the following task:
Route delayed diagnosti,c reports of

discharged/transferted patients.

w Place an X in tile appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished., Partially Accomplistied,' or
Fully AcComplitshed.: If,,b'ecause of 'special.
circureatances the item was impossible to
complete, .place an. X in the'.-Not Applicable
Box.

Performance ,Level: All items must receive a
rating of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicabife).. If any items are rated Not
Accompli6hed or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss" the
situation and decide which learning
activities must be repeated. It *the
instructor chooses to use the checkli.wst as'
the basis tor assigning numerical points,
then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

d. .

Student
001100/0101110611011.00. 0

Perfor(nance.
. r .

Vildill141Iv11111111M1

co 4)
g g..,..n.

l'a .§
0 ict a.

..

,

s S.z<

4

.5=
. a..

g
$5,:ce1z <

it
"S

>75.

i, §
0.. <

in

ci.
E

-s §
um.<

L

When routing delayed diagnostic repOrts of
. discharged/transferred patients, the student:

.

.1. Identified diagnostic.report.

I V

:!.

-(' )

'2... Notified .physician for the. appropriate
.,)

department. ,
,

( )"(
3, Transtitted report to the appropriate ..

department. ..N , . ( ) (
T

4

ti

( ) ( )4 7: "

/

,. Y C -:) )('

\

tAlthOugh use of the instructor's final checklist is~ optional, it is
recothmendled as Valid :means for documenting the progre.ss of the student.

193

n
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4iyoTECS: 39

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

TASK: ."Deposit or withdraw Patient's money. 'Or valuables froni safe
.44

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Giver. a patient's moner or valuables,. deposit ar.d withdraw .from a tafe.
No item will be' lost) and will be retrievable 'upon proper request. (4)

41#

PERFORMANCE GUIDE ,
,. .

. .

1 . .Obtain a -,:?!valuables" envelope ar.d two acceptable witnesses. Note:.
Some *hosPitals Ire now employing a bonded person who is resp'orsible .,

for handling all valuables irr. which event the, ward clerk's thitY in
relation to Valuables is to notify' that person of' need's. . .

I .. .List and- describe each item and denomination of money Ong_the to
vaVyable"s envelope. ,

..-

.
3. Secure patient's signature (or family member'S) on valUables t

envelope. . . .

14 Obtain signature of two Witnesses of legal age and' Secure envelope.
5. Arrange safe transportation for iteths to -safe _and 'obtain eceipt. ..

6. Record transaction or. proper forms.; . . .
7. With Iceipt, obtain-items from safe and return to pfatie t ir. the

4same condition as they were received. o.
.8. -rf family member wishes to take the valuables, make ,certain he/he

signs for sarnei
.t)

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1 . DiscUss the resporsibilities. of the ward clerk who ins chargediwith

handling "valuables?' (upon admission, transfer, and/Or discharge).
2. Visit a unit. to observe the actual handling of "taluables" by ar

experienced ward.clerk;
3. View an overhead transparency of .a "valuables envelope"; earr what

is r.eeded in each section per established health car Cadility
policy.. t.

14. Role play the patient. or fari-il/ward clerk oral commuricatfOr. which,
;nay occur 'when transacting the deposit or withdrawal. .

Explain importance of a receipt, as .well.aS 'any necessary signatures:
-DiscJeiss ramifications of failure tO secure either or pare of ward
clerk. .
Practice this task ira. classroom simulation..*
Describe in writing for evaluation by the instructor e steps.
involved in depositing and withdrawing ti patient's valuables from
the -safe.
D.emonstrateinastery of the task by perforthirg. the 8 performance
.guides in a simulated' situaticrrl. -The instructor must rate the

- performarce as "fully accomplished."

1.9.4 .

i155

J,
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4

4

RESOURCES
experienced ward. clerk

' .TOOLS ANDEQUI?MENT
"valuables"- envelope

3.

"valuables"

4.

VTECS :39.

.

EVALUATION' . .
. . . . ..

-Using provided -information and supplies; the student will deposit, and.
withdraw patient's money or valuables from safe e a rid place .receipt in the ..

'front
.

of the patient's chart. All items on the instructor's checkliSt .

kmust be addressed and rated "Tully accoMPlished."
.,

- \

, .
e'

4$

1

o

195
186
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V-TECS 39 STUDENT
L.A. #8

4

DATE:

.

.

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL _CNEGICLIST*
,

Check the student's performance in the skill.s
.associated with the following task:
Deposit or withdraw patient's money or

o (aluablos from safe.
Place an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not-,iccomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because-of special
circumstances, the item was impossible. to
complete, place an X.in the Not Applicable
Box. 't

Performance Level: All items must receive a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items 5ire ratted Not
Accomplished or .Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide' which learning
activities must be repeated. If the-
instructqr chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical- pointg,
then a. separate column and boxes ark
provided.

When depositing r withdrawing patient's
money or valuable from safe, *the student:

.1. Obtained. "valuables" erfvelope and
listed an described each it.em on the
envelope

2. Secured sign.'dt.6 res .of patient \and two
acceptable. witnesses.

3. .Arranged safe transportation anj obtained
receipt.

4-. Recorded transaction on . proper form,
5. With. receipt, obtained, items from safe

and returned to patient. .

-

Student
Performance

.

.. .

.9
CI

..- 3
WM.

4 - a0 Q.
2 4t:

.13
m:
=us:
1

5 c..1
24(

400

;) :(1 Ila 0
0... <

-i '
ti:

....._E

- .--; 7 8 ,Z 0u.<

, .

:4 .7)
al IIcc°0 Iv) 'P'e

7.3 . ..
Gl. 0 0
Q< CI.

0

. ( ) (- ( )

( .) .) ( ) ( ) )

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )
( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

*Although use the instructor'S final c4 le is optional; it is
recommended-as a validmeans for documenting the p egress of the student. a.

.

1..96
.137
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V-TECS 38

4

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION, RANSFER, AND DISC4RGE AdTiVI IES

TASK: Clerically transfer patients

PERFORMANCEOBJECTIVC 4,0 -,.

Given an order regarding the transfer of a patient, perform all.Clerlca
activities relating to transfer in, out, .or within unit, omitting no
detail. All items on the :insructoT'schecklist must be rated "fully

, .accomplished." M.,
2

PERFORMANCE GUIDE _
.,.

.1.. Locate the written doctoriS order. ('

2, Notify charge'nurse and transc ibe the orderi.
1

3. Obtain authorization and new addressograph plate from admitting
office and make- certain that'r cerving -unit is' ready for patient.

4. Record information on census shet, flosr report, roster, -condition.
4 sheet, TPR, and-diet worksheets.

. . .'
5. Notify business.office, diet kitchen, switchboard, informatiOh4desk,

housekeeping department, physician .and others as needed. )
6. Prepare new bed Label and arm band-.

.
.

7.. Change room number on medicine and treatment tickets.
8. Transfei- all chart ,forms, including old medical records,, X -rays,

Kardex cards, and medications. . .°

9. See that transfer is:recorded on nurses' notes: Date, time, mode of ..-
., transpOrtation to and from.' -

10: Enter information into computer, if-appliCable.
1

11. See that new room number is placed on the labels. of all 'the
patient's' belongings, and that all belongings- are moved.- "".

Note:. South tarolina.wTjAing team suggests a.revised listing. (Refer to thI
,.. following revisedperformanCe guide.)

r ,-4, .

PERFORMANCE GUIDE (South.Carolina version)
1. Check Physician orders for a transfer order, before transferring a

patient. .

.

2. , Contact admitting and accept the new room assignment. .

4-
3... Contact the new unit to insure the room is ready.
4. Stamp thd activity-slip filling in the transfer block. The new unit

will complete by pUtting in the new room number:
5. Take the chartfrom-the chart rack, (leave diViderS in), _Medication

Administration Record (Mi.A.R.) from Kardex. The patifint Care Form,..
.

, the Diagnostic and Miscellaneous Procedure. form from the Patient
.

Care Notebook; clip to the back of the. char. . '

6. Regilisitiorfverification; send with the'Patient Chart (may edlip
under' papa i.-- cZip). If -results are

n

the thro4 those-
.

verification8 away.

.

a 19
188.
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VTECS 38

7, -ColleCt and put irqola -brown-.bag: S.11 medidations-- (check
refrigerator), name lolate, all tapes from chart,'name card from
Chart rack, and the patiient's name strip from medi ine.
Notify the following departments: PAtient Info ation,.Di-?tary,
Housekeeping., Lab, Mail and Flower' Deik, and Pharmac -if the patient
is receiving an IV Additive Medication.

9. Notify all attending physicians-be' new room numbei.
10. Chart in Census. Book.
11.. Complete the Housekeeping Slip.

12.. Make sure the nurse has called a report of the patient's condition
to the new unit and has charted the transfer note on the IDP notes.

13. chart on right hand corner of- face :sheet to indicate the°
chart j.s.-uptodate, and completed. ,

LEARNING TIVITIES
. .

Discuss and demonstrate method for contact ing Adm i ting Office
(i.e., give name, title, unit;- patient'S name; present rocl Aber;
and reque t room assignment.)

. , .

2. Discuss method for contacting new unit (i.e., give nam0, title,
unit; atient's name and new roomassignment.. Ask. whetter or not
room i ready.).

Distribute activity slip -(sample attached) and demorystra'te the.
proper procedure for .cOTpleting.

4. Disoussthe prosper procedure for preparing patient's chart and
medication for transfer, according to hbspital pOlicy.. (Note items
54 of-.4tC. performance guide.).

,

5. Discuss the procedure for calling listed departments and physician's
according to hospital policy (i.e., give name, title, unit;,

patient's name and new .\room assignment).

6; Demonstrate with aid of overhead tr.ansparency the method for
completing census sheet (sample attached).

7. Demoristrate With aid. of overhead transparency 'the method for
complet&rig houSekeeping slip (sample attached)

8. Disciass method for relaying nurses' duties according tbkhospitaa
policy.

.

9. Demonstrate method for initialing face sheet according to hospital
policy,

ObServi an. experienced ward -clerk tr`'ansf erring= patient.
11. With.the aid of an experienced ward clerk, -Clerically transfer' a

patient following the items. on the attached instructor's. 'checklist.
the instructor will observe and rate. A rating of "fully
ccoomplished". must be achieved._I

RESQURCES
experience-d ward clerk



4

TOOLS AND-EQUIPMENT
transfer order,
patient's chart
appropriate forms-4'

overheads- projector & transparencies

EVALUATION
. Using provided information and materials, the student will clerically.
transfer one patient-in, out, and within the unit; No detail Will be
omitted. A demonstrationfor the .instructor must warrant a rating of

V TECS 38

)

9

7

"fully accomplished" according to the checklist.

I

I o

I

rq
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A..

PATENT ACTiVITY
COMPLETED. BY

E DEcAsED

I-- MONEY RECEIVED ON DISCHARGE $

I-
< DISCHARGE
a.

TAKE HOME
DRUGS

0

I)

V TECS 38
#3

..t

O

NO CHARGES
ATTACHED

4

ROOM BED

TIME

IHOUR MIN .

TRANSFER

K.

PATIENT NUMBER 0,

1

0

:;

9 00

4;

)

TO

11

-Y

/7I .11

ROOM JBED

O `.



DAILY- CENSUS REPORT .-,

,
FLOOR CENSUS 12100 ilDNIGHT

, .

41;MISSICNS DI-SCHARG'ES

TIME- NAME NO. T1ME NAME

V, TECS 38
:L.A.. #6
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NG. FROM NAME
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'DATE

NURSING STATION
'ENOIRON.MENTAI. SERVICE DISMISSAL Nonce

.,
UNIT

, .
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V.TECS 38'
L.A. #11

ff.

STUDENT.

4FE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHEGXLIST*

Check the student's perfortance in the skills
associatedwith "the following task:

a

Clerically transfer patients.

O

Place a X in the appropriate box. indicating
Not Ac omPlished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully AccotOlipeti. If, hecalse of special
'circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete; ,place an. X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: All items must neceive a
rating of .FULLN ACCOMPLISHED (or Not ,.

Applidatle). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partialty Accomplished, the .
student and instructor will discIss the
nsituation and decide whiche-le Irning
activi2ties must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as..,..,. the baSis for assigning numerical points,'

t

then a seDarate column and boxes are:,
provided.

When clerically transferring, patients, :the

14dent:

1. Checked. Physician orders for.a.transfer

Order-, before transferring a patient.

:2:. Contacted af4mitting and accepted the new

room assignment. '

3. Contacted the new wit to. insure the

room was ready.

4. Stamped the.activity slip filling in the

-.transfer block. - The' new unit will

401 complete. by 'putting .in the new. room

number.

5. Took the chart from .thecharp back,

"(left dividers ir). Medication

'Administration Record...(M.A.R.) from

Kardex. :.The Patient Care ' the

Diagnostic :and14iscellaneous Procedure

Form. from. the Patient' Care Notebook,

'were clipped to the tack of chart.

a

:

Student '
`Performance ,

-----

0.1

0 1.3...
.....,,.) az< A
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*Although use of the '.instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended -as 'a valid means for documenting the progress of the Studerc
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V-TECS 38
L.A. #11 cont'd.

.16

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the studentPs pernArmanoe in the skills
associated with the followingtask:

Clerically. transfer patients:

Place an X in the appropriateboxindicating
Not Accomplishedi:Partially AcComplished, or
Fully Accipplished. If, 'because of spiacial
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X ifithe Not Applicable
Box.. :-

,

. Performance Level: 'All items must,reeeiye

.,.rating or FULLY ACCOOLISNID (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor willdisduss the
situation and deQide which learning
-activities ta.ust be repeated. If: the
instructor chooses to udethe checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a sepal.- te. column. an boxes...are
'provided. .

9

4 611 Sent requisition verification with the /
Patient Chart .rmay clip. under paper

clip).- If results were .on the .qhart,
'10 threw those verifications away.. ,

4 7. Collected and put into. a brown bag; all
medicapions (check refrigerator), name
"plate, all t8Oes:fromqh8rt, name card

.\ from chart rack., and.the patientnaMe
. Strip from medicine.

.
.

8:,, Notified t* following departments:
Patient Information, . Dietary-, House-

keeping, Lab*,41Mail 8nd. Flower Desk, and

Pharmacy,.. if the patient was receiving
an It Additiv,e.iMedication.

t
9.. Notified. all .httend.ing physicians of -new

room number. ,
.

.

/
1.0. Charted in Census Book. - ,

,11. Completed.the Housekeeping Slip..

.

Student
PtIrformance

.
.

,

, r;". i
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-1111thougn use ofthe. instructor's final. checklist is optional, i

recommended as a.valid..Mearis for documenting the progress of the student.



11!-TECS 38 /-
L.A. #11 cont'd.

t

STUDENT

DATE' -9

t

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECK IST*
7,

.

Check the student's performance in the, 'skills
associated with the. :following task:

Clerically-trahsfer patienta.

..Place an X in the appropriate boxindicating
Not Accomplished., Partially, AcCotiplished

---.11` 111-T-Att-m51111140: If, beauseof speCial
dircumnStanc(3,.the item was imp6$sible to.
-complete, place .an X in the NotAppliciable'

. Box.'

Performance Level.: A11 items, must .receive a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If. -eny items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss ,the
'situation and decide which, lear.ning
activities must be repeated.. If. the
.instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the bas 4,,s? for assigning n6meirical- points,
then a separate :column and boxes are
provided.

12. Made sure the-nurse has called a. report
or.the 'patient's condition to the new
unit and hWcharted thd.transfere not.e:
on the IDP dotes. .

13: InitiAled'chart on right-hand corner of

face -sheet to vindicate the.chart'iS ups
todate and coMpletpd, .

0

1

9

)

r--

Student
erforMance

--

fa 0.z <

./.
. -

8 C.)z <

. -t,0..0,
us

'....> 0.,73 E.
);2 c,3

a. <

ri,
a

CI
E

,?... 8
.....
= Q
ii.. <

L _

..44 .0
ml V
s F1,3 r,..., .. =

.0.4 (I)
a. 411 0
(;) <-0.

.)' ( ) )

( ) ( ) (

3 4%

4

!Although use Of the instrUCtor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as .a-valiA meansfor' documenting_ the progress of the student:
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. 1 ,

DUTY: RERFORMNG ADMISSION, TRANSFER, ANA-J)ISCHARGE ACTIVITIES
,

A

TASK: Clerically discharge patients. J T

O

v-TEC$ 0

PERFORMANCE.OBJECTIVE*.;
Given a patient to.beidischarged and the nec4ssary forrild,Informatibn,
and equipment.: .perform the' scharge, prodedureS and' prepare the
discharge Checklist without error or omission, :(h.)

'

*, South Carolina\lriting team suggest'S a revised W'Ording fof the
.performance objective.. (Refei to thefolloWing fevised performance
objective.) .w

a

S.C. PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Ziven*an-orderregarding the discharge of,a atient,.perform all cleridal
activities relating' tO discharge,',omitting Ab 'detail. A items :on the
instructor's checklist must.be rated "fully accomplished."

PERFORMANCE GUIDE**
1. Verify the doctor's order or have an "against medidal.advide" form'

2. Notify 12usiness:office about the.discharge.

3.\Make follow-up appointments and Oveirritten data to the patiefa..
4. Notify nurse of any presdriptions ar'home-can instructign fonms

needed.' .

5.'-Check that patient has- received his/her valuables and any m'edicine
'he/she brought in.

.6. Call the family and arrange for transportation and escort or call an
. ambulance if so instructed.

Obtain discharge clearance form.from the family and claim hospita
property;

Q. 'Obtain a wheelchair and an attendant to accompany patient to the.
transport vehicle..

. 9. See .that the room 2s .checked for any forgotten ,articles:
10. Arrange and check the chart fo; any forgotten articles.

. '11: Return:unuaed medigation*to pharmacy::
12. Notify the housekeeping department,' information desk, .switcnboardo

diet kitchen, therapy department, adMission office.
13. ReMove patient's name from the posted lists and worksheets.
14" Update the floor census, condition sheet, floor reports..
1.5. Ramo+ And dispobe ofjCardex, addressograph 'plate, and medication

charg bar. . --

16. Frei* e thedischarge checklist 7- sig4 it if applicable., (See
sample attached.) .

17. Return oldk charts and X-rays::

* * South Carolina Writing..team.suggestS a revised listing. (Refer to
the following revised performande.guide.) "1-"""\.

197 :'20'6



V-TECS 48:

T3PORMANCE GUIDE ,

1. 'Be sure that all: physicians have written a disOharge for the
patient.

2.- Complete Activity Slip.
a. Check Discharge Block.
b. Checklpke Homs,Drug Block-:if applicable.
Send Take Home- Drug Slip to Pharmacy -before the patient goes to the

. Business Office. -s
Instruct the .patient or familyt as to the 1ocation.of the Business
Office.. . ..*. . .. . 1 . .. s;5. If 'the. patient has. to; return to*the.doctor's office; make return,-
appoiktment tind, gib to the_ patient.

6. Attach verificatiOn from Activity Slip to. the front of. the .patient's
.

chart. ' .
.

.
.

7. Complete Housekeepiiig Slip:I fPut (1) the patient'''s -room. number and
(2) -the. time the patient leav'es the unit. , .

'8.. Complete the chart by having, all forms up-to-date ,(take . out.
dividers). .. ..

,

MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION RECORD - Front: T i m e a n d D a t e of
Discharge

.Back: Check validation of
nurse's initials, name

. . and title .

Place at back .of chart with the Patient care Form' (in Notebo.olc-).
9. Notify the -following: Dietary, Patient 'Information, Mail:and

Flower, Housekeeping, attending.Physician,.and 'Pharmacy if- the
patient is. receiving an IV Additive MedicatiOn.

10. If you are receiving a new admission,:imthediately, take medication
frOra Medication dhawer, put in plastic bag,"andplace in pharmacy..a

basket. If not," drugs may be left in Med.. drawer.
11. Chart diamissal in :Census Book. ..

.
.12. When all responsibilities are completed, initial the top right hand

corner of the face sheet and send the Chart to the Business Office..
13. Face Sheet at Top: , .6 -

Discharge date -- Present
,Discharge time --- the time the patient leaves the unit with 'escort'
:to home. ,

..?
Check back of face 'sheet for appropriate signatures.

f 7 i
LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. View transparency of a sample activity slip (attached). and discuss
the ward clerk's.responsibility in 9onrpleting, it. according to
hospital- policy. .# .

;2. Review procedure for completing and routing Take Home Drug Intl
according to hospithl policy (ample attached). Emphasize. tile-
policy of giving to patient or faMilymember to take to business
office, returning verification copy.

... Review and -practice policies (i.e., informing them of BUSiness
Office location, etc.)..-

.

i

'Demonstrate method -for completingAfpoimtment Card (samPle-attached),
if patient must. return to doctor'S office. .

.

It.. to

9g 0 7

0.



se

. .

'. -Show prodedure. for correctly placing. verification copy from Activity:
Slip according to4hospitai:policY.
View transparency ofhouaekeeping slip (sample attached) and
correctly. complete it as a. class. .

.

7. Study and.diseusa !the. informatien -sheet titled. "Probed, ure for
Compietihg.Patient's.:Chart." :

V-TECS48.

. ,
8. Practice thOyh play wi:thClassmaes-the procedure for calling

listed departdehts according .to. hospital policy --.(i.e, give name,
title, unit;. patient's name and room number;,,time of discharge).
Demonstrate -as.a.class with aid- of a trahsparency. f6r
completing census sheet (attached).

10. -Write on board an outline: deseibing the method for completing fabe
.sheet; 4ccording.to .

t1. AperVe'an experienced weird clerk cle ca.11y discharge. a.-ptient-'
folLoWihg the. items' t instructor's.cheArist.. The
instructor-.will' nd.rate. A :rating of "fully ayeoMplisbed"..
must be achieved.

_

.,'NESOURCES
experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT-
-discharge order
.patient's chart
appropriate for
addressograph
overhead projeetor & transparencies

h

EVALUATION t

Using the provided material*and information, the student w-ill clerical
discharge one patient, om,..tting no detail. All items on. the instructor
checklist must be rated "fully accomplished." !

0
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PATIENT' ACTIVITY
COMPLETED BY: A.'71.4.4

DECEASED
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a
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TIME
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V" TECS 48:
L. A. it4

Doctor s Name..

Off ice Address*

0

AO° in tmen t Card

Date

Time
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V-TECS
,L.A.

*1,

PROCEDURE FOR COMPLETING PATIENTS CHAR'

PATIENT'S ChRT: WARD CLERKS WILL COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING BEFORE CHART LEAVES
1 THE UNIT. PATIENT DISCHARGtS AND TRANSFERS,7

4

0 4 .

1. Sttmp chart forms with the patient's name plate side one and two's--
(addressograph)'.

/
.%

4
2. Date Line --comple d,-. Check on all chart Forms.

.

4 t / ....

Physician orders, transOribed.

4. Graphic Sheet. TPRs, B /P, weight, urine and stools, diet-and intake.
Qbmplete date.line using month', day'and year on admission .date; month and
day thereafter, Hospital. day/PO-PP lime. °

Crossmatch and Blood Administration - Blood given or released.

.

6. .P4Ofile - Information complete with RN's. signature.

-7. Interdisciplinary Progress - Nursing Discharge Summary Notes: complete
#5 - #6 and #8. The Nurse is. also to write in the discharge .summary that
the patient verbalizes unders t and ing. of the discharge instructions as
.outlined in the.care plan.

8. Medication Adminiirt5ation Record - Front: Time and da t e. p atient
discharged.
Time and. dates patient.
admitted.

Back:. Check validation of nurse's
initials, name- and titlt.

t

Face Sheet - Back: .:,Check for patient3. signature and withss wjlan ae..1)ded.

.Front: (At top) Disearge date - present date of discharge.

Discharge time - the time patient leves the unit
with escort home.

10. Ward Clerk to initial in top right corner, to show, that the char is

complete.

4-
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V TEC S 48
L. A, #9
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V-TECS 48
L.A. #.12

r.

. a

T.

IniPITTOR'S FINAL AIECKLIST*

/
Check'the student's performance in the skills
associated with the follaKing task:

ciericay- discharge. pattients.t,
Place. an X in the appropriate bock indicating.
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished; or
Fully Accomplished. -If, becauSe of special
circumstances, the item: was 3mpossible'to
complete,- plade an X in the NoteApplicable
Box.

Performance Level: All items must receive a
rating of FULLY ACOMPLISHXD (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
AccotPlished or Partially Accomplished, the'
student and instructor will ..discuss the
.situatio'n and decide which .learning
.actOrities must be repeated. If the
instructor.choebesto use the checklist as
the basis for assigniRcnuMerical points,
then a separate cola n and boxes are

/---'rovided.

When clerically discharging.patieftts,:the
student:

1. Was sure .that all physicians' have
written a .discharge for the 'patient.

2. Completed Activity Slip.
A. Checked Discharge Block..
B. Checked Take Home: Drug Block. if

applicable.
Sent Take Home-Drug Slip to PharmaCy
.before the patient went to the Bdsiness
Office.

4. instructed the patient, or -family, as to
the location Qi* the Business Office.
Ifthe patient had to.return'to the
doctor's office, made return .appointment
and gave to the patient..

6. Attached' verification from Activity Slip
to the front of the patient's chart.. .

7. Completed Housekeeping Slip:."Rut (0
the pat ien-Ce room number and (2) the
time theipatient'left the unit. - (

e

s.

)

, ......

Student
Performance - I

-

'0

.2

71.-3

45 a.Z<

5i
1.

'a'
8

z <

ii
-S...

?: g.(t3

8
a,. < .

18.c
r.
n.

§
u. <

_

-
.

.77) 4)c c 00 to+.
...4 .4 C

48. a -i0 < .

(. ) '

) ; . ,1

(
) ( ) ) ( ) )

..
-) (, ) (, ) .,)

,

)

if

*Although use .of -tiiii instructor's final' checklist is optional, 'it is
recommended as a'valid means for documenting.the-proOess' of the. student.
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Ir--,TECI 48
L.A. #12 cont' d.

..

.,

1/4

STUDENT

DATE

.1/4 t.

.

INSTNUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:,

.

CleAcally discharge patients.

f

Place. an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Ac9ompli'shed, 'Partially- Accomplished, or
Fully Accompoiished.. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impoSsibl to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box..

Performance Level: All items must receive a
rating 'of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not.
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accodplished; the
student and instructor will -discuss.. the
situation and decide which learning
activities must 'be re$eated. : If'..the
instructor chooses to Use the 'checklist as

. the basis for assignidg . numerical_ points,
4r6,t .'then a -separate column and boxes are

provided.

"' 8. .Completed the ,chart by ,having all forms'
up -to -date (take out dividers).

.. ,

'MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION RECORD-Front: Time.

.
. and-Date of Discharge

-.._.....--:.4

Bak: -Ch§c'ked. validatiori of_ nurse's,
initials, name and title -

11

I.4

t

Placed at baCk .of chart with Patient Care
Form (In Notebook), . .

9. Notified the .fOrlbwing: Dietary,
Patient Information, Wail and Flower,'
Housekeeping, attendAngPhyician, and
Pharmacy if the patient was 'receiving an
IV additive Medication.

4'

.
.'

4.'...-
t,.

*Although ,use of the instructort ,final checklist is optional,, it
eCommended as a valid meal for doopmqntyig the ..progress of the student.

- St
Perfor
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O
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V:TECS .48

.,
INSTRUCTORS FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance: in the skills f
associated..with 'the following task: ."

, . .

discharge patient-8..

Place an X in the appropriate box indtaating
Not.. Accomplished, Part:. ally Accomplished', or
Fully. AccOmplished.: If, because of special
circumstances, the.item wae.impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Implicable
13ot.7.

Performance. Level: All -.items must ',receive a
rating..of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable):".\,If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partiall.y Accorcipiished, the .

student.. and instructor will discuss the
situation- and decl4e. which learning
activitl.es, must be re.Peate .
instructor chooses to use the. checklist as
thebadis for assigning numerical points,'
then a ;separate column. and bbxee are
provided.. ...

. Student .

Performapce
,

. .

,

4064.

WI OS
0 0.
Z <

13=
tri

in
4

+MO 43
o 4.)4 <

, 13

.

li
' 0 ..0th

44.4

216 g.
1.4
a c.)
0. cc

=a
CO

bE

SI
La.. <

(13 0
5 ga 4
Z 1.E
tn. o0 < a

10. If receiving a he-w 4 admission
immediately, took medicatibn form from
Medication drawer, put in plaatic
and'plpced'in pharmacy basket: If. not,.
drugs may be left in Med drawer.

1.1.. Charted dismissal in Censixs Book.
When ally. responsibilities 'are. completed,

initialed the top right hand corner of
the face sheet-and 'sent the chart to 'the.
Business Office.

13. Face sheet at Top;

Discharge date Present .

Diachargetime the,time the patient
left.the'unitwith- escort to home. .

C-hecke'd b a 4.1k of face- s 11:e e t. roi
appropriate signatuyes.

) ( ( ) (.
) ( ( ) (

.*Although use =of . the A.nstructor's- final ,checklist is )'tional, it -is
recommended as a valid meant for documenting the ,progress of the student.
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V -TECS42.

.0.1TY:-, PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE-ACTIVITIES.
p

TASK: 'Instruct patient or.family of discharge procedures

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE .

Given an impending discharge,"give"instructions to a patient (or family .

of the, patient) regarding discharge procedures, considering patient's age
and state of diability. Irstructions must agree with posted policy.
Family must be .noticied promptly ard participate in transportation
-dectsloys-and-must-provide the busineis office clearance:form before
patient leaves the.unit.. (4)

PERFORMANCE, GUIDE
:Explain the need for thedOctor'.sorder for discharge. .

2.* Explain to :family how to obtain .adiScharge-alearance form froffi the
businessoffice.
Discuss arrangements for transportation and escort.

.4.. Make folloW-up appointment for patient ac give date.ar.d time
Patiert.ir-written form according to physician'sinstructions.,

5.. Give out home care4intruction-forms- and prescriptions if any.
NursinOud't criteria stress Preparation for discharge: Ward
Clerks are xpected to provide patients with 'neCessary.written or
prieted materia but acalal patient teaching is dore by rurses.

.6.* Post the busin fide discharge'clearance form in the' appropriate
area.

S'outh Caroltna writing-team .suggests,a revised wordingof
performance guide.2 ard (Refer to the following. revised
perfortance guide numbers and '6.)

`'S.C. PERFORMANCE %GUIDE

-2.. Give the family a discharge clearance form from the
Post,the"patient's discharge on the. housekeeping
Aischarge time..

LEARNING,ACTIVITIES
1. "Review the Pertinent points from the preceding lesson On clerically

discharging patient. Choose those pbints which expand or. the 6-
point performance guide for this lesson;

2. Interview 1 per"sons. who are wfiling to relate their
experience. Plquire whether or rot they were .adequately instrxted .

regarding.discharge procedures. ,Irio, or if not, what were they
told and how were they treaVddl. Report,to class conclusions about
important points to remember.

3. DiscOss the hospital's policy regaraing hours for dischargingt
patilents; police case6 the payment of bills .(emphasizing the-
refe.ral of certain: questions to proper-departments or persons),:."

. ,

unit..

slip.at actual.

209 218
i



V.,TECS 42

4. _Discuss the instruction responsibilities of the_ ward clerk. and the
curse at' the time of discharge.

5. In a mock situation, practice instructing a patf,ert of .the. discharge
procedures. .

6. Research and rep6rt to class the times when a family member rather
than a patient wouldoreceive instruction at the time of discharge.

7. With the assidtance df an experienced wardclerk, instruct% patient
or family member' of the discharge procedures. The instructor will
observe ard must ultimately rate the performance as "fully
acomplished."

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND,EQUIPNENT
apprdr)riate :forms.

EVALUATION:.
Using materials provided, the :Student will instruct'a patient or family
membercof the discharge4rocedures, The performance must .warrant a
rating ,bf "fully' accomplished" by the instructor.- s

,

N



V-TECS 42
L.A. #7

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLISTL.

Check' the student's performance in the%skills
.associated with the following task:1
Instruqt E.atilent or family of discharge
prOcceures.

Placei an in the appropriate -box indicating,
Not ACcomrished; Partially Accomplished, or
Ftilly Accomplished. If, beclause of special
circumstances, the item was. .impossible
complate, place an X' in the Note Applicab

.. .
. Performance Level: All items must 'receive a

rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). . If any items, are rated.. Not
Accomplished or Partially. Adcomplished, the
student -and instructor wiX1 discusts the
situation and decide which lesarning
activities ,mustbe repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use ttie:checklist as
the basisfor assigning numerical points,
then, a separate column and boxes are
provided.

%

When instructing patient or family of
discharge 'procedures; the student:

1. Provided instructions to the:patient (or
family of patient) regarding discharge
procedures. : .. .

2. Made follow-w appointment for patient.
3. 'Posted the, business office disCharge

clearance fOrm. (

Student
Performance

0
.c2

5 .11:-.z <

3

.
95 ,z <

.0

.c

co.
. a.<

,

...-:
"i §
1.6.<

1:10 +4
. ....g. 0,0 d Om

l

( ,) ( ) ) ( )

( ) ( . ) ) ( ) (

) ( )- ( ) ( .)

r.

*Although use of the instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid means for documenting the progress of the student.
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V-!TECS, 35.

DUTY: PERFORtgiNG ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACtIVITIES

TASK: Assemble and ,check chart for medical records on discharge

.PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE . .

'Given 'the chart of a discharged. patihnt, assemble and route the chart for
release to the medical records room. Chart must not be returned for
completion or 'correction. -(4).

:PERFORMANCE GUIDE ..

. '1.- Remoie- chart back and dividers; assemble all, parts oPrecerd. --
;!,P.'

GUIDE

-2.',,Check that every, page bp been.stamped in the-'Correct4laCe with`'
this patient addressograph. plate.-

3. Check that all lab, X-ray, EKG;. and other diagnostic repOrts belong
tO this patient. Missing' or misfiled' reports will cause an A

incomplete or erroneousinedical record which could affect future
medical care,' medkcal audit studies, -and statistical information..
J.C:A.H. l

- ".1.--

-4. Check at consultation forms are complete and signed. ..

.5. .Check fo nurse& signatures. on all shifts from 'date. of admission.
6: Ver at all ddctors' orders have' been processed and sigmed.
7. Check. to see if history, phy,Aic4, and progress)notes have been

written:and signed .by doctor.written :and

8. Verify that the .time and date of discharge are on the face sheet.
9. Verify that nurses' admission and discharge -notes are written and

conform to established audit .specifications. .

-_____.

',:, '. 10. Obtain latest medicine. sheet and check for, signatures. '.

-.. 11.. Place chart .forms in sdquence acceptable to medical records
department.' ' .

,

.

12; Check that correctidns were in.ade in a legally' acceptable manner.

13. If chart is incomplete, no f concerned person to completPe it at
e.,

once.

14. , Protect chart's confidentiality 'during 'transportation.

. * . South Carolina writing. team suggests.. a revised lusting; (Refer to

'the following revised performance guide.) ,

S.C. PERFOOMANCE GUIDE'
1. Remove chart back and div4ders; Assemble 611 parts of'recOrd.
2. Stamp aliart forts with the .patient's name plate and addressograph,

side one. and two

'3. Check all forms and make; sure date lines. are completed..,

4. Complete. graphic ,sheet.:

5. Release all blOod, if necessary.
6. Check profile sheet for- completion and RN's Signature.

,7. -Complete Medication Administration Record.

8. , Complete Face . Sheet. :

(4

212
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7 L.

Initial chart .or -right hard corner
chart is up-to-date and completed..

-4*
yT,gcs 35

of face sheet to ir.dieate the
. .

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Using the attached,SamOle list bf forms to be included in a typical

discharge chart, construct asimilar list applieable to the health
care facility:being used as a training site.

,

. .

2. Discuss :the. break down of phart, and removal of chart' back.
. .

3, Review "use ,of patient's* name plate and addressograph. .Discuss. ard:
. practide proper placement of imprinting.
4. Review all forms with date lines and method of completion.:
5. Review procedure fOr - completi graphic sheet, .

.

6; Discuss. Crossmatch ard Blood Administration. Form and -procedure for
_ .

completion (sample attached), '
.

7. Research and write a summary of the procedure for completion of each
form used ir the .health care facility training site. -.

A. Demonstrate method' for iritialing. face sheet- according to hosptial
policy.* -

.
. .

.
.

.

.

.

9. Observe an experiended ward Clerk :assemble and route the chart (of. a
recordsdischarged patiert) for .releasetothe medical records rooms..

10. Visit 'the. Medical recordS.rdoill to obsetve the process -of hardling
the charts yhich- are received-

.

.11. With the aid of an experienced Ward clerk, perform the .taskof
assembling and checking ..the discharged patient's chart for medical
records.. No errors or omissions may be .Made. The instructor will
observe and rate according to the attached. instructor's: checklist.

., A ratisng of "fully, accomplished" must' be achieved. .

RESOURCES
experierced ward cleretb
medical records persornel

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
patiert's chart .

appropriate forms
.addt,issograph'

pens and pencils

EVALUATION
'Using material d At:formation. provided, the student will assemble ar.d

.: ';.: route discharged. patiene4 chart: to medical records room. No errors- 0
''. .oissions are_allowed.; A rating of !ifUllyraccomplished4" based or the

items -in the 'irstructor 's 'checklist ,....must be achieved.-



CHART DISCHARGE. ORDER.

1. Face Sheet (

2; Patient History'

3. Progress Notes

A., Operation consent

5. Posstoperative record

6. Anesthesia record

t. Transfusion record

p. Surgical pathology reports

9. Clinical pathology reports

10. EKG, EEG, endoscopy. reports

11.. Xray reports

12. Consultation reports

13. Physician' orders

114. Medication Administration Record

15: Graphic charts

YCf

16.. Nurses' notes

. 17. Intake and output sheets..

(-

Is

a.

VTECS 35
L.A. 01



TO: Nursing Unit
r.

FROM: Blood Bark
.01

-MEMORANDUM

VTECS 35
L.A. #6

.RE: Cross Mateh and Blood Administration Form additive. (initialing),

The revised form has
Disposition Date.

new columns, Release Date, Disposition, :and

The revised form is to be used ir the. following manner :

A. The first six columns (Date, Unit Number, Type, Rh, Component,
Release Date) will be completed by the Blood. Bank when the cross ,

match is q)erformed.
4

B. The Disposition and Disposition Date columr.s are to be completed
as follows!

*1. If the blood-is' trarlused, the.NURSE records "Transfused" ir.
the diapoaition column and 'r cords that date tr. the
Disposition Date -Column, . and %4 tes her/his initials in the
remarks. column

2. If'the blood is Released, the..Ward Clerk writes "Released,"
ir. the dispositiOn .column 'ar.d records that date ir. the
Disposition Date Column, and writes °her/his initials -in the.
remarks column.

/
The"-Blood Bank will conti.nlie to send the Blue BOI cross match slip to the

floor when bldod is released.

:Blobd Bark Persor.r.el have begun .charting the cross match and Blend.
Adminiration .fOrmS; this will,hopefUlly.eliminate.the delay ir. charting when.
patients have been.traniferred; ,

'Whenever possible, please, attempt to continue using the same cross match ,

11 1.

.and,BloOd AdMinistratior form .when ordering addittOnal cross matches: At no'
time' .should there. more than. 2 incomplete- cross match and Blood
Administration forms a.-p.atiert's chart.

x

. -
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01.

ALL °BLOOD °WILL. AUTOMATICALLY 8E RELEASED THE
DATE INDICATED IN THE RELEASE.OATE COLUMN...
UNLESS THE BLOOD SANIc, IS NOTIFIED.. /

PATIENT TYPE RN FACTOR INITIAL

V .TECS 35
L. A. #6

.OATS: UNIT * TIPS FIN comistimmir RELEASE
OAT!

DISPOSITION . DISPOSITION
RELEASEDMIANSPUSED DATE REMARKS

4

f;

SC3144 fCRM i424 . 216
CROSS MATCH AND .81.000 ADMINISTRATION
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.

REQUESTED ORDERED BY

V TECS 3
L. A.- #6

1

SPECIMEN:
.

.

,

. ..

I t . .

,

.

EXAMINATION REQUESTED:

DEP+ CODE TEST

X X X X . .

X X X X

.X X X 1 DATE isTIME DAM
0 P IA

COILECTEO 1:11,

X X X X .

,X X X X 4*.;

X X X X
.

X X X X
.

-RATE

LABORATORY.
.MISCELLANEOUS

.

PATHOLOGISTS: .

.

ITCH '. l CHARGE

.

CALLED TO

r.

LABORATORY
BLOOD BANK 1

TIME

a

Date CJnecteo T./no C011Octed Tech

7.
.tilat 7.. Cain 7 Whole 81000 or PackeO Cells

Ordered may oe used C--- Yes NO

M 0. mole Eliood und
Packed Cells

kwse - Platelet Concentrate
1°1 'ensa dt ntenaeo T.ansttacions

c.esti Page" Plasma

Mourn," :k.

PatholotritS - plasma Ploterr Racoon

Cryoprecoltate

.-3/Leu.ocyle-Poor Pao 6:Cells

Other

"5. ,or;sr Donor Group andEh .

, won Rec . eat named. .;

F.0 r"

'Ilecdalent Guild:, and Rh

Teen

Date

REMARKS

71A M
P.M

DATE

r

BY

1. ,a.

0 .



at

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLISTI-

Chick the s udent's performance in the skills
associated ith the following task:

Assemble d check chart- for 'medical
records orb discharge. .

Place an:X in the appropriate box .indicating
Not Accomplished, 'Partially Accomplished; or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
;'complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance
FULLY

All items must 'receive a
ratitg ofFULLIT 'ACCOMPLISHED (or Not.
Applicable). If any. items arekrated:ffot
Accomplished or Partially ACcomplished,'the)
student and :instructor will disCuss\the
situation and decide which learning
activities must be, repeated.- If the.
instructor chooses to use the checklist.as
the basis:for assigning numerical points,
then a' separate .column and -boxeS are,
provided.'

r Wher. assemblir.g : ar.d checking clittrt for
medical records on discharge, the studett:

ASSembled.and checked-all'parts.for the

Completed selected(ff rorMs as eceSSary
chart.' t ( ) ( ). ( ). )

(i.e., grapliic sheet, 13srofile shr.eet.,
medicine sheet) ., .

;,
.

.

( ) ( ( ) C

3. Routed- patient's chart to medical records
room. ) ( ) (

47

. .

Student .

Performance .

,,-
.

.

43

3
...

4-. o.omZ<

130
.g:
:,...

t.
. 0

0
484)z <

13'0
.=

. -4: t
,IIIt 8 ..44a<

IR
....c0......
CI.

E
8ISQ

us <
-4

... m0
(13 0

g34
"4 'in .Econ o
0 < CM

4

*IR

.fo

.
. 4

.

..*Aithougp use of the instructor's.- final checklist :Is, optional, it is'
recommended as a- vali,d means for documenting the progreSi !or the student.

-
\

1
.

.-
1 :

218 227
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V-4ECS :43

DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE-ACTIVITIES..

TASK: Prepare.credit'tlip for return of unused medication.

PERFORMANCE.OBJECTIVE /
C

Given the. equipment; supplies,- and .unused medica'ons for three. patients,
. .

prepare a.drug oredi.t slip for eaChP-ati,ent and return the drugs to the
'pharmacy.pharmacy. .1kll.drugs.muSt be. listed, .count must be exact, and medicati64
must be transported by authorized personnel. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1, Verify discontinuation of drug.
2.. Obtain pharmacy credit Slip-Ands drug oenvelope.., r-

3. Stamp pharmacy credit slip with correct patient':s.name.
4. List name, strength, and form of drug on credit slip in proper

location: . j

5. Count number of tablets, capsules, ampules, etc. of each' drug.
Caution: NEVER, NEVER touch the drug product, and do NOt.remove it
from ITS container.

6. Enter amount of each drug in. qu ntity column.
7. 'Enclose drugs.and credit slip i the drug envelope,.
8. Make:certain. medication' is transported safely in an authorized.

manner.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES , 4
1. Di sevi.0.2. procedure _for reviewing ''Physicians' Order form for

discontlInuance of drug. l'

2. Discuss:Hprocedure for .d- iscontinuing drug on -Medication
Administration. Reord; review attached .sample policy. .

3. Distrib.ute pharmacy credit slip and .demonstrate .procedure" for
completing (sample attached).

.

4. 4-Demonstrae proper procedure fpr placing drugs and credit ,slip into.
drug envelope according to hospital policy.

5. ,Discuss procedurefor.traqsporting according to hospital poilicy.
6. Research the general responsibilities of.the- physician, the

pharmacist, and the nurse in medication therapy'for patients.
. , .

Summarize in writing. '' . ..

7. Research thekinds of information the war d clerk needs to know about

medications; include the responsibilities,. Summrize th writing.
8. Visit the pharmacy and observe the.process employed when unused'

medications are- returned.
.

9. Report to the class the reason the ward clerk must never touch the.
medication. Write on.the board And leave'for.several days..

10- Observe an experienced ward clerk return drugs to. the .pharmacy.
N.

14



e. .

V

4

With the aid oan expeqenced.ward:clerk prepare credit slips for
.. return of tOlunused'medibations of three patients. \The instructor,

4111 observe. A ratingof-"fully accom .shed" is expected based on'
complete flag. of drUgs; exa t count, and the correct
transportation.

RESOURCES'
pharmaceutical personnel
_experienced ward clerk.

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
pharmacy credit slip.
Medtcation Administration Record
physician's ordex form'

.

EVALUATION.

dv

1'

Using the infarmation and materials provided, the student will prepare
credit slips fox return of the unused medications of three patients.
PerfOrmance must warrant a-'"fully accomplished" rating. by the instructar

1

220 .
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V-TEC 43
L.A. 12

MEDICATION ADMINISTRATION RECORD (MAR)

DEFINITION, AND PURO SE

.ThE Medidation-Adminis'tratio'n Record (MAR) provides a legal record.°
medication .admihistration.'.

pok.Icy.

1. .Initiate a-Medication Administration Record (MAR) for each.patient-ar---------

"I

a..

b.

Enter- continued, single and pre - operative orders on the

the form in ippropqate sections.
Enter' PRN orders or the back of the form with exception
Mediations. and laxative PRNs which are recorded or the

front of

of sleep
front. of

. .

the form. ..

. . . .

Use black irk for hours between 7:00 a.m. and- 6:59 p.m., use red ir.k

for hours between 7:00 p.m.' and 6:59 a.m. Record 7 a.m. in black
ink', 7 p.m. ir red ink: .

Use the following hours for.'adminiistering. medications unless the
doctor orders. Specific hoUrS. : -(

Daily 9 :a.m. (usually)

q i d 9 a.m..-- 1 p.rq. - 5 p.m: - 9 p...m.1

t i d 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

b i d

clith

(46h

A

9. aom. - 9. p.m. or 9 a.m. -.5 p.m.

1 a.m. -.- 5 a.m. 9.'a. - 1 -5 p.m. - 9 p.m.
4

4 a.m. - 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 7..10 p.

q8h 5 a:M.

q1.2h A .

- 1 p.m. -'9 p.m.

9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

or 1 a.m.

The following medication hours apply to Pediatrics:

b.i.d.

-4
q.i . d .

q6h *

1.N

: . . 9 a.m. - 8

. . . . 9 &,m. 1 p.m.

. . . '4 a.m. - 1.0 a.m.

- 5 P.m. - 8 p.m.

4 p.m. 10. p.m. .or

6 a..m. - 12 N - 6 p.m. - 12 MN.

R36
221

a.m. - 5 p.m.
1

sk

0
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)

4

The following medication _hours apply to Orthopedics:

Daily 8 a.m.

b.i.d. and' q 1 2h 8, a.m. 9 p.m.

t.id.. , * . 8 a.m.' - 12 N - 5 p.m.
,: ,rf

.

q.i..d. . . .
.

. . . . . 8 a.m. - 12 N -,- 5 poll.

V TECS1

L..A. -#2

(Oh'. .. .. 4 a.m. - S a.m. 12 N 4 p.m. - 8 p.m 12 MN..

The*following medication "hours apply to PsyChiatric:

b d

4h

q6h

8h

q12h

8 a.m..
.

8 a.m. - 4 p.m...or 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

. . .8 a.m. - 12' N - 4 p.m.

.8 a . . 12 N 4 p.m.. 7. 8 p.m.

4 a.m. - 8 a.m. 12 N -. 4 p.m. -! 8 p.m:. -.12 MN
°

,

a.m. -;12 N 6 p".m. - 12 MN

.. .. a a.m.- 4 p'.th. - 12 MN

\" 8 a.m. 8, p.m. .-

Account for all cluares:by initialing, "XAng.out, or entering red
asterisks .0t) p1"-e surgerP.or X-ray in red. '

5. Enter expiratIon dates in pencil. The expiration. date ts .tOree days
(7-2 hours) or sayer. days (1-68 hours) or: al] cOntAolled drugs..,

'At V .- depending on drug classification. ,,.

6." Validate all initials on. MAR by signing fullnname and. title,'on bac
of O . 4 iv'

7. Record allergies in red' 'and surgery ard diagnosis in black irk at top
,. _.-

right section of,the MAR. .
,

43. : D6 not .discontinue medidation, When ttie patient goes to surgery. 1,

9". tpiscon,tintre poste pelatively those° Medications rot reordered. , r ,
10. ':Compiete bottom section of MAR '(doctor, age, name and date 'and time.4.1

T.') 0
);)

f,

° ,,., . . #4 ' of admission and discharge) .

RESPONIBLE PERSONS.,
.

Unit Secretay - Transcribe order, complete date line, fill, in top and
bottom hea'dings on MAIL

r.



Eff4RALINSTRITCTIOn
. .

1. Do not
.

repeat 'charting 'in Interdisciplinary Progress .Notes. Document
results of PRN medication inDPnotes; .Itis not necessary to
inclUde dosage or route Iof administration. . . .

2. Do not .record. trilltments on.Medication AdminiStration :Record. ..

3.: Place a large numBer in, pencil in the bokOn the .top right of the MAR , .

to indicate how many forp.are -in current .use. . ..
+4,,'

4. When -a patient gbes .t(5°. surgery and 'medications are continued T--

postoperatively write inTed above transcription of medication orders .

POST -OP and the .surgef- date. ' If a dose or doses were no t giver.
while the patient'./laS in surgery, do the-"ollowing -when- patient.
returns to unit: from: recovery room:. write "surg" ir. red .and:circle it ..

in red ip the time -slots'missed.. Under i the last entry ir. the single'... ,

rders,, section write -POST-UP and 'date in red when a patient -goes to

surgery, If Medications are not renewed. postoperatively, discontinue

-medications in susual Manner. . ' :

Use medidine 'card to flag Kardex when pre-op, .single order drugs are-
to be given.- Write in center of card. "S.0." or ."Pre-Op" and along.
edges write dates and times medication is due: . .

.
.

. When arty part, of the medioation. order is changed (i.e.: "time, dose,
-route", "etc.) 'discontinue the present order and rewrite the entire
order -in appropriate pladet- DO not cross through the Present .order

and wr ±te ir. th&new -order (i'.e.: IM, IV) ..- .

If patient:goes to surgery multiple times durbing one,hospitalizatiOn,
write in red ink "and," the type of surgery and "the date after the
first Oat-op -date. on the MAR.

.

If an antibiotic is ordered qid check with the physician to ,see if he

wants the medication given around- the. clock. -. v
!-

,

, , . -

. PROCEDURE-

. J
1 Chart Continued Medidations (medications given on regular basis) as

follows:. ; -,

a. -Enter on front 'top section of MAR.

b. .Enter expiraqon date when applicable -in pencil.

c. 'Transcribe by -entering order date," initials ot, person_
transcribing order, "and medication, dosage, frequency, route of.

administration in column specified.-
.

d. List hours medication is. to be giVen vertically under HR column.
Use a. new line for each hour, beginning with the first hour
lilted under policy:

e. ,..9rAwt a. heavy line .across the page, after the laSt,.hour is entered.

. : Leave one Va ant space- and draw another -line.

f. .Complete "DatesGiven" linvhorizontally beginning with first. .

date a -continued medication order is written. ,,____

g. a,"X" out all Squares preceding the first dose of medication,
7dministred: .

. .

h. "X" out squares. -under the dates Medication is NOT TO BE GIVEN
when a" medication. is to be giver. eVery other day; - giver. ore day,

left off WO, etc. .
.

,

i. Number the appropriate squares when medication is to ;be giver forwhen

a specific number of dOses.. PlaCe a penciled "X" in the t WO
,



k.

.;-Lamnd following .the last dose due. -.Bracket and wri..e-c. cencils
"STOP" with time and date. NurSe.givirg the last dose "STOPS ",
the medidation in the Usual manner, . .

Initial the square correponding to.the Correct Date .anal' Correct
Time after the tedidation'As'given...--
Enter the actUal-time the medication i iven_and initial's of
'person 'administering: ir. the appro sate .square(s)': When a

-medication-is given at-a'time different rom ordered time. .,

1. Documentomitted drugs as 'follows:
t. if 'patient is it XT.ray and misses- tidil quid;, q4h, or 46h

medications enter "X-ray ". and circle it, in red in the block
.Where your'ititials would have gone.

surgery .(see General Instructions 4) .

3. if a patient.misses a medicatiorvfor any other reason/place a°
red- asterisk. ( ) in. the'. appropriate square. A

corresponding .red asterisk :(*) is.made on the.IDP n es along
.with.reasormedicationyas omitted.

. . .

Divide block into half diagonally if the.medicatior is ping
administered by injedtton. place code for injection. site ir.. top
half of blodk and initials in bottom balf'of block. .°

r.. Discortinue medications by drawing ore red line through the
medication order ar.d down. the hour(s),in the Hours

Column..-"X" out the remaining square(s) for.thatday-,. and the
next full days squares.. ..Br,acket the "red out

date
and

print the word STOP, yur i and the date. after the'
bracket.

o, Enter PRN sedatives and PRN in red irk% Whben. laxative.or
sedativ,e.PRNs,are given eneer the time' given and'irlials in
approPriate space; ."X" out the-square on the date a AOte.is
omitted. .

Chart Single Orders and.Pre.4)perative Medications as. follows:
a,.Transcribe er.terirg order date, 'initials of person

transcribing order.
b. Enter medicatior order as written.
c. ,Enter date ar.d. time medicationtwas giver or is ta'be giver. under

TO BE GIVEN column.
d. Initial NURSE column.after giVing medication.

. .

e. -USe. medicatiOn card to flag Kardex when Single order and pre -op
tedicatiors are due.

'Chart PRN-Mqdlcations as follows:
a. Enter o?kback of form in PRN:Medicationa section.
b. Transcribe order by er,;tertrg'order date,, expiration. diFte(in

pencil), initials,, and incluprg tedication;'6sage,
.frequency, and route of administratioe%

c. Write PRN and. reaSon for giVing in red:.
d. *Chart'that medicatior was given.bY'enterirgvertidally, the date,

the time, initials and injection site).-fwapplicable.beside the
-appropriate medication whey. each-dose.is ..

e: -Transcribeeach-PRN ordet"On a new .set of thKee_lines.
f. Discontinue PRN medidations,bydrawing.a. single red lire through,

,the .entire order-,-AX"ing.out two (2) calumns,:bradket in the.
kite, .write STOP,.- the date; ar.d- your initials. Refer to MAR
accOmpanying"thiS procedure.tor examples._

224 233
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9Doeprrient dose given in rang6 of med'. catior. is
ord:ered along with time of administration; .Divide dose and time
with 0a Iire.

V TECg 43
L. A. #2
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PHARMACY
DATE

CREDIT

7)

NOT MORETHAN THREE ITEMS PER SLIP USE BALLPOINT PEN ONLY TO COMPLETE FORM

ITEmi Si DOSAGE I.V. i M TAB. CAP OTHER ONT.

..
, AV 3.'"

a 4/?..,1

.
0

.

.

eirA tt
1 1 2. '

fITEM .

1.1.000 2
.

.

CHARGE
..

.

s
.

ORDERED. BY r TAE.

.z-frti. .5'..e,.z.--7
-,.... . .



INSTRUCTC3 PINAL CVECKLIST*

\
Check the students Performance in the skills'
associated with the. following task:

Prepare credit- slip for return of
unused medication.

r
Place-an X 'in the appropriate box indicating
Not. Accomplished., Partially Accomplished,.or
Fully.Accomplished-.- If; .because of special
.circumstances., the item was impossible to
complete, place. an. X in the Not Applicable

.

Box.

performance Level':. All items must receive a
rating of :FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable): any items are. rated. 'Not
AcComplishecror Partially Accomplished, the
student 'and instructor will* discuss.- the
situation and decide which,.. learning
activities must- be repeated. 'If the
instructor. -chooses to. use the checklist ..as
the basis for assigning numerical 'points,
then a separate' column and boxes are
provided.

ad

When preparing credit slip for return of
unused medication, the student:

Student
Performance ,

..

.

,12-

4... a0 a.z <.

.
I;
....

loit 8Ot.1z<

18

ca
E 8
43c.)

:IL <

4

13

E
.->: 8ZQ

Iii. <

S' fa
71472 ...5
at V1 0
0 -NC as

0

.1

1. Prepared a dru1 credit slip for a'
patient.

1 ( ) ( ) ( ) .( ) )

2. iEnclosed ugs and credit slip. in the °
, drug enVel pe. .. ( ) ( ) ( ) (. )

3. 'Transported medication safely,..in an
athorized manner. ( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( 4, )

\

-0

a

*Although use of the .instructor's final checklist is optional, it.

recommended as a valid. means for documenting the progress of the student.
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DUTY: PERFORMING ADM SSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

TASK: Perform cleri al discharge procedure fore deceased patient

PERFORMANCE OBJECTI E
Given access a .supplies,- policiet,.andinfotmation"concerninua deathi
perform'the c erica' discharge procedure for deceased person.and-complete
the discharge check list. All required fOrMs willbe obOined and

-
preparedwit out error; and all required departments notified:. (4).

PERFORMANCE GUIDy 1 1
1. Determine that pronouncement has been.correctly charted:-
2., Obtain a death.certificate for phySician to sign.
3. Obtain autopsy consent form for.physician if required. Nate: Not

requi ed for.a medical examiner's case:
4: .Obtai and "imprint threemortuary-tags.

5. List 4.0 rotate all of eceased. person's belongings following
este lished feguarding.policies. Note: .Signature of receptor and
witr ss f great importance.

6. Noti y all concerned department's and persons, including mortician iyf
so di rected.

7.' Req isition the-shrpud pack.
8. Min mite commotion or Unit.
9. Com lete all other discharge activili3OA:- in the regular manner.

Sou h Carolina writing team suggests-a revised listirg (Rerer to
the following revised performace guide.)

S.C. PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Determine that pronouncement .has. beer. correctly charted.
2. ContadtthehospitalChaplain.by:phone or page.
-3.. Stamp the activity slip. .

.Complete all other.dischargeactixities in the regular manner.:

5. Prepare forms that others are responsible for completing.
6. Obtain autopsy forms, if necessary.

H.

LEARNING -ACTIVITIES , .

1.' Read 'aloud. and disCuss the attached .information sheet .titled
"PatientJbeath Procedure." (Emphasize.that the ward clerk .must
cheC*the" progresstotes signed by the physician to make certain.

_

-death pronouncement is made.)
2. Listen to ,a resource speaker"(the-chaplain) explain-his/her role in

the:event, of death.
. .

3.

unit 'and patient's naMe, f. after working hours, .

Discuss the procedure, j nOr cotactir-g chaplain'S-ofrice-0..e:,.
give name, title,
.ask operator. to page:the chaplain-who is "on call").
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4. DiStrib'ute activity slip and- discuss procedure for Completing,
allowing-time'for indiVidual'practice°(sample attached). j

5. Distribute the attached sample fords .and. discuss hospital personnel-
responsibilities for completing theml "Authorization for AOleasing
Body-to. Undertaker," "-Consent, for Autopsy," "Burial - Removal -
Transmit Permits.'!.' (include 'death:certificate, if pertinent.)
Visit'a unit.to. discuiS,where the forms are kept, how to obtain
according-to hospital policy, and where to. route them once they are
completed.' :

7. DiScuss clerical procedure to be followed ir preparation for hr.
autopsy, if .requested. Review the "Patient Death Procedure" Studied
during learning activity #1. `

Write personal attitude about death; then consider through small
group discussion whepier or not this special attitude might- affect
the Auality.of Work as a ward clerk: -

9.. Outline on the board the postmortem procedure-: addressing the
questions on the attached. sheet by .that title.

10. Role play-the kinds of questions the. ward clerk might be asked-by
the deceased patient's family:

) 11. Observe a postmortem procedure to understand fully what care ofca'
. patient after death means:-
12. .0bserve the procedures related to hospital records following a

pattent's-death.
. -

.11.- Under the supervisioh of an eXperiehced ward clerk, performthe.
clerical dischargeprocedure which is followed in the event of a
ieath. The performance must warrant .a rating of "fully
accomplished" by the instructor.

RESOURCES
chaplain

experienced ward clerk.

TOOLS'AND EQUIPMENT
patient chart
appropriate forms
addressograph
nameplate
pens and pencils

EVALUATION
Using provided information pndimaterials, the student will-perform the
clerical discharge.procedure which is followed in the event of a death.
Per;formbnce.must,warrant a "fully accomplished" rating by the instructor..
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L..A.#11

'PATIENT DEATH PROCEDURE

1. Contact the. Hospital Chaplain by phore.or page.

2. Stamp the patient activity slip.

..

3. Put, the -time of death on slip..,. This will be' the time patient is
pronounced dead by the .physician On'the p'irk progress sheet.

. . ,

Send completed activity slip' to Busiress,Office immediately'.'

5: Send chart to Medioql Records immediately upon completior.

,
6. The Unit. Manager orAdministratOr will get the "consertfor auto_ psy" form

complete,.
. .

The Chaplain will. be responsible for completing" the "releaSe the body to
the undertaker" form.

If-an autopsy is to be performed, send the completed chart, the burial removal
transit permit, 'the consent for autopsy. (3) and authorization to release body
to the urdertaker.form to the morgue with the body.

Send with .the body to the morgue the.followirg:

Autopsy

1. -Completed Chart

2. .(3) Consent for autopsy
3. Burial Transit Permit'
4. .Release the body to FUneral Wane.'

NOTE: 1. The Burial Transit Permit

The Unit Manager (A.M..'s), Evening Administrator (P.M.'s), Urit
Secretary (night's) may 9pick up from the switchboard and rotify. the
'night supervisor (nursing) of the patient's death.

2.' The above: is in addition to a normal discharge procedure.

3. Notify Emergency Room of patient's room and unit rum ber as they
will be 'able to diredt theundertaker to the correct unit.

ISOLATION: Ir. the evert of death of the isOlatiOn patient; remii-4 the nurse to
complete the Reminder to the Funeral Home Form and attadh to the
death certificate. '(See next page.)

23.1 I 240
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V.TECS 44
L.A. #1

rUNIT SECRETARIAL 'AIDS FOR INFECTION CONTROL 1

Definition of Nosocomial Infection:

An infection that develops within a hospital or is proddced by
microorganisms acquired during hospitalization.

Signs and Sumptoms of a Nosocomial Infection

) A. sudde elevation-in the temperature of aohoSpitaiized patient-.
knew ant biotic' and/or culture and sensitivity order 48-to 72
hours afte admission

a) NurSes rep rting infection..
d) Documentation of a nosoComial infection on the face sheet durin

. hospitalization and at diSdharge..

ow.to Report:

Stamp' addresiograph of patient on paper. and plice in folder.
\

. /
lated Patient .

Place-the.isolAtion-sticker 'on the front of the chart and
the\nmrie confirm.the type

\ IM

b) In .the e ent of death of the.iskiliation

to -comp he folloWing form and
cetifi -te.

have.

patient, remind the nurse
attach., it to the death

NOTICE: r To

HANDLE

This.patienthas beeri on

The patient had probable
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PATIENT ACT1VIT
COMPLETED BY* IZIPAd

DECEASED

MONEY RECEIVED ON DISCHARGE $

DISCHARGE TAKE
HOME

DUGS
NO. CHARGES
.ATTACHED

ROOM BED

TRANSFER
PATIENT NUMBER ROOM BED

TO:

t.

V. - TECS 44

IP

TIME
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L.A. #5 ,

AUTHORIZATION -NOR RELEASING

.-BODY TO UNDERTAKER

DATE

. TIME a:m.

p.m..

This is to authorize the above-named hospital to release the body of.

who died about

about

taker

Witness

(time) p.m. (date) to the under-

Nurse in charge

ii

4

Signed

(Nearest Relative)

(Relationship)

Remains Received in Good Condition.

Signed

(Mortician)

For

(Name of Funeral Home)

Body Released.by

Date'0*.................,.

234
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#5

CONSENT. FOR AUTOPSY

#
A. I (we) ,request and authorize the physicians and surgeons in attendance at

Hospital to perform a complete autopsy on

the remains of and I (we) authorize the

removal and reter.tion or use for diagnostic, scientific, or therapeutic
t

purposes of such organs, tissues, and parts as such physicians and surgeons

deem proper and to dispose oti the same as they may deem proper.

This authority is ,granted -subject to the following restrictions:

0

Students may be permitted: to.obSerVe.
O

'Dated this day of ,. 19 at Columbia, South Carolina.

Sign here if-spous4:

. (Witness) ((Signed)
0

a

(Witness) Relatiorship:

(Witness).

If not-a wife .or husband of_ the decease4.,please complete the following:
.

I (we) assume cuSt-ocrY: of the body for Nburial purposes and assume
.,5 116

responsibility for payment of -burial expenses. 'My .relatonship to the6:

,4i

.

: deceased is (If not related, state, "none\."). I content

, .

.1to the statement it Section A.,



..

Dated thial day of

Witnesses:`

4

at, Columbia, South Carolina.

.;

Signature

.

.

a

4



:V -TECS 44
L.A. #5

A. FORM: BURIAL-REMOVAL TRANSIT PERMITS

Burial- removal transit' permits are sequentia\lly numbered by D.H.E.C. and must
be accounted for closely. These permits will be Stored In 'the Medical Records
Department and 'released to the units as deaths dccur.'-These forms may be

-r secured through the Unit. Managers and Evening Administrators, during "the houl-s
which ;they cover. and will be kept at the switchboard during. the 11-7. s ift and
at all. op 'weekends. All personnel who obtain- bUrial tr .sit forts. musts
log the appropriate information on the sheet accompar ing the . forms, .

Specifyin4 the patient and the unit where they will be used.

If yoU have any questions regarding these changes, please direCt themto:the
director 'of medical. records.

k
'

t3:: In the event 'jot deatti:.

1, The form is completed by a Nurse, Unit Manager, Administrative
Representative, 'UnitiSecretary.

N _

2.' Using one set (copies with carbons), write it the patient's name, date
(month, day, year.) the nettle of the funeral home and address. Use only
Columbia in the city.

3.. Check Removal under method of Disposal.--

Write in the name `and. address of the patient's physician.

5. Write date o'f death, as Date of Issue.

6. The name of out- sub-registrar will be incluuded; however, the 'pertson
completing the certif4ate swill initial. (his/her own, initials) follOi4ing
the name of the director of medical rticords.

T. The last two rows of information will be -completed by the Health
Department.

8. The 'ureral home representative ,will sign the back of the pink sheet..
(Please remove carbon copy'.befote signing back).

9. The 'white 'copy is given with the body, to the funeral home
,representative. °

10.. The pink and yellow copies are securely placed with the patient's chart.
t '

11. The directOr of medical records will send all pir.kcopies to the Health
Department.

246
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E-.ergency Room will deliver the pink copy to Medical
hours, and the yellow copy will stay with the Emergency

13. If, for any, reason, the original Burial Transit form
the set and return, it to Medical Records.

Set

;

Itt

VITSCS 44.

Records .within 48
Roo ra Record.

is not 'used, void
. .

''.....w:a44i4g-tI4:0.44,44144"14604,X;i%
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BURIAL - REMOVAL - TRANSIT'PERMIT:

DEPT..OF HEALTH andENV. CONTROL
DIVISION OF VITAL RECORDS

tgcs. 4
"5

111988)
Permit No.

V-10 etl°

Cou

amesof Decea.sed
.

7ziesu .

Date of Death Time of Death

i

Fetal Deatha
Yes ( )
No ( )

Place of Death (Hospital or Street and Number).

alav ii.
'City or Town

64.04,-A,
Autopsyal
'Yes ( )

No ( 1

A e ding Physician, Medical. Examiner, of Coroner

.).7.4../..Z. >7444(.4...

Address,
t

.

.4.444-'1
A ce Mate 5 death having been 111 r the requirements °Vie 1 of this
state having beim complied With, perms, is hereby granted to dispose of this
body,

to Issued.

`7Lzi

Fun al Home, Name and Address oi, 94 rks....4.4.4..4.4. leir,"4-4..7#
4) 74'444 ..4410

Method of sal alookroDisposal
urial '( Removal) ((

( ) Cremation ) Other
Signatur of Registrar or of er authorized individual

L4,2c4,/ 14
N e and Address of Cemetery or Crematory

1 4'_d,Lita
bate of Disposition Signature of Sexton or. Person in Charge

OHEC 676-150M - 10-74 THIS COPY TO SE.GIVEN TO FUNERAL DIRECTOR

ux

w

1)

O.
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POSTMORTEM PROCEDURE

What is. required before a. death can be certified?

VTECS 11.4

L.A. /9.

2. What is an autopsy? Who must give written permission for. aniauto sy
be performed?

. 3. What is a coroner's case?

if. What is a shrpud. and.how is it used? .

1
....

..

5. Following postmortem care, where in the hospita). is the body stored?
Why?

0 ,. .
.

L

.i...,

)

a

_.



.INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL C,HECELIST*

Check the student's performance in the. skill's
associated with the following task:..

Perform clerical discharge'procedure
for deceased patient/

Place. an X in the'appropriate. box indicating
Not Accomplished,. Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished.. If,. because Or special
circumstances, the item- was imPossible'to
complete, place an X. in the Not Applic.ab.le
Box.

Performance Level: .All items must receive a
rating.of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not '
Accomplished.or Partially Accomplished, the
Student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which .Learning
activities must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical. points, .

then a separate column and boxes are
provided .

When. performing clerical discharge procedure
for deceased patient, the student:

Student
Perfortnanc.e-

a a.Z.<

...

it
,. (a2 < -8.

>. ..I

e.<

I

Ettl.i
u.<

Dor..:
a. . 'Q.
0.40.

1. Obtained and completed all forms
concerning a death. ) ( ) ) ( (

2. Notified all concerned departments and ,

persons. ( ) ( ( ) ( ) (

3. Completed all other discharge activities
as appropriate. ) ( ) (

1.*AlthouW.1414 of the instructor's final checklist is. optional,- it .is
recommenced; 'a$' a valid means for documenting the progress Qf the .student.

,
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DUTY: PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER, AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare a replacement patient identification band

'PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
. Give& a patient for whom a replacement identification band is needed,

:his/her addressograph plate, and an.I1t band "-with its insert, prepare a
anew ID. band. Required data will be clearly visible, patient and. ID band
will match. '(4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
.

t. Correctly identify. .the.p tient by asking.the patient to giVe his/her
:name or by having" an uthority figure identify the patient.'
CautAn: 'This. step is vit ..ply important. ": .

2. Select the correctaddressograph.plate.forthis.patient.
3. Locate an ID band and an ID insert strip.

4..-Stamp identification insert with addressograph or .type patient
information' on, it.

5. Place the insert in the'tand making certain the required data is
.isible: Name, hospital number, physician, .etc.

. .

6.. If,the.ward clerk has the responsibility of applying-the.band to-the
wrist or ankle'of the patient, take' certain that .secured band will

\.

permit the insertion of one finger betweeen'band and patient's skin.
. .

.LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Study-':independently-.Why- identification-plates are important. to
tOspital personnel:

.t..

.

2. Invite resource. speaker (RN) to suggest some situaiitris i.n which
ldeatification.bracelets might be extremely important.

3. Take a tour through the admitting office to. discover the procedures
required for all routine admission, including.the preparation of
identifiCationtracelets..

4. Display the identification bracelet and 'discus- where:they are
prepared and-how.they are put on the patient..

.. .

5. Practice in groups of two. the putting on of the. bracelet.'
6. Practice individually the preparation of the insert.
7. Discuss the extreme importance of matching patient with Role

play in front of clAss how this identification.Should be made. -

.8.. Perform' the task.forthe instructor and .verbally explain throughout
the performance, A rating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved

. ,

RESOURCES
registered nurse

.

TOOLS.AND EQUIPMENT
addressograph
ID band and,insert.strip

242 51



.EVALUATIO
Using, materials.aud inforMation prpvided, the student will prepare' a
replacement identification- band. Required data will be clearly visible;
patient and ID band _Will match; instructor must rate the performance as:
"fully acc-omplished."

243
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INSTRUCTOR'S. FINALCHECKLIST*

Check-.the -student's performance in the skills
associated with the folloWing task:

Prepare.-a- replacement patient identi-
Tication and.. .

.Place an in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accompli shed; Partial/1y ACcomplished,..- or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of spec 1
circumstances;. the item. was impossib
complete, place an X in'the NOt'Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: All items 'must receive a'

rating_ of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not.
Applibable). If any items. are rated. Not
Accomplished .or Partially AccoMplishedi the
studnt and- instructor -Will discuss the.
situation. and decide which learning
actilvities duet be-repeated. If the
instr)ibtor chooses to use the checklist, as
the/basis for assigning. numerical points,
then a separate tkseparate. and boxes.. are
provided.-

When preparing a replacement patient
identification band, Vile student:

/
1. Prepared .a replacement i4entification

band.
2. Correctly- identified the patient.
3. Applied the band td the wrist or ankle 'of

the patient in tife correct manner.

=rommursom. Avarromm....maia...1

Student

Arftminence .-

4 .

Zo a.
.<

I

.
1 *.ln

43=
.........

. 8
, .0. 0z <

.

........ .

.E. 8, 0
4:6 <

1.

a. .

W ..
.

.:.' 1
=
u. <

-.

«LI 1I

= 1 .Sa. 00 < o..

. . .

) ) )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
10

( ) ( ) ) ( ) -( w )

*Although use of 'the, instructor's anal checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a .valid means for documenting the progress. of .the student.
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V-TECS 66

DUTY: PEiFORMING CLEHICAL Atri7ITIES

TASK: Obtain signatures on consent, against advice, or release 'forms

'PERFORMANCE 0 TIME
Given a % restive to have a specific -patient ,sign a release to alloW* the
side rails to be down when established policy dictates that: they should
be up, select and execute' the release form. Form prepared faust contain
the signature of the patient. and two acceptable .witnesses. and be
photocopyable. f (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE .

1. Obtain the specifi form indicated.
2. Fill in required formation.
3. Take the form and a pen to patient, with two legal-aged witnesses.

.

4. Read;the form to the.patient*, making certain that is understood.
Legal requirements use the term "informed consent," arid Consents
signed by patients who are not of legal age, or are aedated or

. irrational are not valid. This judgment' should be made by\ the nurse
or doctor. Legal interests, of both .patient and agency will be
protected when release form id signed and incorporated into chart.

5, Have.the patient sign the form in frontof two witnesses.
6. Have witnesses sign and date the .form. Note: Ward -clerk :'students

are not employees of he institution and'should not serve as
witnesses.
Place form in pati is chart. -.

.4 South ina . writing team *suggests that the beginriing *of
perform ce guide #4 be revised.- to read: Have the patient :read* the

read,form; or if patient is unable to read, then read"...

, LEARNING ACTIVITIES . . . ,

1:. Discuss the legal.ramifidations if signatures are not obtain,ed or
.

the type of form is not appropriate. Listen to a resource speaker'
(preferably a lawyer) with backgroUhd in,this raga. .

I.

2. List on the board any responsibi101es which. the .ward clerk has in
regard to obtaining signatures on forms.1

1

Also include the
responsibilities of the nursing staff,

.

3.i' Inyestigate the policy of the local health care facility. Ou line
46. -procedures. to .be- foildwed -by. the ward. clerk.: -.

4.1 Observe an experienced. ward clerk. and/or nurse as a . patie es
signature- is obtained. (Include securing the ,signatures of
.witneases.)..

Investigate the different types of forms-reI 'quixinga signature
(sample attached).. .-

... Role play A sitlistXon in which, a. signatu.e .Must be obtained Q
..

release form:



1,

71*.

MECS.64

.Perfbna the to k inatruc...tor obs-ares:
"fully accoMplis d t,.ids be

RESOURCES
lawyer
'experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriate forms
pens

EVALUATION
I

-Using provided direc;ti
si nature on a releas
co.eptable witnesde
erforiance as "fully

4fr

I

rat-la

o s And forms, the dtudent will obtain a pat
rm.- The atienit's signature plus that
ust appear. ;The instructor, must ra,f.

a complished," / .;

1 r

nt's

two
the



INNMSENT.TO OPERATION, ANESTHETIC
.AND OTHER' NEDICAL. SERVICES

1. I authorize the performance upon

-of-the.following operation

Date

V -TECS 66

4104..

Time a.m.

p.m.

(myself or name of patient)..

istatenature and extent of operation,
.

to be.pe formed under the direction of Dr.
and/or such assistants as m&y be selected by him to perform pkich'.
'opera ion.

.

. 2. I recognize. that during the Course the operation, unforeseen
conditions may necessitate additional or ifferent procedures or services
than thOse set forth above .and. I furthe authorize and request that the
above-named surgeon and/or his associ tes, partners, assistants or
designees perform such,piacedures-as are, in his professional judgment,
necessary and desirable.

3. I Anseht to.,,theptministration of such a esthetics as may be considered
, . necessary',or advisable by the person respo ible for 'such service. .

.5.

I consent ,t() the disposal, by hospital authorities of any tissue or
members which may be removed during the course of the operation:-

The nature, ,purpose,and possible consequen es of the Operation, possible
alternative. methods of..,treatment,.the'risk Alnd the poSsibity
of cdARlications .haye been Fully. expl ine4 to one by my attendink
physician and/or surgeon. No_guarantees o assurances have been made or
givenobY400e-as to the: results,that may be.obtainea.

6. 1, THE ONDERSI6MED, HAVE HAD THIS'FORM EXPLAINED TO ME, AND. 'FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE'POUTENTS OF THIS AUTHORIZATION.

,- - -

-: \ .-

\ .. '',N1

\ N

.

Witness

. Signed
(Patient-or authorized person).
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V-TECS 66.
L.A. #5

AUTHOilIZATION FOR USE OF DRUGS .AND/OR PROCEDURES

FOR INVESTIGATIONAL ES

I hereby voluntarily consent for
(myself or narneN of patient)

-partidipation in the fcillowing iiivestigatAn

the nature and purposes drug and/or
(type procedure and7or name of drug)
procedure, and the pertinent potential complicationS, if known, have been
explained. to- me by Dr..

DATE

TIME a.m.

p.m..

. .

I acknowledge that while no guarantee x)r assurance has. 'bee made as to
the result that may be obtained, since investigational results cannot be fully
foreseen, it is understood that every,preca.utism consistent With the best
medical practice will .be taken and I do herreby release the 'above-named
physician, hospital and-its personnel frOm any-and all responsibility for
injuries which may result from my voluntary participation.'

WITNESS t, SIGNED

.° WITNESS

WITNESS

WITNESS . .9.111..

I hereby certify that I have explained to

patient, the experimental nature of the administration of the, procedure or

drug pet out above, together with"tlie uncertainties as to the results and

possi1leharmful effects:

.4

SIGNED M. D.

"(Physician)
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11-TECS 66
L.A. #5

REQUEST FOR STERILIZATION

A.M.
. Date Time P.M..

We, the'undersigned.hUsband and wife, each: being of .sound mind,requeSt

anal asistami;Dr, of his choice, to perform:

the following operation:. upon

4

s

.(State name and extent of operation).

It has been-explained to us that this operation is.intended to result in

sterility although this result has not been guaranteed.

sterile person is NOT capable of becoming a parent.

Witness

o.

et

We understand that a

a

Husband',

Wife .

C so

.

'

258
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V-TECS 66
L.A. #5

AUTHORIZATION FOR 'RELEASE OF MEDICAL INFORMATION

DATE

Permission hereby given the authorities of :the
Hospital, (City), State) to give to

.

a

Name

Street

City

,
or representative, any and all information in respect to any Sickness or
injury, including, the nature of such physical illness or injury, medical
history, consultations', prescriptions, k-rays, copies of hospital or other

,

medical records or charges for service with respect to any,, illness or injury.

The injury or illness for which this .authorizatio% is granted are those
resulting from. an. accident,. injury or hospitalization_ 'to

Name

WITNESS

Address

Dates;of Admissions

*

SIGNED
,(Patient or- Authorized Person)

Relationship

.

a e

.

47,

.259
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ILTECS 66.
45%

CONSENT TO RADIATION THERAPY

DATE'

I authorize Dr.. or others at this Hospital as he may.

designate to administer therapy. to

'.and to continue such treatment from time to time

. \

he may deem advisable.. The eftect and nature of this treatment, possibleO
astl

'altern tive.methode of treatment, and the 'risks of injury despite precaution

have been explained to me. I know that 'radiation is potent in destroying .

tissue. o guarantee'' or assurance has been giVen by anyone as to the

hat ma be obtained.

results:



VTECS
L.A. #5.

RELEASE FROM. RESPONSIBILITY.
FOR. DISCHARGE .

a A
,DATE'' 3,

.
!, ,

TIME: .

...

. .-P

This is- to certify that I,

a patient ix the above named hospital, .am being discharged against the advice

of the attending physicianftnd of the-,hospital administration. I acknowledge

that I have been infoemed of the risks involved And hereby release the'

,
attending physician, his 'associates, partners, assistants, or 'designees, and

the hospital and any of its personne1 front all responsibility for any ill,
,

.
.

ffeects which may result from such discharge.

WITNESS SIGNED,.

(Patient.Or'Authorized.Person)

WITNESS

8

4.

-r -

It

(Relationship)

:t

261
.

252

4

A

. r

(



TE 4

TIIIE
P.M,

o

This is tokcertify that Ir

a patient in the above-named hospital, am being transferred to

at my own request. I.acknoWledge that I have

been informed of. the risks-involved and hereby release the attending physician,

his associates; partneritssistants or designees, the hospital. and ,any .of/ its /

Persbnael from responsibility for any ill effects which may result from such

,

transfer.

WITNESS SIGNED
(Patient or Authorized Ters

WITNESS

re

"Relationship _,



V4ECS 66
L.A. #7

9

STUDENT*---

"i
' .;:-';.,',::)./:'DATE.

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated witlihe following task:
Obtain signatures oh\consent, against
advice, or release foris.

Place an X in the appropriate .box indicating
Not. Accomplished, Partially .A0ctimplished. or
Fully Aodomplished.. tf, because of special
circu,mstances, the item was impossible
comPlete, place an X in the.Not.,Applicable-
Elbx:

10

A

Performance Level: All items must receive a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not.
Applicable): t any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the,:
student and instructor will discuss, the
situation and decide which learning-
aCtivitles must be repeated. If. the .

instructor chooses to use the checklist as -
the basis for assigning numerical
then a separate .column and boxes. are
provided.

.k

When obtaining .signatures on consent, against.
advice,, or release forms, the .student;

1. Prepared a 'consent form.
2 Secured the signature of the patient. and

two legal-aged witnesses.

11,

. ,

Student.
gernafirolt. :.'-

11.

.'"

2.:

*Although use of the instructor's final checklist." is ,optional,
recommended as a valid means for documenting the progreos: of the student,

.



DUTY: PEREORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare and maintain TPR and diet. worksheet
-41

V-TECS 70

PERYOBMANO OBJECTIVE
Givenfaccess to the appropriate materials and information, prepare and
maintain the diet worksheet for one day and the TPR worksheet for one

h day. Worksheets must, be complete, legible; and reflect patient
population, needs and condition chabges in accordance with source data.

PERFOBRANCE GUIDE
1:-:,,Select appropriate worksheet and fill in headings. Note:

" .

oltes,tically
treated carbon sets are often used for the patient

roster, condition sheets, TPR and diet.worksheets ...{or diet -order
_requisition}...

2. Place the name and room-number of each patient on the worksheet-,
making certain that.. duplicates are legible.. room is empty,
still write the room number on the sheet. }...

3. Place the, correct diet for each patient in diet column.
,.4. Note red}," all diet changes or holds in colunm provided.-
5. . TPR wOrksheet is prepared in same manner.-

. 6. Add:new ,admissions ...{name and room number)... to w rksheets.
`'/, -Delete names discharged, transfers out, or deaths from worksheets.
8,. Chart all information from worksheets to, graphic sheets ...{and

itaietary diet order requisition}...

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Distribute apprdpriate forms. to students: dietaryJ.iet order

requisition, 24hr. recbrd of patients temperaturei. (sample
Attached), 'and explain procedure-tor coMpleting each form:-!.

.2. Review terminology associated with diet. (as might be -found on
physician's order). 7

3. research and report the reasons for closely monitoring vital signs:
Practice in small groups completing [the diet order requiSition
the 24-hr. record of patient's tomperatuies (distributed_during
learnig activity 11). Use fictional information provided by
instructor.

5. -Visit unit to discover where name and room nUmbers will be found
(e.g., in. name plate rack).

6: Explain where diet order is obtained (e.g. Physician's' OrderiAnd
Patient: Care Form). i

7. Eiplain procedure for adding neW names to list as they are admitted:
a: Explain procedure for deleting names according to hosptial policy.
9.. Pra'ctice charting the temperature, pulse, and respiration readings

', from the attached table on the sample form provided. ReCord also
the blood pressure reading.

..2.55
64



10. With the supervisianrk of `an experienced ward clerk prepare diet and
TPR. worksheets for :one dax.. The results must warrant a rating of...,
"fully ),accolulished". by the instructor.

RESUMES'
experienced.ward civic"

001,3 41M- EQUIPMENT

appropriate forms,
red and black pens

EYALUATION
0

Using mat rials- and information provided, the student will prepare and
. Maintain he TPR and diet worksheets. far one. day. The sheets, must be

complete; legible, and accurately reflect, the source data. The :

instructor must" assign a rating of "fully accomplished.""

0

ffi
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AN V -6 :TECS 70.BY:

71176),lve 1;r0104
FLOOR:

DATE /444'

CARBON NOT REQUIRED

A.M.: 4:30

CALL TIME- D&S

9:30 A.M. & 12:30 P.M.

SPECIAL DIETS DINNER
CHECK

SUPPER
CHECK



ROOM NAME NEIGHT- B/P
r
t 11 .5 ;a; 7' it Ina-
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ALTECS 70
L.A. #9

44TABLEOF

DATE TIME ' TEMPERATURE

10/6 8 a:I.- 98.6.

4 p.m.. 98

)
10/7 8 a.m. 97.6

4 a.m. 100

8 p.m. 102.8 .

,...
12'mn 101..4

10/8 8 a.m. '.99.2-

12 noon 99.8

4 p.m. . 100.6

8 p.m. 98.2

10/9 8 a.m. ° 97.8

.4 p.m. 98.4

SIGNS

..PULSE.

62

64

.

'.11ESPiRATIGN

1.6

16.

13/1).

134/84

(t.

72 - 18' 122/80.. y

80 -18 126/86\
.

-104. 24 140/90

92 22

84 20 118/72

88 20

92 20 128/76'

68 18

72 16""1 132/70

80 16 120/80'

259: .2 9
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GRAPHIC/INTAKE 4iiiIU7'PIT RECORD

(AOOMISSIRAP14)

V .- TECS 7
I....A. #9.

DATE 1

PICISP.DAY:POPP r .
: .

A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. -f A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. WE lia
12418mm121.4!8

-A.M. P.M.

. 121 4 4 8 1 21 4 1 8 12i 4 I El 121 4.1 3 121'4 1 8 1Z 41811214.18 121418 121 4 : 8 12 4! 8 121418'

140

.

130

120

4S 110
X
2
us. 100
ci
...

a. 90
)--

80
a

.70

.

60

Z....0 .

immisomporsommumommosommoommarmoimmummoremos
EllICANZIIIIIIMIIIIIMINEMIIIIIIMMINImmonmemonsomosmsommusamaimmoormommommoommommum

14.18.41.11
somormorisolommomommomomnommumeimsmoomoommeatommommi

114

sisoomitoomp000000mumoioturmNsmmonotiooimrowmsamrompmo
,o

, ........III...2..II .111191111.111.MMMIIIMIMIMMIIII
11- 103

_ .

...a
' -=

2 10.2

X
101

4(
X
4. 100
2
..ka
)....

o. 99
,".Narrre1
Z..

a. 98

97

9B

. i ,
.

4 'i
., 1

I- 1, .

C . 4

.

. .

r

RESPIRATIONS . .

. 1 I I 1

1 i

, .1

I ' I
. ,

'

S

3P 0

I i i
1

I
I i :1 ! I. I ; .1 * '

1

I I 1 I I I ; I

'1

I., 1

i I

,'"
I i i

.

Neignti-',..41ne Stools i (- 1 I . '

.

'
.

r i

.
:

3' Fast : LLinertt Dinner
. I . t

_
t , .

1

Octter Dietary intim' .

-

-
.

.

- r- .,

1 .----
,

INTAKE . CUTPUT
71ME 4.10UT%-1 1 PAFIENTERAL TOTAL <4.:FMNE I , - TO1-41: ;.

.

0.1 5 .
. 1,.

I

5 - 2 . -
--- .

..

. I
.

-
..,...,

2 -10
. .,.

I

,

;.1A INTAKE OUTPUT 1

TIME MOUT4 PAFIENTEFIAL . TOTAL : . URINE ..
.

10.6 .
. ...

I.
.

. 5 - 2 vi .
I)

.: - 70 111111111111111111111111
1

-DT.% t.., I I
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DATE .

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL _CHECKLIST*

Check. the. Student's performance in the skills
associated.with the follOwing task:'

Prepare and mainaill TPR-and diet
worksheet:-

Place an X$in the apprdpriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Psrtially''Accomplished, or
FUlly AccomPlish0.- tf, becaUSt ofspecial
circumstances, the;-,item was imp:6001e to
complete, place an V4in...the Not APplidible

.

Box..

Performance Level: :All items Ninust receive

.\rating of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or lat.
Applicable). If any items :are rated Not 7,

'Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
Student and instructor will discuss the
situation and -decide which77-lea.rning
Wativities must be repeated: 'If the
instructor chooses to, use the checklist as .

the' basid for 'assigning numerical points,
then a, separate column and boxes are
provided.

When preparing and maintaining TPR and diet

4 worksheet, the student: :

Prepared a, TPR worksheet.
Prepared a diet worksheet.
Charted all information from workaheets
to-graphic sheets.

Sid

4

Student ..

Performance

....

. 3
.011- .0 0.z<`_, z<-

.

....

42:

4.2. 8
tel.Q

, 4. <
4

f
--'. 8"5 Q
Um<

-'-

"0-0

.4 ;; .s0401 0
01< 04

( ) .

) ( ) ( )

) ( ) ( )

) ( (

*Although use of the instructor's *final eh cklist is optional., it is
recommended as a valid means f6r documenting th progress or the student.

,
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.DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare pharmacy requisitions

V-TECS 72''

U.

0

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE I -')

Given s4 doctors orders for six medications and access to required.
informalion, requisition forms and addressograph mat ials, prepare .4q
phartaey req'uisitions. 'Requisitions. must be legible, and reflect.only
those drugs ordered by the physician.- (4)

PERNORMANCLGUIDE
1. Interpret the order: ,

2. Select the correct,requisition:forMs.
3 'Select .the correbt.addreSsograph,plate.''

Imprint the.requisition form with the Plate or-... .

int patient's name, doctor's name, room Alumber,'and hospital
ml4it'e-retking certain that all duplicates are legible. .

. .
,

6... Print name%-of:drug, amount Of-dose, mode of administration, date and
time ordered,::. CAUTION: All: medications are more or less

lethal..potentially lethal.. -It-is imperative.that drug requisitions be
absolutely accurate..--Ration41- :Formulary. may be consulted if 4

.

indicated. _,_.N: ,
e4

7. Have charge nurse initial *
--44-_---,

-1.0. .Enter transcription of order into compUfet if ,applicable.*.
. . .. -1), ., ,

,:
.=!..

. ..* ,.:South Carolina writing team Suggestsrevised wording of perfOrmance
-guidps 9 &-10. Refer. .ta the following'reVisedperformance g0491,.,

. .
.

S.C.J'ERFORMAgdirGUIDE
9. :File verification cop from .reqUiSition in drawer in.medicinecart

lnti9 medicatian..*trIves on unit; then discard. , . .
.

10. .Enter transcriptiotof 'order. onto Medication' Administration Record
or into computer if'appliable. , .,. -\.. . . ,...

G'ACTIVITIES : a

DistribUte,pihysician's order.and identify medication "orders-(sample
attached)

2. Distribute.. pharmacy requisition .(sample attached)..and: explain
procsdure for cakpletirg, using transparency to allow for fuqdlass .

instruction. .0 ,,:
. .

3. ''Practipe,imprinting requisition with patient's name plate..

4. Research and compile in writing. a. table citing the common terms and.
abbrsViations fou,ild on medication ord6-rsi Memorize. .

5. Distribute and review Medication:Administration Record and practice
recording medication on it according to policy (or-wacticp-enterizug
transcriptioninto computer, if applicable.) \



VTECS 72

6. ()rally recite the responsibilities of the warc4clerk in medication
'therapy (i.e., the Clfrical tasks after the.phi#ician has written
the deder'for'medigations).-

7. Discuss importance of touting requisitions promptly.
8. 6bserve an experienced ward .clerk on a .unit prepare a phatdacy.

requisition.
9. With the supervision of an experienced ward cleM, prepare six

harmacy. requisition's. The instructor will observkand rate the
formance. A "fully accomplished" rating must be achteved.

mouRcap ,

experienced ward clerk

TO043 AND EQUIPMENT
pharmacy equiition
physician's order
appropriate forms
Patient name plate

EVALUATION .
.

.

. ., . . .

.

.

.. Using .materials proyided,the.student will prepare pharmacy requisitions.
for six drug orders. The.requiiitions must be legible.and 100% accurate
A. eating.4 "fullyaccomplished".by the instructor must be achieved...

U



(J)
-START.go
HERE

0

RbE
. V 1.4.

A*.

.
AUTOMATIC STOW ORDER: SCHEDUL?0F.STOP DATES REPRODUCED BELOW IS IN TERMS OF DAYS FOL-
LOWING DATE OF ORIGINALORDER. IF STOP DATE FALLS ON SUNDAYOR HOLIDAY.ORDER EXTENOED:ONE ;
DAY. TIME .11:00 A.M. -` .

THIS ORDER DOES NOT APPLY WHEN PHYSICIAN'S ORDER INDICATES EXACT NUMBER OF
DOSES AND/OR DAYS TO BE ADMINISTERED.

.7 SCHEDULE MEDICATIONS .....Affnetords .

SCHEDULE II MEDICATIONS

Time ALLERaitts:
Use Red Ink)

2)1 71717,-;
5!*

GClvw

r

M.D.
DISPENSE AS WIVTTEN,

START
1-7) HERE

A TIME A.M. ALLERGIES:

P.M.

sue8trtmor4 PERMITTED

(USe__Rerl
.

(1)

(2)

M.D. D:
DISPENSE AS WRITTEN SUBSTITUI)ON PERMITTED

START

HERE

A.M.

P.M.

ALLERGIES:

(Use Red Ink)-
.

M.
DISPENSE AS WRITTEN

204
SUBSTITLRION PERMITTED

M.D.

(3)
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STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOOS FINAL CHECKLIST*

O°

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:
Prepare pharmacy- requisitions.

*Place an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially \Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If,"bedause.of, special
circumstances, the item wa-Ampossible to
complete, place an X in the No Applicable
Box.

Performance Lever: All.. items must receive a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or' Not
Applicable). If any Items are rated Not
_Accomplished or Partially -Accom.pIiShed, th**
student and instructor 'Will' discuss the`
situation and deciae.: which: learn-ing
activities. must be repeated If --the..
itit-trATOtorT-thoose-s--to-u-s-e-the-oh-eck-1-i-st---as
the basis :for assigning numerical points,
then a separate corumn7 and boxes are
provided.

When preparing pharmacT:requis'itions,,t t
student:

1' ft
1 . Interpreted the physician's'. order -and br.

prepared pharmacy- requisition.
2. SeaCured charge nurse's initials. .

.. A 3: ROuted requisition form to pharmacy and" ---,--
processed. the floor. copy.

O

\Student
Performance- ,

--'- r

0
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!Although. use of the-instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid means for documenting the progress of the student.:
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' :

DU'' Y: .PERFORMING CLERICAL-.ACWVITIE '

.t ..
I

. .

TASK: .

.
Pre pa r.e. and ,route' X-ray requisition's

t

V7TF3CS 74

0 L

RUMMAGE_ OJEcTivg . - . ?

OonfrOhted°wJith,a',Apleian'S order for. a Z.B. series on John Doe,
Room 432;- and haviccets ts.needed forms,. information ,and_eqUipment;,

. prepare-and route the reqiiisitionrforid:Without-exTor or omission' of any .

detail. Forms mist supply all required nformatio141:: -and. dupliCates must

-

be legible& : (4) : A .

PERFORNANdE GUf DE ; °

.1

1. Translate and interpret the order; copy it -ontbk the Kardex.
2. Determine when thid X- ray-'may be scheduled, depending upon this

patient's preceding. X-rays, constAting 4harge .nurse. if needed. .

3. Select the correct' requisition form: ,

-

4. Select the correct addiedeograph plate and .imprint the requisttion
form.

... .

-..---------2i5,== -4-i .-11. i n 4-11 need --e d- in-formatio-n---Ma-kirrg eert-L-h41-t Ty --oft-,give--tlhe-1---'---.-----

correct mode of transportation ane-that all.'duplicates are legible...
.O. If Ordet is STAT,*notIfy-X-ray by te1e,phone arid'eeek instriietio.ns

from the charge nurse.
. . ."

7. Locate air preparation orders associated:VithN this -X-rray in the Ward
Clerk or X-ray Manual. -

8.. Write the preparation orders *on- the Kardex arre.quisition? the
supplies. . . , .

9. '.Notify the dietary department of the necessary diet changes.
10. Have charge nurse- initial_ the requisition. \
11. Route the requksition in the manner provided.

. 12. File the .floor copy of the : requisition:. .. '

. 13. Enter -information into computer if applicable.' ..

LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

1... Research and write a report on .:t110 methods used inl.adiology..
2. Discuss the.most common types' Of_ X:-;yayd,ordered (i.e, the chest,

the bony parts of the body, the gastrointestinal tract,. ..the
gall'-ladder, and the kidneys). Emphasize that Xr'aYScif- the bones,
which are the easiest. to obtain , -often require that thed6otor
specify position.' Learn. the -poeitimns (and abbreviations) for the
.positions most frequently 'requested A-Kanterior-pos terioi.);

lat(late4zal); obl(oblique angle); R-A(posterior-anterior)
3.- Tour the. radiology department of the'loca.l health. care fadilAoty;

.observe and' learn tabout the. equipmen and. meet the-.staff with .whom
the 'ward- ql&rk work's, , .

4& Visit a:unit. of the local.tealth care facility to d5.scover where the
radiologist's* .observations .are posted. .

.If



5 Listen to.qn--e xpe:ii.enced--vard, Clerk slerving a.s-a.-re:souces.p&iker. .

o..

r
.....

. ext i_ a ;r ° -he r,.;c po :is ibi I i:-.i 3.s. .9 f :.:07,.e.? w1 8i rd c 3B rk. i.)4 .r:11i r:: : t, 1. .
rout rg. X-ray..:requisttiOns. AllOw time .fov ..queetior3 an& 4.12 w..s4 .

.

D18 iribute sample requisitions, 1 : .. -

6: With -.the. sUperv4sion. .of,,,----ite.NArd' cle.rk (learning .a. 4.5) practice....

preparing an Rtray: reqUialtion. ..-Orally-:,iiebie-'-rOiting p ocedUres.
..7. Perfoim :for the instructor the-taSke of -preparing:and.. ro tins an .X;,,,

-,rAy..requisitidn 'for a:gall bladder s-e.riet..... A rating of "fully
addaMplished" must ..: be achieited. -

.RESOURCE /
radiology department personnel
experienced ward clerk

e . .

TOOLS . AND 3QUI
, appropriate forms
addressograph plate

. .

EVALUATION
.

'Us tng 'in-formation; forms', and equipMent provi.,deci;, the student will
req_uisita_za,11__blarl,rier___,%e_ries_sxf_X-,ray_al_f ar___k_r, John. Dcie t Room 4- .--,,

,

No error or/ omission is allowed. The forms must cdntain all .required
, *, % intormatioin and the duplicates alust be legible. . A rating of "fully .

accomplished" by the instructor must be achieved. 4 . .

O

O



Diagnostic Radiology
Yet, if of previous x-ray:

NT

DEPARTMENT
NUMBER 114

Date Exam to be Done:

X-ray Number: o walk 0 Wheelchair
. .f .

.0*stretcher portable -

fi;21luesting Physician: Written 81r.

Exarn(s) Requested:

Clinical. History:

(File all examsgor one day Onone request)

4
go,

a

0 In Patient. 0 Out-Patient 0.Emergency RooM

111.1~101,
o Not Mark Below This: e. x-ray dept. use only)

ABDOMEN
IFI AiLtallan CYS1OGRAM HIP

ECK FOR
SOFT TISSUE CHOLOIGIOGRAM

ALIELOATEllif LAT1_ ApPsitiona pARANASAL
tANUSE8- ALQRACIC:SPINf.-

ip

tu

ti
Eo
U.

E

z
T?t
o

C
O

tu
Z
-.5
W

E
1=

z.:

(4,

3-

Ph

0
d.
z .

10 4
11-

0

ANKLE ESOPHAGUS IMAGE INTENSIFIER PELVIMETRY TOMOGRAMS

CERVICAL SPINE FACIAL BONES we PORTABLES UPPER GI .

CHEST
ifAA FEMUR ..11114°ERTENSIVEI

KNEE

POLYTOME8

RETROGRAbE
riELOGRAM

UPPER GI
SMALL BOWEL

WRISTCHEST FOR RIBS FOOT

'CHEST IPA) FOREARM LOWER LEG SELLA TURCICA XEROGRAMB

COT ON .

@A ENEMA) GAL cfiLBOER LUMBAR SPINE SHOULDER.'

COI ON WITH
AIR CONTRAST

'GALLBLADDER
IREPEAT!

HAND

LUMBAR SPINE
WITH OBLIQUES

NASAL BONES

SKULL

SMALL BOWELCOMP) ETE SPINE
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V-TECS 74
. STUDENT

L.A.. #7 -
DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

57,

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:

Prepare and,route X-ral requisitions.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicatiing
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomptished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an .X in the. Not Applicable

'Box.

Performance Level: :All items must .receive a
rating of FULLY .ACCOMPLISHED .(or ..Not

, It. any items,, are rated .Not.
Accomplished or Partially Accompl'ished, the'
student and instructor will disCuss the
situation and decide. which learning
act.iv ies must be .repeated. If the

ct rTabooses-to Its-e-the checklist as
the basi for assigning numerical points,
then a Separate column and boxes are
provided.

When -preparing and routing
requisitions, the .student:

1. Translated and interpre -ted the
,..

phySician's order. i

.2. Selected and prepared a requisition 'for a
G..13:- series. 1

3. Prepared other X -ray. requisitions as
'directed 4y. instructor.

4. 'Notified' dietary oi,..eliIrrtment of the
necessary diet;changettl-: '7- .

.

'5. Routed and/or .filed the requisition in
. theme routine manner.

? . .

. \

ray"

a

, Student
..

Performance
-. \ .

'1

, 0
1.0

. f3

- i.-
Cr C2.z<

./

la
.i

7i.
E

," 8.
\..i C.)z<

:

"3
..'s

>71.
rxi.E .

.. .8ti (.3

04. <
_._

-l
. -F.

n
E

--3' 8
4.) -

U <

-

73 tu
g ti,

1 .g
C., VI CIpia.

,..................

) ( ) ( ) ( I )
(\

( ) ( ) ( ) ) (

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
(

)

\).-- (
) ( ( ..)

*Although use of the' instr,uctor's .final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a: valid means for documenting the progress of the student.

2.7.2

. .

1'
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V-TECS73

DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare and route special therapy requisitions

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE.
1

.. . .
.

Given an 'order for pecial thei.apy (liver . ....tbraini...scan, etc.) and :

the necessary-form informatiion, and material, prepare and route the
requisitions.. For must be complete, duplicates must be legible, and
Must result in the.patient-receiving:the therapy ordered. (4.)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
...

1. Inierpret:the.order,.locate any associated routine-orders in the
'Ward Clerk Manual or Procedure Book;.. transcribe to Kardex.

2. !Make appointment if needed. .
.

.
, .

3 Select the ,00rrect requiSition form(s). Note: Includes radiation
therapy, nuclear medicine, hyperbaric oxygen, encephalograms,
arteriograms,angiograMS, etc. .

.

.4.- Select.the correct'addreSsographplate. ...

!,5 Imprint thA_requisition-form(s).
. .

.

. .
6. Fill in all pertinent. information on' the requisition fiorm(s) paging

particular attention to the mode of transportation this patient
requires and the drugs administered.

7. Have nurse initial the form.
.

.
.

8. Route the requisition form in the routine manner. r,

'9. File. the floor .copy of the requisition(s).
.

.

*-

,

.

A

10. 'Enter transcription of order into computer if applicable ...Or onto
) .

Diagnostic- nd Miscellaneous Procedures Form (attached)j..

LEARNING: ACTIVITIES -

1. DiStribute copy of physician's orders and.explAin how order would.be
written. .. .. -

2: Explain procedure for calling appropriate department for appointment
and did'cuss whiph-orders require apiZintmentS.

3.. Role playcalling for appointments.
.

.

4. Distribute attached sample. requiSitions.and related forms and
discuss/practice perform a gUideS 4-6: :

. 016

. Discuss rocedue for ro ting form according to hospitallolicy
..

5 procedure
(e.g:,:uss pneumatic tube system).

. . .
. .

6. Demonstrate.:placingthe verification.O4y in baCk of patient's
chart.'.

17.. Discuss procedure for entering information into computer or onto the
sample diagnostic & miscellaneous.procedUre? form (att4ched).

.

8.. Diagram the Steps .involVed in the prepatation and Muting of special
:therapy requisitions..

Identify'references'offering h in spelling, descriptions, etc.,
of drugs (e.g.,.Physiciainia\De eference).

. 2
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V4ECS- 73-
)

Research.' and prepare .a table citing commonly used terms 'and
abbrevia:tions (including a brief description) associated with
special therapy. a

1 . Visit .a unit to . observe -an-experienced oward. clerk prepare and route
an order for special therapy (preferably a liver. seen).

12. .Under -.the .supervision of an experienced ward clerk, .prepare. and
route g' special therapy requtsition' for a Vrain scan. T The
instructor will observe and rate the performance.

RESOURCES :

expeitienced ward Clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPKENT.,,

appropriate forms & requiSitions
physician's o.rder 9 ,
patient 's name plate
pen
telephone7

addressograph

VALUATION!
-Using materials provided; the .student will prepare and route special
.therapy requisitions for a brain scan. The form must -be complete and the
dupliaates, must be Abcuracy must be 100%. A,ftfully ac oniplishedu
rating by the instructor must be achieved.

.1

.
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a

Crate Ordered I
ate

In Be Done

a

Ordered By

Routine 0 Pre OP G Stat Q Other

DEPARTMENT 124

OTY. Test UT, Test (ITY

3000 Electrocardiograph 3015 Pediatric Echo

3011 Treadmill 3017 Portab14% Echo

3002 Rhythm Strip EKG
3500 ElectroenOephalogram

3004 Mini Execcise
3501 Portable EEG

3016 Mayday Hotter Monitor:
3012 EKG Interpretation Fee

3008 0-8 Hours
3007 , ElerCardioversion

3009 9-16 Hours

3013 EchoCardiogram 3010 -17 -24 ours'

1

4

Code Test Amount

Miscellaneous



4

V TECS
L. A....#4

Routine' 0 Pre OPEHINT-0-0ther

DEPARTMENT -124

QTY. Test QTY Test QTY Code Test Amount

3000. lectrooardiograph 3015 Pediatric Echo Miscellaneous

.3011 Treadmill 30147' Portable Echo

3002
3004
3016

Rhythm Strip EKG

Mini '.Exercise

Mayday

3500 Electroenceptclalogram

3501 Portable EEG

3012 EKG InterpretatiOn Fee
30(r." .Elective Carlioversion

.Molter MOnitor:.

3008 0-8 Hours

3013 Echocardiogram

3.009 9-16 Hours

3010 . 17-24 Hours

I J.

1 1 I

4

r,:

c
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-V 'ECS 73
4., #4

DEPARTMENT_OF
NUCLEAR MEDICINE

_ORDER yy. / .
..

. A '
. 5.

.

.

. ) -. .

.

BRAIN SCAN V 11.1.00c0XAVLUME ,.
.

DEPARTMENT .
NUMBER 117

GALUUM . (--N RBC SURVIVAL

LIVER/SPLEEN
THYROID BATTERY
13, T-4, ,EIR

LUNG - PERFUSION . 1.3 ONLY 'BAST IALLERC41
.

ULTRA SOUND ONLY

LIVERLUNG. TA ONLY .

PREa antrtwrift EYE SCAN . ,

'LUNG.VENTILATION SCHILLING'S TEST
III FETAL AGE
BOAR DIAM.

CARDIAC SCAN.
.

CARDIAC SCAN
ISCHILLING'S TEST

INT. FAC.
..

..

al PLAC,INTAL
LOCAlIZATION

PERICARDIAL
EFFUSION

RENAL BATTERY .
SCAN & RENOGRAM

0100XIN ASSAY UNUSUAL .PREGNANCY
LIVER SCAN
ULTRASOUND

PANCREAS SCAN GASTRIN ASSAY PELVIC MASS AORTA SCAN

BONE SCAN
. AUSTRALIAN

'ANTIGEN

t
. .

N,

MORINE BRAIN

THYROID
UPTAKE & SCAN

. PLASMA MIN
ANGIOTENSIN

OTHER: A
.

DEPT. NO.

1

II c00E.

ABDOMINAL SCAN IGE
.

. REQUIRES SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS.. REFER TO MANUAL

. P
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DATE

4

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

ITEM OR DESCRIPTION.

01.

DEPARTMENT

I

V TECS 73
L. A. #4

4,

QTY. I DEPT. CODE AMOUNT

II 1 1
4

II :1

4

A

MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES

e,tf!..'

4

(

715
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Diagnostic Radiology.

Yew of previou x -ray:
. t

s
Ruquusting.Physiciati:

DEPARTMENT
NUMBER 114

X-ray Numner:

ate Exam to be .Dones

/0.?,

Exarn(s) Requested:

Written By:

i

Ze1A45

0 walk whootchair

Vairotchar J portable

(Filetan exams for one day on one request),

d.-4t

$

-

aaii-,144-&-.:

In Patient.: Out Patient' 0 Emoigcncy Ftoolh

4

Clinical History:

Do Not Mark Below This Line
tEVATf UPRIGHT)
ABDOMEN (FLAT)

ANKLE
CERVICAL SPINE
WITH OBLIQUES
CHEST
(PA & LATERAL) . FEMUR

CYSTOGRAM HIP

ELBOW HIP;

(x-ray dept. use only
rgatso- T OMOCIRAMS

PELVIMETRT UPPER Q.t.

er

E OPHAGUS

FACIAL BONES

CHEST FOR RIBS

CHEST (PA)
COLON .

(8-A. ENEMA)
COLON. WitH
AIR CONTRAST
COMPLETE SPINE

FOOT

FOREARM

IVP

1-111414Y17. ENV VE /

PQR T A fil.E$ ":

P;tiirtliiPAE
iitvEt? INa.

XERO GR A MS

414Qut-PgR-
1-14,44A1ISPINE '

GALLBLADDER
-G-Atilf UM:MEP
(REPEAT)
HAND

LumaAn SPINEwini opuguEs
NASAt. PONES

SOFTSOFT TISSUE

SMAt-t, tiOWEL

Z179.841aI0qRiNte,
THORACIC SPINE

0

cymq" ARP.:

.

-
C

tr

N
N

O

a

:1.
4g t.
14i 7,

it 4
U I- h rt

291



(CHECK,ONE) .

0 AMBULATORY

STRETCHER

WHEELCHAIR

B. DS1DE

I. .

_.

O

Data Requisition Filed. Yei

Date Scan To 13 Done // 3

Requested by

L.A. #4

Type of Sow

PATIENT TO BE DISCHAMED TODAY El

FILE ONE (1) REQUISITION FOR EAC
.

CA RDERED SY

ad'

T1NENT CLINICAL HISTORY

RADIOGRAPHIC REPORT

FILM NO.

RAMM1117..M

0.

I

. .

preT
t

1-CHART ,CTIY.

280. SIGNATURE O. ADIOLOGIST

worawfwoo OAYTON OHO PON. fittIN US A
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..0

4'

EleOccardicgraphic Record

ECG ORDERED

V .

M.D.BY

Nriguit EC= . Aso.

.4 /

-S**

)11

kocic

&I

Mgt

&. :'.)

'4;14.04.

7.;(..

B.P.

-."A),C

Na...14fficli t;au C4211
...

COMPUTER DATA (circle 1 in each category) .

CLINICAL arnmx-(c)---
o Unknown
1 Diagnosed myocardial infarction
2 Possible ischemia/infarction
3 Pulmonary 4isease
4 Chronic or recent hypertension
5 Preddpinant mitral stenosis
6 Aortic stenosisAortic or mitral regurgitation
7 Congenital heart disease
8 Pericarditis
9 No pertinent clinical history

DRUGS (D)

0 Unknown
1. Note of: the following

2 Digitalis antihypertensives
3 Digitalis 4

4 Quinidine + antihypertensives
5 sQuinidine
6 Antihypertensives
7. Diuretic (not antihypertensives)

4

bttginu.*
-Routh:* as.
Seaside C2

Auliution

(ioutine or presurgical ECG

INTERPRETATION:

-CASE#

A

A f, 7t..-.L -A-

281 293 %.

14.: S

1,



(CHECK,ONE) 6

AMBULATORY

.. .

r1

. .

C.T. AND ULTRASbUND DEPARTMENTS

Date Requistlio&Filed

e .1 To 8e DQf - :TY
. .

./ Requested by ..
TYpe Of Scan

PATIENT-TO BE DISCHARGED TODAY

ONE (1) REQUISITION FOR. ALL SCANS THAT ARE
TO SE-DONE ON THE SAME DAY.

1

4

/

V TECS 73
Lilt'. 441 .

k4

..'7.R-!NENT CLINICAL HISTORY .

.0

.4.- 1111rrs-- L7./ ,19,t.1-

1

I

Pa.

.

SCAN REPORT

FILM NO

Ryrk*ffil.yrgatle CIUMA. OHO U11.40 WU 3A.

Qi*RT, COPY

FORM NO 1. /- I I

(

282
SIGNATURE OF RADIOLOGIST
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'(DIAGNOSTIC & M;SPELLAMEOUVWCEDURES FORM) °:

V 4 TtCS 73

\*te4

#7

,

( AD DR E.StO GR AP H.)
. i

4

DATE
'-.!

RN
.....4.1.

LPN LAE, VG, 'EEG. .4
DATE. : -NURSE

G

DATE
N:R
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.

.
\

X ',RAY
.

k . -

DATE NURSE
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I
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STUDENT

. DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAI. CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in, the skills
associated with the following task:
PrefAre and route special therapy

. "requisitions.

Place-an X in the appropriate "box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or.
Fully Accomplish'ed."--If, ba.cause of special
circumstances,, the :item was impossible to.

complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
BOX.

Performance Level: All items-must receive .a
rating of FULLY- ACCOMPLISHED (or -Not
Applicable). If any -items are -.rated Not
Accomplished or Partially. Accomplished, they.
student and instructor will discuss__ the___;.____-__
situation and decide which learning ?
activities m5tiast be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to uie Ole checklist as
the basis fdr .assigning- numerical points;
then c.a separate ":column and boxes :are
provided.. . "t

Student-

Performance

.

3
a ci.z <

41mmweemmatmommumftmommommoorwmmm.00.6....----

oo
ca
..c. 0
72..
.E

,..g
,..,- f..1z <

....
.-.g.

71 8
_6- Q
4. <

II
..c0.
71. .

E
4:

-,,,;...1 Q
''qL <

...: -0.
to as

114. cz 0 ..
0.." in 0
0. et 04.

When preparing aid routing Special therapy
, requisitions;the student:

t
epared-sye,cial therapy

requisitions.
, Secured 'nurse' ini tials.

. Routedand or filed therequisition in
the routine manner.

re

) )

) ) ) )
6

) )

O

*Although use of the inst uctor'd final checklist- is optional, it i!,41

recOmlended as a valid-mean for documenting the progress of ttie student.

285 297
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I

`DUTTi:-.RERFORMING-CLEP:ICAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Obtain i:.rays

A .

)4V-TECS

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given required materials and a request fOr X-ray'filMs'with.identifying-
data, obtain required X- rays. Films accepted must be those requested and
-must- not be- .available to unauthorized persons. -.(4)

r
PERFORMANCE GUIDE,

.1; Acknowledge-the .request, if verbal, and record on ,Karddx.
2. Interpret and ,transcribe the order to the Tati.ent'sKardex, if

.written.
.

3. Call X-ray departMent and relay .request. if urgent.-
4. Writea.memorandUm, giving patient's name; room number, 'hospital

number, physician's name, Sand approximate date of filth requested.
5.* Send the memorandum to X-ray department. -
6. Arrange fbr picking.upfilms when X-ray department has them ready,
7. Store films safelyfor.physician ...[and place note on top of chart

616 to the locatiorili.. .

-8. Protect confidentiality, of films.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1, Using a transparency, discuss how the physician's order would be

wrj.tten.' ' 4

A

2. Discuss transcription procedure. according to hospital policy.
:3. Role play calling message to X-ray:department, .

4. Write (And critique fellow classmate). a' memorandum requesting film.
Verbally outline how it would..be.sent to:the X-ray department.

.5. Discuss that transportation.must-be arranged (e.g., transportaticln
department). 'f

6.. Listen to. resource speaker from X-ray .departmentdiscuss the.. need to-
protect confidentiality of films.

7. Discuss the reason films must be safely store;
8. Using the eight-poLnt perfortanCe guide as a basis, simulate in-

small groups the obtaining-of X-ray films. ,
.

9. Under the supervision. of an experienced-ward clerk,. 'perform. the task
of obtaining X-ray .films. Theinstructor Will observe. ..The
performance must warrant. a "fully accomplished" rating.

RESOURCES
X-ray personnel
experienced ward clerk .

286 ai
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rr

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.
°X2ra,ys

s-

memoratidum4.(i.e., suitable paper)
overhead prONctor and transparencies

DEVALUATION.

Usineths, L-ray requests ands materials provided, the student will obtain
X-ray fffms°. The films accepted must be those requested. 'A rating of
"fully 'accomplished" must be iachieved, ' based on the 'instructor's
observations. e

1.

V -TECS 67

,,t

a

287
29,9

.
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IHSTRUCTOR'.S :FiNAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's 'pere..6 manse ih, the.
associated 'with th'e following task:

Obtain X-rays.

Place. an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Aciciomplished, Partially ,accomplished, or.
Fully Accompliahed. If, because of specia4d
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X inn the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance level:, "All items must- receive a.
rating of FULLY.' ACCOMP-LinEp (or' Not
Applicable). If. any items are rated Not
Accomplished or. Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will ".discuss the
situation ,and decide which. learning
activities must,.-be repeated. If the

. instructor chooses to use' the checklist. as
the basis for assighing numerical points,
then. a "separate column and boxes 'are:.
provided. 4 .

-

Student
Performance

..:: 1:).
tti 4.1ado
0 52,43 it
..0 a .=
et.0 .4 2.

.0

a

a a.za

2
5
g"

t,....
L., (.3, za

.

.

(t3 4)a.<

..
2.,
....
a.
E

et

e

When obtaining.:X7rays,- the student.: ..

.,.

1- Interpreted and transcribed order.to the
patient'i Kardex. . . ( ) ( ) .( ) ( ) (u )

k

2. Contacted X-ray department and arranged
. -for piCking.1.116 films.

V

( ) (. ), ( ) ( ) ( . )

) ( . ). ( ) ( ) ( )Stored films- in safe manner. "(

c

4

.."*Altho-ugh use of" the instructor's. final checklist :is optional, it is-
recommended as".a valid means .for. doCumenting the progress of the, student....
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V7TECS. 54
.

.

DUTY: PERT.ORMnG CLERICAL ;ACTIVITIES

kkASK: Arra e escort and transportation services for therapy elsewhere,

1

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE. ,\ ..:
Given access toall required-information,, equipment, awl a described
situation,, mall arrangementS for .escort and transportation for one

..'patient 10 receive therapy.elsewhere." Arrangements made.must.satisfy
legal.' requirements, and be compatible with'patient's needS as 'judged by
the instructor. (4)

,..

PERPORNANCE GUIDE c:

1-.. Interpret the order.
2. 'Verify the time Of 'app'ointment.
3. Determine that ambulance. transportation will be available at" time

needed if .applicable. .
.

4; Determine the al./.1ability of a responsible (family member ) Ed aort

'. at the- time'. neeTa1.11- .
4.

5. _Determi.pe that the patient ;will be .rea4y to be takcen to theraPy on.

time. .: `r. *. : .-

6. :Verify that the proper forms are signed, if any.
7.. , Record arrangements made on -patient's Kardek -dor. patient care

. forml...
8. Prepare charge -tormi: 0 ,

.....

.

South .Carolinq.: Itriting team' suggests. that performance guy. es 4 and 5.
are apt to be responsibilities of the nursing staff.

r

0,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Y

...,

t . Viewing a transparency of a physician's .order, discuss how to verify
transporting of patient else4he're for treatment..

2. Discuss procedure for calling other facility to verify necess/ry
info.rmation (i:e., date, time, etc.).. . i

3. Discuss' prodedure for calling ambulance service 'and /or` make
necessary arrangementS (e.g., . date, 'time, facility).

4. Role play (two 'classmates at a time) the'placing ot the necessary
calls. ..

5. Practice stamping appropriate form(s) and affixing to chart (sample
attached). .. . :.: 4.

,

6. Discuss purpose of the various required forms (sample attached):,.

7. Discuss the necessary information to lz placed, on patient care form

time .of, departure, facility, etc.) (sample attached).

8. Discuds with .students the Method, to prepare.,scharge. form. (eig.,

Co.ntact Unit Manager; heishd. will set' charge form's froM Purchasing:)'
Under. the supervisionof ang:eipe'rienced ward. clerk, perform the task.

of arrangiiiig escort and-transportation for therapy. A rati,ne of
Hfully 'accomplished° must be .achieVed, basedon..the instructor's
observations.



111

ti

R r_130TIRCES"

x e i enc ed. ward cler%.-

TO9LS AND EQUIPMENT
. physician's orde,

appropriate forme
overhead projector and transvparencias ,

EVALUATION

-TECS 54

Using the provided igormon'andmateria16, the student will,.arrange
escort and transportation for therapy elsewhere for ones patient: The
arrangements must satisfy legal 'tequj,rements. A:rating of "fully
accomplished': must be achieved, based on the instructor's observations.

0

11



1

RELEASE OIL RESPONSIBILITY
FOR OUTOFHOSPITAL ACTIVITY.

Date

VTECS 54
L.A. #6 .°

ft

This is to certify tlet

is out on leave in company of

(if patient is not responsible or is a minor) who assumes responsibility for

him/her while out of the hospital.' The hospital staff and physician are

relieved of responsibility during this leave.

Left Unit At

BetUrned By

Time Returned

9

. 8

Signed. (Patient or responsible

party) '

Witness

The indivi'dual.takingthe patient from the unit is to accompany the patient

back.-to.the unit and notify-the nursing personnel.

291
303



CHEST PAIN
Page 1

Admisi On Oars
r.

biet

BATH:. SELF ASSIST, BED

DI at_
Diagnosis

Sur

V TECS 54
.L.A. #7

ATTENDING PHYSIC -PANS:

I

(laid& Imo ow!, )

!note*.
' .

PROOLVA APPROACH HEALTH dirrroma

1. Take v/5 '(3/P, apical' pulse, .,T, R) lung, v/$ stable for 24

.. and hear sounds -,. , ,hours prior, to di s^

.

./ Notify M.D. of arrhythemia charge

. , *

Pa n 2. When chest pain occurs chart:

a. \i/s: B/P, apical pulse,* R, skin color j 24 hours priur.to

and temperature !discharge

free of chest oain

b. ,run rhythm strip if on Mdnitor

c. location
.1. ti

d. type dull, crushing, sharp)

e. radiation

f, give pre

Chart relief obtained.

g. attempt to elicit precipitating.factors

such as emotional stress, smokTha,

increase in physical activity

3. Stat EKG Fif chestkpain accompanied by

dyspnea, cyanosis, nausea'and/or vomiting

or crushing, midsternal pain.

4. 07 via pre

S

S.' Weich daily ac breakfast and record. Weicht stabler

Port weight gain in excess of 3 lbs. to ( wi thin 3 1 ts ) of
crevious day's

weight.

'1,

-

, /

292 304 ,,r.
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k PAT,1 Da ,,-CA R a FORM

Ad minkm Doe

axesifica don

01st

-1

% (

V - TECS 54
L.A.4#7 .

Oilem

Di
CHEST PAIN- -PAGE TWO

agnosi

savory_ (Actorrocraph)

Oitor rigid** 1 PROSUIYA

Pain on exertion

Aisibrio.s+a-r

e I ncr ea s e activity according to following

schedule: s

OUTCOME

able to give self

care and am.F177
24 hours prior- dis-

carge

r

1 1. 2. Ob erve and record indications of patients

tJerance to activity,

I 3. a. Find out usual activity pattern.

b Evaluate patient's ability, tolerate!

activity (i.e.. physical, emotional, or

psychological),,

c. Be aware of anxiety level to assoCia-
4

tion with increased activity and

structure activities accordingly.

".1.3 lint': Narrv;

BEV trf PAILABLE 293 305
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41. v... ...ay....vv. vv... .........OailaM 01111...... ortaamer ;ow.. me*.. . . .

AdMission Otto

Cassification

Dist

Oi

Cliagnosis

Si

PATTEN!' CARE. FaRM.

CHEST' PAIN --PAGE THREE

V d 54
L.A. #7

osup woe* , a . cm. ouitome

. Date, I itial s

I. Request dieticidn.tolVisit and discuss diet.

' called visited. .

.

C

,

"*. Risk actor- Bdoklet given
(

1.01011111.11%.1111111.

gvaluated.on understanding:and application

of risk factors to' :self

a....Discharge instructions:

Reinforceinformttion and instructions

Patient 'and/or

significant other

with pa rent, and/9r spouse Or signifi-

cant other regard-1A:

a. activity

. take home medications

c. diet

verbalizes under

. standing of ai
charge instruction

and informiIion:,

....roramosemfluismomollIMINIVOK
d. medical follow-up

e. disease process

f. avoidance of precipitating factors of

chest pain

follow-4J0 appointment
;.Reinforce physician's instructions,

Discharge

I

Pil Name:'

294306



t.V -TECS 54
L.A. #9

STUDENT

.

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLISTiir

Check the students.peiformance in the skills

associated with
6
the following task: .

Arrange escort and transportation
'services for therapy elsewhere...

a

Place. an X. in the appropriateftpx indicating
Not :Accomplished; Partially Accoiplished,..or
,Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
'circumstances,- the item was impossible-to
complete., .plac4 an X the Not Applicable.

Perfot4,Mance vel: All items .must receive a .

rating at ULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or .Not.

Applicable . . If any items are at4tt Not

Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss -the
situation :and decid which learning
activities must beepeated. If the
Lizistilactor chooses to .use the .checklist. as

thi. basis for assigniAlg numerical..poin.ts,

then a separate column and boxes 'are
. provided.

When arranging escort and transportation
services for therapy elsewhere, the student:

N

Studen't
I .

Performance'`-
r

su

0 0,z<

.
la

......5

c5 0z<

. Ig.

2

63 Q..
a. <

-8

.-.......5

Eg..
-.;

tL.\\<
_0

...:* "t1

.0
... ?
8,1;t2

it

-1. Correctly interpreted:the order: '. . ) ( . )

2.
.

Recorded arrangements made on patient's 4
Kardx ...{ ar:Tatient card form }'... ) ( )

3. Prepared a charge form. ):( )

**6

41

) (

( ) (

) ( ) (.

*Altqugh use of the in-tructor!s final checklist is Optional,. it is

recommended as .a valid means for docUmenting.the 'progress of the student.

2.95
307 .



VTECS

DUTY: ERFORMING CLE AL 'ACTIVITI'ES

TASK: Arrange for ordered consultations

c

PERARMARE OBJECTIVE
Giveh. the necessa suppliestinformation, andan order fr&m a patientA
physician to arran4 for a consultation tilt another physician, make the)
necessary calls ad prepare forms to'be laced ,on the 'chart without
error. Arrangements made must result in correct physician consulting.
(4),1

4 I

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

icc,,
1.. Interpret. the order. and transcribe the information to the Kardex

..: tor patient .care form} ....- .. v.-

4,1',/.. 2. Notify the charge nurse. .
.

3. Locate-and fill in the top sectiDn of the corri.sUltatiAln request"

form. ,-

, 4.
4. Verify the exact physician .requested and ascertairPthe Correct

telefihone number: .

.

5. Cll.the office of the physician requested in consultationto obtain
date and .time; of availability and give the name of the. hospital, the
patient's.atient's. name ,

rooAnumber; history number, '.diagnosis, and
-physician requesting the consultation.'.

6' Notify thephysician. ordering. the consultation of date and time.
Place the "Report of Consultation". form on chart after filling in

, J. the' headings. ' . i,

.. Pddicate on Kardex -..lor patient care formT .."done" and note the
time consultatio is,to' occur.

9-. Initial the ordeL

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Listen to .resource. speaker (M.D.) explain the reasons for consulting.

another. physician.
2. Listen to an experienced ward clerk describe the responsibilities-,of..

theward clerk after the physi ianordersa consultation.
3. Role play in small graups the a ranging for ordered consultations.
4. Discuss the clerical duties of . p ward clerk after the consulting'

physician has seen the ,patient.
5. Under the supervision of an experienced. ward clerk, per rm the task.

of arranging for an ordered Consultation. A :rating of ',;,fully
accomplished" must be achieved; based On. the instructor'
observations... i

RESOURCES
4 physician

experienced wardclerk



TOOLS . AND EQUIPMENT
phmician's order

c.. 1

N.

V.:TECS 55

r2 /ALUATICN

Using providbd materiaIT, the student idiliiarrange.for an ordered
const4t*idn.1 No errors are allo4ed. A rating of "fully accomplished"'
.rilLust be achieved, .based on the observation' of the Instructor:. s,

r
.

309
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ST!DENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CUCICligf*

.Check.the student's performance In the
associated with .the following task:

Arrange for ordred tonsuitiftions.

3'41

0

.4 4.
Place an X in the applopriate 'box indicating

'Not AcepliOlighed, Partially, Aacomplished, or
`P 11y Accomplished. 'If, because of sReciial'
circumstances, the item was impgssible to
covallilete, place an In in the Not Applicable
Box. p

O

Performance Level: All items must receive a
rating of FULLY ACC_ OMPLISHED or Not
Applicable). If any items are :rated Not
Accomplished orrPartially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which learning
activities must .be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to usq the checklist as
the'basis tor assigning numerical points,
then a separate columi and boxes are
provided.

-

When arranging for ordered consultations, the

student:

e.

3,

Student ,,,
Performange

, .

,
,

%

in

0

.4 a.
2: 4C

L.
.,
O.

E
let 8
.... e.,
2: gC

1:
r.,.

i/t
't 8,, Q
a. <

m v
c C o
0 nA 4"/-.0

C) 4C 06

V. Transcribed the orders to the4CarAex or
4

patient care form; -. Y . (

2.: Prepared the consultation requost forth

and placed form. on patient's chart. .( 2

3. Called physipian's office and obtained

date and time of consultation, A (

4. Notified office of physician requesting

_.. consultatiOn of date and time.: (
c

5. Initialed-the order, indicatedon'Kardex
... {or .patient care form }... 'Hdonn:and
noted date and time of consultation.

4

.) (

) (

) (.

),,

)

).

).:

(

(

(

(

( .,

.).

),

)

)

)

(

(

(

(

(

.)

)

)

)

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

11
*Although use 1:f-the instructor's final theCklist is optional, it ,

recemdended as a.yalid means for%doCumenting the.progreA.pf.the student,



DUTY: PEPAORMING CLERICAL, ACTIVITIES

V-TECS 57

..TASK: Diainue all orders when patient-goes to.surgery.

'4,
A'

PERFORMANCE "OBJECTIVE.
Given the chart.of a patient going to-Surgery, discontinue all preceding
treatment and medication orders -in' effect at the time sand 'indicate
discontinuance on physician's order sheet. Orders disContinued will be
those of this. patient, and indiddition of will be legible
and order sheet will be photncopyable. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. When a patient is ready for surgery, idantify.and remove from the.

nurses' work station all medicine and treatment tickets which were
prepared for this Tetient. Note: . If Brewer system is used, remove
medicine sheet from notebodk crossing. -out. remaining'space'available
on the sheet. Place this. sheet in the patient's cart.

.2. Remove patient's-name from diet:liSt.
3. ReMove patient'S name from activity list.
'4. Erase Kardex data for all preceding ol.ders.

.

5. Note discontirivance.of all orders on the doctor's order sheet using
appropriate symbols and initial. Note:. An assumption-has.been ma*
that, if this task-is.sucessfully performed, the student Will 1)4:
able to discontinue other. `orders as required in the "transdripti
of-orders" process.

.6. Enter information into computer if applicable:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Discuss the procedure (step-by-step) for discontinuing orders (per,

local health care facility policy). .
.

2. Listen to a resource speaker,(e.g., a nurse) explain the purpose of
the various steps taken to discontinue.orders. ir ..

3. Simulate a situation in which discontinuance pf.all orders must
occur for a surgical patient. liSing transparencies, perform.as .an
entire class the necessary procedure.

4. Review task on transcribing medications to Medication Administration
Rec9rd (MAR) - (Lesson 15, T-TECS.OBJ:. #50).

.

c7k5. Distribute sample groups of postOperativa o derssand Practice
transcribing these orders,-using all the. -fo'ruis,,,,

6. Under the supervision of.an experiencedward.clerk,perfaiiM the task
'of discontinuing. all orders_ for a patient going to surgery. eli
rating of 'fully acComplished must be achieved, based on the

rn observationS of.the instructor.-
..

RESOURCES
registered nurse
experienced ward clerk



,S

V

4,

- 11,---o-,

.

-TOOLS 'AND EQUIPMENT

_ C i7

"EVALUATION a .

i

Using provided materiara .and information, the student will discontinue
ail' medication and treatment for a pattent going' to_ surgery". tio'"errors
are aillowed. The indication; of discontinuance must be legible' and the
order.,sheet*must be-photo"coPyaSle. A- rating of "fully accompl-ishee
must be achieved,,,Abased on' the bservations of the instructor.", -

v-TEas 57

t .1

I N

.

.11
.1

P.

.
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V'2ECS 57 STUDENT
L.A. #6

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL cantua.ri

Check the student's performancein.the 'skills
aSsociated with. the following task; .

Discontinue ali.pirders when patient
goes to surgery.

Place .an X in. the appropriate- box indicating,

Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If,because of special
circunistances, the item was impossible to
cOMplete,: place an X in theNot.Applitable
Box. :.

:..Performance Level: All items must receive e
rating of FULLY -ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
.Applicable).. .If any items are rated Not

. AcComplished or Partially Accomplished, the
.student and instructor-- will discuss the
situation and decide which learning

. activities must be repeated: If the' .

. instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for- assigning numerical points,
then a separate column and boxes are

, %provided.

-.s.Wieri discontinuing 'all.orders whenipatient
goes to surgery, the.student:

1.' Discontinued all orders- on a patient
" going to surgery.' k.

2.. Removed patient!s name from all

appropriate. locations.

Ag...............................,.
Student

Performance
.

43%

4

0 c.- z a

1:1
43

..0in
.10

0 c.) ,z <

...

cc! C.3

a.<

9-

8 4
11.-d
0 < c3..

,

u.

*Although use of the instructor's final.: checklist -is.. optional, . it is
recommended as a valid :means for documenting the progress.of. the 'student.

4

1.

) ( ) ( ) (

) ( ) ( ) (

a 4)

43



6.

DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAI, .ACTIVITIES

TASK: Di4;rioute forms and artioles from "In" basket

V-TECS 58

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given. established policies, Kardex, and an assortment of 'diagnostic
reports, .old charts, X;rays, messageS, memoranda, etc., distribute each

according to priority, and al before the change of the .to. the

appropriate receptor.' X4) '.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE .

1. .Identify to whom the item belongs. or is intended. The ."Iii "basket

generally acCoquaodates diagnoStic reports, meriorand.a,.thank.-you
notes, special .writtenmessages from-physicians-or. staff, X-rays,-
old charts, tray favors, patient's'bills, insurance' forms.

2; Identify whether or not the person is not 4r. was on this Unit-in-the

past month... .

3. If articie'isLfor. a patient, check Kardex for patiKt restrictions,

4. Notify charge nurse of. all reports 'receiVed.

5. 'Tive,opost, or'route all other'item6 received.

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES
lu

'Discuss the typeS of o., and articles .customarily'found in an "in",
i,.

basket. Write them,
-v:y4_

board. . .

2. Arrange in order o iority (highest .to lowest) thee listing -

:. . prepared.'during' learning' activity #1.....
At;

3. Visit a unit and observe anexperienced-ward clerk distribute.items
from the "in" basket to intended dedtinations. ASk questions, as

approptkate.-- . .
'0

.

Simulate a.unit situation with a filled "In" basket. itieStribute.the

items to ihtir intended destination'(identify tad "location".
verbally). as classmates 'evaluate appropriateness.:
Discuss the use of: addressograph plates for::,.patients presenton-.

unit; on the other hand, emphasize that if no longer a patient,..-

materials Should be sent to Medical records. . ....

6.. Role play vith-oth r' students the checking'ofPatient Care.Notebook-

.

or Kardex to ascert in if patient may have article..
7. .Disbuss need to,Jnot fy charge nurse of important reports received.

.8. Discuss what to dpif no 'information can be found on patient
.return items to appropriate department);
PerfOrm eXpediently the task of distributing in order of priority .

-items from "In" basket to. appropriate. destinationS (which mar be

identified Verbally).. A rating o'-"fully accomplished" must be
achieved, biisedon the instructor's observations.

RESOURCES .

experienced ,war

302 314



S,
TOOLS ANIYEQUIPMENT

.,;are o:

addressograph nameplate

EVALUATION . o

Using the materials and information provided, distribute, in order'of
priority, forms and articles from "In" basket to appropriate destination.
A rating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved, .based on the
observations 'of tte instructor.

It

4.
nag

A

7



INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the. folliwing task:
Distribute.fgrms and articles. from "in"
basket..

.

Place an X lin .the appropriate box. indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, oror
Fully Accomplished.. If, becaUse of special'
circumstances, the item was-impossible to
complete,.place en. X in the Not Applicable

.Box.

Performance Level:. All items Must receive-a.

rating .of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
:Applicable).. If any. items are rated,.Not
Accomplished or PartiallK ACcomplished, the
student and instructor will -discuss the
situation. and-decide-whioh learning
activities. must be -repeated.. If the
instructor chooses to use the check),ist as
the:basis for assigning numerical points,
then. a separate 'column and boxes are.
provided.

When distributing forms and articles from
"In" basket,. the student:

1. Determined distribution priority of the
forms and/or articles.

2. Checked Kardex for' patient restrictions.
3.,. *Notified charge nurse of all- reports

received.

4. Distributed, posted or routed appropriate
items.

Student ,

Performance .

0

5.1
z < Z <

1 8
sic'cc

2
:g

2,- 8

su1.6
. _.

.2 1
tao0 <0.

( ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) ( ) (

(. ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) (

*Although use-"of' the instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid means for documenting the progress of the student.

104 316



4 'V -TECS 59

DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES ,

Executa Pre-op chart check:

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE.
Given a .Pre.-op chart. check list ..d.:or a Surgery packeti...,.. a patient
going to. surgery,. and his/her chart, determine whether .chart is .completes
and up-to-date,. identify..discrepancies, and present to charges nurse for
f011ow-up..' DeterMinatiOn must agree with the .instructor's. findlOgs. (4)

,PERFORMANCE GUIDE**
1. Obtain Pre-bp chari\Check list and Surgery .paekWt.
2. Imprint all'items. in surgery. _packet and the check list, plade in

front 'of chart, qr send patierit's addressograph plate with chart.
3. Determine that: ffistory aid was written, operative qrother needed. permits .were signect,. all orders were noted, patient s

-weight was recorded. .TPR and BP just before stirgery, was recorded,
current CU and UA reports ere on chart ("within 48- hours), doctor
was notified Of low -hemoglobin,- blood is available if ordered,
allergies or phobias are recorded, surgical prepwas-charted and
rioted by whom signed, dentures were accowited for, Pre-op 'medication
charted,. consultation forms were COlipleied,. removal of jewelry and
hair pins charted, 'relatives were notified of surgery time., finger
nail .polish and 'lipstick. removal was charted, date and time of last_
food or drink Was charted, medicated bath and oral ..hygierie was
charted, voiding or catheter insertion was charted, chest 'X-ray has
been done and-report is on chart, {EKG has been ;done and report iS
'on.chart},'pregnaricy test has been,done on..all female laparotomy
..patients and recorded..

, )lie Notify charge' nurse of any discrepancies. for follow-up.
3.. Subniit list to nurse for her signature and plaCe in front of chart.

* South Carolina writing team .suggests a- revised listing. Refer to
the following revised performance guide.

SOUTH' :CAROLINA PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Obtain 'surgery. packet.
2. Imprint all items in surgery packet, plao6 in front of chart :and'

send patient's addressograph plate with chart.
3. Determine that History'. and physidal were written; operatiVe or

other needed permits were signed; ;fall orders were noted; _patient's
weight w.as recorded;TPR and BP within 24 hours prior' to surgery
were recorded;. most Current CBC and tJA. reports are on next (within
48 hours). (Chest X -ray has been;done and report is an chart. EKG

has been done arid report is on chart, if necessary.)
Notify charge' nurse of any discreilancies for follow-up.
Submit list to nurse for signaturte and place in front of chart.



`V-TECS
7.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Display anal study the contents of a surgery packet. Discuss the

purpose of each form. 'The surgery packet contains the follow_g
sample. forms: a) "Consent 'to Operation, Anesthetic and Other
Medical Services," b) "Anesthesia Record, "` c)

i

"Preoperative
Checklist," d) "Fluid Administration Form," and e) "FreqUent
Observation ReCord"'(attached).

.2., Practice imprinting. all forms. which belong in:chart.- .

3. Practice placing chart. forms, 'physician's order's to.transcribe, And
other appropriate forms in chart:.

.4. Visit a unit to 'observe.an experienced ward clerk executing a pre-Op

charA check. Ask 'qUestions as appropriate. . '
5. 'In a mock-situatich, perform the task of.executing a pre-op chart

:
check, according to the items listedin the jnstructori's checklist.
A rating of "fully accomplished" must be'achieVed.

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk

-.TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
surgery packet
patient's chart
writing tools

EVALUATION
. .

,- 'Using materials provided, the student.will determine whether the.chart of

8: pre-operative 'patient is complete and up-to-date,. identify-
discrepancies,.and present,to.charge nurse fcr.follow-up. Accuracy lwast

be 100%.. A rating of "fully .accomplished" must be aChievedon the
instructor's checklist. ,

4



V

;.

V.-TECS:.59

.-.L.A. #1 .a.-

O1/4.40EIT TO ualllAaON, 1;.iiESTHETIC AND OTHER &EDICAL SL'AVL.:E.;

1. I.authoriZe the-performance upOn

of the follOwing:op-Oation_

.
(state nature.and extent of operation),

Date

Time am

pin

(myself.or name ofoatient

to be performed under the direction of Dr: .

and/or- such assistants as may be -selected- by -him to perform such
. operation:

;IV

2. I recognize that during the course of the operation, unfoeseen conditions
may necessitate additional or different procedures or services than those

r set forth above and"I further uthorize and request that the abovd-named
surgeon and/or his associates, partners, assistants or designees perform
such procedures-as are, in his professional judgement,. necessary and
,desirable.

L consent to the administration of such anesthetics as may be donsideed
necessary: or-advisable by the person_ responsible for such. service..

State any known anesthesia allergies:

4. I consent to the disposal by hospital autittorities of any tissue or. members
which, may be removed during the course of the operation.

5. The nature, purpose and poSsible consequences of hp operation, possible
alternative .methods of treatment, the risks involved and the possibility
of complications have been fully explained tome by my attendig physician
and/oi. surgeon. -No. guarantees o'r.assurances have been.made or given by
anyone as to thexeSults that may.be. obtained..

6. I, THE UNDERSIGNED,; 'HAVE -.HAD THIS FORM EXPLAINED: TO ME AND. FULLY
UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF-THIS-AUTHORIZATION.

Witness

Signed
(patient or authorized person

319
307
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PREANESTHESIA EVALUATION *V TECS 594
L.A. "fil.b.

Date: Proposed:Operation

Age: Weight:
PERTINENT HISTORY AND PHYSICAL FINDINGS

NO YES

CARDIOVASCULAR (MI, Angina. CHF, Valyular, High BP)

PULMONARY DISEASE (Asthma, COPO)

CNS, NEUROMUSCULAR (CVA, Seiiures, Mental status)

0 RENAL,DISEASE (Kidney failure

Ca HEPATICOISEASE (Hepatitis, Cirrhosis)

ENDOCRINE(Diabetes, Thyroid)

.

HEMATOLOGICAL (Anemia, Sickle cell, Bleeding disorder)

ORAL CAVITY (Loose teeth, Dentbres; Difficult:Airway)

J

,PREVIOUS PROBLEMS WITH ANESTHESIA

f"'" t
ALLERGIES TO MEDICATIONS

CURRENT MEDICATIONS

OTHER

PERTINENT LAB:

ASA PHYSICAL STATUS: CLASS 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, E
A NESTHETICPLAN: PATIENT AGREES TO.

CONDITION ON ADMISSION To PAR

LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS -RESPIRATORY EFFORT , . AIRWAY VITAL SIGNS

Awake

.Arc usable on calling

Not responding

Adequate

Inadequate

Ventilator

Adequate airway

Oral or nasal airway .

Ertdotracheal tube

BP

P

R

APPARENT COMPLICATIONS

309
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V-THCS '59
#1 .c.

(AddressOgraph)

Nures Initials

1. Operative permit signed and properly 4itnessed.

2. CBC on. chart.

3. Urinalysis on char

4. Physician notified of abnormal lab/x-ray reports.

,5; Bleeding and coagulation time on chart of'T&A patient, (if ordered).

6. Blood typed and crossmatch. Yes No pd.'

7. History and physical exam on chary or dictated
m.

8. Notify PM administrator if HO not on chart by 9 p.m.

9. Consultation shet.signed.and onchart as:required by hospital policy.

;.10.. :Special .permits signedand-propbrly witnessedas:required by hospital-'

policy.

11.

12..

13.

14

15.

Religion of patientfis

AnestheSia sheet on chart. .

-Pre-op teaching done. Peds party .Gyn class Individual

Identifioation,bracelet on and. legible:
O

TPR and BP' are. charted..

16. Cosmetics, hairpins, hairpieces, wigs, artificial-eyelashes removed.

17. Dentures Paitfal,nates Bridges Caps'

18. Contact lens.jes -No Placed.

19. Mouth checked for chewing gum, mints, etc..

20. Jewelry. Yes No Placed

21. Complete 'recheck of ...Doctor's. sire-operative orders.

/-
,

Addressograph pfdt0 with chart.



\

23. MAR.on cha t.

i4. Patient care form on chart.,

25. Urinagbladder emptied Catheter inserted

26. Re -check operative perMit preop being giVen.

Date AM Nurse's 'Signature

oR-Holding.Room

27. Patient received in Holding Room at am

28. Shave,completed by

pm

29. Chart checked by and

Holding Room Personnel.

13

Circulatirlg Nurse



FLUID ADMINTSTRATTON FORM

V ILUb ay
#.1.d.

Addrsso Ira. h

DATE TIME NURSE SOLUTION-.BLOOD NEEDLE/DEVICE
SIZE, SITE

RATE AB IV COMMENTS

SORBED TUBING
CHANGED

9

..%



DATE INITIALS IV FLUIDS AND ,BLOOD ORDERS

>1

313 3
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#

FREQUENT OBSERVATION RECORD

(A0ORESSOGRAP1-1)

V .- TECS 54
L.A. #1. e.

, Oates 3loga i
1

INTAKE OUTP
Pulse.: Res°. I Tim. r

-totir : Pressure .
I

i . 1 I 1.V. I Other 1 1 Urine, 0 r
.

I
i

1

i
1

.

IAA

1 '
T

I

;4

12P M '141 2;.:
.,

314 326



A

V-2ECS'5 STUDENT.

DATE,

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Chick the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:

execute pre-op chart check.

Place an X -in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accompliihed, Partially Accomplished; or
Fully!Accbmpli&hed. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
,Box.

"A

'PerformatIce- Level: All. items must receive a

rating of FULLY. ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
AceOmplished or Partially. Adcomplished,' tthe

' student and instructor Will discuss. the
-situations and decide. whiCh learning
actiltf.ties, 'must be. repeated. If the
instructor abooses to use the checklist as
the basii for 'assigning numerical points,
then a- separate, column and boxes are

. )

prT4ded.-

,41.then,executing pre-o chart Check, the
'.stUdent:

:1. "Obtain a surgery packet: containing all
forms. .

2. Properly. imprint,ed all forms and.

Ipxplained the purpose of each.
3. Placed packet in front of cAart.
4. ...Transcribed physician's orders correctly.
5. Secured .all necessary .Forms and reports;

placed in proper chart position.

4m v

Student
Performance

.

j:
.4:

4Ad Cto .
2: 4c

Wm:

g.

4.0
§

z 4(

.

= t

.a. (c

,

=

Zli
u. 4C

.

..1: 10

i

. *o
c) 4C gl.

(

a

) ( ) C ) ( ) (

) ( ) ( ) ( .) (

) ( ) ( ) ( ) (
) (. ) ( ) ( ) (

) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

*Although use of the instrU torts final checklist-,is optional, it
recommended as.a valid means for 'documenting the progress of the-student.

315
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DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare laboratory requisition form(s)

VT.TECS 61

EMFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given a doctOr's 'order- -for .a laboratory diagnostic -procedure-such as
"arthritis profile,":.lor urinalyais}... appropriate equipment, and
forms, prepare- the required requisition form(s): Each form must be:
prepared.withouterror or omission. .Allforms,must be Judged-acceptable:
for processing by laboratory. perdonnel, (4) 4'

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Translate and. identify the order,' annotate Kardex . r patient

care forml
2. Select appropriate form(s). .

3, Select addressograph plate.and iMpriat form(s). Note: Correct
patient vitally important

4: .Fill in all needed information including home address if needed,
diagnosis, BP.and medication, usingball point pen and heavy writing
..pressure..

If order is STAT, notify-lab by.telephone.
If order is for'a later, date, prepare requisition and ,place in
Kardex (to be sent later). .

7. In-formation -may- be.. entered irx.com.puter-memory bank ..{if
applicable}... .

.%

8 ,Locate all .routine.:preparaioa orders associated wi th thd- order
.being transcribed in the ward clerk-or laboratory.manual.

9. Notify'ki,tchen of dietary changes or holds due to lab work.

10. Write the preparation order onj(ardex and requisition the supplies.
-11. Transcribe to the Team Leader sheet the schedule for

patient treatment forMi
.12. Have charge nurse initial' requisitions.
13. Prepare speciMen labels and containers if indicated as follows;

a. .Identify type, of specimen oontainer(s) needed (stool, urine,
nose- throat - wound- drainage cultures, gastric analysis, 'pap
smear, sputum, vomitus, biopsies, bile, semen,'sweat, spinal
fluid, 'bone marrow, ascities, .s,aliva).

b. Identify type of label needed:
.c. Print pttient;!.3:name, doctor's name, room number, -type. of

.contents` and tiflte of collection.on label. Note: Ny sometimes
need.to indicate how. ob.-taint:0, 4

d. Give label and container to nurse. to prepare specimen. . .

e. PrNarecorrect.requisition completSly.to accompany specimen..
14. Routerequisitionand specimen to lab, making:sure it' is charted on

the, nurse's notes 'and signed-by the nurse.--Clock in.
15. File the floor copy. of the requisitions.-

116



V-TECS

"::

LEARNING ACTIVITIES ,

.

1 Discuss the purpose and use of the attached sample patient care form
.and laboratory requisitions.

2.. Demonstrate transcription of physicianse order cerning laboratory
requests (& proper placements). '. .

3. Discuss purpose and use of attached sample schedule for.patient
treatment .form,

4. Research and prepare a report describing the types of specimens that
are routinely sent to each laboratory division for analysis.

5. Review medical -Laboratory terms and abbreviations commonly used in
the local health care facility. .

- . .

6. practice transcribing several physician's orders and preparing
appropriate laboratory requisitions and.specimen labels. . .

7. Discuss the important. regulations. regarding the use, completion, And
delivery of laboratory,requisition forms. For example: If data

.

, processing .cards are used, they .are not to be folded, bent, or
stapled. 1.

8. Visit .a laboratory department to observe the activities of. the
. ... clerical personnel with whom the ward clerk coordinates.

9. Prepare. a list of all laboratory tests which require prior
preparation of the patient. Write (for use later as a reference) a

.,

description of the preparation necessary or each test. For
example: The ward clerk may yeti to cancel or requisition special
meals from the kitchen,. .

10. Visit. A unit to observe an experfenced watd clerk prepare a
--,.

laboratory requisition form.
I I . Perform the task (ill, a simulated classroom setting) of preparing' a

'laboratory requsition form for a urinalysis, Follow the steps
outlined in the instructor's checklist. A rating/of "fully,
accomplished" must be achieved.

.RESOURCES
laboratory personnel ,
experienced' ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
physidian;s order.
appropriate forms A
addressograph plate
Writing tools (including a ball point pen)

EVALUATION

Using, provided information and materials, \--the student will identify And
prepare laboratory requisition form(s) for a "urinalisis" order, No
errors or omissions are allowed. The perforiance must warrant a rating
of "fully accomplished," based on the items included in the instructor's



Cassification

CI

V - TECS :61

#1.

Attending Physician(s).,:

(Addriaajcapti)
Oa* !sifts , PRIMI140g.

1,

APPIROACH , 011,030.46

.

4"

Vital signs (T, P, R. and BP) on admission and

..

-Afebrile Tess-,
.

'4 HS prior to surgery. and AM of surgery. Pre- 99.6) 12 hours

'pre
,

a Sfor urgery as ordered: prior t uraer

Establishment

i.- baseline vital_

,

. signs.
.

_
,

.

. ..
.

. .

.

. ,
.

.
.

. .
,

.

.

:

.

k Up ad lib unless contraindicated:. lAmbulatory
.

Y ,
.

.

ik .

. Give verbal.sad/or written- exclanation of Verbalizes I

_
. 'reparation for surer and of ostop care. instructions

. . . reaardina apcce-
.

- dUre6 and oseT
.

2. x lain operative perMit to oath :.. t and with clan .f ca!

witness patient's sinature. Informed consenr

.

.. .

0

.

.

. .

. ,

Namoverasemmovenovorn~".. .

.-- PATIEr CARE FORM
318
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4inde0On Post..1CU:'qattteCtOiiiy AblOtranailijner
Hernia - Exploratory LoPerptOr'
PXondal Cyst Cholocystecto*

Ad Lion :anti BATok Ntt Asia t Bed

Cauilkation

Page 1'

V - TECS 61.
A. #1

Attend Ethysician(s):

A.Addridamplon
.. . imam PRCUMA APPROACH OUTCOME

I A. Vital signs (T, P, R, and BP) eveiy 4 hrs. Afebrile (temp

x 72 hours. less,than 99.6
.

.

DC at ..........am/pm on . . 24 hrs. prior

Then routine q hrS, discharge.

.

.

,

. C. Turn, cough, deep breathe every 2 hrs.
..._

x 24 hours. :('

...........

,.Ji k

,
.

.

Assist patient to splint incision as*

necessary. .

_
.

,
.

2.A. Check dressins) every 4 hrs. x 24
7

then.g(
,

Clean healing............w.
.' QID

. woun d.

f.

8. If prn dressing change order:

Change dressing at least daily to observe

wound area forrednesslewelling, increaseci

NasommonlipMorMINIMMINIONN,

drainage,"healing.

C. Note presence of:

Dra2h/ Removed

Skih clips 1ReMove

Staples Remove

Sutures Rempe

' Steri-s i s

1**10.0.

/ . T-tube Emoty, ,Remcwert.

Hemov

Other

a

,
pATIgNT .

1.P? Ali,-



FOR: Appendectomy
Rernia
Pilonidal Cyst

Ae Iriedoe Ceti

CaOsifiession
I .

dicyttectomy. Abdominal Surgery, Adult
Past ICU GasOectomY. TECS
Explorat. L a 'tom

=

9.

immimemorm.

Diagnosis

smarm

L. A. #1

Attending Flaysician(s):
. 4

t
. "isdarlussc'grzon)..

. Ns" Inttisit PIRCIILS4. >AIMMOACIN OUTCOMe.

3.A ever

8. DC'at

8 hrs.

(Cath order)

am/Pm on

if voiding freelx and taino po fluids.

Normal bladder

function restol

4. Levine tube Salem sump Bowel function

. Connect to! restored (1 BM

prior to discha

Tolerating dietIrrigate with

Remove NG' tube (date)
1

r

320 eAT:ENT N4.1



r

figna,PS444/140416M17.- 144W4.!07W.,14411V4"T.V.--:. "nal40.K4t. TA.44041

rhiti tiSk .;Gaititi*CtarnY .

Alijmnida:V-Cyst EXpinratory-Laparotomy.

iiiansiiainn cite . BATR:.Selt /Assist Bed

II I

Pacle 3

..asnovembeweekw.enearsovve. Now. irrespork

Clice. PROW*

V » TiCS 61
L. A. #1

Attending

Adcrimotgri cri 1

APPMACH otricome

ty

Discharge

6.. Instruct patient and/or significant` other
.

i I(Date ane,Initials) in. the following:
.

, Patient verbalz:

1.,..
A. Follow-up appointment understandino sr

B. Activity limitations or demonstrates........

I

' C. Wound Care
, .

discharge inst:L

Take home drugs tions.

I Special diet

Reinforce.physicianJs
.0.0011014armaOMMOPOMIMMINmersonftik.

../ I
.

tructions /11
i

FAT:z.vr .7oRm

321 3 31 'MP



notion° SY:

These ypes forms 4re, cA coded: 1-
.,-- .

DADgiiip BY ; M.0:

V u TECS 61
L... A'. #1

.

SPECIMEN: ..

.

...
.

.
.

c

EXAMINATION-REQUESTED:.

DEPT. CODE
-4

. .

TEST

X X X X . .

Y X X X .

X X X X DATE A. .: . -::-.0 "ED 6

X X
I.-

X X
.._.M......__-;.;......._.M......__-;.;

U.

X X X X
.

. .

X X X X -

X X X X
.

LABORATORY
MISCELLANEOUS

,

BATE: P THOLOGISTS:

.

4ECH. CHARZIe .1

CALLED TO: TIME;
P.M.

DATE.. BY:

EXAM REQUESTED: PATIENTS RESULT : NORMAL . .

.
- .

.

,

.
. .

'.

0 ANA < 1:20

STREpTOZYME NEGATIVE

'CLI ASO TITER 10.x Mule ......' 00 T V
Scbc0 Aq ..,, 44 T U.

0 COLD AGGLUTININS
.

< 1:18

C1MONOTEST NEGATIVE DATE . TIME. L..; A M

..."; P NI

COLLECTE

o RA TEST . NEGATIVE < = LESS THAN; > = GREATER THANSTAT- ROUTINE

APR 0 VORL ISIS. NONREACTIvE ORDERED Sy:

,-0 AGGLUTININSF FEBRILE NOCELLA haoRtus REQUESTED BY:
PROTEUS DX-19

,
TYPHOID 0 LAB REMARKS:

.

.

. .
. .

.

.
.

. .

TYPHOID H

PARATYPHOID A
. .

.

.

PARATYPHOID 8'

OA TE.

.
.

TECH. PATHOLOGISTS

.

.

REPORT CALLED TO TIME 7', A m DATE
FPM

09 NOTIMIX IN THIS SPACE - F9FLLAILUSE ONLY

ft:
OF
OLLEGTION

ROUTINE STAT [3.
DATE TIME

ROUTINE URINALYSIS 0 VOIDED 0 CATH. 0 STERILE Q

OTHER TESTS: MICROSCOPIC 0 AoMisstpN. 0

REMARKS:

.NURSE:

SP.Q,.

.ORDERED
BY- M.D.

COLOR y1L.8:C. /hpF

:pH R.B.C. /hpF

BY

ALBUMIN: CASTS:/LpF

.GLUCOSE:

KETONES:

REDUCING
SUBSTANCE. . .

BACTERIA:

EPt CELLS: s7

BILIRUBIN:

BLOOD:

CRYSTALS'.

MUCOUS:

-LABORATORY
URINALYSIS'

REP6A} 6ALLEff TO'

14ATE:

PATHOLOGISTS
.

TIPS: A.A. .

. .PM.

32-g

tECH

334
il&V"P PIOW
wk;ut.b .4v."



(These types of forms are color- coded-.1"
op /Dr WRITE_Iy THIS BPALe

DATE . TIME
A.M.

4 8OLLeariom ROUTINE 0 STAT 0

CATH. "STERILE IROUTINE URINALYSIS. 0 'VOIDED 0

OTHER TESTS". 0 MICROSCOPIC ADMISSION

REMARKS:

NURSE; ORDERED
. .

M.D.

SP.GL COLOR W.S.C. /hpF

pH . R;B.C. /hpF

ALBUMIN: CASTS:/LpF

GLUCOSE; REDUCING
SUBSTANCE S4CTERIA:

t.

KETONES:: EP, CELLS:

hILIRUSIN: CRYSTALS:

BLOOD: MUCOUS:

LABORATORY
URINALYSIS

REPORT CALLEDNO

GATE:

.10

PATHOLOGIST'
. .

V - TEcs 61
L. A. #1

II

TECH" .

.£ BY-
PM

323
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MOUNT ONLY COULTER HEMATOLOGY REPORTS v TECS 61
ON THIS SHEET L. A., #1

G cac 0 .0 Cac 0. 0 cac
-PROFILE -00 PROFILE

ORDERED SY: ORDERED BY: - ORDERED SY:

/ - .-
TECH:

6
4.
13. 6
19
90.0%8

;I 1

34. 7
12

-324.

17.
1..0

PLATELET COUNT

SEE REMARKS

TECH-

TECH:

C .0 ceo cac
C 0 PROFILE PROFILE

D :0 CSC*

Li Acme
Ong/le:VW: ORDERED SY: ORDERED SY:

TkOH: TECH:

CSC WPIATELET 0 PLATELET WiPROF1LE

OIFF 0 RETIC 0 SEC RATE 0 MICRO HOT

NURSE: [DATE:

TECH:.

. EST NO

WOC
x103

NORMAL.
VALUt,

F 1.8 t0

ABC
x toe

M5.4 t 0.1
F 4.8 :0.8

mg*
-5/di

M160 1- 2
F 4.0 2

Hot M 2 - 52
F 31 - 41

'ACV 3.4 .41 1
F 90 Y9

MC34-

PO
F 29:2

MCHC
9101 F

3.4
35 2

RDW

PLT
tO3 F 130'4°°

CI 13

r
/n31
0 -1
-1
0

D.

Xi CA
CZ >
0 o
C >
Z

0

REMADKS

0 PLATELET COUN1 0 PLATELET COUN

0 SEE REMARKS LJ SEE REMARKS
SI

TECH: TECH:

0 PLATELET COUN1

0 SEE REMARKS
E

TECH:

OIFF OIFF. OIFF. OIFF

OASO. sot: 13A80. PC OAS°. POI

EOS HYPI E08. HY3

MYELO MYELO

META
-113-

BAND BAt

META

BAND

SEG Ti SEG

LYMPH LYMPH

MONO MONO

O

NRBC PER Fiero
too WBC 0.

SED. RATE AM
UNC RE

SED RATE 2

COR

FOS

MYELO

META

BANO

9E0

. LYMPH

MONO

HY E08 Hyf

MYELO

META

BAND

9E0

LYMPH

MONO

NRBC PER
100 WOC

SED. RATE
UNC

RE1 NROC PER RE'
100 WBC

NRBC PER Rol
wac

SW. RATE
COR

Al SED. RATE A
UNC

SED. RATE
COR

SED. RATE
UNC

9ED. RATE
COR

At

0 PLATELET COUNT

0 SEE REMARKS C3 s
SEPt

TECH:

OIFF

CIASO. POLYC

008 HYPO(

MYELO PC

META ANI

BAND 8ASO

SEG TAM

LYMPH

MONO'

T05
GRA

NRBC PER
t00,WBC

SED. RATE
UNC

DOH
9001

RETIC C
0.54

9E0:RATE
COR

AOSOL
RETIC
25-7:
101,

P

0 PLATELET COUNT NOT vE RIFTED

SEE REMARKS 0 SEE
SEPARATE FORM

TECH:

OIFF MORPH

0A80. POLYCHROM

EOS HYPOCHROM,

MYELO pOIK

D

0

META ANISO

BANG. WO 811P

9E0 TARGET

LYMPH

m

MONO 00
ToxIC
GRAN

OOHLE
BODIES

NRBC PER
100 WBC

RETIC COUNT
0.5.1

9ED. RATE
UNC

SED..RATE
COR

ABSOLUTE
RETIC CT .

2545
103/v1

00

-I
m

CO

PATIENT'S. CHART .

HOSPITAL MINAS 167.1

.1s

.,4?HEIVIATOLOGWEABORATORXRERCIF.!;:r

324.



These types of forms, are colOr. coded.

LAIIORATORY REQUISITIONS

TECS 61
L. A. #1

bisii

ELEMAW LOGY . J ,

i_mosssise+sissioot Omen. ass tar* ssTis.A.

. 118-01' Hematology- r HEMATOLOGY=
FORM NO. 118-91 . . ..

imivvvrovervamw.vmsussvwsvhossavvvv.....s-.- ....-- *v.v.... vst-9=4:77:2
v s n NI pRin ow* 44ouvo Illesaftrissississi . (1.4 A41114111. 'co wood

:11:MICIL STUDIES 1,i

COAGULATION.

, 118 -02. Coagulation! Studies:.
h

CHEMISTRY
120-01 Chemistr

V

ti

120-02 Chemistry /I

120-03 Myocardial Infarction Enzyme Profile

MICROBIOLOGY
121-01 Microbiology

41.

,

V S n NI j04.01 0.0 NOLAW0 Kotouavv.soKvalivy its,e APO 144e1 04040.

CHEMISTRY I

V Sn NI 01411 0640 NOLAvO VONNIANA*1114004141 (We 'WO OMNI 'ON NNW

7/4107ACI-IEMISTRY II7111,74

(
V n NI 014Ln 011.10 NOUVO 1.(NAVUTSINCINSOVI 4114 AMU 44.441'011,11004/

=MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION =
ENZYME PROFILE

S it NI 011/11 .)100 NOLO ) VININally.1191011Asta ISIS AIW .54.1115 ON INI01

MICROBIOLOGY L

'..."11111111111PILMINIIIIPT et a ...amorri. 1-7.,..:r 001m.r. woolos
srt morssn ONO NOUVO ININIMMOWNNIN40o. . ONIMINVINNSi 'OMONNOti

121-02 Microbiology II
MICROBIOLOGY Fit/An

. 4

121-03 Microbiology

./

133-01 Microblology IV

,...--=ssertv,,-ms. _ _
v S I NI oltto 0s4o Kiva° .sotosANI*esiositsw fun 'MOW 4.411 'Off 114106

" MICROBIOLOGY ,717.74.23mma

1 .

. t=imiumeli
~1/1. AMIN .21.16. LINN*

S n 111 OHIO OW) NoLAvo vovvvAsqvorquAi

MICROBIOLOGY
IV .

1. . spiouAeo foleu/Au .

HISTOLOGY
4: INPATIENT TISSUE

122 -0.1 Inpatient TissUe Exitmination ^""iiirAmkj EXAMINATION

325

I.
3 7

4111 ASIN Witt 011,111101

1111 n/101 Cf I ON $504
--.

,.

A.
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These types of forms are color .coded.

BLOOD
123-01 -Blood Bank. L............... ...

123-02 Blood Bank.

123-03 Blood Bank ILL. 9" 01

URINALYSIS #

125-01 Urinalysis

SEROLOGY
5-0.1 Serology

"CYTOLOGY

136-01 Laboratory Exfoliative Cytology

4.

MISCELLANEOUS
19%.p1 Laboratory Miscellaneous

d.

TECS .61

LABORATORY BLOOD BANK 1
-.% -- r awe.

s n NI 014111 01140 'NOLAVO Mlev.444tosemoiftt . bit Alliintrtit 'OPINION

BLOOD
BANK II

YS n NI oliin 0440 'Nowt° ifsic44*141014414.11 (i44 AIWCOlit '040110d

BLOOD
BANK

v s n NI OH 01110. NOLAVO MNONANW.SPONAil

1+50 NI 0141 0
;

NOJ.1/0 411101041.010101401,1 itee taltt -ON V010/

SEROLOGY

"I LABORATORY
- EXFOLIAT1VE CYTOLOGY

v 0 NI 0+41+1 044q 140 Avo 4i1444444t44.044*

LABORATORY
MISCELLMEOUS

Wit AIW WV* 'OM 011K

Tu



DATE

SCHEDULE FOR PAT TENT TREATMEN

DEPARTMENT.

floc
Med.Rm # Patient NPO _Sur Laboratory Ei X-ray Cal

Scan
P .T .

Ti Me
a v

1.411 T

V -,TECS 01
t, A. #3

Return R.V
Cha rt. '

Time
.

time

.% M.



t-

.STUDENT

`DATE
.11

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance id the skills
associated with the following task;

Prepare. laborator7 requisitions.
form(s).

P1 an 'X in the appropriate box indicating
of AccomPlished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, beqause of special
circumstances, the item was impossible" to
complete, place an .X in the Not Applicable

. Box.

. Perfptrmance Level: .All'items must receive a
rating of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or .Not:
Applicable)t If any .items are .rated Note
Accomplished or Partially Accoriplished, the
student and. instructor will diScuss the
situation artd decide which learning
activities must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to .usethe.Checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical_ points,
then a sep.arSte column and boxes' are
provided..

When preparing laboratory requisition forms,
. the. student:

/1: Translated and identified orders.
2. Selected akpropriate forms and imprinted

with addreasograpli.plate.
3. Notified laboratory by phone if .order is

'STAT.

4. Placed forms in appropriate location for
transporting to laboratory.

5. Notified kitchen of dietary changes or
,holds due to lab work.

6. Wrote request in appropr iate area on
sample 'schedule for tfiltent Treatment_
Form.

7. Prepared specimen labels and containers
9 ifNindicated.
8. Sent requisition: and specimen to

lahoratory.
9.'.-Filed:the floor copy of the requisitions.

,

Student
Performance

.

."'

Ir..:'

'21 4''

w

§

.

w
.41.

li E
t §

Q.

.E
§z

10-

.

J: 10
4 0
g 16 42

IA 15

( ) ( ) (

) ( ) ( ) ( ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( .) )

) ) ) ) )

) ) . ) ) )

) ( ) ( ) ( ;) (

) ( ) ( ( ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( . )

IkAlthough -Use of the inStructorr.s final checklist is Options , it 14
repommended. as a .valid means. for documenting the progress of the .stu ent..
fr .

. :, 328.



DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Place/remove special bedside directives,

.

. PEBFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given required information, appropriate signs ..:fOr *lad three,

patients booked for surgery, design'ate appropriate- signor for the.
. patient's bedside ...{or dbo}..,,, and indicate''inticipated time.6of
removal. Signs posted .must be consistent with patient's needs at all
times. (4)

PERFORMANCE CE 1, f7...

m1 .* Identify 'all "needs fOr special signs ...{ or thpes}... from KardeY
...{or patient ..oare form}... and doctors' orders: radioactive

. materials, oxygen, no smoking, :no'.visitors, isolation,. hold
breakfast, NPO, surgery.

,

2.*N,Seolect appropriate signs ...for tapes .

3.. Inform patients via intercom in understandable terms and
pleasant tone of voice.

4. Send or take. signs to correct bedside table or door.
5 See that food and water are removed from 'bedside at the proper time.
6.* Make certain that dietary departtent is notified or hold/NPO..
7. Place patient's name on surgery list,- NPO ,list, etc.'

using a

8, Annotatelcardex.- ,

9:* Collect. or have .signs collected from 'patient's A)edside when no
longer needed!

South Carolina writing team suggests that Terformance guides 1, 2,

6, 9 reflect responsibilities of the ward clork.. The other items
are apt to be handled by the nursing staff.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
'Review -physician's orders and attached_ sample patient care form, to
learn how directives are written..

2. Visit a unit to learn where signs/tapes are.
3, Identify and discuss the purpose of each sign/tape.
4. Read for recall on 41 test the attached information sheet titled

"P.M. Ward Clerk," :4 sample of the additional reSponsibilitied which
are expected. with' ,night shift.

5.' Rdle play calling dietary deArtment (give name, title, unit,,
patient's name, room number) and request "hold" diet. Emphasize the
Additional responsibility of_ the p.m. ward clerk { i.e., write NPO on

Dietary. Requisition (sample attached)}.
6. Review physician's orders and patient ,care form to learn how

\

directives are ,Cancelled.
7. In. 4 simulated hospital setting, perform the task of placing

bedside/door irectives for' three pte-operative patients. Verbally



Andicate'whenthe sign/tape should be removed.. A :rating of "fUlly
accomplished by the instructor must be .earned...

TOOLS. AND EQUIPMENT
-,patientkoare form

physidian's.order .

appropriate signs/tapes

EVALUATION'
Using provided equiplient, supplies, and informationfthe student will
.select appropriate bedside/door directive6.for. three pre - operative.
patients andindicate.wh.en sign/ta.pe.will be Tedtved. Accuracy and.
completeness are required' A rating of "fully accomplished" must be
achieved, based:on the observations of the instructor.

ete

t.
.a



Admission Date

CalifiCiltiOniruommisomommovioamorismomeworrorsomilimersmosimmwaperwripsorm~mmorrorelm7.1
Di ; 7

Diagnosis

SurgsgY

v x,b

1,:A.

Attending Physician(s):

(A4druognott)-
Out inicisii :1411081.F.U. APPROACH - OUTCOMe-AISIMMIle

Vital signs (T. P2 Rz and BP) on admission'and Afebrile (less I

99.6 12 hours
a HS .rior to sur.er and AM of. surer .. Pre-

.

1111111111111111111111. .are for surer 4is ordered:
orior to surtax.)

,

EstablishMent.ol
.

.

baseline vital
-----_____

.

. .

signs.

. 4

.

.

v.

1

.

..-
. . .

. -.
,

IP"

,
.

.

.

r
.

I

.._ ,
-

I .

. Up.ad.libkunless contraindiCated: ;Ambulatory

.
,

1,

. . .

..
_

.

.

, ,

1. Give verbal and/or writterl'exclanatnn of 'Verbalizes

. oreParation for surge and of .ost-o. care.iinstructions

.. Iredardind'roce--..., ..................-----''
(- Idures and coo.ere

1

2' Explain operative permit to patient and with *Ian of.pare

witness patient's sionature.. . linformed consent.

i'- . ..

:.,

ol..P;M.P.O.O...IVI.....ii..il.....M.Wn...PPIM.

331..



V-TECS 62
L.A. #4

PM WARD CLERICS

ADDITIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES-

Menus: Stick with patient's name; refer to guide in dietary. envelope.

.

2. Dietary Requisition: Refer to patient care form for correct diet,t. Write

in fthe, patient's. name, room number and bed.. Check correct diet.'

. .

Schedule for Patient Treatment:. :Refer- to patient care form. Write
patient's name, room number and bed. Check what- "the patient is schelduled

for.:. test and/or treatment. ."

4.'- Census Sheet: ,Census. book -! complete and take to Admitting by 10:30 PM.

Charts: At least 10-2Q surgery sheet:.- for new admissions.

6.- S.P.D. Cart; Check cart that patient is charged for ''ue'd'"items.

AM-PM ,...

7. Twenty-FOui Hour Record of Patient Temperature: *TPR board. Room and' .

bed -,riumber with patient's laift 'name.

8."

ti

Controlled Drug Charge RequisitiOns: Check controlled drug book ort

medicine drawer' for drug charge requisition's. Stamp the drug charge,

requisitions with the patient's addressograph .oara and place in. the

transporation basket.

/9. 'Drug Renewal Procedure: Check Medication Adm. record for. eipired drugs.

Carry out .procedures.
..n

. .

10. NPO Stickersii It is the responsibility. of the Ward-Clerk to, make out the

NPO/HOLD BIM stickers and .the .responsibility of theAursing Assistant to

place, the stickers on .the, patient's door.

Room #
Lab:

Robm.#

E3REAKFAST

: 1'

h.

I



ji.;: i.

DIETARY DiET ORDER REQUISITION'
V

R.N. ,

y

#5::, .1

CARBON-NOT RE41::::

Dot*

Room

A.M.: 4:30

Con Time .0 & S

10.00 A.M. & 3:00 P.M.

2

Nom*

0.1 -:

1.50L-11710

f.4)

Lamm.

'7"7tm.7.t - , 4.
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INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:
°Place/remove special bedside direc-
tives.
Place an X in the appropriate box -indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fu3.1y Accqmplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was im.possible to
complete, place an X in the-Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: All items must receiv,
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED :(or
Applicable)i. If any items are rated
.Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student- and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which learning

_activities must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,-
then a separate column and boxes are .

provided.

When placing/removing speciAl bedside
directives, the student:

1. Placed /removed bedside door directives
for selected paqent.

Student
Performance .441

,

0
42

J

tli

..-g4-

A

=
t A m

M s ,

8 401

& 4 °

*Alth6ugh use of the instructor's- final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as ,a valid means for documenting the progress of the student.

334 34 7
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DUTY: PERFORMING °CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare ,and ,route' medication index forms
Administration Record}...

or Medication

-PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE \*
Given the charts of forty patients and the necehrary forms 'and materials,

.

. prepare and route index form ...{or Medication Administration Record},..-
for each patit.nt. Preparation of the forms must conform -to the
instructions on the form, must be accurate and legible.. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE .
1. Obtain medicine index form ...{or, MAR}... and..addreSsograph-_it.

Note: The 'purpose of this fOrm is additional insurance-agairist -drug
interactions. Odcurring. Most hospital pharmacist's -wish to.
contribute their expertise to patient safety in the above manner.
In some .hospitalS, -thepharniacist..receives a duPlicate copy of every-

,. physician's order and compiles the medication index forias,. in which
case the ward clerk would place the prepared indek on the patient's
chart.

2. Frot the medication sheet, locate the names.of the drugs being given
to the patient (inCruding -. .

.

3. Place the name, amount, route, and frequency of.administratio4 of
each drug that the patient is receiving on the form.

4. Place the original of. the form on the 'inside front cover of the
chart.

5. Send duplicate of the fort to the. pharmacy.
6. Add or delete infottation as orders change.
7.. Prepare and route a new forin,vwhen duplicates on fort-..run o.ut if.'

using a chemicially treated carbon set.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Distribute the attache.d. :three information sheets related to
medication. Study for. recall on a teacher-prepared matching test.
Exchange papers and correct each other's work in class.

2. Using a 'transparency . of the: sample Medication Administration Sheet
(attached), diScuss.the' purpose of this form and ho W to. prepare it.

3. Using a transparency of the sample-physician'S;ord.e? (attached), .

u s s -directives. .1:cured b,:-
4. Ntline on board the procedure for ro,...0.r1. .a copy. .3f -!-..n.e.p4.3-fcLan's

order to thelpharmacy. (i.e.., Tear out and send through pne..utatio
tube system.) .

5. Discus's- and role play the procedure tortordering IV medications
(sample forms' attaohed). .

6. Visit a unit to observe an...experie.nce.l. ward, clerk prepare (and
route) a Medication Administration Record. A8k glue. s_t ions as
appropriate.:

.
33.5

If

34&



ti
.

7. In a simulated hoslital setting, perform the task of preparing and
routing MARs for each- of forty patients. A l rating of "fully
accomplished" must be aphfeved, based `on the observations/pf the
instructor. .

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
41 physician's order

Medication Administration Record or other appropriate form

MILLUATION
Using the information and materials provided, the student will.prepare a.
Medication Administration Record for each.of forty patients according to
the instructions on the form. Preparation. must be 100% accurate and
legible. A rating of "fully accomplished" by the instructor must be
earne .

I

.4
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ITICAL-TIMES.of MEDICATION. ADMINISTRATION

1110..ek

. every day

-twice.a day

'three times a. day

four times a day

every other day

every. hours,

at hour.ofsleep (once only)

before meals

after meals

Times
asoftwoh7

Abbreviations .

at once, withoUt

when necessary or required

may be repeated once if necessary

..4110.1.11W

q.d.

b.i.d.

q.i.d.

q.o.d.

q. h.

h.s.

a.c.

p.c..

Stat.

p.r.n.

s.o.s.



z.

with
.

without

. freeIy,..as desired,

of each

."MEDICAL QUAL' ING 'PHRASES'

.

do not Irepeat.

quantity not sufficient

I.

S

ad.

a

.



1,

AbbreviatiOnsforMeasures of Drug Dosages

TERMS ABBREVITIONS

diop

teaspoon

tablespoon

unit

b.

gtt.

tsp.-or.t.

tsp. or -T-

u.

mEq.

4.4
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HYSICIAN

START)
HERE

D A T E . . .

.0- 51

AUTOMATIC STOP ORDER: SCHEDULE OF STOP DATES REPRODUCED BELOW IS IN TERMS OF DAYS FOL-
LOWING DATE OF ORIGINAL ORDER. IF STOP DATE FALLS ON SUNDAY OR HOLIDAY ORDER EXTENDED ONE
DAY. TIME 11;00 A.M.

THIS ORDER-DOES NOT APPLY WHEN PHYSICIAN'S ORDER INDICATES EXACT NUMBER OF
DOSES AND/OR DAYS TO ,SE ADMINISTERED.

7 SCHEDULES' MEDICATIONS
SCHEDULE II MEDICATIONS

ANTIBIOTICS

A.M.

e45-j-el",t-e-461-e" - -777,

ALLERGIES:

7)I

M.D.

ir

START

HERE

DATE

. DISPENSE AS WRITTEN
M.D.

SUBSTITUTION PERMITTED

(1)

TIME A.M. ALLERGIES:

P.M.

4""C.:12./447

°
141 GI

M.D.
DISPENSE AS WRITTEN

M.D.
. SUBSTITUTION PERMITTED

START(I.) 7*
HERE

DATE TIME

3
A.M. ALLERGIES:

P.M.

.r

7

/)P

DISPENSE AS WRITTEN

M.D.
342

.

SUOS11TUTION PERMITTED

y..

(2)

(3)

r 3,
M.D. ts-g.

4
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REQUEST FOR I.V. MEDICATIONS

-(Notify Pharmacy of Cancellation, Ext. 5350)

.41

ADDITIVES QUANTITY

Carbenicillin.(Geopen)

G

'GM

Cephalothin (Keflin) Gm

Cephaiolin (Kefzol) Gm

Doxycvcline (yibramycin) mg.

V TECS 63
L.A. #5

IP

(PATIENT .;NOORESSOGRAPH)

Gentamycin (Garamycin) mg.

Hydrocortisone (Solu-Cortef) mg.

Potassium Chloride' .: mEq.

Potassi.urn. Penicillin G units

bATE: 4
riginal {REFILL NOS. ON'sAct9
Iution

umber

°RUE RED. EiY:° .77r1A, . (;./..../5114-

as

Av.

CIRCLE
SOLUTION

NS

osNs

Ringers
Lactate

D5 1/2 NS

D5 % NS

1/2 : NS

.D5RL

CIRCLE
VOLUME

CIRCLE
HOURS OF

ADMINISTRATION

STAT
1000 cc 01-A.M. 13-P.M,

02A.M.
.

;14-P.M...

a, 03:Ajd,,
500 CC

04-A.N1)
.M.

250 cc- , 06-A. 18-P.M.

07-A. 19-P.M.

100 cc
08-A. 20-P.M.
09- 21-P.M.-
10-'

. 23-P.M. \
50 cc 12-No. 24Midnight

VERIFICATION CpPY

. [356. ,.



,4430t,

REQUEST. FUR I.V. MEDICATIONS

(Npiify. Pharmacy ifSancellatiqt2, Ext. 5350)

ADDITIVES '..;4?
-ar

Ampicillin

QUANTITY-

-Carbenicillin (GeOpen ) Gm

Cephalothiri .1 Keflin) Gm

Cephazolin (Kefzol) Gm

Doxycycline (Vibramycin)' Mg.

e.

(PATIENT AODRESSOGRAPH)

a

Gentamycin 1.Gararnycin) mg.

Hydrocortisone (Solu-Cortef I mg.

Potassium Chloride' mEcr.

,-Potassium Penicillin G units

DATE:

ORDERED BY:

rigmal (REFILL NOS. ON BACK)
!Litton

Number

:

CIRCLE.
SOLUTION

D5W

NS .

D5NS

Ringers
Lactate

D5 1/2 NS

D5 '4 NS'
1/2 NS

05 L

VERIFICATION COPY

344 .

-CIRCLE
VOLUME

1000 cc

500- cc

250 cc

1.00 cc

50 cc

CIRCLE
1 HOURS OF j .

ADMINISTRATION

STAT

01-A.M. 13Pfl.
02A.Nt.
03A.M. 15-P.M.

1- 04A.M., 16-P.M.
06-A.M. 17P.M.

, 06A.M. 18-P.M.

07-A.M. 19P.M.
08A.M. 20-P.M.
09A.M. 21-P,M.P
10A.M.' 22-P.M..A,
11-A.M. 23-P.M. .",

.12Noon 24Midnigfit



DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST,

Check the student's: performance in the skills
associated' with the following task:'
Prepare and route medication index .

forms..

Place. -an X In the appi.opriate boxindicating
Not Accomplished, 'Partially Acconfrlished, or
Fully 'Accomplished. /ft because- of 'special.
circumstances, the item- was impossible to

domplete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box. .

. ,

Performance,Level: All Stems must receive a
rating.of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED .(or Not .-

Applidable). If- any'' items Ware -rated Not
Accomplished or Partially' Accomplished., the
student and .inatructor will discuss the
'situation and dedide.. which learning-
activities must be repeated. If the
instructorchooses_ to use the-.Checkliat as
the basis 'for assigning.numerical-Points,

-then. a separate column. and boxes. are-.
provided....

r' Whenpreparing and" routing, medication-index
farms ....{or Medication Aaminist'ration
-Record}...,the student:

1.' Secured and prepitred 4,Medica-tiori index
form {or- Medicatidn Administration
Record}... .

) (

2. Filed the floor copy. and routed duplicate
copy to pharmacy.- * ) (

- ,
Student .

. Performance

.51sza

....

..
5 Q8za

.
.

03

cua
___.

..- ,

-5..-a
2.8
S Q
LLt

.,_

..m-o
0 tyg a 0

4134-6...staeo<ao/

1

iiillthough use of the instructor/'s final checklist is optional, it is
/ recommended as a, valid means forAocumenting 'the progress of the student.
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DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL -ACTIVITIES

. -

f'

V -TECS

TASK: Inspect and rept .. expiring narcotic or antibiotic orders% ''.
N. 4- . ,. -i ,..': -. ,

-,
C

. PERFORM:NCH OBJECTIVE-
Having access to required nformation and supplifes'i .an.th.sik patients:, P

receiving narcotics and six patients receiving antibiotics,' 'inspect
orders for expiration time and flag the chars'' No .patient will receive
drugs without a valid order, and charge nurse gust agree in eachAnstande. .
that flag was correctly placed,-based on expiration of order. (4).

PERFORMANCE GUIDE*
1. Interpret the doctoi'd orders, consulting the head nurse if neededa.iq
2.. Identify n4cotics, antibiotics, anticoagulants, arid..ab'ase d.rvs

ordered.

3. Compute time of last dose foreach order using the stated hospital ,

?.

policy. .

4.. Flag the charts with a- reorder request or notify Charge nurae if
Order is no .longer, valid. , .

.

5., Make' certain that flag. is easily visible.

,
* South Carolina writing team suggests' a revised Liating. Referto', .Y.
,. the following revised performance guide. /I

s.g&. PERFORMANCE GUIDE

,

. . .

.
. . ,4,./e...

.

. .
.

. .

. .

1. Stamp physician's orders with "Renew
0
Drug

ti
after checking.Medication

.

Administration Record for expiration date. .. .. . .. . .-

2. Write name(s) only of narcotics; antibcotids and antiCoagulantw'that
have expired. '- . -. .° , .:,,,I,..; .., 71 1..-

3.. Compute time of last dose for each order, ..using the -stated, hpapital/. 1.

policy. ,.-- . i
4. Flag chart with a 'Reorder Drug" request; or . notify chargetirsOk*.ifi .

order is no longer valid.
5. Make certain that flag is easily visible. ,,; - . I e,

6. After' renewal order.," update Medication Administration 'Reosbcd. - .

,,

\ i

.
.

11 ;1!

:LEARNING, ACTIVITIES
,

1.: Listen to resource speaker (M.D.) discuss the niedidalfreasonsild'r.
strict accuracy in the .inspection and reporting tlf'expie4.ng,.ria.,.iptic-; :191

. or antibiotic 'orders. -. ) : , : <-'- . 7, i -(11',,

2: Ir.vestigateand report to the class On th foIlOWiii$ t4:0' tOPiOs.:-..

(a) identification of at least two references,,the :wardclrk .dep,1,100s ... 1k

to find" out more information about drugs;. (b) ideti,titiorit06, o,t4/ ,Ove

workers whom the ward clerk might contact for dr14. irn.tor;thatiOn'./1;;

3. Read and study the attached sample drug
, ..

ren, .et w al- policy

,,
.; i

. i:

,
,

346.



Using' the policr/studied daring learning activity #3 and the
silx-point S.C. Performance Guide, practice linspectinga typical
narcotic -order and an antibiotic order. ,Work in small groups ..

helping fellow classmates interpret the lirOcedure.
Perform the task of inspecting sii4harcotic. and six antibiotic
Arders for riinewal requests and flagging the charts. A rating of
HfUlly,aboomplished" must be achieved as the instructo14 observes in
the silitulated hospital setting.

RESOURC$S'

physician

TOOLS 40CD EQUtRIONT
renewal stamp
reorder .t4pes
MedLcation:Adm,inistration Record
physioian's ordersr.

. .

EVAAATION.
Using provided information and materials/ .the student will monitor six
narcotic and,six.antibiotic4orders for renewal requests and.flag 11.e

charts. No errors are allowed. A rating of "fully accomplished" must be, .

achieved, based on the observations of the insti.uctor.

4

q

4

360



DRUG REI#LNAL.. PROCEDURE

To assist with keeping orders for 'expiring drugs current.
.

POT,ICt:

1. Class II drugs expire in 72 hours.

65
L.A. #3 ,

2. All cl

;
sS III, IV and Vdrugs.'expire in 7 days. Antibiotic or

anticoa lant nod not be' reordered.

HI,
Write reneW," " repeat, or "reorder" and the name of the medications

The PM Ward pier is responsible for writing the name pf each. expired
medication on th physician's order sheet on the date it expires. Sign.
your initiali and title after writing renewal order.

5. The ,physician must sign the medication order' b e it is v lid.
I

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
0

1. The: physician will strike through any order he /she Wishes to discontinue.

2. Both xn or PM -Ward Clerk will be involved in implementing this procedure.

Checl. the Medication Alp
zy

inistration Record (MAR) ofor druge which expire n
-.c:urrent %date.

I

Copy ail medication orders which expire on the current date _from. the MAR
onto the physicianorder sheet.- (Write the name of the. medicationexactly

. as it:is written on the' MAR.)

Enter the. date in apprppriatecolumn on :the MAR .after the'physicianjtas
.

'signed drUg:,renewal order.

, 'Sign your initials and title to the left of the column labeled ."Noted
by/Time."

AM or. PM Ward Clerk o carry put the order after the'physician has signed
it by:

a. Erasing the expiration. date (count the appropriate numher. of 'days and
put in new expiration.date).



b. Discontinue the medication by drawing a line: through it if the
physician d9es not want to reorder.-

Note: Flag chart with Reorder Drug Tape.

7-



INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL. CHECKLIST*

Check the stUdent's performancein the skills
:associated with the following esk:-
rnspect and.report expiring narcotic
or antibiotic 'orders.,
Ple0e an X in the -appropriate box indicating
Not AccoMplished,..:Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished:. If, becatiseor special
circumstances, the.item was impossible to
complete, place an X in-the Not Applicable
Box. .

Performance Level: All items dust receivea
rating of FULLY, ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable) 41' If any items are rated .NotL
AccOmplished or. Partially Accomplished, the.
student and instructor will -discuss the
situation -and decide' which learn.ing
activities must be repeated.' !If . the
instructor choosei to use checklist as
the basis for assigning:numerical points,
then: a separate column 'and bci.xes are
provided.

reportingWhen inspecting and reporting expiring
narcotic or- antibiotic orders, the' student:

1.. Verified. the doctor's -orders and
expiration date of the medication.

2. Flagged the chart with .a reorder request
.,,or notified /charge nurse.

3. Updated Medication Administrationecord.

//Student
. Performance

.......

.

ma

WO

Z < Z <

A
11
CD

e. 8 ,

il. <

, ,

=§
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§
at

) ( ) (

) ( )

) ( ) (

*Although use of-the instructor's final,checsklist is optional, it is

recommended as a valid means for documenting' the progress of the student.:



DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIMIES

TASK: Photocopy chart forms

V-TECS 68

ti

0

/

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE .

.

Given- access .to necessary equipment,. materials, and information, make a
photocopy of each chart form requested: Copies must be, legible and any
non-usable. copiei must be. deatralyed .by shredding .or burning. .(4)

.

--,

. .

PERFORMANCE GUIDE.- .

.

.

.

.

1. LoCate forms to be copied. Nqte: Photocopying certain .parts of the
chart such as lab and' -ray,` reports to be sent with the patient to a
nursing:home is often, done at the discretion of the hospital' to meet
Medicare and Medicaid nursing. home requirments, and without which
nursing .homes-cannot accept the patient. .care plans and

. discharge summary notes. may be. included. Some hospitals perMit only
medical records personnel .ta. photocopy chart forms so that a record
can be kept of- what has been copied..-and where it has been sent.

21 ConsUlt with charge nurse to determine legality. of request.

3,
,

Take forms to copy machine. . . .

-4. Follow operating instructions and make one. legiblecopy of. each.
;5. Tear up and discard illegible copies. .

6.. Enclose Copies' in an addressed envelope and seal.
7." Give envelopes to appropriate person.
8. Return original chart forms to chart, noting n same that a copy has

been made and where it, was:sent.

LRARIING ACTIVITIES
1, Listen: to resource speaker (e.g.; director of medical recOrds-

department at the local- hospital) discuss the ethical and .legal
reasons for confidentiality cif chart forms, and strict control of
non-usable. copies of .chart forms.

.

.

2. Discuss the.responsibilities,.of the 'Ward clerk i'n fallowing. the
procedure for photocopying chart forms. . Read aloud- the attached
aample policy which outlines." the, procedures to be followed.

3. View several copies of chart forms made on different- pie es. of
eqUipment. As a Class, vote which copies are usable and which are
not (and. the reason). '-

..,..:

,.
.

Discuss efficient riethoda ofdedtroying.nonusable copies. -..,

.Perform the task, f phatocopyingehart forms.: Properly destroy non.7-
usablecopies;.:- Properly .package-thd. copies,': A .rating of 7fully
aCcomplishediolis beadhie:yed- bafted-Ovoi the instructor's evaluation

of the performance,
.....:.
, ..- -,

.. : ---' .s .... ''''<

RESOURCES
.director of -Medical records

..



TOOLS AND EQU4PMENT
copier
chart fOli.ms.

ar
:V

EVALUATION ,
.

Using materials and equipment provided, tlie student will photocopy
selected chart forms. The copies must be clean and legible. Non-usable

copies 'must be -Clompletely destroyed. Based on the instructor's'
ob ervations, a rating of "fully accomplished" must -be achieved.

)

I

4

4



TO: War le ks
/Unit Managers
/Evening Administrators

FROM: Ward Clerk Coordinator

DATE: July 19, 1983.

SUBJECT: Copying a Patient's Chart

P. 1

V-MCS.68
L.A. '#2

4

A.Doctor:'s order must be written on the Physician's-Order Sheet in the
chart.

2. Have "AUtho'rization for. Release' Medical Information" signed by. the.
patient prior to copying.

3. Duplication of any part of the patient's chart is done/ he Medical
Records Departmeht up until 9:00 PM Mbnday through Friday.

4. Contact the P.M. Administrator or.Night Nursing Supervisor "when i Medical
Records is closed".

5. No original part of the patient's chart can be discarded .unde r. any
circumstance..

6. The Physician should write an order for the parts of the chart to copy.

7. Chart forms that necessarily would not, have to be copied .(unl&s thd:

Physician requests dpedifically) would be the graphi nurse's nOtes,
profile, and surgery forms. .

v.



--

Check the stigtInt,',0 performance in the -Skills
associated with the. following task:

STUDENT,

DATE

Photocopy chart:forms.-,...,,,

. -. .

.

Place an X in appropriate..boA indicating.
Not' AcComplished, AccOntplished, or

. Fully Accomplished, because of'specfal,
circumstances, the ititik.w.as
complete, place an X'
.Box.

PerfcIrmance Level: Al]. items must receive a
rating of FULLY AOCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instruotor -wilaTaiscuks title
'situation and:decide -which learning
actisi,l,ities must be repeated. If the
instr'Uctor chooses to use the checklist. as
the basi.S. for assigning numerical points,
then a separate' column and.. boxes..are
Provided.

When photocopying,chart forms, the Student:

1. Verified legality of request.-
2. Copied chart forms.
3. ProPerly.discarded illegible copies.
4. 'Enclosed and sealed- copies in envelope.
5. Provided copies to-.appropriate person.
6411. Noted:procedure on chart and returned to

proper location.

1

.

Student'

.. Perforraike.

,

.

. .

. ,
.9 (11.
.1i
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2: 4C
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4 c.3
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*Although use of the' instructor's :final chckl t is optional, it is

recommended. as a valid. means for 'documenting the pro ess of:the student.
-



V -tECS'69

DUTY: PERFORMING CLERICAL. ACTIVITIES.

TASK: Prepare addressographed nurses' notes sheqts for each pa ient

Panama OBJECTin
Having access to the required materials and information, prepare the
nurses' notes form for.each of thirty patients. No'nursee notes ,form
will be loSt. or misplaced: There must be' a form for each patient and it
must be placed on that Jatient's clipboard.- ...{or chart hollers}...
(4)

7

PERFONAJNE GUID
1, btt supply .of nurses' notes sheets at beginning 'of shift.
2. Impri ,:-.-one sheet for each patient on the unit. noter. If any

patient 1.6 --titta.sferred; discharged,. or expires, this sheet becomes -a...
part-of the'pernianent medical record .and must be taken from the
.cripboard and routedith the chart. .

3. Group the imprinted sheets into team assignments.
"1 . 4.. Place each group of imprinted Sheqt6-silto each teari's clipboard.

5. Place the clipboards ,in their. desigrfatat,Llocation. .

6. Post all of yesterday's completed nui-i(k-q,'
'''

notes forms in. the
,:1,patientb' charts. N
-1)-::

LEARNAG:.-ACMICTI&5. 1 . . 1
-..

.
.

, .
.

.

I-. . Distribute sample copies..of nurses' notes sheets -(attached). andit,---,.-..,:,
.diScusS7"-their, .purpose. . . ? ,-,:t-,

2.- Practice imprinting on sheets, using the 4ddressograph. 0.-'

3.. Discuss tka proCedure,;:to by followed in orgariizin.g and placing the
sheets. .Tbr'example,shesheets may beplaced.iii the chart holder
under the divider marked "tnurse's.",section" once the previous form is
c.ompletely 'filled out. The previOuS..f.o.rm may remai?Nin the chart

---....---
44.o.per. - . . -,.

isquss the procedure to be- followed if a patient t...4,nsfers, is
-discharged, Or expiret. '
Visit a unit at the beginning of a shiftto observe an experienced.

. ward clerk prepare addressagraphed nurses' "notes: sheets for the
patients. Under th-6-- ward clerk's supervision, 'practice the
preparation of sheets f at least five patients.
In a simulated hospit 1 ssetting,-perform the task. of preparing
addressographed nurse notes sheets :for thirty patientS. . P.la"ce
them inthe-appropria e c!lipboard chart holder. The performance
must warrant a "fully a-ccomplished" ating, based on the
instructor's evaluation..

RESOURCES. ..

experienced ward clerkr



TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.
addressogr4h .

appropriate forms
clipboards:or.chart holders

EVALUATION
y`',

-4.

.. Using pro ded materials, the student will prepare nurses' notes forms
for thirty patients. The appropriate sheet must be placedf.p that
patient's ipboard or chart holdel% Based on the instrlidtor's

,;assessment, a ating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved.'

'

. , .6



INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRESS NOTES

Oats

V - TECS 69
L.A. #1

(ADORESSOGRAPH)

Sleep

A aith"C.
Ambulation

Turn, Cough
Oeep Breath

Oressatg Ck.
Y

Sidi Orails Up

S

C
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NIGHT AM. PM NIGHT PM NIGHT AM PM
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V-TECS 69 STUDENT.
L.A. #6

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*
I

_Check the student's.. performance in the skills
associated with the

Prepare .addressographed nurses' notes
sheets for each patient.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not AcCOmplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was: impossible
complete, place an X in the..Not Applicabti
Box:

PerforMance Level: All. -items must receive
rating of FULLY ACCO.NPL/SHED (or No
-Applicable).-. If any.: items.. are.rated Not
Accomplished or. Partially Accomplished, the
Student and instructor will discuss the
situ.ation..and .decide which" learning
activities 'must be' repeated.., If "the
instructor chooses tro use the-checklist as
the basis. for 'assigning numerical points,
then a separa,te column ..and- boxes are
provided.

y
When preparing-addressographed nurses' notes
sheets for.eackpatient, the student:

1. Obtained and prepared the Proper _form.tor
the number of patients identified.

2.- Placed forms in deSignatdd- location.

,
. Student

Performance

+00z
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*Although use Of the instruotOt's final checklist is optional, it Is
recommended as a valid means _fOr,'.'dOcumenting::ttie progress of the student.
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DUTY PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES
.

TASK: Locate assistants- for therapists and techi4cfani.

PERFORMANCE. OBJECTIVE.
. 0 . .

, .

. Gil/en the.'patient roster,. nurse's .:611.sigu,Ment li'St, ands.a..therapist:
needing assistance, locate and noUkvthe-pss4hed pergon. to :assist the.

technician- or therapist. AssignMen't.,;Must 'agree. with,worksorganizational.

'plan. and capability. of worker! delecte;d for . :the . t aSk follow in4
established policies.. (4) ,:- ''

.
, .

PERFORMANCE . GUIDE i

...,:... 0
P . ' ,o %

4 °

r 1,.': Identify and. greet thenapj.s,t'or,, teOnniciar n1;. ascertain attire of need

.
for assistance. .. ,

-2.- Identify 'person to 'whom atient..has. seen. asStgned (who is

responsible for the oare.6f.:4ispattent ..during. t4is tour of :duty)..
3. Designate assistant to lid?4p4Sts'and tecnniciaAs from Ottkentoare

....(daily duty}... assignmetttijkst ,if Possible. Note: Safety of

patient ,technician, 'and.assistant is of paramount imPortance.

.
. 4. Notify the .individual opthi's/her need to assist technician or

therapist. by intercom if not in,inUrsi,ng4 station :- .- . .

5. Seek -assistance of nurs'e,in charg-e or: locate another-assIstant if

assigned person-ls unable td' pekorm requeSt f6r Some reason, :
,

...I

LEARNING ACTIVTTIES

------------

I 2. Display on trin-Spar-ency_a .saMple /"Dail:y .Unit Aissignment Sheet"
(attached). and discuss its purpOge. .

14.

3. Review" pertinent "points :from Les'so'n ,8, V-TECS 00J. 8 "initiate. and '

Itibation...1,_ I

respond to t.elecom/intercom*:ciimMnunfcat'ions."4,

direct profesiona18., new pattents,. and visitors to patient:

Discuss the reason (reed) for'.:seking asaistAnce. of charge nurse if .o'-

unable

p.

V-TECS OBJ% 6 "Greet and

..

..

:,,

1. Review pertinent points from:Lespon 1,

unable to locate assigned person. :

\
5.; Listen to at resource speaker (a oharge nurse) describe the .-

ramifibations if substitutes rather than assigned 'personnel are .Used
in time of reed. Ask questions' as appropriate. - p..

in a mock hospitals, setting, .perform the task of rocating assistarts:
A rating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved, based on the
observations' of the instructor. .

RESOURCES
charge nurse

..TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.

:daily duty assignment sheet
.patient.rOster.



EVALUATION. 0

Using daily ashignment sheet and information provided, the student will
locaVe and. notify assistants for technicians and therapists.
Established policy must be addressed. Boded on. the- instructor's

observations, rating of "fully. ,accomplished" must' be achived.

cy .



.

This sheet wil'

It will be made

DATE: Present

.p
be Bested" on" thy, bulletin board on -the unit.

. ,

0.\
for each th4:thre( .( 3) .shi,f is daily,.

a'

CHARGE. NURSE or NURSE: make. out this sheet..

UNIT DIVIDED: Nurses aid'-,,Ssistants from room number's to. krobm numbers..
% .

:°

LEARN,: Intercomraript4its to care for _patient;ls,,need(s).

. Be sure' to knar the patient's room number,. name and .the2need(s)

- then tell apptopriate person assigned to the- patient- to take

,care ,rthe..need(s). 4

Telephone:, on the unit. 7.- identify unitl.selY and. title

b

s

0

.

0



Cbarue 11urse:

6rturt
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-Meeting:

MenterT
Meeting:
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Meeti no:

.

.0.
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SI

Break-
Meal:
t2uty

-.

.

.Greek:
Meal
-Outy.

3uisina Rounds Time:
Nursing Cam Planning Conferencs:
Time:; Patton:
Tool c:

Pa Oinants:
Sum:
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V-TECS 13
L.A. #6

).(

Check the student's .performance .-in the skills
associated with. the following task:.
1.4cate assistants for therapists and
technicians.

PlaCe.an X in the appropriate box indicating!
Not. Accomplished: Partialli AcCompligTed., or.,
Fully. Accomplished; 'If, beCaUse.of
Circumstances, the item was
complete, place. an X in. the NOt "ApPlicable'.
Box.

-

Performance Level:' All items must receive
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or.
Applicable). ot f any items are :rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and, 'instructor. will discuss ,the
situ.ation and decide "which learning
activities- "must.:. be repeated; . If the
instructor chooses to .use the.cheCklistas
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a .sep.arate..column-...anci boxes. are

44 provided.
.

When locating assistan.ts.for therapists and
techniciand,'the student:.

1. Located and notified appropriateassistants for techniCia.ns and
therapists.

u

Student
-. Perforinance

.

,
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<
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DUTYt PaFORMING_ MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Brief oncoming ward clerk

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Giver. an audiotape recorder and access to.required information, prepare

-'.nd present a 'briefing for an oncoming ward clerk.. All items on the
instructor's checklist must be rated,"fully aocomplished." (4)

1,

PERFORMANCE GUIDE.
1.-_Recognize and .make: brief notes (for yourself) of all...happenings'.

(facts, not rumors) which 'need to be reported to oncoming shift:
:Accidents, incidents., unusual happenings, new directive-s,
anticipated admissions.. or d scharges, special .requests.,
diffioulties,:location of patients or charts if not onj unit, etc.
Obtaintape recorder and blank cass tte.

3._ From your notes, record all pertinent-information appropriate
/terminology and diction.

u. Play back to 'confirm accuracy,

.Prepare tape and give to'bncoming clerk; This report. is
Often given orally.in person rather' than taped:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Listen to a resource speaker (an experienced ward clerk) discuds-the

topic: The role of'the'ward cleTk'on the nursing unit can be called
that of a facilitator.

2. As' homework assignment, list'-the-happenings which should be reported
to an'oncoming shift. Share with classmates. As .an entire class,
arrive at'a:conOnSus listing regarding the happenings which warrlint
being reported. .1

Read alaUd 'in small gtoilps Samples.af daily summary sheets. Decide
which facts need.to be eportd (and cite reasons).

4.. Visit:a unit and "sha w" an-experienced -wardclerk throughoUt'
shift.

5 , With. the supervis on:Of the. ward clerk who participated during
learning activity #4, perform the. task of briefing the oncoming ward
clerk. ::Use-an:audiotape recorder and speak, concisely,' olearly',.-and

accurately. The instructor with the aid of the' ward clerk will
evaluate your performance.'.- A rating' of "fully- accomplished" must be
achieved or each item listed_on the instructor's c ecklist.

RESOURCES
exerier.ced ward clerk

1..

TOOLS AND-EQUIPMENT
audiotape recorder
cassette



VTECS14

EVALUATION I

Using the standard policies, daily summary note's, and.tape recorder, the
student Will brief an oncoming ward clerk. All items on the it structor's
checlklist must be'rated "fully accomplished."

I



V.TEC3 14.
litA. its:

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*:

Check the student's performance in the skills'
associated with the following task:

Brief oncoming wad clerk.

Place an X'in the. appropriate box. indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially-Accomplished,;Or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, -the.-item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: Al]. items must receive a
-rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not'.
Applicable), If -any items are rated Not.-
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student.' and instructor will discusa the
situation and decide which' learning
activities mist be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use'the-checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,_
then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

Student
Performance

0

J.

4. .0 cl.Z <

3
us
L..

g..

_8
so t3Z<

"i3
in

.....

-AZ1

.t.' §,
3.<

il
__

-ci>- 8.5
14.. <

I S

0 < C2.

..

It

-When- briefing oncoming ward. clerk, .the

/
stUdent:

1. S4gregated _fact from rumor by documented
.- .evidence.

:

( ) ( ) ( ) (
2. Protected confidentiality of information.. ( ) ( ) ( (

3. Used appropriate terminology, 'grammar,

:diction, andtone Of voice: ( ) ( -) ( ) (

A. Included all pertinent. information. . ( ) ( ). ( ) (

5. Relayed . messages 'acCurately ih .

understandable terms. ( 0 ) ( ) ( ) (

)

( )

(

( ,. ).

( 1

,...,
011,

4

*Although use of the instructor's final .checklist is optional', it: .

recommended as a valid means fordocumenting the progress of, the student.

..



V-TECS 15.

DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Dispense and charge supplies

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE ,

Having access to required information and-. supplies, and gill/en a request
for a catheter set, dispense the item, prepare charge fOrin and
.adjust the inventory without error. Item dispensed must be acceptable to
the requesting person, charge form must_ identify the .correct patient and
item, and inventory must reflect' ,the correct _number of items remaining.
(4) - .

PERFORMANCE. GUIDE
1. AOknowledge request.
2. . Fill out charge form and stamp with correct addressograph plate.

Note.: Carbon s.ets require ball-point pen and heavy writing
pressure.

3. Send stamped form tocovect department or place information in
computer. Rip

4. Check and dispense items, adjust inventory if applidable.
5. Place items in designated area, or give to the person -reqUesting the

article. :
6. Report problems or substitutions to charge nurse.
7. Identify 'from Kardex.or other records all "daily" charges fo dots,

trhction isolation, narcotics, eta., and prepare charges in bpve

manners

8. Dispense desk .supplies to appropriate locations: labels, chart
Llags, note pads, PRN sheets,. writing implements for acceptable
charting, Chart forms; requisition forms; supplemental chart toms,
prescription blanks, etc.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

. 1.. Discuss the way to verify request. made on the .physiCian's order or
directly from a person..

2. Visit a unit -to observe where supplies are kppt. Note. that each
supply item shOuld have charge -form attached..

3. Demonstrate -method for completing charge form. Note: 'If no char"
form-is attached to supply item, learn where forms' are kept. Some
items have charge 'sticker. attached 'Which merely requires.. being
placed on charge form.. . , .

Discuser the departments: and their function regarding 'who. must
1

receive- charge. -fonds. . . .

.4

5. --Outline .on board the tasks involved ,in acquiring an item,- or

.example:. Once 'form is stamped,...nursineaseistantgoes to
.appro"Priate department ta..adquire if not .kept on unit. Then the.

item. is given to requestor. If exchange. cart system is used, the
requestbr must -remove-from cart- and gve charge sticker to -ward
clerk or other designated -personnel. For' ex=ample; the ward clerks



4

may make.it list.of supplies .Headed -end at the. over14.OfAM a PM
Shift (while twq'ward clerks Are:present), one goes to the print
shop and picks up supplies, .returns' to.nnit, and places, in

.appropriate location.
6. Visit the department which:keeps dispensable items":' Inquire about

the procedure to:be followed in acquiring.them.
7. Visit a unit to observe an.experienced ward clerk dispense a supply

item; charge.it, and adjust the inventory. Take detailed-notes to
be studied and used later as reference.

8. In a mock_ hospital, setting; perform the. task of dispensing a .

catheter irrigation -set, charging it, and adjusting the inventory.
A rating of "fully accomplished" 'must be achieved, based on the
instructor' s evaluation.

RESOURCES-
experiencedward clerk.

TOOLS AND-EQUIPMENT
charge slips
.catheter irrigation set

.4 ball point Pen
inventory list
addressograph

EVALUATION'

0

4

Using the materials and information provided,.: the student will dispense
a catheter rrigation set, charge ft,. and adjust- the imtentoiy..
kcduricy must. be 100%. A. rating of "fully accomplished" must be-
achieved; based oft"the assessment of the:instructor.. .

t.
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11.4TECS 15.
L.A. #8

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CIE IST*4,

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated. with the following task: .

Disperile an& charge supplies.

Place an. .X in,"Oitie .appropriate box indicating
Not "Abcomplished, Partially Accomplished,. or
Fully Accoemplished.- If, because of special
circumstances, the item was. impossible "to
complete, plaCe an X in the Not-Applicable
Box. -
Performance Leveli All items. must receive a"'
_rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any' ,items are rated Not :

Accomplished or Partially Accomplished., the.
student and 'instructor will discuss the:

arid., decide -which.learning'
activities must ..bd repeated.' If .Vie
instructor chooses' to use. the checklist\4s
the .1)030 for assigning numerical points,

:then a separate column and boxes are
provided-.

When diSpenSing and .Charging supplies, the
student:

. , .

Student
Performance .

0
.43

4 tiO.5z <4........................................-

li
.=.1

85 (..).z<<

13=vs

..: 8
till ua.<

li
-5

2:- 8,
-=" Q
U... <

.:.:1,

'2113 c
+8. a '50 < a,

rt

w . Is
1. Dispensed a catheter irrigation set, t.

prepared, charge and adjusted the 4
inventory. . ( ) ( )"" ( ) ( . (

2. Identified from), records all "daily ..

charges; prepared forms.
) ( ) ( ) ( )

4%

r °*Although use of th.eAnstr ctor's -final checklist, is optionali
recommended as a valid means- tr documenting -the progrdss of the. atuoilfn

t is

AP.
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DUTY:. PERFORMING MANAGERIAL' ACTIVITIES

TASK: Check and route patient
,

food trays /'

p.

VTECS 16

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE. .
. .

Given the sdiet--worksheet, the patients' trays with tray, cards,- .cheOk and
route patient food trays with-out undue delay.,- No 'Arson will, receive the

kwrong diet in accordance with .sourcewdata as judged by the instructor, and
fdbd trays will be rbuted within fifteen minutes.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE

't

1

.
.Chedk ordered diet with die' card-on trays Note:.. The dietitian
checks the food allowed on each diet in the kitchen:. The ward clerk
checks the diet card against"the diet worksheet, sees that aide
takes the tray to the correct patient. .-.Non;...English speaking aides
need this assistance particularly. .

Deterthine that'all diets.ordared Were .delivered to unit.
,3.. Check the phySical appearance of the tray.

,

4. Oversee delivery of -food tray to correct. patient in correct
quickly as poSsible. .

5. Determine that.all'peptientswho'were-to receive trays were
6. Notify- dietary department of any discrepancies.'
7. Notify.dietitian to visit food-problem patients'.
:8.- In emergency situation, serve food tray:

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1; Visit the dietary department and'observe the tasks performed.by the

kitchen personnel.. If tour has already occurred, review -original

findings with classmates.).

room

served.

as

2. Identify by position the dietary staff 'with whom the ward clerk
works.

3. Discuss -pertinent points fro.m .Lesson .17; V-TECS. OBJ. 141;
"Institute/cha,nge/discontinue diet set'vice (e.g., 'location' .that
dietarY requisition is posted).-

4. Review the procedure of the local-health bare facility for-verifying
patients diet-(e.g.,-oheck patient care form).

5, Role play notifying nursing' assistant/nursing technician responsible
for patient that tray is availablejor transporting to patient.

6. Role play conversation about mealS-Which may be initiated by patient'
toward ward cleric. {Critique each *other's performance.

7. Review proper. telephone 'procedure to be followed when calling
dietary- department, about. discrepancies or need for dietitfan.
(1.e,,. Givename, title, unit,-patient's name, room number,.and
request.) f .

Discuss the dut t? s o.f the ward clerk pertaining tumenus (e.g.,
filling in the names of. the patients and room numbers).
Investigate and define the ward clerk's responsibilities regarding

3



. Stock nourishment6.
10. Visit a, unit to---"observ4 In ekperienCed ward..tlerk.as he/she cheCks

.and routes patient food trays, notifies dietary department of agy
discrepancies, notifies dietitian to study good problem fiatients.
Ask questions ana assist n asked.. IV

11. Under the supervision of an xperienced ward clerk, perform the task
of checklflhg 1;)d routing patient food trays. 'A rating of "fully
accomplished" must be achieVed, based on the instructor's (evaluation
of the accuracy and expediency with which the task is performed.

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk
dietary personnel

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
diet:worksheet
patient food trays

EVALUATION 11,

'Using materials provided,- the student will check and route patient' food
trays. "The diets must correspond with the, patient and the routing must,
occur within fifeen minutes A rating of "fully accomplished" must be
achieved, based on the instructor's observations.

O

Jr

4,
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V.-TECS 16
,L.A. #11

s

STUDENT

DATE

.

I. INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL. CHE In* A

Check the student's performance in the skills.
associated with the following task:

/Check' and route.satient-food-trays.
0

Place an X in the. appropriate .ttox indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially.- Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished.. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was imposiible to
complete, place. an.X.i.n the Not Applicable
Box.

.'t

.

Performance-Level:. All .itenis'imust receive a

rating of "FULLY ACCOMPLISHED- (.or Not
Applicable). ,;f* any items are rated Not
Accomplished or -Partially Acdomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and .decide which learning
activities. must b0 repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis. (Or assigning numerical points,
then a separtate colUmq and boxes-.are
provided.

_

Student
. .' Performance

'1

.

7

.. 0

3....

0 0.z <

.0vi
...
0..
E
80 0z <

.

.

.E
(, Qa.<

c1)-.2..
Q.

>
/, = c)u.<

...: 'T)
tli t)c c
0 Da*,

.5' S
0. 00 < Q.

When checking and routing patient food' trays,
the student:

1. Checked and routed patient!g,ifopd tray. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

.44

Pe

*Although use Sf the inStructorisl final checklist is .optional, it
recommended as a Valid means for documenting the progress of the student,

.
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DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASK:. Initiate codes upon nurses' directiveS.

V -TECS 17

PERFORMANCE.OBJECTIVE e.

Given .the necessary equipment anda hypothetical:situation, initiate a

code alert. Code used must match poSted procedure. 14).,

%t"

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
.

-1. .Receive accuegte code requests: .

2. Call the-telephone qperator to page the!code"alert.or:dial
specified number and page the code alert.

3. Provide-accurate location and type of code (cardiac. arrest, medical

emergency, fire, etc.). ,

4. 'Take yourassigned Position at the telephOne.

5. Send the crash cart.to the location, via other unit personnel.-

.6. .14onitor the intercom to assure "speed it responding tb othej'
directives.

7,. Make-all calls as directed, keeping open at least one incoming line.

8. :Reassuce the other patientS1-as:they become aware of the problem.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES.

iliftervrowl

1.. Distribute. informatiop sheet titled'"Ward Clerk Responsibilities.

. during Emergency Codes"; discuss each item.

.2. Investigate and prepare. a chart outlir.ir.g the emergelicy cOdesiin the

loCal hospital along with explanations of the respor.sibilfties of
the ward clerk.

3. Dramatize (with classmates) a Medical emergency :' a cardiac arrest.
Role play the staff.personnel who are usually assigned to a pardia

team. Demonstrate the ward clerk's responsibilities, including
'dealings with a family. or visitors.who are preSe ... .

4. "Interview.an experienced ward clerk .who has ini ated a- code alert.

Orally recite the procedulle whil0h he/she followed. "Include any

mistakes which:m4.ght hve.12een inadvertently made,- 4

Research.hospital policieS,' *c.,and write a report which addresses

the following four questions. a) What purpose is served by .the fire

alarm code? b) When the fire alarm goes off; who receives the
signal? c). Why must pefsonnel throughout. the hospital be made aware

of a fire oecurring.anywhere-in the-hospital? d)- In Casesof,fi

what is the firSt respOnsibility of every meMber.of the staV? E

6. Observe demonstration of.the'use of firefightirg equipmerit in. the

local bbspital: '." . ,
7. List .the fire regulations in the local hospital:. .

8. Observe,a demonstration.of theopration-of emergency equipment such

as the defibrillator. -''--- .0

9. Diseuss the functido. 4fithe crash cart.

10. Discuss the importance of leaVing one incoming:ine "clear" 'during

-an emergency.

'376
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1 j VTECS 17

11. In a simalbted sit(etion, perform the task of initiating an-
emergehcy alert List(all steps,of the procedures to initiate, coded
alerts-for cardiac arrest, medical emergencies such as hemorrhge,
`fine, explosion, and disaster. A rating of )"fully accomplisHed".
.must be achieVed, based on-the instructor's evaluation.'

RESOURCES
fire fighting team
experienced ward clerk,

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
code plans

EVALUATION
Using provided infoftation; the student will 1) initiate an emergency
alert as. directed in a simulated situation. Also the student will 2) list
all steps of the procedures to initiate coded.alerts for cardiac arrest,
medical emergencies such ,as anaphylactic shock hemorrhage, fire,
explosion:and-disaster. Both performances must earn a rAini of "fully
accomplished," based on the assessment of the instructor:

Oa

4-
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VTECS 17.
L.A. #1

WARD CLERK RESPONSIBILITIES DURING EMERGENCY CODES

1. Remain calm In all emergency situations and know how to get help.

2. Stay at the desk by the phone to monitor calls, make calls, take
mespages.

ti
If the unit is ordered to evacuate, remove patient's chars,
and nursinvare notebook to safety.- .0

4. Your Nurse Clinician, his /heir deSignees,. or Your Unit Manager,,
you when to page.

!.1AY.DAY3

and relay

medications

will inform

Telephone dial ext. #5000, identify Aself, and your unit and room #,
and ask the operator to page "Doctor :May. Day." If a bus'y signal,. call
switchboard operator;

2. 'fie visible in hallway to direct.. the mayday team to the appropriate room
and bed #.

3. Stay at the desk by the telephone to assist. with making and relaying
messages.

4. Pei.form all Ward Clerk responsibilities as ordered..

CODE RED

1. Call-the.switchboard operator, identilfy self:and unit, give operator the
type anTlocation of fire.

2. 1<nowwher'e ;ire extingUishers and hoses are located on the unit.

3. ,Stay at the desk by the telephone to make or relay any messages. .

4. Perfotm all Ward. Clerk responsibilities as Ordered.

5. If your unit is ordered to evacuate, take patient's charts, medications,
and nursing care notebook to safety.

CODE BLUE

1. Stand by when Code BlUe-is announced by the switchboard operator.

.

2. ,AsSist_turse with preparing a l4ist of:avallabl.bedsand-roomnumhers.

T.
378
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. VTECS 17
L.A. fl

3. Assist nurse with preparing a.list, of patientnames, room and bed,
nUmbers, that could -be discharged or transferred to another unit.

4. Send both lists to the admitting offildv at once.

5. Perform all other 'Ward Clerk responsibilities.

CODE YELLOW

Stand by when announced by the- dwttchboard operator:

'!4
I Perform. all .Ward Clerk. responsibilities.

.

4

44.
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VTECS 17A

L.,A.- #11

. STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHEMIST*

Check the studerttfs performance in the skills
associated with the following, task:

'Initiate codes upon nurses' directives.
A _ tl

Place an ..X in the appropriate ,box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished,- or
Fully Accomplished. If, because .of special
circumstances,, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X in. the Not Applicable
Box.'

Pe foriance Level: All items must re'ceive a
r ing of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
pplicable). If any items .are' rated Not
omplished or Partially Accomplished,. the

student an.d. instructor, will..disous.s. the *.

situation and decide which learbing
activitie-smust be ..repeated. If ,the
ititruetor chooses /to use the' checklist as
the basis for assigning numericals.pointe;
then a separatecolumn and boxes are
provided. 4

When initiating "Codes upon nurses'
directives, the student:

).. Assume assigned position at the
telepho e and made call6 as directed. ( ) ( ) ( )

2. 'Assu ed 'assigned position at the
to hone and made calls as .directed." ( ) ( ) ( . ) ( ) )

as

L

.

Student
i Performance

-

su
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3.. Reassured the other patients
necessary.

('Th
A , .4

e

uw
1

( ) (. ) ( ) ( 1

o

- -*Although use. of the instructor's final, oheckli,:st is optional, it is

recommended as a valid means .for documenting the progress, of the stUpfent.
-t 7-

v
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DUTY:' PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASIC. Initiate and route incident or accident reports
4

V- TECS 18

.1*

PERFORMANCE. OBJECTIVE -'

1

-Given .access to the forms.and inforMatiOnneeded concerning an .accident
and an incident in which a ward dletk was involved, prepare and route the
accident and incident forms without error as to time, place, an.d4.

identity. (4).

I .

PERFORMANCE'GUIDE. -,

-'1".---Notify -supervisor of incident or-accident. .

2. Secure the incident/accident form' which, when completed, beCothes a'
legal document.

.
. -

3. 'Place names, date, time, and DIade.on the*form in the proper
.location. ,4'

4. _Write a brief accolint'of what happened. Caution: Strict adherence
-to accurate factsis vitally important since.this.report Constitutes

partpart of a potsible litigation process. .

5. Put form in.deSignated place for. the proper person to complete.
6. Have form signed by..physiaian when completely filled-out.

,

7. Send.the.completed report form:to the nursing office.
':- '..

LEARNING. ACTIVITIES
1. Discuss the definition of an "incident " "and cite examples.
.2. 1.4st people who may be involved in incidents. 4.

,3. DfScuss the reasons an incident report must be filled out.
4..s. Outline the procedure for completing an incident report.

5.- Visit a unit to learn where incident i-eports are filed., Inquire how
long such.forms are kept:" . .

6.' Investigate the regulations Used in the local hospital for reporting .

incidents. c
.

- . - -
7: Distribute and discuss the attaChed:sample incident report. ,Discuss-

each section thoroughly,
8. 11(4e play a typical incident situation: Someone is an "accident.

victim" and the "ward clerk" is dealing., with the incident. The
"ward clerk ". will demonstrate filling out the report forms for the
.class.(using overhead transparencils). The class. will check the
results for completeness and accuracy:

.

.9. Distribute the attached ,sample .eMployee, accident report. "Discuss.,
each "ction thoftughly.

10. Perform the task of preparingrouting one-accident and one
incident report, based on.a hypothetical situation provided by the
instructor. A rating of "fully: acCoMplishedl must be achieved.

TOOL:SAND EQUIPMENT
appropriate forms

.

6 381
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V
. EVALUATION ti

Using the forms and information oprovied, the stUdent.will prepare and
,r_Oute,one accident report and one incident report. The hypothetical
situation will be observed and rated by the instructor. A rating of
"fully .occomplished" must.be achieved'. .

VTECS 18
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ri CHECK IF *mewl* GCCURREO CONFIDENTIAL HOSPITAL INCIDENT REPORT
14,01 IN LONG TERM OR. NURSING .HOME

FACILITY. PROPERTY OF HOSPITAL ATTORNEY .

.NAME OF PATIENT OR VISITOR

AOORESS

ATTENDING PHYSICIAN
DIAGNOSIS PRIOR TO INCIDENT

4 SURGERY; OA AND TYPE

SECTION I - COMPLETE TI3SECTION FOR ALL INCIDENTS

HosPLML
4

V

V. ..TECS. 18
L.A. #7.

DATE OF INCIDENT'

CITY

-TIME . 1 A.M
. 2 P M

1 PATIENT
2 VISITOtA

ROOM Nlo Ak;E

YRS MOS
1

2 El .%IALE

LOBBY
22 DINING RM/CAFETERIA
23 DAYROOM

. .

24 NURSERY} t
15 OTHER .

1 8 ,.: -7)!- 27
2 9 15 21' , 28
3 10 16. 22 29
4 11 .17 23 30
5 12 18 ?4 31

, 6 13 19 n. 312
7 14 20 26 33

34
.35
36
37
38
39
40

1 PATIENT'S RObr.; /. -LOCATION! OF INCIDENT... 21
2 N.L.:R5S' STATION

.,

. 8- PHYSICAL THEIO'AVY 14 PARKING LOT/WALK
16 OF.NRATING ROOM3 BATHROOM 9 X RAY

4 CORRIDOR 10 LABOR/DELIVERY 17 EMERGENCY ROOM
5 DIETARY 11. OUTPATIENT .

18 CCU-.
6 RECDVERY ROOM 12 PHARMACY 19 RESPIRATORY THER:
7. LABORATORY 13 /CU 20 NO/CLEAR MEDICINE

APPARENT REASON FOR INCIDeN-T

1 WET OR FOREIGN MATTER ON FLOOR
2 CLIMBED OVER SIDd*IAILS
3 REACHING

. 4 FOOTWEAR
5 BRAKES. SIDERAILS OR SAFETY EQUIPMENT NOT USED.
6 WEAKNESS:SEIZURE. FAINTING. LOSS OF BALANCE
7 DEFECTIVE EOUIPM,ENT
9 PATIENT IDENTIFICATION NOT CHECKED

"RANSCRIBED ORDEr INCORRECTLY
10 MEDICATION OR IV DOSAGE NOT CORRECT
11 WRONG MEDICATIQNFROM PHARMACY-
12 PHYSICIAN'S ORDEFI NOT.CLEAR
13 UNCLEAR OR DUPLICATION OF ASSIGNMENT
.14 PHYSICIAN'S OROERS NOT CHECKED OR OVERLOOKED
15 MEDICATION CARO MIX UP

-16 CELAyE0 CHARTING .

1' tREATMENT OR PROCEDURE
19 MISREAD MEDICATION LABEL

. 19 OTHER EXPLAIN

RESULT OF INCIDENT INJuR
1 NO APPARENTANJLTRy
2 MINOR INJURY NO RESIDUAL EFFECT ExPECT.ED

BEYOND 12 /*OURS
airtERIOUS REStOUAL EFFECT E xPECTED 8E V

12 HOURS BUT NO PERMANENT INJuRs,
4 GRAVE PERMANENT INJURY "-

' CONOITION P.R.OA "-.) v*.C.Ci- N-
1 ALERT - ORIE'NTED 2, .ii% r
2 'SEDATED /MEDICATED ".. , 4 U7.C.ONS,..:Itr-.S
..INO3CATE MEOICATION . 5 1.51SORIE % 7E.,D

6 OTHER E (PLA(N,

INDICATE TIME OF
LAST MEDICATION

PATIENT OR V.ISITDR ATT!.TUOE TE, 1 iNCIDE' i
1 NOT AWARE OF iNCLpENT.
2 COOPERATIVE

.3 uNCOOpE.RASIVE.
4 ANGRY

SECTION J.1 - COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ALL FALL INCIDENTS
SECTION III - COMPLETE THIS SECTION.
FOR MEDICATION, TREATMENT.

FALL INVOLVED

9Et:
6E:/RAILS WERE
1 2 DOWN 3 ABSENT
iE.-D POSITION

2
3
4
5

I HIGH 2 LOW 3 ,NOT-ADJ. 6
BEDRA4L L.4NGTH 7
1 1 2 2 3/4 3 FULL, 8

9

*CHAIR
WHEELCHAIR
STRETCHER
TA81.4
TUB OR SHOWER
TOILET
FOOTSTOOL..
TO OR FROM
BATHROOM

RESTRAINTS USED'
1 YES 2 NO

PHYSICIAN'S ORDERS
PRIOR TO INCIDENT

1 RESTRAINTS
2 COMPLETE BED REST
3 BATHROOM PRIVILEGES
4 UP WITH AID .

5 UNLIMITED ACTIVITY-

I WRONG MEDICATION. TRI/ATNIENT o'ROCEDURE
2 WRONG PATIENT
3 WRONG TIME
4 OMISSION
5 WRONG IV"
6 INCORRECT. DOSAGE OR.STRENGTH
7 INCORRECT METHOD OF ADMINISTRATION
8 REACTION
9 RATE OF ADMINISTRATION

10 EQUIPMENT FAILURE
11 INFILTRATION

SECTION IV COMPLETE THISECTION FOR ALL OPERATING ROOM INCIDENTS
SECTION IV COMPLETE THIS SECTION FOR ALL OUTPATIENT/EMERGENCY INCIDENTS

::-
DIF

. SECTION V - COMPLETE THIS SECTIOWFOR ALL INCIDENTS

-;.vE BRIEc FACTUAL OESCRIPTIDN OF INCIDENT AND ACTION TAKEN AFTER INCIDENT (IF-MEOICATION ERROR GivF NAMF
ANC :DOSE OF BOTH CORRECT AND INCORRECT MEDICATION}
qr

4

a

NAM!: OF-EMPLOYEE INVOLVED IN:INCIDENT 1 .RN 2 LPN 3 -AIDE 4 STUDENT'
.,POERL, 6 OTHER ."

EMPLOYEE WHO DISCOVERED INCIDEN''..

S

NAME Oc.W1". NESS ADDRESS NAME OF WITNESS

S COMMENTS. INCLOOING TREATMENT GIVEN (NAME OF PERSON RECEIVING COMMENTSI
. .

1

aE °S.FISO PRE '4\ RING REPOR'

2

, Ar

.ADDRESS

NAME. Oa E vSIC'AN

L
SIGNATURE °SON REVIEVp.N..; RE-'.,RT.
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STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOWS FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the kills
associated with the following task:

}
Initiate arid route incident or;a.ccident
reportb.

-Place.an X in the_. appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished,- Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished, If, because of special
circumstances, the its was impossible to
complete, place4an X in he Not-Applicable

Box. 5 1

'14 r

Perfortudnce'level: All items must receive 4
rating-of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED- (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated '.Not
Accomplished- or Partially ACcotttplishect;. the'
.student and instructor. will discuss the
situation and decide- which learning
.acti.vities., must -be.. rrAp.eated. the
instruct chooses:to use the checklist as
the OR. s , assigning numerical points,

4`'then .separate colunin and ,boxes are
providedL..

114

41-

%%.

.
Student .

Performance
,

1

.g3

.. a00...
Z: 4C

.0 §

2: CC

.
li

:0. a

t:
43 C.8)

a. 4C -

,..

1

.3
u. 4(

Q

4

.Sa 0c.no
0 4( c.

4

Whqn initiating-and routing incident or
accident reports, the student: .

....

,

1. Prepared proper accident report form.
2. Preparediproper incident report form.
3. Insured completion '-of form .by proper'

.

person. . ".

L. Routed the forM to the proper location.

(

(

(

(

)

.)

)

)

(

(

(

(

L

....

)

)

)

)

( .

(

)

)

)

)

(

('

(

(

)

)

*)

)

(

(

)

')

).

.N

.*Although use of the instructor'sHfinal check nt is optional, it
recommended as 'a valid means. for documenting th(Orogress of the student.
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DUTY; PERFORMING MANAGERIAL:ACTIVITIES:
, - .

TASK: oPrepare and route report forms

V-TECS 19

O

I

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE ',o. .

Given the required. information, representing activity or. a nursing unit
and a.24-hour report form, PreA

n

re,and:route the farm. All pertinent
iinformation wifl be includdd and accurate in. accordance 4ith source data
as judg%d by ,the instructor, and routing .procedure must follow
established system for delivering at .time specified or. the.form. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
.

.,. '''.,..

1.. Obtain the required-foria.
.

.

-2. Locate all 'inforthation needed from censuS sheet, surgery ].i.,841
1 condition sheet, and Kardex cards.';' .

.

.

..

3. 'Fill in the reqUired information in eachcolumn of form, including
any special 'treatments, Oroceduresio or problems on the unit.

4. Give to the charge 'nurse for her approval .and'zignature.'
5. Route to. the'supervisor,'-nursillg office, Or -designated department.

6. File. the duplicate form.

-.7. Follow. same procedure for -infection control forms, utilizatiOn
reports, and other. similar reports.

/ .

. .

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Investigate .the 24-hour report forms,,used by three health care

facilities. Compare-similarities and differences. - ,

2. -Discuss the purpose of a 24-hour report form.
3.. Outline_ the pertinent-information which should be included by the.-

ward:Clerk. .
.

.

4. Using the. form supplied by the hospital which is SerVingas the site
for the student's clinical experience_and/or eMployment, demonstrate
filling out.the form. °

,

-,, . 5. Write the routing procedure to be followed in regard to the form
filled out during learninractivity44. 4

-
.

. .

6. Perform tWtask of preparing and routing (via verbal description) a
24.-hOur 'report.. A. rating. of "fully accomplished". must be earned,

based on-the.instructor's evaluation..

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriate forms

EVALUATION
Using the information and materials.provkded, the student willprepare.a
24-hour. report form and. verbally deAcrtbe its routing. .A rating of
"fully accomplished'!- must be achieved, based on the instructorl.s

observations.

ik

386
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9VTECS 199't
L.A. 116

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTORS-FINALLCHECKLIST*

Check the Studentts perfordance in -the skills.
associated with the following task:

'Prepare and route: report forms.

Place an X in the APDX.79,Pri.e.te bOX trtdicating
Not AccoMplished, Partially Accomplished, -or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances. the item was impossible to:-.

,complete,. place-an X .in the Sot Applicable:
BOx. -

-Performance Level: All items 'must receive a

rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not .

Ac;oreplished or Partially. 'A complished.,' .the
student and instructor ill disCuss the-
situation and deci'de vhi:ott. Learning
activitiiamust be repea'ted'.. If the
instructor choos,es to use the -checklist as
the basis for assigningnumerical points,.
then a separate .column and boxes 'are.
provided.

When preparing and routing report forms, the
student: .

4

1. Prepared a 24hour report form;

1 2. Secured the signature pf charge nurse.
3.. Routed the report forms to- proper

locations.
4. ` Filed the floor copies. I

-,.

Student ,

u Rerfortnanckt
.

--,
.

"- .

5 aZ<
,

v0i
g"
o

S 8
Z <

,

6
',5)

- g
1° 8
ti,Qor<

--,

..,
.

clE
..,?: 91
3
u- <'

.

b

'8 0404..
I:(1.1si
arA 0

.0 et.C.

.1 '1' r,
,.

%). ( ) .( ) ('

( ) ( ) (.- ) (

( ) ( . ) ( ) (

C. ) 4 ) ( .) (

a.

*Although use of the instructor's :final checklist is . optional, it is
reabommended. as a. valid means for docUmenting the progress of the student.

.
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*6.

DUTY: PERFORMING tIANAGERIAL. ACTIVITIES

TASK: Arrangemair.tenar.ce and repair\ -of equipmer.tr

V-TECS20.

a

,PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
,-G-i-ven....*--wheel-r-wtth-riorte defective brakes, anoelectric bed whi"ch..

443.. i fails to-operate, a room, whOil head nurse deems in need of painting,
and anon-;functionir:g drain, .mak all necessary arrangements to. sohethile
the maintenance and e.pairs needed.. Disrlaption'will be minicup, and
equipment Will'not b ost. (4) I . ".-...

PERFORMANCE.GUIDE .
(

-Notify.maintenance department of.problem .or art cle needing.repair
.or service.

2... Determine when maintenance.can provide the servic needed.

34 suit with head nuurse., housekeeping epart ent, and admips on.
of ice if needed. ... ..T_

.4; Confirm appointinent with maintenance depa tment.
.

i 5. ill out needed forms and route, tiling t e floor copy.
6. ote.inventory.if applicable.
7. Verify that'repairs were done, Note: is will vary depending-on .

the type-of artIcle and on "the capability of the person returning
the article'. ..

.
.

81-gn- the Work order showing that .work was done and item was
returned,: .

.

9: Place the article in' its:proper location.
i

.

10. Inspect flashlights, otoscopes, stethoscopes and sphygmomanometers
and.reglace parts as needed.

.

.

1 .

. 11.' Inspect and. record. refrigerator functioning. ,
12. Update inventory.' .,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Visit the plant operations and howekeeping departments of the local.

hospital. to learn. their .responsibility for the appearance,
cleanliness, and upkeepof.the hospital. ,

2. Diacuuss the procedure to be followed in arranging major programs
(such as, replacing draperies, carpets, etc.) vs. the procedure to.pe-
followed"in arranging routine maintenance and-repair.
Practice preparing. a list-for routine maintenance and repair (e.g:,.
a.leaky faucet, burned-out light bulb; soiledcarpet,broken part or..
stethoscope).. '- .

.

.
.

4. Discuss the-pUrpOse of a work_ order and the 'ward-clerk's-signature
when work is'cOmpleted."

. . .

1
.

5... Discuss relatiOnship of inventory records to maintenance andimreppir.
.. 6. Perfort the task" of "arranging 'maintenance and repair". for

evaluation, by theinstructor. .1 rating of "full accomplished" must
be earned.. . 1P

388 4
1



RESOURCES
plarft operations personnel

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriate forrhs

o
Mir

"N.

Y

Lit:' )

EVALUATION , s %

Usingrthe materials and %information, supplied, the student w ll arrange
for maintenance and repair of the eiquipment listed in the.performance
objective at the top_ of the "prqteding page., A .rting of "fully
accompftshed" mu'St' be achieved, based on the assessment of the
instructor

I

e

Y

4 1

.389



V-TECS 20
L.A. #6

Zt .

STUDENT'

DATE

. :

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

- r

Check the student's performance in the skilli 4associated with the-following task: . "--,-.- i

6
f-... --

equipment.
. t. 4 '°;°°

Arrange maintenance and repair of

Place an Ljti, the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplishyd, or
Fultly Accomplished. If,. because.of special

. .circUmstances, the item was.impossible to .

coMplete, place:,an'.X in the Not Applicable
Box..

Performance Leve1:41: All items must r_ezeive a:
rating- of FULLY 'ACCOMPLISHED (or Not,
Appiidable). If any itetts Oa rated Not';
Accomplished or Partially Acctmplished, the.,.:
student and instructor will discuss .the ',
situation and. decide which learning

I. activitiei must be repeated. If the

Student
Performance

/ co

1

4.
\0.
O.

Z <

-ti
4)

t.
E.

+0 80 p
Z <

2
-FA

:""
h
d.

0403 8
cli C.)

\ok,. <

2
I -5

1-1.

8
= 8'`
1.4

. /

i
:4-0al 0

CS V)

"44'7: 6". S
ad ve .0
0 44 a.

instructor chooses to use the checklist as
L. the basis for assigning .numerical points,

then a separate column. and boxes are
provided. ,

or

When arranging maintenance'and repair of
equipment, the student:

1. Arranged for4maintenance and repair of
the identified equipment.

2. Verified that repairS- were done.

VI

'1. .

4

4

5"

*Although use of thethe instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid means for document;ing the progress of the student.
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V -TECS

.

DUTY: i ERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES :

TASK: Prepare .and maintain a Laboratory and 'X-ray "fold Diet" sheet

tb

ORMANCE OBJ IVE
Given the . rdex and 'charts for fgrty patien"

. procedure manl, and'
the "hold diet" sheet, prepare. an maintain the lab and X-ray "hold'
diet"' sheet. The results, must..agiee. Witt the .instructor's findings and
manual used. No patient 'will. be scheduled to receive fod which will.
interfere with diagnostic. procedures. (4)

-

PERFORMANCE BIDE
1.. tain the"hold diet"- sheet or Master Diagnostic Pftcedure sheet.

ote: See :attached sample.
2. Determine from. Kardex and charts .which patients have diagnostic

(procedures .ordered..' Note: Knowledge of terminology and
..,.

abbreViations essential.. .
.

3 Locate designated space on form for each ..qntry.
4. Enter name,. rOorunumber, procedure, and .date to be performed for

each ordered test.
. 5. Use .procedure 'manuals to determine dietary alterations and notify

dietary-department in r utine manner, annotating Kardex-...{or

*-
changing-diet in-patient -ca e form)...

6. Place .skieet in designated Ocation- far technician .to sign when
patient may -have food..

4 Notify dietary department when patient is allowed to have food.
Determinst that all ordered tests Were done. If not, find out why
and report to head nurse.

9.. File pages in appropriate place. as .hospital policy dictates;
.,

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Distribute tip following attached sample forms and discuss the

purpose of each: Diagnostic and Miscellaneous Procedures Fork,
Schedule for Patient -Tr tment Form (including policy), and Master
Diagnostic Procedure Shee .

isc ss the procedure .for pmpletion'of each form.
'Di. cuss the requited 'procedure for reading the pa)ent-"eare forM and
chart to decide which patientS have diagnostic procedures ordered
(i.e., notephySician's orders) .

4. Study the p.rocedure :manual of the local hospital to identify the.
,) various. dietary alterations and 'discuss each in Class_

5. -Review the procedure- for notifying dietary department (i.e., call;
give, name, unit, title; paiient'S name, room number 'and diet order).

6, .Research, compile, and .memorize, the' terminology and' abbreviations
essential to diet orders (e.-g;, clear liquid,. bland, lo
residue,. etc.). *: ,v

7. Given physician's .orders withAiagnostic. tests ordered, practice
completing the appropriate forms..

4

391 404
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VTECS 21

Visit unit; to observe were "hoLd diet" sheets. are po,ted.
Observe an -experienced ward clerk. in the proce.ss gf.,,Rreparing_,

tentries in the "hold diet".sheet and maintaining the record. Assist
if asked.

1,a. Ilf)dee the supervision of an experienced' ward 'clerk, -perform the task
of prepari-ng entries,,,in the "hold diet" sheet and maintaining the

.f.* record. Charts for fdrIty ,pati.ents will be pro-vided. A ratirg .of
4. "falli-accomplished" must ba achieved, based on the evaluation vof

the instruqitor and the ward clerk.
! 7'17-.1"

RESOURCES 4 .

'experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriate forms

EVALUATION
USthg information and materials provided by the instructor, they student
will prepare entries in "hold diet" sheet and matntain the record.
Accuracy must be 100%..., A .rating of "fUlly accomplished ", must be
achieved,' based on the assessment of the instrugtor.

r

.),it"'

rw

-

I
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SCHEDULE FOR PATIENT TREATMENT FORM.
a.

TECS 21
L.A.. #1

Defjnition and,furpose: The schedule for"batient treatment form which
facilitates communication to.nursing persbnnel regarding schedulet for
treatment/test by othei departments.

1 P

,Responsible Person: To be completed by the P.M. Unit Secretary,

1. . Complete during 3 - 11 shift.

2. 'Complete the date and unit #.

3. List the patient's room and name in appropriate column.

4. List the department the patient is heldIN.Ptt for.

65. Write the name of tests/treatment.

6. Will be posted on the bar above the Unit Secretary',s desk.

a

.7. Write in chart.(yes/no) the time the patient leaves, returned time, and
initials of the appropriate person.

S

Note: When a patient has many tests ordered (Lab)'you may skip a space n

and use the second column so test ordered may be written legibly.

.

4

a

3.

a.



DATE

- . .

SCHEDULE POR PATIENT TREATMENT

UNIT

V TECS 21
L.N10#1

Rm # Patient NPO Surg. Laboratory

DEPARTMENT

Nuci, tat
Med. Scan P.T. Leaving. Time

Time Return

t;

4k R.R.
Chart Initial

Time

1.1

408
.01

r 4(9
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V TECS

MASTER DISMOSTIC PROCEDURE
. .

SEELICirk;E:1:
.4.11

X RAY TIME TIME DIET
NPO ROOM PATIENT'S NAME TO X -RAY RETURNED RELEASEsamo - 1---- COMMENTS

-- 1
SURGERY ' TIME TO RETURNED. ECG.

.ROOM . PATIENT'S NAME SURGERY TO UNIT ROOM PATIENT'S NAME
INITIAL &

COMPLETED

LA8
NOD ROOM PATIENT'S NAME.

T IME
I N ETI AL COMPLETED MT :1ELEASC

r..13==.1101/112=f411111M. -=itiMIP*

MISC.
NPO ROOM PATIENTENT TEST

Time
COMPLETED

.

.

.

. . .

.



V -TECS 21 STUDENT
L.A. #10

DATE , $.

,INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the 'student's performance in Skills
assaCiated with the_ following. tas :

.Prepare and maintain a..laboratory and.
.1C-ray "Hold Diet" sheet.

. .

plane an X in. the'appropriate box indicating ,

:NO Accomplished, Partially Accomplished or
Fully Accomplished, It, because of spiial
circumstances, the item'was impossib 4 to:.
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box . . .

Performance Level: All items must receive' a,.

rating ,of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially. Accomplished, the
student and '1 instructor will discuss the
situation and decide 'which: learning
.activities must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use tie checklist as
the .basis. for .assigning numerical .paints,'
then a separate. column and boxes are.
provided.

r.

When preparing and maintaining a Zpboratory
and X-ray "Hold Diet" sheet, the student:

1. Obtained 'proper sheets.

2. Verified diagnostic procedures ordered.
3. Notified- .dietary' department of diet

---i change.
14. Determined that all ordered tests have

been done; notified dietary department.
5.- Filed Sheets in--appropriate location.

, Student.
Performance ,,

. .

-i
WM 6 4111,

:2 li,

21 IS 4/1

Q. 0 ca di 41 .0
Z < ° Z a.< u..Q 0 < ad

) ( ) ( ). (

) ( ) ( .) (.

( ) (. 3' ", ( : ) (

( ) ( :( (.

( ) ( ( ) (

*Althdtigh use of the instructOr's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid means for-documenting the progresd of .the student.



V-TECS 22

DUTY:' PERFORMING...MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare. a supply-of assembled packets for admission, surgery
&isCharges.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Giver; access to chartsupPlies and packet content information, assemble
and maintain a supply of packets for admissions,-discharges, and
surgical procedures. Packets must contain all forms required by using

'- institution and meet at least the next ,24hour unit .nee*. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Check reserve form, supplies on unit and .order more if' necessary.

a.' Assemble Or assign a vOlUnteer'to aSsemble.packets from unit supplyA
according to type. of .packet desired, Le., admiSsion,surgery,.or
.discharge. . .

3. Make certain that'each packet is complete and contains the proper
articles and forms. liaty-Wardclerks also prepare and maintain a
supply of .assembled items called an "admisSion peck." This
generally consists. of items for which the patient is charged' such as
disposable bed pan-, facebesik; emesis basin, soap dish,' soap;
todthbrUsh, toothpaste, backtrUbillotion, comb,'etc.t'

4. Place:assembled packets in areadesignated.

LEARNING 'ACTIVITIES
,

.

1.' Visit a unit to learn where supplies are kept. i ' v'

2.. Di.spuss materials'needed'for each type-of packet to be assembled
(attached). Display' samples of-formA included in each assembled

packet.. .
. .

Work Under the direction of, an experienced mard:clerk in-aAsembling
three Packets'(one each foraOteission; surgery and discharge).. 'Note
that--most health- care. facilities purchase preassembled "admisdion
packs" (i.e., soap, toothbrush, etc.).- . . -

4.: Visit area in lOcal hospital.that is designated .for storage ok
assembled paCkets:

5.- Given materials', perform 'the task of assembling an_ adequate Supply
of packets for. admissions v..discherges and' surgical procedures. A

rating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved,, .based' 'on the
evaIuation-of the instructor, .and an experienced ward clerk.-

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk

.
TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

appropriate'forms

'1

398 4 2
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EVALUATION
Using materials. providedi-the. student Will assert le and maintain a
supply of packets for admiss'i'ons, discharges and suegical procedUres.
The packets must be complete.' A rating'of "fully accomplished" Must be
achielbed,.based on the instructor's assessment.

410
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V-TECS 22
L.A. #2

.

The newly admitted. patient's chart consists of the following eight forms.

Stamp these forms with the name -plte when admitting the patient.

Chart Forms

1. Graphic Sheet/Intake-Output Record
a.

2. Physic i-an±s: orders-. . . .. ....... . . . .1117 Physician! s- order

f y-

3. Progress Notes Medical

4. Hematology 41;aboratory Reports ( q. B.O. ) Diagnostic

5.. Chemistry (S.M.A. Mount .Sheet) Diagnqstic

6. Miscellaneous Lab Mount Shegt . Diagnostic.

7. Profile ( Patient History and Nursing Observation ) . . Nurse ' s Section

Ar t

.Interdisciplinary progress Noteq Nurse's Section

.4t
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ADMITTING CHART.- PSYCHIATRIC WARD

V-TECS 22
L.A. #2

The newly admitted patient's chart. consists of the following. eleven forms.'
Stamp these forms with the name plate whenadmitting-the patient,

Chart Forms

. 1. Graphic Sheet /Intake- Output Redord

.Physician's Orders

--P-r-egr-dag--Nota-s

. 0.

. .

.. . .

Physician'sprder's

Medical

Medical

Medical

Diagnostic

?iagnostic

Diagnostic

Nurse'4-S6etion

Nurse's Section

Miscellaneous

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9..

-10.

11.

Affiliatdd professional staff

History and Physical
t
HdmatologyIabaratory Reports (C B C)

Chemidtry (S.M..A. Mount Sheet))

Miscellaneous Lab 'Mount Sheet

Psychiatric Patient As;essment Sheet

Interdisciplinary ,Progress Notes

Occupational Therapy Rdferral
Psychiatric Servied

.Ss
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. V TEM 22
L.A. 12

Y,

Stamp these five folms with the patient's name plate and place on the
front of the chart when a pattent goqs to surgery.

A.

1. Consent to Operation, Anesthetic
and other Medical Services

2. Frequent Observation Recoi'd

3. Anesthesia Recorld

4. Pre-operative Checklist

5. Fluid Administrati 'Form



-.V.TECS 22
L.A.- #5.

STUDENT

DATE

. INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:

Prepare e upply of assembled packets
for'admis ion,, surgery, discharges.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished,. Parotially Accomplished, or. ,

Fully Accomplished. If, because, of special
circumstances, the item was 'impossible to
.complete, place an X in the Not Applicable

. Box. rt

a. Performance Level: All,, items must recei a

f FUL-11A-C-C-044-1)1-13-11-E-D--

Applicable) If any items are rated NO
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which Learning
activities must be repeated. If the
instructor' chootes to, use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate .column and boxes are
provided.

When'preparing. a supply 6f.agsembled packets
fOr admission., surgery, didchargesc the
student:

1. ,Assembled a packet for:
a. admission
b. surgery
c. discharge

e

Student-
Performance

....

46 Tie.z <

li

C 3 ."

E.
44 Q8z <

13

.-

76 E

.:t: §
a...<

13

:i.
E

; 80
u..<

......

Tocc 4nc c 4n

11 14 CU

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

*Although use of the instructor's final cheCklist is optional, .it is,

recommended as .a valid means for documenting the progress of the student-.
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. DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES.'

TASK: Maintain inventories of supplies and eqUipment

PERFORMANCE .OBJECTIVE

V TECS 23

1/4

Given an inventory of supplies and equipment for a nursing Unit, with'e
specified. Minimum- and maximum standard, maintain the inventory.
Inventories willltefleet supplies .or, hand .within the specified.minimula
andmaximum levels. of standard at any- giver time and'agree with the
actual. court of items present for at least any four out of five items.
(4).

PERFORMANCE GUTPE .

1. Obtain.- supply and eq3 inventory file. Note: This Will
inclUde wheelchairs,.stretchetss, and unit library-resources.

2.' Identify floor .standard,- using appropriate ran e or' computer number
of article:

3. Add supplies and equipment received to existing ventory.
4. Subtract supplies' and equipment dispensed. from existing inventory.

5. Check existing. supplies, and .equipment against .inventory file
standard level periodically.

6. Use '.control system.for borrowing,, loaning, -and-returning items and

adjust inventory accordingly..
7: Follow up nor. returned orStissingarticles.
_S. follow established surveillance policies.
9. Follow established placement-policies, .

10. Be observant, courteous and cooperative.

)

,/ LEARNING ACTIVITIES

1. Visit a unit to 1Varnwhere supply:and inventory file is located.
2. Discuss the floor Standard used by-the lOcal hospital in which

student is receiving clinical experience. 4 .-

Work with an experienced ward- clerk irexecutingperformence guides

4.. Listen to resource'speaker (administrator) discuss the amount of
. money spent yearly for supplies and equipment andthe.reaS4k that.

keeling ,accurate invettories is imperative.

5 Under the supervision of:an experienced ward clerk, perform the.task
of maintaining the inventory'and-dotermining (when questioned) the.
amount .of ar.y specified article or. hand. Based or the evaluation of
the in4ruCtor, a rating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved.

RESOURCES.

.

,hospital administrator.
experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriate form and.file

418
.404::
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EVALUATION
Using the inventoryfile,of supplies and equipment provided, the student
will maintain the inventory.and.determine the amount of any specified
article. on hand at .any given time,, A rating of "fully accomplished" by
the instructor must be achieved.. (The inventory must:agrte with the..

)(:0:. actual count of items for at least four.aout of five items.)
.

r

a

I

ti



V.TEC8 23 ..

. L.A. #5

V . DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S' FINAL. CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in theskills
associate with the following task:

Maintain inventories of supplies and
mr

equipment:

Place an in the appropriate box indicating
Not...Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished.. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performande Level: :Alljtems- must receive a
rating or. FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or ,Not .

Applicable).- If any items are ratedAlOt
Accomplished or Partially AccomplishOd the.

student and instructor will'discuss* the
situation and .decide 'which learning ).
activities must be repeated.. If ...the.
instructorchooses to USe-thechecklist as
the.basis. for assigningnumerical
then a separate column. and boxes are
provided.

.

When maintaining inventdries of supplies and
equipment, the student:

T. Obtained inventory file.
2. Identified floor standard.
3. Determined the amount of any Specified

article on hand at any given .time.*
4. Fo011owed established surveillancq and

plastment policies.

4

Student
. \ Performance.

a'i.....

.g- z,
0 (2.2¢

1

8
Iii Q
24:C

g.

111 t

au
ca.<

11
.....

.

E

"i*

us<

.1.11t,
As 0

8 ti3t4."
I: -- .hal o
0 O.

) ( ) (

) ( )

). ( ) ( ) C. )

) (

lthough use of the instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
ecommended as a valid means-for documenting the progress of the student,
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DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASK: Trace ost-and found articles

V-TECS .24

PERFORMANCE' OBJECTIVE,
Given infordation concerning .poperty control, one unclaided wrist watch,
and-one claim of lost dentures, trace the location of the lost article
and the identity ofthe owner of the found article. Found articles will
'be returned to owner andin case of lost articles, all due'tchecks" must
have been made. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
. .

1.. Locate unit's system for control of lost and found articles.
2. Establishthe identity of the person to whom a -"found" article

belongs by asking for a descriptiat of the found article.
3. Send unclaimed articles to designated place in hospital.
4. Establish validity of claim and organize a search tcyf"a lost

article. Note:. May involve many other hospital departments or
units.

5. Notify securityofloss claims.if article cannot be located...
6: Initiate incident report after notifying Security.,

S.C. writing team suggests an addition to listing:

7.- If a patient leaves an article in 'room after being discharged,
obtain patient's address and hdme telephone numlber. Notify by
telephone.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Discuss the ocal hoepital'ssystem:for handlingloS-and found

articles.
2.. R viey several authentic records of items ytich.have.been reported .0

st and affarticles which-have been repor,tedfound., .CompEi7 to
etermine-if aPattetn.seems to exist." (i.e., Are items. in the

.. bedside table' rawer afte' left when patient is dischdrged?) ....

Investigate ptactical way .the ward cletk can minimize the'nufliber.of

articles lost. .
, .

,.
.--4. Observe an experienced- ward clerk handle a situation of a lost or

found atticle..
.

.
.

.
. .

5., In'a mock. situation in which two classmates play the role of.owners,
perform the task of tracing two lost and' found articles. Role_ play

the procedure, including telephone 'calls to security, etc.- The
performance must warrant a rating of "fully accomplished" by the

, .

instructar. ..- .

RESOURCES N

experienCed ward. clerk

407 421
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It

4

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
articles (dentures and wrist 'watch)
incident report form:

410

V4ECS .24
.

EVALUATION
Using Ilypothetical information and materials provided, the -student will

.trace

lost and found articles. A rating of "fully accomplished" must be
achi4Ved, based on the instructor's. assessment that the ,found article has
been-returned to owner and all-due checks have been made in the cask of
the lost artidle.

(4,

OS

N.,

. *

0

4

. 40£3.

I

4

0

C.
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V.TECS. 24
L.A..#5

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S4FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's performance in the Kills
associated with the following ttask:

Trace lost and found articles.

Plade an X in the-appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially AccOmplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special.
circumstances, the item was 'impossible to
complete, place. an X. in the Not Applicable
Box. '

PerfOrinance Level:-. All .items must receive a
rating..of .FULLY. ACCOMPLISHED (or. Not

_-.-Applicable).. If any items are. rated- Not
Accomplished or Partially. Accomplished, the
student and instructor will. discuss. the
situation and dedide which -learning
activities. must be repeated. . If .the
instructor chooses to use the:chedkiist..as
the- basis -for. assigning :numerical points,
then a separate cok.umn: and boxes are
provided.

.When tracing .lost and found- articles, the.
student:

Student
Performance

_s
.42

3

O.z<

la
-i.....

a.
E8

ouz <
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>. 0.I E

8
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0,. a
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,., E.... ,

'Sou.<.

.:4 12
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...., .... .g
tt a 0
o < 1:6

........_____

..Established identity of person and
.secured description of lost or found
article. : . . . .

.

.

2. Organized search for 16st article.
3. Aotified.-security if article Cannot he

found. .

. .

Q. Oothpleted incident report if necessary.

(

(
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(

)

)

)
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(
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*Although .use of the:-instri,ictor!,:s fina checklist l.s optional,. it
recommended a:validmeans for documenting the progress. of the - student...:



VTECS. 25

DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

-TASK: Obtain and charge special eq.uipmer.t

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Giver. a requeSt for a:cardiac monitor, Charge:forms, addressograph plate,
ar.d imprinter, obtain" the moni.tor ar.d prepare the -charge. form: The
'needed special equipment will be obtained- within" the time period
specified, arrel "the correct "patient will be charged. (4)

PERFORMANCE 4GUIDE
1.. AcknoWledge the request.: Special equipment may be obtained from

many different areas of the hospital ar.d is defined. as:
a: -Cardiac monitoring devices, defibrillators, .etc.
b. .Orthopedic frames, lar.r.ing deVices, walkers, crutches.
c. Sed.scales, hydraulic lifts.
d. '00gen administration. equipment.
e. Other .items" not ordinarily stocked on -unit_incl.udirt unusual

solutions. -- \.

2. Select correct .requisition form and stamp it with the correct
addressograph 'plate; complete .the form..4

3. 'Send the requisition to. the concerned department at once or.place
the information in" the computer..

. I

LI: Obtain, ard check the items 6rdered, s:ign for' same,_ and arrotate
Kardex....{or patient care forinl

5. Place the items in desigr.ated area, or..directl, the technician where
to place the equipment.

6., Report ar.y problems or substitutions to .the charge r.urse... .

r. Fill. out and stamp a .charge slip each, day the ."equipment "remains in
-Use.

8." Route the charge slip, retaining the flooll copy.

!LEARNING ACTIVITIES
o

.,

1. Discuss the kixds of special equipment dispersed
'local health care facility.
Display _4the forms used .in the 'local health care. faci ity for
obtainingispecial equipment..

3. Usirg a transparency of an.authentic requisition which-has beer.
filled ett, discuss stepbystep the "process of .completing it.

4. Investigate and make a list of items that require charge slips (to
.be used later .as reference). Refer to attached sample catalog:

5. Lister to experienced ward clerk explain a) which expenses .are
charged to the unit and, which e4penses are,-charged to the patient,
b) substitutions which_ are commonly made, and c) ddily record
keeping responsibilities ofthe ward clerk as long as the equipment
retnair.s in use. .

trir ,ughouli the

-410.- ".



1,-;TECS. 25

Per forth. the task of obtaining and preparing a charge form.for.a
cardiac' monitor.. "A rating of "fully, accomplished" must be achieved,
based or the ev-alUation-'of the instructor.'

RESOURCES
. experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.
appropriate forme.
addressograph
overhead projector & traneparencies

EVALUATION
= -

Using the information and materials provided, the -student will obtain and
prepare a charge. form for a cardiac.monitor.' The performance must
warrant a ratIii of "fully accomplished" by the instructor.

.,

.11

411
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V.TECS 25'
L.A. #6

STUDENT

DOE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

Check the student's perfOrmiince in the skills
associated with the following-task:

Obtain and charge specie]. _eq ment.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level; All .items must receive.a-
rating Of FULLY- ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student' and instructor will discuss the
situatign and deci.de which dearning
activities -must be repeated. If, the
instructor chooses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate column- and boxes are
provided.

. 1
When obtain g 'and. charging special
:equipment', the s udent:

1, Obtainecl:prepared- and processed charge
.form for special equipment

2 . Obtained and ctlecked the ems ordered,
3. Planed. items *n proper or designated

area.
.

4. Completed and .routed a charge slip each
day equipment remained. in use. :

. ,
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*Although use of the instructor's final- checklist is optidnal, it is
reconitnended as a valid means forNo6umenting the progress of the student.
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4-TECS 26
. s.

DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL. ACTIVITIES

.4,

TASK.: .Provide orientation to newly employed workers

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
_ . . .

(Given'a newly employed worker, a written orientation plat, accessto
established policies, equipment and supplied, provide 'orientation for a-
newlY emplOyed worker. All- items on the i.nstructor's checklist must )::le
rated "fully acCotplished."

PERFORMANCE ,GUIDE

Obtain a written orientation plat outline and Welcoille the new pdrsOn:
graciously.. Oniettation programs should- be planned it
advance,. and .should include at .least a writtettutline designed tO

,

Osure a thoroUgh orientation for each 'new nursing employee. Ali,-

new Personnel should be made aware of, the policies,: :goals,
objecti/e8 and procedures. of the nursing service ard, of they
hospital, as well as of'their job deScriOtpn, duties, and work'.
area. J.C.LH.,."Nursing .Service Standard V."

2. Describe the ward clerk job,,to the rlei4 per sorrel .

. Demonstrate poise, good grooming , self-confidence.
4. Idettify tasks and limitatiors of each category. of worker.
5, Introduce new worker to as many' .persons as practical

6. Demonstrate and. explain. Kardex, charts', telephone systerri; ar.d

intercom, proyiditg for tote taking, .

7. Explain 1JeSk routines concerting TPR's, diets, census sheets,.
conditioni sheet, supplies,. charges,. assignments, time sheets,
accident and'incident reports, infection control policiede, ists.:

8.. Show location of desk supplies; equipment, procedure martals.
9. 4Detilor.strto- complete clerical procedUres associated-with .admissiot,.

transfer in -out .-within, and discharge.

V.10.
Demonstrate transcribing orders, lab, X-ray, medication, etc;

\ 11. ExPlait inter- ar.d ittr epartmertal relationships.
12. Explain special -service:3/i iosyncracies Corcerrirg
1.3. Explain liked ar.d dislikes f team leaders and head .nurse.

14. Recognize and respond to-1'e lings of insecurity it rew'person.
.4 15. Recognize attentiot7sPan limits; of rldi4 person.

16.' _check off points covered on written. o rrientatto plar. cutlire.

17. Arrarge date and to complete orientation-plan.

"LEARNING ACTIVITIES k a
1.. Using a trarSparercy,.displaY a written.orietation plan -outline

from the "local health care facility. Discuss. aloud,:..

As a homework assignment, write aroutlice of 1.1Wrareas. which should.

be addressed during orentation,- used or person. -al Perspective.

3. Orally recite. a: deicription. of the ard clerk 'job, classmates
0

critique.



. A.
14:. Visit .a funilt asking 'an experienced ward c.lerk to demonstrate"

performance /of guides- #6-13. 'Take tote i . .

5. Parti.ipatr as an observer in the orientation of -a newly employed..
worker.. Ater evaluate the strengths and Weaknesses of the
oriebtatio .

In a mock ituation, perfortn the task of providing orientation for a
r.ewly-empi oYed worker. (role-played by a classmate): Keep-in mind
the feeli.gs of insecurity in the "new person" and the-attention
span lim ts. All items on the instructor's checklist must be.
addressed; a rating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved, :based

.on the e aluation of the instructor.-
.

VTECS 26 40'

RESOURCES. .

experienced and clerk

TOOLS. AND.EQUIPM NT
Orientation plan
.overhead.pt jector and transparency

EVALUATION

Using provided equipment, supplies, and.infermation, the student will
provide "in a hypothetical situation An orientation for a ::rawly employed.
worker. 11 items.on the instructor's checklist-mustbe addreSsed arll
perforraar e must war ant a rating of "fully Adcomplished." *

/
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114gC3.26
4.A.46

STUDENT

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHEMIST*

Check the studentis.performance in the skills
associated with the:fqllowing task:

Provide, orientation to newly employed
wo*ers., "

r
Place an X in the appropriate'box:i9dicating
Not Accomplished, Partially. AccOioprished, or
Fully Accomplis.hed. If, because of special
circumstances, the.item was impossible to
complete, pla0e an X in the Not Applicable
Box'. .

Performance Level: All items muitreceiVe a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (.or Not
Applicable):. If any 'items. are rated Not
Accomplshethor Partially. AccompliSlled, the
student and .instructor will discuss the
.situation and. decide whiqh learning-
Activities must be repeated. If, the
.T..1-structor chooses to use the checkliat.as
the basis for assigning numerical' points,
then,eseparate column. and boxes are
proviSB. .

'dhe.r providing orientation to rewly employed
workers, the student:..

. .
.

. 4

1. Displayed. empathy toward .new WOrker:. ( )

2.. ;:completed'.-.demonstration. without error,
havtpg provided for nOtetaking. : ( . ")

3.-. Completed. explanatiors understandably,
logically, ard factually (in "hospital" .

language)..
.

. (, )

.

. .
Student

Performance. ., .
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4. Provided breaks and time to .absorb .4 f 4
irformatior. ....

. t .. ( ) (f .) ( ) (. ) ( ).

5. Checked off poirts_ covered or. writter .
orietatior-pla outtine.. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

11

.*Although use o the instructor's fina,1--"Chedk1ist ]S optional? it is
recommended'as,,a alidmeans for documenting the progress. of"the.student.
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I.. DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

o

TASK: Prepare and route supply requisitions

VTECS 27

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given the' requffctd information, stip es and forms, prepa e and route
appropriate requisitions for stock supplies. Stock supply will be
mointained withir minimum' and maximum levels, for the giver. work area.
Requisitions must be legible and routing procedure must 4,1low
established routine. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Identify stick items using appropriate method (i.e., computer

.

number, if applicable),
2. Identify standard' level Tor each item.
3. Determine stOCk .levels' and Compute the deficit.
4. Seiect appropriate requiSition.

5. Prepare and route requisition to fikl. deficit, makirg certain that
duplicates are legible.

6. Retain the floor copy in t e appropriate file.
'7. Enter. information into Co puler if applicable.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Visit a unit to kelrn to ider.ti stacks p s.

P. Visit the parchasing department (e :p opr' "supply" deparaent).,
to observe the process followed once a. is received.

3. Distribute sample requisition -forms. and discuss' the procedure for
.fi.1ir.g them. out.

4. Discuss the Point that suppliers are ordered on the baSis of
anticipated l!eed;hence, Wastirg supplies will require additional
requisitions and deliveries..

5. Observe ar. exPerienCed ward clerk as he/she-prepares and routes
requisitions .for stock. supplies, demorstratin.g performance .guides 2--

7. Take roteS.for .use later as a. reference.
6.. Under the_sUpervision of an experienced ward clerk, perform the task

of preparing' and_ routing appropriate .requisitionS for. stock supplies
for one' week. The performance must warrant a "fully accomplished "',
rating:by the ihstructor.

. RESOURCES

experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
appropriate fokFms-'

417
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EVALUATION : %

Using forms and information rovided, the student will prepare and route
requisitions for stock supplies for one. week. Performance must warrant a
rating of "fully accomplished" by the instructor.

T CS 27.
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V.TECS,27
L. A: ,#6

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL C-HECILIST*

Check the student's performance in the S 1 s

1
L.

associated with the following task:

Prepare and route supply requisitions.

Flace an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. because of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level:. All items must-receiie a:-
rating of FULLY" ACCOMPLISHED, (o"r Not
Applicabbe). If any items are rated. Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instrugtor will discusS the
situation and decde which learning /-1
activities must be repeated. If the
instruCtor chooses to use the checklist as t,

the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a sePaeate column and boXes a.re

provided:,

't Student , .

Performance

,

1

o

T

li

g-
- 80 t..)z<

18

1
co 4.)co

i73. < .

.

:.q.

>I= 8
(.3

U.. <

0-

...4
1 1 in..,a
..-4 .,I .
CL. wi .0
0 <MI

When.preparing and- routing supply
requisitions, the stUdent:

Identified stock items' igainst standard
levels.

Prepared. and" routed .requisitions- for
,,stoCk -supplies.
Filed floor Copy..

O

( ) (. ) ( ( ) .

( . )

( ) ( ) (

..

.*Although use of the instructon's .,final" checklist is optional, it s

recommend as.a valid moans for documenting the progress of the student.



V-TECS 28

DUTY: FERFORM;NG MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES -.

TASK: Assist tn superviscor.of-ward.dterk- stOdents.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given required if.formation, supplies, equipment, and a ward clerk
student to experience a new clinical situation, observe the student's
activities and behavior for one day and report per$'ormar.ce to the
teaching institution-and the supervisor. All items or'theinstructorls
checklist must be rated "fully acc m lished."

PERFORMANCE GUIDE .

.

1.. Demonstrate willingress to acCept.stUdert.
. .

2. Assist in planning appropriate earring experierce with ir.structor
within expected developMental level of student_ability and reeds. ,

Clinical .experiences rriust be formally Pldnred.ard include. a method
of evaluating the.participartts performance. (

3. Ortent.studert to unit and demorstrate procedures as reeded, usir.g
acceptable terminology. . . . .

4. Identify and-accept.perforMarce Standards-of training trstitution:
5. Exhibit high quality .performance of ward clerk..skills. . .

6. Demcirstrate acceptable.groomirg, promptness, ar.d conduct. ..

7. Inspect work performed by -student for accuracy and "correct as
ree.cied. Ar.r.otate evaluation instrumert.

8. Report sigrificart .facts regarding student's performance to. the
irstructoe. .

. 9. "Coordinate student-activities:44h work load.
.

10.. Notify Studerttp-instructor if work_ load. will hot permit time to
spert with student,

.

11. Provide sufficient time- for studert to practice new skills.
/

12.. As opporturities .for'.stUdent to gair new skills..arise, notify t
irstructor.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. -Review the pertirert points froth Lessor 59, V-TECS 051.. 26:

"Provide' orier.tatior to newly employed workers."

2. Observe ar,experierced ward clerkassigred to super se a ward clerk
studer.t.who is experiercirg a rew clirical si uation. _Take
extersivenotes.

.
.

Report..to'crasSmates the st.rergthi ar.d Ileakresse rated durirg
learrirg. activity #2,-using Performance. guides-1-1 .s.basis for.
report. .-..

.

4. Review the established performance standards of .the healt care
facility trainirgstte.. DisduSsreason underlying each standard.

5. -'4Irla hypotheical situation.; perform the task.of assisting it the
suPervlsion of ore student ward clerk (role played .by a classmate)
for ore -day.' Use the -local. health care facility .as the site .for
this per formar cq ;s.o'that superiisior` C an.' be giver from. ar.

420
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V TECS 28
.

experienced ward.clerk as well as the .instructor. PerfornanCe on.
all items'on the instructor's checklist must -warrant.a.rating of
"fully accomplished."'

RESOURCES
experienced. ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
.equipment & supplies customarily found iff a unit':

EVALUATION.
Using informe.tioni.matgrials, ar.d student provided, the student will
obServl and report ore student ward 41erk's activities and behavior for
one day.. The circumstances. will be hypothetical. .Performance on all
items of the .instructor's checklist nust warrant a .rating- of qfUll4
:accomplished.'!

C

!St

9

47



Check the ''student's perfOrmanae in the -skislrs
associated with the foilowirig task:

v.

Assist in superVision of ward Clerk
studentS. -

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, 'the item was impossible to

..00mplete,..place an X, in the- Not 'Applicable
Box.

.
Performance Level: All items must receive a
.rating .of FULL! ACCOMPLISHED .(or Not
Appliqable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and itrstructor will: discuss- the
situation and decide ',which learning-
activities must be repeated. If the
instructor chooSes to use the checklist as
the basis., for ssignin.g -numerical points,
then a .separate column and boxes are
provided. ,.
Wher. assisting 'ir .the sup*visior of ward-
clerk students, the student:

'f.

Demorstrated -willingness to. . accept
.student. . . .

-1-

.; -ServAd asan. appropriate role .model for

studert. 1,,
. :;

,

3. Demorstrated .acceptarce of training
irstitution standards.

A.' 'Recogrized expeated level Of competerce
and reeds of student. i, -

5. .Oriented'student to-.uri ard demonstrated
procedures las eeded. ' . .. .

'6i. Planred learning experierces with :1:10-

dert's instructor, inspected f, Work.

performed-and-friade:recesiary correctiors.
Reported significart facts to studer'-s

.,J.I,irstructor '-re gardirg--:- ----stude t4s

per

. :Notified studkt's irstructor. 'if ork

load. would: .not-perthit time to 'be/ spent
with stbdert. . : / / ...

Co,'9: 'Pro ided sufficiert time for'student

11?1

pr ctice- new skills. :.

,

. Student .
Performande,

.N.

1
q

....
. C. .

E

"B'Z §
I-6 .7(

1

...

..0 a -
0:1 V

8 54.
*Oa 1 'Eo

I 0 < AL

4
.. 3....

.46 1a¢

.

:..
a...E

.o08z <

.

73
.. ..

2. g.-.
1.8
.a. <

( ) (. .. .) . ) .(

( ) ( ( ) (

( .) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ) (

( ) ( ) I )

.

-.( . ).( ) .)c%

). ( ) ) (

( ( . ) ( .-) (

( .). ( ) '
(

.) ( )

4Aitho gh use. of the instructor's finial checklist is or5\tional, it,..

reoomMendect as a yaiid for documenting the progress of the sudent.5 means. .
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DUTY:" PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES:
0-4

TASK: Refer ,patient Complaints or problems t,.) a corrective department

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Giver. three patiert -complaints of a varied nature and .available
resources, -refer the complaints to the corrective depar er.t. Referral

must .be appropriate to the .complairt as..deterMired b- the 'instructor
considering the conditions present . 1(4)

.6

PERFORMANCE GUIDE'

-s

.. .

1. Perceive and acknowledge complaint. Note:. The 'Ward Clerk 'is often; .

the.:,,first.-per*Spron-the nurstng unit to- receive signals indicatirg:
i,4,..

patient 'dissatisfactions. The.. pati...et has a right to -expect,
considerate and.reSpectfu1 treatmert1aCall times ard .Under all
circumstances. --(J.C.A,13., .P-atient's Rights.) . 'Studies have shoWni.
that patients.who. bring. suits -Usually have. teal be imagired
grievances which considerate care. and a "willirgress. to learn"-.mayr.

have prevented.- . .

.

.2.- Respond positively in a reassuring.manner.
3., Ask pertinent questions to elicit details tactfully.:
4. Advise charge nurse if unable to.handle.problem. .

5. Follow through to irsureproper action..

6. Make certain that complairt i5 charted and sigred by charge rurse if-
that is the policy-of the Instituti- on.. .

. 40

LEARNING-ACTIVITIES
1. Review pertirert poirts from Lessor. 1, V:-TECS OBJ. 6: "Greet ard

direct professionals, .new .patier.ts,. .and visitors to patiert
location."

.

.

2. Research ard write brief explanationS of "libel" ard "slander."
Disduss in class. Note that .treat.4.r.7 :patients with.digrity and
espeCt is rec,essary -for their emotior.al well-beirg.. .

3. -Discuss; What "cbrstitutes good Iisterirg skills. Role play patient
situations with classmates.

4. Read-ard. discuss -a Bill. of Rights," published by .the
American 'Hospital Association.

5, In-quire- whether Or not the local health_care facility has--a patient-

adv.date. or patient services' representative; a -peresor. who-se job is .1
Care

i-rvite this person as resource speaker.

5. .Discuss the procedure to be .f011owed -in referrirg. pati'Art.dom'plairts

toa corrective department:

423



VTECS 29

7. Giver. three authentic patient complaints (provided by an experienced
ward clerk), perforin the task of receiving (via role play) and
referring the patient complaints. (i.e., Verbally describe the
measures which would be taken.) The ward clerk and the instructor
will evaluate. the performance. A rating of "fully accomplished"
must ultimately be achieved.

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk
Patient's Bill of Rights: (American Hospital. Association.)

EVALUATION
Using provided resourcesipersons/information, the student will receive
and refer.thre.e patient complaints: The performan.ce must warrant a .

rating of "fully' accomplished" by.the irstructor and eXpertenced ward'
Clgrk. ..

'I> ..t
A

14

.

C)



STUDENT

DATE. ,

INSTRUCTOR S . FINAL CHECKLISIT*

Check the student's performance in the. skills
associated with the following task:

Refer patient complaints or, problems to

a corrective department.

Place. an X in the appropriate pox indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of special'
circumstances, the it was impossible to
complete, placean r in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: All items must receive'.a
rating of FULLY' ACCOMPLISHED for. Not
Applicable). If any items tire rated Not.
Accomplished or.Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which learning
activities must be repeated. If the
instrqctor chdoses to use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate column and boxes .are
provided.

When-reAring.patient Complaintsor problems
.to a corrective department, the student:

.Stti4nt
i . 1... Perfontance

.

, :. .CU

B
.....

. m0 0.z<
...

0 .c.)Z<

. 1
.21 .

8
tri . (...)

C i s < 4

.

-."' 8.
Q c.)

.uw <

.1.1 V
03 4)

-g. Et!
= .-yi .s
0. tn 0
0 < C1.

-
c

1. Received and acknoWledged complaintCS). ( .)-(- ) ) ( (

2. Referred .complaint: to corrective
department and/Or person. : (.

) ) ( (

.3. Charted complaint and referral. 4
( -) -( ,- ) ( .(

.

7

*Although use of the instructor's. final checklist' is optional, it .is

recommended as a valid means for documenting the progress of the student.

4-25.
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DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASK:. fReceiveand store suppliesl and equipment

. . .

VTECS 30.-

PERFORMANCE 013JECTIVE-
Given. a delivery of.requested supplies and/or quipther?,.receive'an:dn
store same. Nursing:station will not be cluttered with newly delivered"
stock;.iteMs.received will not be subject to theft, disfigurethent,,,
rendered unusable, and-"will befo:und.in'their eXpected-locatlion. (4) . .

PERFORMANCE GUIDE . . .
..

1. Locate floor copy of supply requisitions.:
2. Verify items received with those requested. -Note: May:include

nourishment 'supplies. : .
. .

. .

3.. Sign the. packing list form andfile.floor copy.. _
.

-4. Place the new.stoCk behind the old stock: n designated place.-
.. ':.ProulAlY. :

..
L

5. Record supplies received .or. inventory file.
.. .

.-
6. _Do not allow supplied to be subjected to d' fi.gurement, theft,-or

-contamination.

LEARNXNG ACTIVITIES
.1. :Discuss the policy and procedure t.0 be followed in: verifying items-.

-,1 received_
.

.

with those, .

/

/ -. 2. Visit unit to learn where floor copy of.supplY requisitions i.s kept.
,., .

3'. Observe an experienced ward clerk. demonstrating performance guides.
3-5:' . . . .

.

. .

.

, 4. Discuss methods for -preventing disfigurement, theft., or.
w /

,contamination of supplies:
. .

. . -
. .

. .

5. Under the .supervision of an experienced. ward Clerk, perform the task
of receiving and properly-.storing- supplies and equipment.
Performance must 'warrant a rating of "fully accomplished° based on
the evaluation of-the instructor.

RESOURCES .

experienced ward. clerk

TOOLS AND' EQUIPMENT
, supplies customarily found in .unj.t

apptopriate'forMs:

EVALUATION
.Using provided materials and forms.,: the_studert will receive and
properly Store supplies and .equipment. -PerforM-ance -must' warrant a
ratirg. of "fully_accomplished". by the instructor. .



INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHEMIST*-

..

Check the student's perfOrmanCein the skills
absSociated with the following task:
Receive and store supplies and equip
ment. .

/".PlaCe an X in the. 'appropriate box indicating
Not 'Accomplished; Partially Accomplished,. or
Fully ACco*mplisheds If, because cif special
circumstances, the itemwas impassible to
complete, place an X in the Not' Applicable
.Box.

Performance Level: All items mist receive a
rating'of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED.. (or Not
Applicable). .1f any items are rated Not.
Accomplished or Pariiaily AcComplished, the
'student and. instructor will discuss the
situation and decide. .which learning
activities must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use-the checklist as
the.- basis for assigning numerical- pointS,
then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

.

. Student
..

Performance .

. -

11
3
4...13.0 0. +. 80 (.)

,..
>ft t
= 8
6.co o

,
'a'.
E

=> 8= Q

..::
ro w.8 c 'cosi

s0 .
06 in 0

When receiving 'and stoting supplies and
equipment, ,the :student:

1. Verified item received against
requisition. ( ) ( ) ( ,.) ( )

2. Signed form and filed floor copy'. ( ) (. ) ). ( ) ( )

3. Properly stored -supplies and equipment: .( ) ( ) ( ) (
(-

)

4. Recorded suppLies received on inventory
file. -( ) ( .) ( ) ( ) P( .)

.

*AlthouglOU)4 Of-the instructor's final checklist i,s optional, it is.
rec6mmen4ed-laS .a valid Means for documenting the progress .of the student..



V4ECS. 31

DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

TASK:..-Schedule patient treatmentsor therapy with otherAlospital departments

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
1. Interpret the order.

t

2. Identify the department concerned: Inhalation theftpn physical
therapil, therapy, nuclear .medicine', .X-raY therapy,

.

preparation, etc.
3. Call the appropriate department.tosetsup appointment.
4. Transcribe informatiOn,to Kardex ... {or care form }... and doctor's

order'sheet.

8. File the 'floor --(or ver fiCation)... copy of_the-requisitlon.
9. Enter information into co uter if applicable.; .

10. Imprint end add Special. th rapy:forms to patient's chart as needed.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

1. Distribute-the physician's orders whiCh explain a directive to 4
taken (sample attached)..

2. Study the locel.hospital organizational chart.
3. DicUss the function of each department.
4. Review each department's polibl m'anu'al for later recall on a

teacher -prepared\test:.
5, DemOnstrate procedure for telephone calling, according to hospital

. . . .

6. Distribute.the attached sample Diagnostic'& Miscellaneous Procedures
Form and discuss the procedureTor completing.

:7.. Research and write a brief report explaining .which procedure's (e.g.,
X-ray, EKG, etc.) can be done together. --

.

i
.

8.- Discuss the procedure to- be followed in filling Out.the requisition
for the. procedures. (Refer to attached information sheet titled,
"Special Notes on Procedures.")

. ''' .

. .

9. Discuss Procedure' for providing' escort' and /or transportation
services according.to localilospital policy.

10. Distribute attached sample-patient care.fOrm and review procedure

.

for transcription,
. .

.

11. Using other sample patient care for0, practice transcribing similar
information as used.in. learning activity I/10. (The instructor. will

-proVide-the inTormation-.end-evaluate the-results.)-
'la: Under the supervision; of an experienced ward clerk, perform the task

,_,of,sciedukiAg"..one .patient's.radiation. therapy with the .hospital A-.

ray department% ,Evaluation by the instructor .must result. 'in a
rating of "fully accomplished."



RESOURCES.
e*perienced ward clerk

i

policy manuals of local hospital/health cane

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

appropriate forms
physician's order

EVALUATION
. Using provided :information'and mate'ri the student.will schedule one
patient's radiation therapy with thehospitalX..;raydepartment. The
p4rformAnce must warrant.a rating of. "fully accomplished.". by the
instructor.
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SPECIAL NOTES on PROCEDURES

.Bafkium will interfere w

1. Liver Scan.
2. Abdominal Ultrasound
3. Pelvic Ultrasound
4. Gallium Acan

e

the following:

IVP examinations will effect Thyroid Uptake and Scan 'results; therefor
THYROID STUDIES NEED TO BE DONE BEFORE IVP EXAMS.

EXAMINATIONS ARE TO .1* DONE IN. THIS ORDER.. .

1. Scans/Ultra-sdun4s/Thyroid Stud

Cystograms and/o1,r IVPIS:

3., Gallbladder

4. Lumbar Spine
.

5.. Lower GI

6. Upper GI and/Or small bowel and/or hypotonic uodenograni .

NOTE: Cheat, 'skull, bohea, etc. can be done at nytime.

Skull X-rays preferrably Should precede EEGS. f schedule'aoes n tn
*permit, hair must be washed and dried before s 11 series can be one.

PROCEDURES DONE ON 'HE SAME DAY
. ,, 1

\
..

(
.

.

-There are many radiographic procedures whic may be :done on the sa e
day and should be done on the same day to e pedi te . a patient 's st. y in
the hospital. All procedures that are to e done on the same day hould
be listed on the same requisition and one char e card attached.

Almost all proCedures which. DO NOT ENTAIL .THE USE OF OPAQUE .AEDIA
can be 'done with any other examination. EXAMPLE: Chest and lumbar
spine can be .sdheduled with an Upper GI.

*-* fekeeqqaw*-**II tifere. areaTiy-cfUe-StI-OnS-ast-To-t.;ih-it hi-p-rocadure-s--ca
..b#t.. done togetheic Please. call 4aadiology at Ext. 5060 for information.-

, .



PRE..0 PWIVE PATIENT

Mmeision One
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TEC$ 31
#12 -

-- DATE

TESTRUCTOMS.FINAL'CHECKLIST* .

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated,With thefollowing task:

Schedule patient treatments or therapy
with other hospital dep tments.

Place an in the approprtate box indicating
Not Accomplished., Partially\AccOmplished, or
Fully Accomplished. If,. because of special
circumstances, the item' was Impossible tO
codiplete, place an X in the Not Applicabie
Box. .\
Performance Level: All items must re eive.a.
rating..of FULLY. ACCOMPLISHED% (o' Not
Applicable). If any items are ratedNot.
Accomplished. or Partially Accomplished, 'th1
student. and 'instructor will discuss the.

situation and decide which learning,
activities must he repeated. If the
instructor chooses to .use the checklist as:
the basis for :assigning numerical points,,
then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

.When:.sdheduling patient treatments on therapy
with other hospital departments, the student:

Student
. Performance

4)
za

- "ao Q.Z<

"E

.14

"sca...

- 80 taZ<

4 ._ ___

la
.14

, ..

8
lb. c.)

. 0. <

1
ix,
....

.

.4 8= Li
u. a

.

.. .0

74 it)

Ø4I
0 < 06

1. Verified physician's order. ( ) (

2. Scheduled patient's therapy or treatment
with the appropriate department.. . .

. ( ) (

3 Prepared proper requisition. :. - : ( ) (

4: Provided for special%transportation'if
needed.

,

( _ ) (

5 Recorded arrangement a Made. ( ) (

6. Filed copy of requisition. . .( '') (.

t.,,.. Added forms to patient's chart as needed. ( ) (

Jo

04;

( ) ( ) ( ).

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( y

( .) . ) '( . .)

( ) ( ) )

-( ) ( )' ( )

t

*Although use of the instructor's final checklist is optional,it
recommended as a valid.meahslordocuMenting the progress.of the student..



1 DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

. . . .

TASK: Select and mark needed special hour. TPRs on worksheet

N

V -TECS 32

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE.
'Giver' the :information concerning.forty'patiente-and.the.TPR worksheet,
selegt and mark the:12:00.noOn TPRs On the.worksheet. The indications.61:'
the worksheet' must agree with that of instructor'based upon:the.
.following: TP-Rs must be taken q.4.h, for all patients: (4).

1. who have had an elevation within the last 24 hours-,
2, who are. ithin the first 72-hour post op period.
3. who are. wit=hin. the first 72 houn pOst-partum period.
4. who have ad,§pecial orders Written.
5. who are receiving hypo- or hyPerthermia'treatmqpts.

PERFORMANCE. GUIDE
t. Obtain the TPR worksheet:clipboard.,

. 2. Check the surgery list:
Check the 'Kardex ..,{or patient care f -orm . for specie. TPR

. .orders.
.

4,- Check for anY elevations..
.

5,..Indicke selection of patients, or. TPR worksheet.
in 'doubt, consult charge rur,

7: Replace_ clipboard.

3

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
.

'1. Review.pertinert poir.ts from Lesson,1' ,

graphic. sheet.

2. Review pertinert poirts,from- Lessor. 120, I-TECS OBJ, 77: Graph-
temperature, pulse respiration. /

. .

3., Review pertinent points from Lessor. 30, V-TECS OBJ.; 70:- 'Prepare and.
mair.tair. TPR and.-diet'workSheets. '- ' .

, ,

U. Research ar.d prepare a'writter. report regarding; the. variety .©f
reasons. some.patierts:have their vital_sigrs taker more frequently
than others.

.5. Discuss. the procedure of the -local healthAcare facility for

4,-
selecting and Monitoringtityp of patleft discussed during learning
activity 1 #3. :'..... . ,

.

Review
.

the attached,sample-24-.hour record.and-graphictirtake-.
,

utput:o

recorld.' Discuss the reasons foe- using diiTereet colors of ink:ard

__.. avoidir.g erasules. . .
.

.

,-7. 'Using blink forms 'and- iffOriCatio-hprovIcted---ty.-the_testru-ctor-w------,
.

practice coMpletng the forms.. . .

,

8. Discuss the.reason for checkir.g the surgery list and the Kardex or
patient care form when cOmpletinethe TPR worksheet.

9. Outlire the process to be. taker by:the ward clerk after worksheet.is
completed -and:elevations are r.oted.

4;

1,4-TECS .08J. 40.: Ini t i a te

0.

.1.

tik

-435

4,49.



0.. Under the supervision of. an. experienced ward clerk, perform the. task..
:of selecting patients:. who should: haVe TPRs taken at rnoo.and
appropriately indicating on 1PR WOrkshe, et.. Based on the valuation,
of the.instructbr,'the.perforpance must ;ultimately warrant -a rating.'

rof "fully' accomplished." '
..

RESOMES ,.

.experienced.ward clerk'

. .

TOOLS 4ND. EQUIPMENT
appropriate forms.

.

EVALUATION
. t

Using information and materials provided, the student will select
patienta who sh9uld have TPRs taken at 12:00 'nOon'today and appropriately
indicate on TPR worksheet. The performaece must viarrant a rating of
"fully _accomplished" based on the instr'uctor's assessment.

,
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GRAPHIC/INTAKE - OUTPUT RECOBO
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e 'Red In V - TECS 32
L.A. #6
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INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECXLIST11

Check thefstudent4s performance in the skills
associated with the following task:

Selec and mark needed special hour ,

Ill'ats on -work sheet' (graphic sheet).

Place'an,X-in the appropriate box indicating
W tAcc*lished, Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Acdamplished. If, because of special
.circumstances., the-item was impossible. to
`complete, place an X in the. Not Applicable
13ox.

Performance. Level: AZ1 iiems must receive a
tating,,of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicajf14);. 'If any items are rated Not
Aclo plishedz cr Partially Accomplished, the
sttadoht and 'instructor will-discilss the
situatiop and decide which learning
activities must be 'repeated. X- the
instructor chooses to use tha checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate column and boxes are
pro,Vided.

,When selecting and marking needed special
hour IPRs on worksheet, the student: .

it.
1.. Seledted and marked the 12:00 noon TPlis

on the worksheet .using patient

1. w.

.Performance.

...........,.......................,,.......;......--,

--. to
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5 .z <
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-a
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> 91?
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u. <
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m v
g a ul

to*..... ... 5
.5.1..o.
-0 4 a.

..... .

a
inforMation provided by the ^instructor. ( ) ( ( ._ )' ( ) (

.... identified elevated temperature's.' ( . ) ( ( ) ( ) (
3. Checked worksheet and surgery patients.. ( ) ( ( ) (

.

*AlthoUgh use of the instructor's final checklist is optional, it is
recommended as a valid.;neans for dOduinenting- the progress of the studept.

Lit'l A .



1

DUTY: PERFORMING MANAGERIAL. ACTIVITIES

TASK: Traci missing lab specimen or reports

VTECS 33

PEIWORBANCE OBJECTIVE: o

*Giver. a situation,. where a 'diagnostic rePort is: unavailable'. at :a
I specified time, -trace..through necessary logs and/or .departments . until.found- or further directives are issued.. Patient therapy will no't be
jeopardized throUgh missing diagnostic reports upon which medical
judgments. are -made.' (4) ;_-

PE7OKHANCE GlIDE

I 1. -Loc.te flaor copy of lab :requisition and determine' whether or tOt
Spec\imen was clocked- in. .

..
2. Check, master. diagnostic therapy book to determine .if lab' technician.

,hs Igned book. kT,

3. .Chec nurses' notes: for time -spedither. was collected.
I 4. Look at lab. reports on all cha.rts-to determine if the report was
i

.. misfiled..
. .

5.. Call lab to locate report', if. available, and obtair: a new Chart-
copy. .

"6. Consult charge nurse for further directives- if lab has no .record :Of.
,.requeSt. c,

7. Detern4ne whether' an incident report mist_ be- filed.
8. Recall above -information from 'computer rnedory bank if. applicable.

.EARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Visit a unit to observe an expetienced ward clerk demotstrate-11r. -performance guides 1-8. Take rotes for future reference-.
2. Listen to resource speaker (phyiciar.) discuss the, reasons for

reting as "high" 'the criticality' of. the task of requesting
labora'tOry services. For. example, physicians rely on laboratory,
test results; delays. and errors are costly; delays may be hazardous
to the patient's comfort and welfare.

3. Review as homework assignment the pertinent points from Lesson 16,.
V-TECS OBJ: 511 Prepare requisitiorS for routine diagro,stic test's.

4. Review in small group pertinent points from Lesson 40, 01344:,

'N. 61: prepare lab requisition forms..
5. Read policy manual of local health care' facility regarding procedure

to 'be followed in tracing a lab specithen or report.' Extract the
responsibilities of the ward clerk.
Urder the supervision of an experiended ward clerk, perfortn the task.
of toractng:a (teal or hypothetical) 'missing diagnostic repOrt.
Perforinarce must warrant a rating -of "fully acconiplished," based, on
the evaluatior: of the instructor.



V-TECS. 33

'RESOURCES
phySician ,-

.experienced ward. clerk

\'\

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT .

appropriate forms,repor s; master diagnostic therapy book

.

.

EVALUATION Li

Using provided materials and information, the -studen't.willtrace a
missing diagnostic report. -Performance-mus'Lwarrant A rating:Of "fully
accomplished," based on the assessment of the instructor. -

I



1145C'S 3.3

L.A..' #6

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

4

Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the foUrowing task:

Trace missing lab specimen or reports.

Place an X- in .the appropriate box indicating
Not AccoMplished, Partially Accomplished, oi-

Acca.mplished. :If, :because of special
circumstances., 'the item was impossible to
copiptete, place. an X in the Not Applicable

11.
Performance' Level:. All items must receive a
r4tihg of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Net
Appljt\cable). If.-any items. are rated -Not
Accomplished or Partially 'Accomplished, the.
student and instructor will discuss the
situation. and de.cid-e. which learning .

.activities must. be repeated.. If. the.
instructor 'chooses to use the,checkliit as
the basis for assigning.numerical points,
then a separate column .and. boxe.s are.

. .provided.

4hel tracirg nmissing lab specime or reports,
the student:

i

1. Determired whether or not a lab report
was missing.

,

2. Called lab; obtained rew chart copy, if
availlable.

\
",..,. Cor sulted charge nurse for further

directiVe.
4. Filed an incidert report if 'necessary.

'2

. Student
Perfor,mance

.
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tilthough use of. the instructor' : final checklist is/ optional:, it i-s

, .

recommended as..a valid means .for docUrilenting the. progress of. the -student.:
.
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DUTY: PERFORMING' RECORD KEEPING ACTIVITIES

TASK: Prepare and maintain daily census sheet

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
:Given yesterday's "Daily Floor Census" form with information reflecting-

ward .clerk activity frOm 11:00 p.m. to 7:00. a.m.; and access to required
forms, ...prepare a daily' 'floor. census form (in duplicate) No data will

iihe omitted and all ent ies must be without error. (4)
i

PERFORMANCE GUIDE*
1. _Obtain the dail floor-census -form(s). (sample attached). ./
2. Fill i.n hea s: ;floor., section, today's date.
.3. Fill i_n -a1,1 c lumns of Linel, "Remaining Last RepOrt"-from Line I9-.

:of yesterday's report). . .. .

4. Enter:in space provided the hospital number, room nu,mber, name,.
. .

service and- .tine. of each admission, discharge, transfer-in,-
transfer-out, death. .

5. At midnight, fill in Lilies -2, 3,' 4,- 5, 6, 7,- 8,.and 9..
.6. wend one copy to medical records room or busine'ss.office.
7: File. the retained- copy (by date) for reference and statist.ice'l

purposes,

South :Carolina writing team 3ugze,sts 3 revised listing of tae
performance guide. Refer to the. following revised perforraance.
gUide.

SOUTH CAOLINA PERFORMANCE GUIDE
1. Place two census forms di th. carbon between ':ahem into census-book

.(sample form attached). . - .

-2. Fill_ in headings: an.it and today.t.s date.
-.....-z Fill in all columns of line 1, "'Remaining Last Report" from line 7

of previous day's report i.n male/female divisions.
4. Enter in space provided the room .number, bed numbe,r,*.name. and:time

of each admission,- discharge,- transfer-in, transfer-!out, .-deat:.
15.. At 10:30. pr.m., . fill. in lines 2, 3, . 4-, 5, .6 and 7 an t.z.ik.-: or send

original Copy to admitting office. All .-transf,ar-i. patientS will-
have a. .patient activity slip (sample' attached),..completed by
transferr iin g Unit.';.Place--activity slips. n census bCok and take. to
admitting iwitn oensUS....form. . . . ....

, . Leave card.n.,c.OPY.. in bo.61. oii...t.knit :for. 5 _days; then l'iiSCar..1. ..
. 4.

LEARNING ACTIVISIES-

, 1. Visit ,a,uni. rns 1014.re.census: fo.rrr\s carbon; and census book
are
Intiryiew unitpersonne.J.,o ai.s.c6)testhe reason for preparing ind

-..giaLntaining, daily . Cen-sits sheet use%.s-rnade of -it by
the admitting office? ElsetWheue?.)..



.

VTECS 82

1
. . . \ '.k.

'13'
Researdh and report t e definition and use of the aeter census. .

4., Distribute sample lank forms, practice entering information .

(Sup.plied by theIinstructor) in the .appropriate plaes. Evaluate
-.each other's work. .

Under the superVision.of an experienced ward clerk, perform the task,
of preparIng. a daily census forth (in. duplicate). NO errors are
'allowed.. The:perfo.rmance will .tie evaluated by the ward clerk and
instructor. A. ratingof 'fully accomplished". is expected:instructor.

. . .

experienced ward clerk

..

\
.1.

.

. TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
'census forms and book t

EVALUATION .\

Lising information provided? the student.will prepare, and maiataj_n..a
daily floor census form.- No..errors are allowed. Performance of the
task must warrant -a rating. of "fully accomplished.," based .on t.:it

. as,qessment of .the instructor and participating ward clerk.

.

445

460 t

V



CENSUS REPORT .

VTECS.
S.C. Performance Guide #1

. L11 i Census Report as. you addit, di'Scharge, transfer, or for a death.
- .

hake two Copies, "-by plaCing a carbon in. Complete by 10:3UPM.
. PM warl Clerk

will take top (original) copy to Admitting by 10:30PM daily: Leave carbon. in
Census hook, placing a clean sheet on top Of carbOn with tortiorrow's date in
book. ..

6

Patient Activity Requisition: take to Admitting with. the Census Report.

fr

/

ti

1/4

4 4
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DAYLY FLOOR CENSUS

V,- TECS- 82
Performance Guide #1

For 24 Hours Ended Midhight

DATE
..I9

FEMALE .

Line
's! , \

"No, !.
.

MED. SURG. $ Ilia_

MN
-

BORN

MED. SURG. .0,1i.: GYN.

.

OTHER PED NEW-. TOTAL

BORN- .

1

Beginning ''--..

Lait ROort

ill IIIIIIIIII 1111=111111.

2 AdmTrted MI1111111111111 ISM 111111.111111
Mill II --.'

111111

3

Received--?.

40, Transfer o '

.4

TOTAL
eSum of lines

I, 2, 4 3

r
, . ,

11101 'ME
5 Discharged. IIIIIIMIIMEIRIIIIII

6

Discharged
By Transfer

,

7 Dead 11111111111111MIUMI
,-

B

TOTAL
Sum of lines

5, 6, 4 7

b. i i

?.

1

Beginnini;12:00
Midnight

.

ADMITTED (Line 2)

DISCHARGED (Line 5)

R:om
ti

NAME.
TIME . No.

1

Room
No..

--.TOTAL

,

s

RECEIVED RANSFER ))
.

.DISCHARGED BY TRANSFER ,'Line 6)

STILLBIRTHS

1
DIED tLi.ne 7)

.

!-sc,i,Itormation cited on census farm aftsched
use'4ith S.C. Performance Guide.

.:s intormatioo supp;.ie by h tor
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DAILY CEN S REPORT .

CENSUSQ 12:00 MIDNIGHT /02 - ikS

3

3

V - TECS 82'
S . : Performance Guide #1
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.V-TEC$ ,.£32

11.erftypiance

PATIENT ACTIVITY
COMPLETED 131,

DECEASED

.

MONEY ,RECEIVED ON DISCH°AR.GE Sr

Lti

1 TAKE HOME< DISCH/?RGE DpuGs
Q.

NO .CHARGESI
ATTACHED

BED

TRANSFER
PATIENT. NUMBER

.

I . I
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Check the student's performance in the skills
associated .with the cf4:Alowing. task:

Prepare and maintain daily census
she.et.

Place an. X_ in the a0propriatet box indicating
Not AccOmplistied, Partially AcoompITSWed-,---or-

AcCOMplished: :becatise,of especial
--L--.04.rdumstances, the: item WaS impossi :ble to

complete, p ace;an: X in..the Not. Applicab.le
: ISOX:

Perforbance Level: All. iterRs must receive. a ..
rating, of FULLY. ACCOMPI4-1{ED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Adcomplished or Partially AcComplished, the .
student.. and instructor will discUss the
situation and -decide whiic.h -learning
actiWies. must be repeated. -the
instr-Irctor chooses to use the 'checklist as
the basis for assigning-numerical..points,
then-. a separ'ate column' and boxes are

.

tLicient
.

Performance

-
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provided.
.: .

-4'hen pv.epating and %-lai.ntaininedaily c @nsus
sheet-, the 'student <<

:,.,

Obtained'and prepared- daily flo6. census..
Routed qopLes t:a,:apPilOpriate"location.

Filed \fipbr copy in ,proper location,.

.1-

0. 4
*Although use of the instructor's final cheCklist. is optional, it i3
recomMendell as a valid means for dOcumenting the -progresstof the student.
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V. TECa" 78

DUTY:!. PERFORMING RECORD KEEPING. ACTIVITIES.

TASK. Add chart forms_as needed

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given .required..supplies and the charts of forty patients,. determine. that
each chart has sufficient ;space -available on all chart. .forms. for the
next 24.- hours. No doctor or nurse will need to locate, imprint and add.

. forms before performing thlei charting .activities except in a most
: unusual emergency Situatio . All forms added must be- addressographed

with correct plate and place in designated iodation in chart. (4).

PERFORMANCE GUIDE.: . .. ,
1: beterthine space available. nurses , notes sheets once .each shift..
2. Determine .space.availablp doctor's order sheets before- and "after

each physician's visit N.sdte:' -.Many -hospitals are now using a\doctor's order sheet with ch micallY treated carbon sets On which
the physician. may, write no mor than three:.sets of orders.

.

.

3..- Determin.e apace .available on progress notes sheet -before and after
each physician's. visit. 1 ',. . .

,. ,

"4?.. Determine space available on graphic' Sheet once daily.
5. Determine .space available on special chart forms- such ---fiS liabetic

record or prothrOmbirr record once.ea.ch shift:
-S. AsCertairre:pi.ob.able discharge :. date of .patient anal Thdd-.new,_.addressographed sheets to Provide spade for next '24 hOUrs----- ...i._

7. 11: o ns r v e .supplies as much as ..'
LEARNING ACTIVITIES.

1.. 'Prepare- for debate. in class the topic: Management by Plann.Lhg
Management by Crisis...-
In. Small' groups discuss. ways the ward clerk can use spare tine to an
advantage. :Share conclusions "With entire class.
Vis.it a Unit to observe an experienced ward clerk. iemonstrate
performance guides #1-6. -Assist if asked.

4 !Review the types -of -form-s Unciitheir_order the
chart. 'Practice appropriately addresSog5aphing. them and completing
any date lines. l
Under the supervision or an`:experienced ward .clerk,- perform the task
of' imprinting and adding needed chart -forms-for forty charts (forneeded
onb Period). The performan-ce."must wasrrant a fa.; trig of
."fulty. accomplished-, ". 'based. on ti.4'? .evaliiatiori of the ;instructor.

t.

RESOURCES
,e.xperienced.. 4a-rd

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
.

.a1:1-13 rpprixte forms
raddressograph



EVALUATION'
... Using supplie'S.proyided, .#1e:.itilipne14114iMprint .and addineede4.-4art.,

,-

forms.f6r-forty.charts forthe.ns.*t 24,41,011r.neede... mus't
..warrant a rating of-"fully wpcottplishea".%by.thk.i.np*ic.toy.
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INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

0

Check the student's perfdrmance in the'skills
associated with the following task:

Add chart forms as' needed:

Place an X in the,appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partia4y Accomp4ished, or
Fully Accomplished. If4 becaute of special
circumstances, the 'item '4,z imposible to
complete, place an. X in the N t Applicable
Box.

., ...
?erformance Level: -All. items inuat _receive a
rating. of FULLY ACCOMPLISMED.. (or Not

. Applicable.). If _any iteMs. are .rated Not.'
Accomplished or PartialljIcaOmplished, /the
student and, rinatrtictl(r...;.,will discUss f.tle
si'tu'ation and zledide. which leal-..n.ing
activ.ities itrust.. be **repeateth- IT tbe:_,.. .

instructor chooSes.to uSe the oheckli,st,'ea.
.. the basis for assigning' numerical.points,
..then a. 'separate column and box'e.s. are

.provided. . . .. .. ,.

....., N 's ''
..

.01(.:n addi.ag chart forms, the qtad-ent:%,-. , ..s
,

:-.
.

Determine.ti available spac.eoe.,se-':Itoct.e&
,.,

_.

chart forms. . ) ( :
)f o r m s .) )

2.

... /.

;

)' (Added chart fo-rms as needed.
', ) 'C

..

\ Student
Performance

,

.
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.
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.*Although use of'the instrudtdr10 final,checklistjs. optidnal; it is
recommended as a. valid.neans=for ddcumenting-the:,progress,of the vudent...*

#



PERPORMING RtoORD' KEEPING

. TASK: -Obtain and safeguard prior.admission chart-

O
O

PERFORMANCE .OBJECTIVE._ ...i. 1 (.? :.
: lik .,

Given a 1-eq.i.iest --.6.ro.4ie :prior admission .chart(s) of threPpatients; with
access to required :iilforRatio.b....aAd 'standard, polici.es,,. obt.a;n and
Safeguard the old. charts- whenre6:61.,veck- No-patient\ts prior admission.

.,.Chart(s) "vilLsbe lost,.altered in- any th`Oner; or be given to.
unauthorized porsonsi C -arts 'rec.e.ived oust. be those requested. .(4-).. ° Th

. .
. 4

,.

PERFORMANCE .GUIDE ..
. .

1. Determine th.at person .requesting .old chai-"t..1.8 autholzed by this-.
hospital's" policy-to. ,have -it. .-,.. , . .

2: Prepare complete identiticaion:,of patie,nt,_ name,. room- numbei4,
hospital number,: birth date, place -o.f birth, sex,..and -race from:. the

.
adthission summarysheetk.-, ' . . t, , . 0

3.
. .

call ,medical recordS roomgivirig,th;e"above,,in, i-.matio-n, or send
memorandum. . .

.3-.
.

4-: Old charts wilbe delivered to you; or yo.0 m y be callecrto come
for them when they: .re- -iodated and alga for them.. o-

5: Put old chart(s) With current chart araNmaintain surv.eillance.
t5..- 'Send old cha-rt(s) to medical .records-w.'-' -the current chart to

establish the integrity -of- the compl:,;te cord when patient- is
.discharged.. .N.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. Discuss who among hospital personnel given authorizat'ion

obtain old charts based-on the policy of th-e. local hospital.
2. Observe a resource perSon (English. teacher, as he/she ietonstrates

the art of writing 'a -concise:, .complete., and 'coherent :memorandum.
3. -PrActice writing a sample request to-ob,tain-a prior admission chart.
4. Discuss the imp9Ttance.of checking for and sending old charts to

record. room when patient is-,disscharged.
.Listen to an experienced ward C.uss.';he best- approaCh t
performing performance guide's #1-6. Take notes...

5. With. the 'assistance of -an 'eiperienced ward. cle.rk;"-:perf.:irm. the task
of- obtainingipridr admiSsion Charts of three .patients: -k raving of
"fully accomplished" mustbe.aahieved, bast,d.on..the evaluation of-

-, -
tne- instructor. .

RESOURCE*
English teacher:.

.experienced. ward- clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
-appropriate charts

paper Suitabl'e --for '..t.riting-a memorandum

455



Vsing provided information and matei'll,,s,; the .s.tUdento will 'obtain ..,the
a -

prior 406-.Inission charts of .three patients; Safeguarding. Measures must be
exer4d. The perforMance must earn a rating...9f "fu)...).7 accomplEshed,'°.

.based on the, assessment of_...the,,ststructor.: ,

JS
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V-TECS 79
L.A. #6

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECILISTII

Check the student's perforiance. in the- skills
associated, with the following taVer%'
Obtain, and safeguard prior admission
.chart.

Place-an X in the appropriate b(44- indicating
Not. Accomplished, Partially;Accomplished, or
Fully :Accomplished..: If, bealse'cif special:
circumstances, the item wai!,Atipbsal.ble to
Complete, place,,an k in' :the Nbt
Box.

O

Pei-formance Level: All items must. receive a
rating.olf FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or .Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
AccOmplished or Partiarly Acaomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss Ole
situation and decide 'which ,learning
activities must be,: repeated. If the
instructor choose's to ruse the checklist as
the basis for assigaing numerical points,
then a _separate column and ..boxes tare
provided.

° .
When obtai.niag. and s-af4g.u.arding prior
admission chart, thp.student:.

Obtained the prior admisc3ion.chart.s.of
selected.patients.. .

.

2. Placed Old.charts:with-urrent. charts an'd .

.maintained surveillanc.e.
[5. .-.7:pocessed completed ciik,ae't to fnedLr:al.

%(I:o'rds.'when patient discharged.

d

, .

Student.. .

°Performance
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DUTY: _PERFORMING RECORD KEEPING ,ACTIVITIES

TASK: Post all diagnostic reports on charts

. V-TECS:80

PERFORMANCE. OBJECTIVE
.

Given the charts of 2forty patients and th diagnostic reports forone
eight7hour\ shift post the reports. 'No .rep rt will be. misfiled. Reports
must be on' correapondingpatient'schat in consecutive order and in
designated location. (4)

---TER.FORMANCE GUIDE
1. Determine, that charge nurse has initialed report or
9. Report abndrmal findings of diagnostic tests to oharge nurse.' Note:,,

Task is sometimes performed by laboratory personnel, in which event
it may be the responsibility Of the ward el rk to determine accuracy
of posting and/or to.report'abnormal fi gs- to charge nurse.

3.. Separate reports into groups, i.e., la pZ.r ts, 'X'-ray reports, and
other reports .:or \

4. Separate reports by patient's name,
5. Locate patient's chart, ,match gda'-da With.rep6rt..-Nam

and hospital number-are 'i.dentifying'data:r-radm or bed-numbers are
not!

6.. Post lab reports or lab report sheet ,:onsecutively; init al if

7, Post X-ray reports 'gin designated location :1.n chart; ,.nLtLaI if :

applicable. 7 -

.

9. Return chart t.o rack or carousel.
10. Special diagnostic reports such as tissue speCimen.reports are

generally.placed in front of chart until seen by physi:ian; then
posted ip designated location in chart.

.

11: Ward "c7!erks..are often- asked:by physicians and nurses to, call
laboratorieA to obtain reports of various tests:: ...Hpr'often a

laboratory. staff member calls the warl:clerk andsgi.ves dtagnosti-!..
test asked.t0 1aboratory,

.your na4 and lOcation and request the report needed, .verityag the
patient's name, room number, .and physi2ian; wri.:the report legibly
on a mein() with the patient's name and room.riumber;.cead-ock wh:at
you have written to the lab. to verifythe,infoe.pation. GAT P.:02!

Med'e'al and'nursing judgment are based'...on these reports. f3ive the
',Titno to the physician or nurse; the 'al) will 'send the 'o t fi :::.al

report to be posted in .the routine inanne .

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
1. ReTi,ew pertiftent.points from 16, V-TECS OBJ. 51: Prepare

requisitions fof routine di4gnostio stS..

Review tae- various groups of reports and thetr4overall purpose.'

tv.
);!..



TECS 80

'Observe .an experienced ward clerk ,demonstrate the best approach to
performing performance guides 1-11.. Take .extensire.notes for later
reference.

'Practice:sorting charts into groups and sepazatin them according
identifying data.
Reiiew the sequence 'to' be followed in organizing eports in chartS.."
.Under the close supervision of an experienced w 1.--d clerk, perform
the task, Of posting &fil diagnostic reports on t e charts of forty
patients (for one eight-hour Shift); A ating -of "fully.
accomplished" must be. achieved, 1Rased on the evaLuation of !the
instructor.

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT.
appropriate forms.
patient's charts

EVALUATION
Given. the necessary materials, the student wilii:a.ccura.'.;e1.-J post, all
diagnostic reports on the charts of fai.ty.patienits for one eight-hour.
shift... The ;performance must- warrant a .t.ting of "t_ly accomplished, ":
based on the assessment of the .instructor.



V-TEC8 80
L.A. #6

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL' CHEMIST*

,,,

Check the student's performance in the Skills
associated with\the following task:

"Post all diagnostic reports on ,charts.

Plaae .an X in the" appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accompliahed,. or
pully.Accomplished. If, because Of special

. circum.stancps, the item was- impossible to,
complete, 'place:. an. X the. Not. Applicable.
Box.

Performance Level: All-items must receive a
rating ,of: FULgLY ACCOMPLISHED. (or Not
Applicable). If any items are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which. learning
activities' must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the checklist ad
thi basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

*AI

When .posting- all diagnostic reports on
charts, the student:

4 :Determined that charge nurse had
initialedreport.
Posted diagnostic reports On.proper
sheets,

3: Called-laboratories to obtain reports of
various test's using the proper hospital
polities.

ti
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*Although use of the instructor's final checklist sis optional, it i
recommended as a valid means for,documenting the rogreds of the student.



V-TECS 81

DUTY: PERFORMING RECORD KEEPING AdTIVITIES

TASK: Pi.dpareland add. aupplemental forms to aharts such as'diabetieTpcord,
Coagula. idn record, physicgl therapy record, etc.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE -

Given access to required supplies and. information concerning the need for
supplemental forms to be added to six charts, identify, prepare, and. add
the supplemental forMs. Supplemental form selected:must .be: that designed
for this 'purpose, present. when needed, and appropriately stamped. (4)

PERFORMANCE GUIDE .
.

AsAaciate supplemental form ne-as with diagnosis. Sukpplemental
forms are .defined as those forms pertaining to a dbctor's order,
specific illness, or specialty area. Cenerally they..include
diabetic record sheals, coagulation. record sheets, 'intake and, output
summary sheets, cOMultation sheets; transfusion record sheets,
intravenous records, physical therapy record sheetS, inhalaton
therapy record sheets, flow charts, BP graph sheets, incident
records, special release farms, and others..

2. 'Associate supplemental form needs With doCtor's. orders.
5. Identify supplemental forM. needed 'or requested.

IMprint with patient's addressOgraph plate.
5. Fill in special information such as date and time If
6. Place in designated location on chart.
7. onitor space available and add. as needed.

Incorpbrate supplemental forms in discharge chart.
9. Conserve supplies.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES .
.

.

..

used , - .,

1. Review the various chart forms which are used d:n tne ..ocal nealth
. .,. care facility.

1.

2.:. Disbuss the identification of forMs which must be "suppl.ementaig: and_

.!:he reason. thiit they are defined as such.
Using a transparency, demonstrate the procedure for pregring a.
Supplemental form ,(saliiple-.attached). .. .-..

Discuss the.Tracedure- for adding Supplemental forms. to -chart.
Observe a demonstration; by an experiencled Ward clerky in tte
correct' Way ta::identify, prepare .and add.suppietental forms. '.Take.

notes' for later 'reference.
. .

0. 19Tactice identifying' and preparing supplemental 'forms for inclusLohs

in at least 3 authentic charts. DiscusS wtth_instruo tor :the
e .

accuracy. of the task 'performance. v'. , . , ,

....v ..

Under -the superVision of an experienced ward cl'erk,' perfort the task.
of, identifying, preparing, and plat ng the supplemental. forms_ needed

Th. the chartsof. six patidnts, A rating of ."fUlly 'accomplished
must. be, earned, based- on the -evaluation of the instructor:, .

- ,



4

4

RESOURCES
experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
addressograph
appropriate forms
overhead projector &transparencies

.

EVALUATION
Using provided materialsand.information, the student-Will accurately

prepare,- and place the-supplemental forms 'needed in the charts
of. x patients. A rating of "f.ully accomplished" -must be :achieved; based

. on tYIe assessment of they instructor. . Q.

.



DIABETIC CHART-
,

",,

AGE HT. T. DIET

V -- TECS- 81
L.A. #3

6

Addresso graph

INSULIN

Date A.M. Noon P.M.

URINE
ft

7 :30 11 ;30 1i :

#1.

il1

MISCELLANEOUS BLOOD SUGAR.

9:00

ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOI

INSULIN SUGAR ACETONE

Regular R. 0 .. 0
Protaudne Zinct P.. Z.1+ 1+,
Globin G. 2+ 2+ -
NPH N 3+ 3+
Lente .. L . 14+

..Top Block BOttom Block
0



IT-TECS'81.

L.A. #7

A

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLI T*

Check' the student's performance in the skills :

associated with the following task:
Prepare and add supplementaj: forms to
charts suk ss diabetic 'record, coagula-1
tion record, physical therapy:record', etc.
Place an. X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished; Partially Accomplished, or
Fully Accomplished. because of. special
circumstances, the Item was impOssible. to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable''
Box.

Performance. Level:. All. items .must receive a
.rating. of FULLY. ACCOMPLISHED Cor Not

are .rated Not-
Ac omplished or Partially Accomplished, the
stu ent and instructor will' discusls the
si uation4iand decide., which learning
a tivities -must be repeated. -If- the
instructor chooses to use the .cheCklist. as

'the basis. for assigning numerical
then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

.

When pt paring and adding suppleiriental forms
charts;: the student:

identified (6) pattern chants that 'need:
: N.',supplemental forms. I

identified and prepared the appropriate
.supplemental forms. :k

Added. sup paementfal forms to .the
)

Student
Performance.
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*Although use of the instructor's final 'checklist is optional, it is

recommended as a valid means for documenting theprogress of the student.
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DUTY: .PERFORMING RECORD 'KEEPING ACTIVITIES

TASK:. 'Prepare, maintain., and post/route lists

VTECS 8

/'

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
ProVided access to sources of data and forms, prepare and post one each

of the- following .litts:.' .(a)--NourishMent b) Lao/X-ray (c) Staff.

-As4ignments (.d) Condition. Each list must be 1b0 percent accurate,' and

the pOsting/rodting proCedure must meet the instructor's approval.

PERFORMANCE GUIDE. .

1. Locate the-source(s), from whici the data Is to be extracted.

2. Determine the correct form.

3. Verify the i.'nformatior.,.checking with the charge nurse in doubt-.

4. Compile .the list.

5. Use -the 'correct. -color of irk and- .write.
Make certain that ny .duplicates are legible.

7. -- Secure initialing by, the Charge-rvt4p. .

'8. Post/route. the prepared LiSts included. -are those which(

provide answers to most frequently asked:questions; mirimize traffic

in the nursirg-statior.; expedite patient care; conserve liner ar.d

supplieS;, provide direCtions for' maids, porters, -orderlies,

voludteers and others; provide records from which nursing audits are

performed; provide records of 'stated preferences of days. off,

'holiday and vacation requests.

9. Alter posted lists as irdicated ,by- changes occurring.

.Recopy Lists when. needed.:
Make certain. that bulletin boards -contain only pertinent, factual,,,

.

current .information, and that appearance of bulletin board is. neat.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES 1
.

,

I. DisciAss examples of` lists associated with (a) Nourishment, (b)

Lab/X-ray, (c) 'Staff Assigrmer'ts, ,.(d) Condition. ..

2. Discuss method's for securing Verification Of information.. .

3. 'Outlire.On board. the major points to be addressed in -preparing a

._ list. (e.g., using 'correct color or ink; securing initials of charge

etcnurse, 1'
, 4 i .

.
.

.
4. .

Lister to resource :speaker (chargé nurse) describe, a wellmanaged,

.efficient unit' (iie., 'how the. lists Are maintained and

Tosted/rOuted).. ' .

, . , .
.

/ i a unit and observa good exaMple of.-a Well-kept bulletin

board., .(Rely on judgment of instructor.) Write the. Peasors which

cause _the -bulletin-board to 'be useful. . t

:Visit a unit to-observe- an experienced...ward' clerk demor.stratips

'performance guides 11-14.- Take rotes for reference later.

7.. Under 'the. supervision of an experienced ward. clerk, .perfirrth for an

evaluatior!'by the .:instr'uctor,the .task of preparing, maintainirg, and

poStirg/roUting four liSts: 'No errors are allowed.. -.

S

-465



` RESOURCES'
charge nurse
experienced ward clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT 4
appropriate forms

EVALUATION

4

V TECS 8

. v

:
.Using provided material and information, the student will. prepare,
maintain,, and post/route 'four liSts.as directed. 'One hundred percent
accuracy must be ma-intained. A rating of "fully accomplished" 'must be'
achieved-, based on the assessment of the instructor.

4

I

fr

4.4
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,



V-TECS 8
L.A. #7

.1

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*.

STUDENT

DATE

Check the sstudent'slperforinance in the Skill$
associated With the following task:
Preplre, maintain, and post/roUte
lists.
Place an X in the appropriate box ,indicating
Not 'Accomplished, Partially Accompli'shed, or
Fully Accomplished. If, because of spedial
circumstances, the-item was impossible to
complete, place an X in the Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: All tets must receive a
rabi:ng of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (..or Not
Applicable). jf any iteMS are. rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished; .the
student and instr'uctor_ will discuss the

which learning_
activit-ies ICr.st be repeatedt If the
instructor chboseS to -use the' checklist .as
the' bazis-fdr a signing numerical points,
then a separatise ctumn. and. bOxes are

,...'proviiled.. \
Ir.. /

W he n p.re.p a-l- i ng ,. m. i n .4,- 1 i n i ng., an -I
posting[routing :lists, t.ie student: t

.

Lr

. S t nt. .I2
. Performance .

.
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.... . .

a)

C5 'a .Z <
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-771 °. --1.

-a E
col,
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d. <
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ti.'<, .

?

co tuc c . to)0 044-.... ....
ti a 31
0 < 0..

_

441

1... btained correct and prepareki.ohe
e.a-cn. of the following 'lists:
a. Nourishment \

)

b.. Lab/X-y -
.ra - ,

)

c. Staff Assignments ( / ;
,

d.. Condition . ) )
,-. Poqtedirouted the prepard list

-1 '

.

is.

, -...
.:

*Although. Use of the instructor's final .checkli,st is optional; it i,s.

recommended as 0 Valid means for documenting the progress of the:student.
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*DUTY: °MAINTAINING ENVIRONI1ENTAL SAFETY AND SANITATION

. TASK: Prepare for ordered isolation care
9'

(L!

17

V-TECS 83

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE 1

Given established policie*, an7.rcier for a patient to:be isolated,. and
access to all needed forms, ineormation, equipment, prepare for ordered
care, either protective or preclautionaif. All preparations. must -.:.onform

/- to specifications published by the .infection control committee._ ;4)
k

PERFORMANCE GUIDL.
1 . Identify type .cif, isol/ation, confer with charge. nurse. Note:

Bospital. policy Will dictate whether Or not patient -must be moved to
another ..location. If so7 physician must be informed and
his/her consent for the transfer.
Transcribe the order to the patient's Kardex ...tor pat -imam -Nara
form in notebook}... .

3. Notify the nursing (personnel assigned this patient's unit ...t and
flag, chart with stick-eri....

.

4,. Selec.t the correct door sign and patient information leaflet f )r A

type Of 4sola.tion ordered.
5. Give patient the information leaflet or hasve patient told ,ihout tne

order.
0. Place the sign in des_gnated ,location.
7. Notify housekeeping department and order the isolationsupplies.
'3. Notify business office, information desk, and dietary ep.artment..
. Monitor the quantity o; sI,Ipplies on hand each sh-ift.

11.11. When isolaion is. discontinued., notify housek'eeping departmer.-.
Enter ,information, into computer if applicable..

. tit

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
i . Resear. cia for L:lass report the reasons 'for med.i3a.l. i50..y:brl..

. Discuss the types 'of isplatton precautions generally used ..e.g.,-)

respiratory precautions, enteric pr..4c.auti.ons, skin an.4, ..i..j'Ini
,.precTutions., striCt isolation,- reverse isblation).

3. ':)utl ir.ve and study for latex recall on 'a teat her- prepared test the
L'esporisibilities of 'the ward *clerk regarding ordered i..solation care
( e.g., orderilg items such as gowns, Caps, eo.).

. Read aloud th'e isfilation care specifications. pubiLshe.1by the
'infedtiOn control committee of ..the 'local health care factiity. ..

,,.. Vi.sit Iri unit to obsdrve an experienced .ward -_!lerk 1-....monst-rate;
performance guides 41.-.1 1. Take .notes. . - .

o. Under-.the supervision of an 'experienced, ward clerk, perform the tas.
of prpparingfor ordered :isolationcare: A ratiag of "fully
accomplished" must be aOhieved., based on the aSses6Ment
instructor.

468
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RESOURCES .

experienced ward clerk.

TOOLS AND'EQUIPMENT
appropriate forts, signs/stickers

EVALUATIOk
Using provided materials, the student will prepare for,ordere&isolation
care, conforming to specifications published by the infection control
committee. rating of "fully accomplished" must be achieved, based on

V-TECS 83
I

the assessment of the instructor.

. .

469
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V-ECS 83 STUDENT

DATE

1

INSTRUCTORT FINAL CHECKLIST*,

(
]
'

Check the student's performance in: the skills
associated with the following task:

Prepare for :ordered -isolation- care.

Place an X in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished, or
Filly Accomplished. If, because of special
circumstances, the item was 'impossible to
complete, place an X in the 'Not Applicable
Box.

Performance Level: All items .must receive a
rating of-FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any .itemi are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide which learning
activities must be repeated. If the
instructor chooses to use the :checklist as
the- basis torassigning numerical points,
then a separa,te column' and boxes are
provided.

I

gh.en preparing for ordered ,isolat'ion care,
the. student:

Verified type of isolation ordered.
Processed the order.
Notified appropriate departments when
!Lsolation care is established and/or
discontinued.

t

Student
Performance.

., .

.

.03

....-:

0 0.Z<

.

CL

E

0 0
Z<

. 0
...

> 71.
-7-t, E

8
t c..)a. <

--.-
.....
a
E

> 8
-3 c.)

un. <

.

.:.: .43
o 4.)c c 0

.,2 .244 +0'
P,..13 '64
(,) < a.,

, .
*Although use "of,,the instructor's final 3hecklist Ls optional, it is
recommended as a valid means fors documentingthe progress of. the stuUent.

.
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V-TECS 84.

DUTY: MAINTAINING, ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND SANITATfON

TASK: ?fan/execute nursing .station .sanitizing

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
. Given required supplies, plan/execute.nu'rsing station sanitizing.' . The
nursing station' Must meet specifications .of.cleanlinessSand appearance at
n inspecified inspectipn peribd. (4)

6

PERFORMANCE GUIDE
I Damp -dust desks, shelves, chartracksi and other equiptent

with properly diluted disinfectant: solution.; Note; Environment
factors in -the nursing station will influence the speed 'and

"effectiveness of. all. personnel carinz:for the patients on that "unit,
f as well'as affect the' possi.bility"Ef cross - infection. Because of
the sensitive nature of Ine ffaterials in the nursing.3tat'on
housekeeping personnel are, often reluctant. to, or somet.mes
restricted from, entering. the nursing station.
Clean the addressograph machine ,and intercom. .

;3anitie the telephone equipment.
t'4. Sanitize chart backs after discharges occur.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
'Listen to resource speaker'(i fection control nurseddr-,.-ss'
topic of cross-infection. .

2. Investigate ways a ward clerk can maintain an orderly working area
at ,e nurses station,. thereby keeping confusion to a miaimum.

. 3. Di 'uss the reason(s) many ward clerks prr,..,fer to execute saniti-zingtch res .at the nurses'istation without the aid housekee,PLn:g
aff to protect confidentiality by lu.mber

people working in .the nurses'. station).
4. Vis.it a unit within the local health care ficLltty 7,;)

sanitizing supplies are kept.
5. Obse the methods used by an e ,:.erk- '16 she.

demonstrates performance gdes
o. Perform the task of planning writing. a checklist; and

Aixebuting the sanitizing of a nurses.' station (real Jr -.,,imulated,..
A:rating of "fully accomplished must be achieved,. based' on
evaluation of. the ins.truc tor..

RESOURCES
infection control aurae
experienced. ward clerk

TOOLS MID EQUIPMENT
sanitizing supplies'

itt71
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V-TECS 84-

EVALUATION
Using an assigned nursing unit and supplies available, the student will
plan /execute nursing ,station sanitizing. A rating of "fully/
accomplished" must' be achieved, based on the assessment -of the
instructor.

el

472 4 8.7
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VTECS
t. A. #6

.

STUDENT .

DATE

I"
INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST" -)

Check the'. student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:

Plan/execute nursing. station sani-
tizing. .. 6

Place an X in the . appropriate box* indicating .
Not Accomplished, Partially Accomplished or
Fully Accomplished.:"If,.b'ecause of 'special
circumstances, 'the item. was impossible to
complete,' p,lace'an X in -the Not Applicable
Box.

Performatce Level: All items must receive a
rating of .FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If .any items' are rated Not

. Accomplished or Partially. LAcomplished, the/
student and '-instructor- will discuss- the
situation and decide which learn rig
activities must be repeated. If "the

94-
instructor chooses tio use the checklist as
the basis for assigningnumerical. points,
then a separate column and boxes. are
provided.

4..

r! en plapnL'ag,lekecating..fturs-ing sta,tion
sanitizing, the student:

Prepared a .checklist.
r,_',xecute nursing station .sanitiz.ing..

a.- '1',.tined -the addressograpli. mac:lifts ind

_ntercoril.

b. Sanitized the telephone ,'equipment.
c. Sanitited chart backs-afte.r,,1::.scharge

of patient.

.

U

,

O

g

-

, / Student
Performance

... -

,.

t
cu

z <

E

z < ,

cu
.c,,,

-, E

4.
-til.. <

1

4-
p

.,.

E

<

,

g E ,2

Oat C44

6

_

4111.thbugh use of the instraUctor's final' checklist is optiona4', it

t

recommended as 'a:valid means for documenting the progreii-pf' the student.
'a
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'DUTY: MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL SAIIETY AND 'SANITATION

TASK.: Enforce -.regulations: governing... care' of 'charts
v.,

O

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
N

Given the -charts of forty patientsand a standard .policy Manual:. enforce
regulations governing care of chartS. as .written in the po..licy manual. No

chart !will be unaccounted for daring this tour uty,.., and: q,hart. backs
wilT be sanitized before reuse.- (4)

PERARMAACE 'GUIDE -.. .
1 Prbvide surveiliance.; to proteci. corkfideneiali:ty.- of 4.,nformat

medical: .record (chart) is . the.pro-perty of :the sn,ospit)a.1- and is
- Maintined for the benefit :Of the patient, the medicar.staff, and /the,
hospital. ..-.Written:.consent. of the "pati`ent by
hospital before .17...le/Ise. of medi,cal.information.to persons not other -. .

wise,authorized to. receive, this informatidh".- rease.InS- 2-
foreharts-ar.e:: To serve a basis :f.lczr patient care; m-eans of
cothutiication between phySiota.n, and other professiOnals.,...f..i.rnisn
dociUmentary 'evidence or: the course of .illness anci ::treatment,-. serve

as a basis-for. reavieW, stiudy,- and e.valuation,,?f patient care; assist
_n p-fO tec:"t*.ing of, p:a tient, ho.spi. t "?.nd c;-11

staff, ndp.'xovi.de data for research.
.

2. .ProV.i'de survietllance s.to safegu,a. againt "lefac'e.ment,. loss.; or'. tatitering. 1- ., , .

3. su'rveillance to bact;irl-a,-1 and ..tiral ,on . *r minatio'n:
.10Pect-tdoctorts order shee.,ts for prpsencl of new ,orders. a period i,.
intervals during- sh-i.f t. ..No te 3 i tan r
.been written for longer-iAan t'wenty m,inutes 'efote...tt .a s be.ezt
liscovere.d aind proc. essingof-orders begun.

or chart. placement sys.tem f0r.15hy3i:..ans to, .43..t when
writing orlf,,.r.s, but the 3yst",-im occasibhally breaks fD.f any

.number
Place char-ts raoks :use by other

c2,harts as. neededc'st4re saTely,-.and..ret:4rn,Dages -:hart.
:disc.harge. R.emove all ,Label.s.and; flags from..2,hart,,ba'Oks ipOn
discharge, or when _no longer needed. , ; .

4,. 1
1. , I .

LEARNING- ACTIVITIES : .
{... ... .

- 1.. Listen. 4-o a panel of .rnedical Vac' 11t.4. personnel` (i,.e.,, a Physic:ian,
.j'\,"inurse, 1:herapiat, attorney for the f ility as moderator) -fts,-2.u.s7

.the br'eadth, and ,scope Of. "Ethics in .C'Ommuni-latioei,,- ?,ro,:ecti'hg.,z: ,, .
. ,5,,.?,onfideritiality, of Patient Records ". .

t,:
,..-. Investigat-,e the. rules of the local, health -care., ficd.lAty...for ensf.tring ,,

. ,
' the .confidentia.lity of material' in the charts: ',Note.:.',' attachei two ..

samples , of goVerning:inf)rthution.) . ...-.,.
.

3.,.D.3.scu8's ways-. In ..wh-.1.dh. surveillance can be prso.vije.dlio safeg.uar(;
4gainst...1facement,. loss, . or .tampering. of charts..

. ,, >

.4e

I

.
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*1

VTECS 85

..
.

. .Discuss ways whichsurveillance,can be provided to min
bacteri'al and contamination. of charts.

5. :Interview an.experienced wa'rd clerk to discover the system heishe '
uses -to note pre-sence of new orders .during shift.

6.. Disciss procedures to be -folloyed..in."thinning" Chartd.
7. In small. buzz groups, seach of iihiCh is moderated . by an experienced :

.ward clerk, read and react to each item listed on the at"tached
0 information sheet titled "General Guidelines for Ensuring
-"Cdnfidentiality .of.Patient Chartb."

8., Under the supervision .of an experienced ward. clerkt, perform the task
Ovi .

of en.f4orcing regulations governing care of patient charts for one.
shift.'-The .instructor will evaluate the performance. A 'rating of
"'fully accomplished" must be achieved.

RESOURCES
. panel: physician, nurse,' therapist, attorney

wardt clerk

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
patient charts

.)

EVALUATION

-Using -standard policies, tiie student Will -enforce regulations governingy
care of charts for-one shift. A-rating of "fully accomplished" must be
Acih-j...e,veti, based, on the a-s.sessm.ant f the instr-qctor. .

90
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. TO: . Ward Clerks
Ward Managers

. Evening Administrators
. .

FROM:. ,`rd Clerk Coordinator

DATE: April 19, 1983

SUBJECT: ..Copying sa .Patient's. Char*,

1 t

A

k4 1 A doctor's order .must be written on the PhyLcian's OrderTSheet in the
.chart. .

85 .

L.A. #2

.2. Have "Authorization.. for. Release of Medica.1Informa.tioh" iSigne4 by the
patient prior' to copying.;

3. Duplication af.any part o:f the patient's chart .isdoneby
Records Department. up until -9.:".0O PM, Monday through Friday..

the .:".ledica.1

.Contact :the P.M.. .1dministrator .on,Night NuLlsing'7.;upervisor when"
ReciO.rds'is closed,

5. No -o-riginal. part of the patient's cha-rt .Ls discarie4f under any
circum stance..

6. The "phySician should write an order for the Pa.rts of the chart to capy.

Chart forms that necessarily wollid.'nothave to be copied ',unless. the
phySicin requests specifically) are the graphics, nursed3'i notes, profile,
and surgery forms..

PS

. .476 :.4



V TECS 85'.

L.A. #2

AilTRORI4ATION FOR RE LEASE OF. MEDICAL INFORMATION

4\it ,

DATE

Permisaion is hereby given the authoritiesof the
HoSpitaI, , SoUth 'Carolina

Name

Street

City

.
-

or rePresenta'tive, any and all information in respect to any:4ickness..or
injury,. including the nature of such PhySical. flineps or injury; medical
hiStory, consultations, .prescriptions,-7o;rays, copies of hospital or:lo.ther
medical reefords or charges for service with. respect to.. any illness or injury.

. .

h.in^jury:or illness for which this-authorization i. -granted ar!::tnOSe.11
re:suiting .from an accident, injury ,or hospitaLitation to
s

Name

Address.

b

. . .

'Date's of Admissions

W ITNESS SIGNED.

(Patient o r Autnorize( Parson;

'Relationship..



1/-TECS 85.

.L. A. 7

. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR INSURING CylnlIESTIALITY OF.PATIENT"CHARTS

KnOw where all patients' charts are at all times,

Keep patientst.,cha.rts-at. the" nurses'" atation;..da not send them p o her .

departments without. permission.

VVL VP1

Insist that, all. persona seeking access to the charts-Identify themselves and
. 'explain their .need to "se 'the information. Refer to hospital administration
any requests by the patl nt, lawyers, or insurance. invezti tors: to have

access to. a chart.

Never.allo'W anyone to remove patients') charts rbm the hosital-without.
3p royal.

co.

493
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V-TECS 85
#8

I

STUDENT

DATE

INSTRUCTOR'S FINAL CHECKLIST*

. Check the student's performance in the skills
associated with the following task:.

Enforce regulations governing care of
chayts.

Place-an X-in the appropriate box indicating
Not Accomplished, Partially Adcomp;dshed, 'or7
Fully Accomplished. tt, bedause of special
circumstances,lthe item 'wds impossible to
complete, place an X in the NOt Applicable
Box..

Performance. Level: All items must receive a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any item S 'are rated Not
Accomplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and instructor will discuss the
situation and decide. which learning
activities must be re.p.eated. If the
instructor chooses to use the checkliat as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
.then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

When enforcing i-egulations'gQvecning care of.
'harts, the. student:

Demonstrated procedu-res for-protecting
charts. and patient information contained
in the chart.

9

0

e
ie

/110.40.1101.10.1111.1140.18411,00,11411016

_
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Perforniance
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*Although use of the instruct.or's final checklist is optional, it -is
recommended as a valid means fordocullienting the progress of the 'student.'
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D1J Y: MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY AND SANITATION

TASK: Replace outdated supplies

-

V -TECS 86

40

PER!ORMANCE OBJECTIVE
Given established .policy information, one trachost-omy qay, orl vial of
regular insulin, and Kardexed dates. of two in-use draInage bags: inspect-

-expiration dates and replace according to the .posted policies. N(P.

outdated supplies will remain on the unit for use., (4)

PERFORMANCE-GUIDE
t. _Interpret the hospital policY-governing dated materials: :Central

supply items,.watercarafes, drainage bags, Medications. llotev..

Many regulatory. bodies gOvern im turn;

° govern these activities. t

It

2. Receive .outdated drugs froM :nurse; .return-thed to pAArlait.St and

*.Vbtain replacement.
.0t

.

.
.

$
3. tnspect all dated.CSR,trayd.and equipmerit; return out -dated material

to CSR; even if unused,: and obtain.replacement; .
. .

4. Inspect dates.on all- in -use water carafes; replaCe every 43 hours._

5.. Inspect Kardexed dates of irinage- bags applied and provide
. replacements every seven days.*

South Carolina writing team su
bags should; be Trovided.dailY.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES .

-1. Discus's -the

materials.
Listen to resource speaker (pharmacist) diScuss the-r-Ason fDr
citing expiration date's on medications. (i.e., the -ram ificatidns

outdated. drugs are used).

3. Visit a unit to. observe how one finds a date4Tor a supply item.-
4.- ResearCh and repOr in wrAting the reason(.$) for replacing water

carafes every 43. hours.

5. Discuss the method to be the local health care facility
in_returning oUtdated materials-and obtaining .'replacements.

, In a.-mock :hospital setting, Orform he tam '.of.inspeCting
expiration-dates*. and replacing items as needed. Verbally explain,
step!..by7step, 'theprocedure being followed. Based on An evallation

by the instructor, the performanc,
'\
must warrant a rat'oe..0f.,:fillly

accomplishedy":

policy

Bests that fresh supply of draLnage

of. the local hospital for. gOVe raing ,sated

RESOURCES 1 .

-pharmac-ist

O

480

495
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
tracheostomg tray

-X vial of regular insulin
patient dare form (or Kardex)

EVALUATION
Asing .information and materials tracheostomy tray, 4a1 of
regular insulin, Kardeied-dates of two in-use drainage bags), the

student gill inspect expiration dates and replace items as needed., The .

.pr6fOrtance must ar nt a rating of " "fully accomplished;' based on the
assessment of the ins uctor.

-V-TECS 86

1-

4
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V-TECS 86
'L.A. '#6.

0

STUDENT

DATE .

INSTRUCTOR' S. FINAL CHECKLIST*

.Check the, student's performance in. the skills
associated with the following task:

Replace outdated supplies.

Place X in -the appropriate box indicating
Novwplished, PartiallyAccomplishea, or
Fully Accomplished. If, becagse of special
circumstances, the item was impossible to
complete, place'. an X-in the Not(Applicable
BOX. a

Performance Level: All item's must receive a
rating of FULLY ACCOMPLISHED (or Not
Applicable). If any items are 1.ated "Not
Acconplished or Partially Accomplished, the
student and "instructor, will discuss the
situation and decide which "learnitig
activities must be repeated. If 'the .

instructor chooses to" use the checklist as
the basis for assigning numerical points,
then a separate column and boxes are
provided.

When. replacing oUt.diated the
student:

Ns.

Received outdated supplies; ", inspected

expir4tion dates; returned items to'

proper., department.

2. Provided replacement for expired it'ems.,

Nt

S.

.,, 'Student
___

Performance
N
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:*.Although use-of :the ''instructor's final checklist is .optional, it is

recommended as a ,valid deans- for documenting'the "progress of the,dtudent.
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I

SAMPLE
, .t%

HOSPITAL WARD CLERK EXAMINATION

PART. I (50 poi1t13,)

1.- Newly admittea patients will bring from Admitting1to the ward three.
items that are of particUlar..irkterest to you Name' these items:

0

. 34 3.

* 2. List the chart forms-that make up a patii4nt's basis, .chart:

. 125 . 2.

. 125 .3,

:125 4.

5..

6.

7.

8.

ar,

. 1 2

. 1)

12
. 12

3; List the additional forms that are nec.eSsary. when a pa-tient is
scheduled for surgery:

.2. 1.

.2

1../

L. 5. .2

4. Why are Hospital Ward:Clerks so important to the new ati'ents?



'1.0

1.0

.5

When a paktiertt -i6 scheduled for sur6ry or if a laboratollr testi needs
to

be repo`r.,te,d by a specific. time, how do you convey this mqssage to
`,1-1e Lab?

$'

-s\
4

6.1...-What-oh-ar.t.---formdoes the -Hospital Ward )Cle/Sc stamp f*pt, so the
I Nurse's Assistant can go. to the patient's room to admit h' /her?

p

7. The Profile Sheet is important becat e, it contains the Itpatien,t's first
A

the sheet.

k8. Allergies .are charted is red on what 3 forms?

3-5

a .which are charted. on

$.

2.

.
9. List some of your responsibil ties to the Dietary Depart :nent:

2.

.2 3.

.2 .

col

4
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.4

10. .Name two responsibiiitieS lEtt ph30.cian's order-may ryquire.with.a
discharge order?

5 a 1

1-

24
, ' ...

le _,01'.. ,
1.

11. If you .forget to c.'Opic.A4:1:or out on your.time card, this would have to
be apprOved by wh 9 ...734

Si

12. 'When transferring 'a .patient
departments:

y u always notify.the fallowing
1

I

.16 . 1. 4: .17

-.16 2. 5. 17.

.16 3.. 6. -.1-7

. if a situation arose where you needed a nurse t once and he'she was
not in the nurstm'station, where would you look to see-what the
assignments are-

.1

. 0
14.

,

When a patient requests something for pain over the intercom system,
what four things should you do?

.25

.25- 2.

.2J 4.

1.0 1.5. What number d -you call for Mayday?-
.

1.0 16. a- nurse phones the unit.and repofts that he/She .LS sick.and'will

not be .iii today whi-ch of the-following is the appropria t..terspons.e?

1. .Teil nurse thatyou hope 'he /she feels better by tomorrow.

485'
.
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a

2I- Notify the Ward marfager. . s'.

3. Ask.the employee ..to hold until he/shi can speak to the Nurse
Clinician.

4.. Tell, the employee thatirou'will t41 the Nurse Clinician.

1.,,crl 17. If you are sick and. not ablg.t6 report to your unit.fOr work, whom
do you. notify and when?

o

18. .What are your weekly responsiloilities tq the-employeest.time cards?

,

19. What does "STAT7- mean?.

20. How go:you release -blood on the crossmatj'h Ind admiftts.trati'm
sheet?

.

21.. Diets and intake of diets must be three meals a day on
.the Graphic sheet. What' are the symbols-to use?

:166' ,167 4' .67
__,..

1. 2.

.167

. Correct. errors on

the error and

6.

.167'

the graph:Lc .sheet

P
in by

.50.

486 501
1.
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.

23. Name at least four (4) tests that have to.be Scheduled by phone:

.25 1 .25 . .3.

:25 2. .25 4.
.'ta

24. Upon Completion 'of transcribing a 'physician's order the :order must:
be and the ..- . -written
bedSide the orders.. .50 .50.

(

25-..--TOdES-C-6ritinue an IV adcritive medication you complete the-following
three- responsibilities..

.33 1. to notify. the

2. -(3t1d-- ^ .... - -- - . _

Order sheet to the

.34 3. Complete a
and send to the pharmacy.

.26. My Supervisor is
responsibility.to him/her.

'Do you renew antibiotics or anticoagulant medication'?

1.0' 28. Do you order narcotics?

1.0 29. The correct way.to answer'the telephone on your ward is'?

Cite-your

el

0. Spare,. time should be applied to benefit you and your ward. What
will your Ward .Manager -findyou doingwithyour.spare time -that
would be helpful?

487
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31. The ap propriate way, to correct
Administration .Record is to

. .

an error on the \ Medication

. . k.

32. If a patient expires and the bodgoes to.'the Wiorgue for a post
mrtum examination, what four forms would. be complipted,and placed
on the. chart?

,

25 . 111.

.25 - 2.

.25 ". 3.

.25 4.

I

c.

33. When you are transcribing medlcation orders onto, the MAR:yoU:
t.

.33 1, Use black inic for the hours bdtween and

33 2. Use red ink for the hours.. between. and

.53. 3. Record iq. red_ ink and

, ,..; .

black ink.'

34. PRN Medication orders are transcribed on :I.e.back of the. med 'ation

administration record with. the exception of - anl..

PRN. .50

.50

.35, Give the abbreviations for the followng continued medication
houps.

. 25

.25 T.I.D.

. 25 ;. 9 AM - PM

.
Q.L.D.

r

.,

1

,,

Give the abtreviationsfor the following continued uliAirmtion
hours:

. ,-

Q.12 Hours

Q Hours.

e:



7. Onto what fOur formS do you transcribe physician's orders?

.25 1.

. 25 2.

.r
5 3.

.25 4.

38. The following 'must be completed ,on a patient's chart, when
discharged or transferreytn-

'.1 2:

3.

'4.

. 1 5.

. 1 .6.

U

.1 8.

.1 10.

4

39. DEFINE

J.- -NPO

2.. 'PRE-OP

3. POST-OP

, 1 4. PRN

A.C.

P. 0

41
4
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-0

.1 9. I.V.

.1. .10: P.O.

-1.0

40. Wh:at.is the. expiration date for Class II and Class III, IV, and V
,drugs.?

41." What are the,PIVI Ward Clerk's responsibilities?,

.1 1.

.1 2.

.1 3.

.1

,1 5.

7.-

-- 8.

1 10.

1.0 42. Whom do you notify. if you--.are having. prob. .ms. with ot.3er
departmiints? I

1:0 43.. Where do-you record. all daily admissions, discharges, -transfers,
and deaths?

1.0 . 44. :How do. PM Employees get -paid?

r

1.J 45. When physician-tries to 'give you a phone order, what dc:oyou d



1.0 '46. When does the. Ward Clerk go t9 the printing room for paper supplies:

for the ward?.

1.0 47.- When' completing needed information on requisitions,- usually . there

is 'a place to write the '"Pertin'ent Clinical-Hist.ory";what w9uld

you -write as.the clinical history. and wheri would,.y9u find this

.information?

48. When a pati'ent's chart is returned to the, unit froin Aurgery,- your
t , :

reSponsibilities. to'this chart, would be to:

.25.

.25 ;.

.25 3.

.25

1 :0 .49. When is, the appropriate. time to ace completed. requisitions' in the

pransportation basket or the pneumatic tube system to.go to the

ppropriate departments?.
4

1.0 50. What 'tfas :the Most,intereStihg:part of ,ttle .Hospital Mari

training classes? ,;

4

4



4.

HOSPITAL WARD CLERK EXAMiNATIOM.

PART II <50 points)

Chart the following information on the Graphic/Intake-Output
record.

1pt a. Date form - Admitting date - 1/11/82.

1pt b. Surgery date - 1/13/82.

DATE TIME P. R. TIME T. P. R.

1pt c. 1/11/82 a AM 98.6 80 18 4 PM 99.2 60 18
1pt d. 1/12/82 8 AM 9.9.0 76 20 4 PM 100.0 72 20
1pt P. 1/13/82 8 AM 102.4 94 24 4 PM , 101.0 80 18

tpt

tpt

1pt

1pt

f. .1/14/82 8 AM 100.2 . 90 20 4 ?M .99.8 94

g. 05/82 8 AM..- 99.2 86 18 .4 PM 96.6 70 H8.

h. 1/16/82 8 AM A 98.8 80 18. 4 PM 98.6 72 20.

1/t7/82 8 AM '96.6 70 18- 4-PM 99.2 -80. 18

1pt j.
. , .

Make an error ..on the graphic..seetion and correct ac::prding.t6
health 'care facility policy.

1pt k. Patient weight 170

1pt 1: BP 120/80
, -

1 pt

pt

1 pt.

m. At 4 PM. on 1/11/82 document that the patient voided and had one.'.'
BM.

n.' change .the patient's diet from. NP') in 4.m to surgery at

lunch to regular' at dinner on the.dayof-SUrgery.

o. Document that.on-1/11/82 the patient-had a regular diet foe.
dinner .and ate .3/4 Of the meal._

What are the abbreviations for the following diets:

1.: Regular

2. Soft

.0.

Surgical liquids

Full liquids:

)3f

(.1



ti pt 5. Bland
,

1Pt 6. Low Residue

1 pt 7. Diabetic

fpt 8. Special.

1 pt 9. Nothing by mouth

pt I-O. Hold Diet

25 P s 2. Transcribe the fcillowing
physician' s orders sheet.

-r

'4*

pp

re

physician's orders. :c i t ten on the

0
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A Sample Letter of AcknoWledgment to Completers of Training

YOUR JOB AS A HOSPITAL WARD CLERK:

The position of,Hospital Ward Clerk.is a vMksery busy and important job.
o

0

You will be answering the intercom and telephone, handling all paperwork,

transcribing physicians' orders, making requests 'fbr diagnostic procedures and

tests. You will usually be the first persoti .to be approachednnot only.by.the

.
patients and .visitors but also by all other' hospital Staff and physicians.

'You will be called on for answers to questions, solutions to complaints and

information regarding the care and treatment of patients on. your ward.

Yo.0 may be..relied on. for such tasks as .diet. changes and Drdering

. -
.nourishaent for the'patients on you) ward, ordering suPpliqs,. admitting,-

.

A

transfc.rringf 41,sohargi.ne And_handling a patient death.

. Additional duties include liscontinuingmediz...ation and orders and

keeping your -desk supplied' with chart forms and requisitions from the printing..

room.
4

. The La'tb is a very important part of your job. You Will be taking.l.ab.
,

.teSt results by phcnE, -charting results on:the appropriate lab form:3 In the. .

harts releasing blood on thecrossmatch and blood administration record.

You will be renewing .medication orders and flagging ,;harts with isolaton -and'

',.lergy tapes.

fter reading tqs, you mus.t.,be aware of-hbw important you a.r-: to the-

nurs es oti your ward and, conversely; yOu will' rely on t:ne curses .for many,

The key to yoUrsuccess will be the sway-you perform and how. Well you keep

your ward organized. This depends mainly.. on you, the Ward Clerk.

495' 511



Your superVisors, the Ward ManagerS, will always be Very. supportive of

you .if- you show interest, come to work dressed professionally and function.as

a caring adult.

AlwayS be polite and have respect for-aktherS, :ficfew kind wordslike

"thank you" can make the difference's between .a productive shift and 'a wasted

day fOr the Ward Clerk,

. Get on your ward and feel 4,ike a:member of the health care team and your
A

position will be a very rewarding.oner

I enjoyed having. ydu in class and. hOpe'you have learned a lot. If at ant

,

time you need to talk with me about your. job, feel free to call.

a. t

Sincerely,

Instructor's Name-and Title'

. 496
12



,ACHIEVEMENT RECORD

The following student.

is a graduate of
41.';

U

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS EDUCATION
Hospital Ward Clerk

at

and
O

has satisfactorily achieved the COMPETENCIES cited on..the'subsequent Pages:-

01 e

1

, 19

(Instructor)

-

4.9.7

1

1
31.



ACHIEVEMENT RECORD .

HOSPITAL WARD CLERK

.(Sighe of instructor)
(Date)

COMPETENCIES .Accomplished*
Needs
rbvement**

Not 4 .

Adcomplished***

I. PERFORMING RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES

A.. Greet and direct professionals;
(new patientS), arid visitors to

patient location.
B. Accept incoming, telephone calls

and relay. messates.
C. Call physic'ian's answering

service or office and relay 4 \
messages.

D. AnSwer pages, page persons.
E. A:cdeptand direct mail,

flowers, gifts.
Arrange 'sp'ecial visiting
.pri'vileges.

physician and proVidetLents charts.,
II PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES

((INTERNAL-COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS)

A., I_:1-itiate, and res orid. t.)
4;.,-!le(..:orn/inte.rcom comm .nidations.

3, Heceive and send :article% by
dumb waiter or pne'umatic tube.

III. PERFORMING ADMISSION, TRANSFER,
AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES

\

y. Assembl/diSassembie ac.idresso-,
graph pia
,:n-Ltiate
. 3 r a p t (.4 p. r a 7; u e ula.e

C
f.

.:as :emonstrated mastery of ne :ompetency Ly satIsfactorl:y.
;:erf)rn.ng the -..:assroom laboratory anvor. clinL:a: settl.na.

:113 attepte.,1 mastery )ftoe...ompe,:enoy, but needs addi.:Lond:
preferably..idring 'phas .of

nos no: .:emor.strated mastery tne coppetency..
supervision are recommended.:ns:r..:Otion. an practo4upder

t.

IMO

A

'a



tf

.COMPETEN9IES Accomplished*.
`. Needs

Improvement**
Not

Accomplished***

D. .C,hart data from information
supplied-such as weight,,
diet, & 0.

E.. .Check new patient's allergy
record, .(Patient History)., flag
chart and Kardex (appropriate
forms).

3 Prepare medicin.e -sheets,01e(4cation Admini,stratio.n
Record i:AR1).

C. Prepare requisiti2ohs: for
routine diagnostic tests.

H. InstitUte/change/discon:tinue
diet service.

I. Clerically admit patients.. .

1. Transcribe admission orders.
K. Route, delayed diagnostic

reports of discharged/trans-
rred patients.

Depos4 or withdraw patient'
money.6r Valuables from safe.

1. "31ericallY transfer patients.
N. Cierically discharge patients.
D. ruct patient or family of

discharge procedures.
AS:iempl,v and q,:n'eck chart for

med..-;a1. records on-disharrge.

PrPare. redit s f4i'for return
of unused medication.-

. .?erform iischarse
pocedure for deceased° patient.

). Prepare A replacement patient
:.enti.ficacion band.

s .

IV. PERFORMING CLERICA$ACTIVITIES

,mot sioa t%ores on consent,
or re leasi3

;rms.
R. Prepare ...in & 'rhaintain TPR and

d-let Ksheet.
Pre-TIre pnarmacy requisitions.

. Pre p2sre 1n3.. roil te X-ray
el

. pr:ipa re. and rou.te Special
7:1-i'rapy sec. Aisitions.

6;.Toys..
j. :1:rran,,,e escort and. t ransplorta-

rvices for -'1.1erapy

ii COPY' AVAILA4E

,o.

ti

5
499
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COMPETENCIES . Accomplished*".
Needs

Improvement*

.

H. Ar.ta-dge for ordered
consultations.
Discontinue' all orders when
patient goes to. surgery.

J. Distribute forms and-articles
from ..",in" basket,

K. Execute. pre.,op chart check.
L. Prepare laboratory requisition

form(s).
M. Place /rem'ove :special. bedside

directives.
N.: Prepare and route medication

indek fOrms.
0. Inspect and report expiring

narcotic or antibiotic orders.
P. Photocopy chart forms.

Prepare addressographed:nurses'
notes sheets for each patient.

V. PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES

A Locate assistants fo.r
therapists :and teChnicianS.-
rief pncom-:_ng ..,rard clerk.

Dispense and charge supplies.. .
The.:k -and route pa tient food
trays..
:nitia:e codes upon riu-6ess.

*-iirectives. ,

:nitiate and. route incident or
reports.

Pre.nare and route .report forms.
H. Arrange *maintenance and repai r

ork, equipnent.
Prep.ir -and rflain:ta.i.n .a
lab.).ra to ry %and X,-ray

° sneer.
. . .

3. Prep -ire a supply of a.,sse nb l.
packets for admission, surgery,t
iischarges.

n v. entoriesooT
13ipp].:,.,-;c3 'and --Nuipment.
Tr-Ice lost and found articles.
3btaLn And -charge ,special

Pr.)ide :orienta.tio-n to newly
.-mployed .-trorkers .
.:-reoare anA rout,2 supply

.r.equi-it.ionS. 40'
,

41.

Not
Accomplished***



)i
COMPETENCIES Accomplis

P. Assist in. supervision of ward
clerk stude s.

Q. Refer patient complaints or
:problems to ,c9rr'ective
department

R. Receive and store :supp4eS and
equipment.
Schedule patient treatments or
therapy with other hospital
departments:
Seleet and mark' needed special

- hour TPR's qn. worksheet'
(gr,aphic sheet).
Tra e missing lab specimen .cri"
repo ts..

VI. PERFORMING RECORD.KEEPING
ACTIVITIES- 4.

A. Prepare and maintain daily
census 'Sheet.

S. Add chart forms as needed..
C. Obtain and safeguard' 15rior

idmisbion chart.
...Post all diagnostic reports on
ohartS'c
Pre pa ne an-d a'd.d su Lela en t 1.

o r m,s1 t o h a r ts a 4
'...abe.tic record, coagulation
re-cord., physical the ra py-
record; etc.
Pre` pare, . maintain,
-route IL s t s. .

an post/
,

MAINTAINING ENViRONMENTAL SAFETL.-
AND. SANITATION

o

1. Z

t.)

Fare pa,re t.):.de re a f_ so la t ion
. .care. . ., .

nursing - station
sanitizing:
:E11.1:pre regulations goyening
_.!are of ,:narts.

.,aeuiace outdated' supplies.
.

.;3

r.

a

Needs A.

"'cap rovement**

egt

Not
Accomplished***

'J
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0
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a
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.

Sequenced Tasks

'

TASK LIST :N JOB TITLES'

a

WARD CLERK
04 V-TECS (Medical Services)

'Objective , D.O.T. #219-388-286

Unit. I PERFORMING RECEPTIONIST ACTIVITIES.

1:y;Greet:And.-direct profetsionals', (new
.patients), and visitors.to patient.
location. #6/16

2. Accept incohing telePhbne calls-and .

relay messa0s. : #2/19
3. Call.physiciah's answering Service or .

'office and. relay mesSages.: . .#5/23
4. Answer.pages, papersons.

Accept and directjaail,:flowers, gifts. #1/30
6. Arrange special visiting #4/38
7. Greet physician and provide patients'.

charts. .#7/45 --r

Unit II PERFORMING CLERICAL ACTIVITIES
(INTERNAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS)

1. Initiate and respond to telecom/
intercom communications.,-: .

9. Receive and send articles by dumb
waiter or pneumatic tube.

x

X

-#53/47 X

#75/81-.- X

Unit III PERFORMING. ADMISSION, TRANSFER;' .

. AND DISCHARGE ACTIVITIES
.

1.- Assemble/aisassemble addressograph
.plate. #36/55

2. -initiate graphic sheeti
, X#40/68

3'i Graph temperature, pulse, respiration. #77/94 ' X

4. Chart data-from information supplied
such as weight; B.P., diet,.B.M., f.

I., ex AD..- #76/100 . K

5. Check new patients allergy record,
(Patient History), flag chart andy

_..,
Cardex (appropriate forms). #37/104.. . X

ID. Prepare medicine sheets....1Medication
Administrati6n Recodl.....,.:'' .#50/113 t .4

7.. Prepare requisitions fOr.routihe,.

...1 #51/124diagnostic tests. - :

.

8. Institute/ahangediscontinue diet
.

ervioe.' #41/15U X

Q. nerically admit patients. :.X
Z//410.. -Transcribe .admission orders. .. X.

11... Route delayed diagnosti.: reports of
diSnarged/tranSferred patients-. k02/182

. :



J'nit III' (cont!d.)

12.

13.

14.

Deposit or' withdraw patient's money o
valuables from safe. #39/185
Clerically transfer patients. #38/188
Clexically discharge patients. #48/197

15. Instruct patient or family of discharge
procedures. #42/209

1.6. Assemble and check chart for medical
.

records on discharge.
17. Prepare.credit slip for return of

unused medication.
18. Perform clerical discharge procedure

for deceased patient.
19. Prepare a repiadement patient identi-

fication band.

Unit IV `PERFORMING CLERICAL, ACTIVITIES

1: Obtain signatures.on:consent, against
advice, or release forms.
Prepare and maintain 'TPR,and. diet

worksheet.
Prepare. pharmacy. requisitions.

4. .Prepare and route X-ray requisitions.
5. ,Prepare' and route special therapy.

requisitions..
6. Obtain X-rays.

Arrange escort and transportation..
services for thecrapy elsewhere.

Arranger ordered consultations.
9.. DiscOntinue.all orders when patient

gbes to sdrgery.

Distr±bute forms and articles frot.."Ln"
basket.

11.. Execute pro-op chart.check.
1). Prepare laboratory requisitions.

form(s).

Place/remove- special.bedside direc-
tives.,

14. Prepare and route medicat ion index
formg...

P.

'15. Inspect and report expiring narcotic
or antibiotic- orders.

PhOtocopy.chart fOrms.
17.- Prepare addressogrOphed nurses' notes

sheets' for each patient.

Unit V 'PERFORMING MANAGERIAL ACTIVITIES.

assistants for: therapist
techni?,ians:

and

#35/212

#43/219,,

#44/229

#46/242

06/245

470/255
#7.21/262

#74/269-

#73/273°
#67/286

;,54/289

#55/296

d57/299

56/3.02

1

461(316

462"v9

463/335

#65/346
.#68/351

#69/355..

#13/360.

504
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,2. Brief oncoming ward clerk. . #1,4/365 X
3: ,,DispenSe and Charge supplies. - #15/368 X
4, Check and.routepatient food trays: . #16/372 X
5. Initiate codes upon nurses.' directives. #17/376: X

,.

6., Initiate and.route incident or.accident. ,..

Jeports.
.,.

*8/381 .X

7. Trepkare and route reporf forms. 419/386. X
,

.. 8. krrange.maintenance.and:repair of
.

. 1
k ..equipment.

. - . #20/388 X
.....9. Prepare and maintain a laboratory and.

X-rat."Hold Diet" sheet. : - #21/391 X
AO. Prepare a supply of,absembled packets

13

. for admission, surgery., :discharges. #22/398 X.
11. Maintain inventories of supplies and ..

equipment: ..
. . . #23/404. X

12: TraCe lost and found -articles. .. #24/407 , X
13. Obtain and charge 'special equipment. J#25/410 ' .X
14.- Provide orientation to newly employed

workers... .. . #4/4t4 1,
-.

.1.5. Prepare and route supply requisitions. #27/417.
.. ... X

16. Assist in supervision of ward clerk J..

students.' ....
* #28/420 X.

17 ,Referpatient complaints. or problems-to:.
a corrective department.

. \029/423. 'X.
18. Receive and store supplies and-equip-

i

ment.. .
.

-'. -.#30/426
1104(Schedulepatient treatments or therapy _

with other. hospital departmentC ,-#31/423.-
20. 'Select and'mark needed special hour .

TPR!s onWork. sheet (graphic sheet). #.52/435
21.. Trace missing 'lab specimen or reports 33/441

"(

.

0? -. .

Unit VI PER/fORMING RECORD KEEPING ACTIVITIES.

Prepare and maintain daily, census

2. Add chart. forms as needed.
3. Obtain and safeguard' prior admission

.

chart.

4. Post all diagnoSticlreports on charts.
5. Prepare and .add supplemental forms to

#82/444

#78/452

#79/455
#80/453

X.

charts such as.aiabetic record,'coagula-,
tionrecord,'physical therapy record,
etc.

. Proare, maintain, and post/route
llsts.

21

X



ix A 'cqntinued

Unit VII MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY
AND SANITATION ,

1. Prepare for ordered isolation care. #83/468
2. Plan/execute nursing station sani-

tizing. #84/471 , X
3. Enforce regulationt governing care. of

.charts. #85/474 X

4. Replace outdated. supplies. #86/480 .X

/



DEFINITION OF TERMS

The following terms are supplied ,to establish operational definitionspas-
_-

they apply to this study.

Career Ladder, A, vertical arrangement of jobs within an occupational.area! o
indicate skill distinction and progression.

. .

Catalogs. -A cepprehensive ColleCtion of performance objectives,- .performance
. guides, criterion-referenced Measures,. And related' data organized by

job structure or career ladder within a .domain of interest:

.Consortium. A groUp of state agencies, institutions;"or other entities which
have been legally constituted through letters of-commitment, agreements
Or by assignment/ of higherauthorities.to. work together toward the
solution of ''roblems in education. A membership from autonomous agen'tes
andinstitutions, which cUt.acrossstate boundaries as they:atteMpt to
solve problems or meet goals.

D.O.T.- Code. 'A nine -digit number ubed to identify a specific job within a
given dothain:

Instructional :System. Development (ISD). .A deliberate orderly process for.
. planning. and developing instructional programs. which insure that

personnel a , taught the knowledges, skills, and attitudes essential for
successful j b performance. Depends on a desception and analysis of the
tasks neceS ary:whetherl!or not the objectives' have been reached, and
methods .for vsing the process based on'empirical. data.

.

Occupational Inventory. .(Task: Inventory Booklet).. A. survey instrument
containing tasks Performel by job-incumbents within D.O.T.'s Gomplee
with background informatio and a list of tools and equipment.

i

Performance -Based Instruction. instruction which, when properly designed and
applied, `results in the learner's demonstration of certah abilities-.
The desired abilities are selected" before the instruction is designed. Atli

,,,

are clearly deft ed as observable performaAce obj e 7.ectivs. . 1-TECS

ccatalogs, the a ilitiea are priiariiy psychomotor. 7...4 t.Tpe' of

.i.nstruction is alio referred to aa'competency-basedinstructic.m.

Performance .Guide (PG) -A series4f steps, Arranged in a sequence ordinarily-
.followed, which when completed .may.. result in the perfortanoe of a task.
Also, called ".teaching'steps.'

Project, An occupational doMain area selected by a V-TECS member sta:e for
catalog, development based upon the 114S: Department of Labor's .Dicti.ohary

of )ccupatiOnal Titles (D.Q.T.).
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State-of-t4e-,4it .(S0A- Study). Research conducteeto .determine the current.
status of performance -based instructional materials and practices :in;the.-

. domain area nder study and .fto obtain otherinformation that might be.'
t useful in cata pg development.

N.
Task. -A. unit of work.'aptivity which, constitutes logical and necessary ..seps

in the performance. of :a duty. A task has a .definite beginning and ending
point' in its .accomplishments and generally consists of two or mOre
definite steps.

Task Analysis. A characteristic. of a task statement which- makes its
accomplishments crucial to the acceptable performance of a worker or
student. A method of analysis which'identified the critical tasks and
aids in determining the consequence of -poor performance or lack cf
performance by a worker or student.

.

Yriting Team. A team. o:f people representing instructors within SubjeCt matter
expertise, persons having knowledge and experience in- leveloping
criterion-referenced measures, local or state supervisors of incumbent
wor'ke 'rs whose function is to 'analyze occupational .data and develop
performance objectives and criterion-referenced Measures for specific
D.O.T. areas..

524
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TOOL AND 'EQUIPMENT LIST

th

PERCENTAGE NUMBER
EQUIPMENT OF MEMBERS OP MEMBERS
NUMBER EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION. USING* USING

/

106 Cilturei-and sensitivity requisition
forms
Graphi chart forms37

122 Uinan lysis.requisition forms
147 Telep one
18 Chart

.:

74 Karde
109 E.K. . requiSition forms
113 Hema ologY. requisition forms
123' X-ra requisition formS
36 'Doc or's.\order.chart forms .

115 Inh latio therapy requisition forms
49 Vit lsigns record chart forms
103 . .-Ce tral supply requLsitionforms
121 .Tr nsfer and-disGharge requisition. forms
:62 Deck ...... ...

...
. ,..

1.04. .0 emistry. reqUisi tiOn,; forms

33 C nsultation-reqUeSt-and report of chart
f rms .

41 aboratory reportS.chart Toms
142 tapler -. hand

29 dmission n es chart forms
1.6 ulletin by rd
3.-7 lood bank equisition printed forMs

,-.) llergy cha t flags . , v
51 )perattve .consent iprms :

20 "hart dividers
21 Clip board

:126 Floor supplies requisition, pacts 'P.

2 AddresSograph plate
A Hospital .procedure mandai

44'- Nurses-notes chart forms

)4. Pre-op check list printed forms .

118 hysical:therapy and orthdpediG services
requisition form

I %_/ 4- ,Bacteriology requisition forms.-,

100

99

99

99
99

99

99

99.
99

98

97

96
)6
969.

95

94

ti

151

150
`150
'150

149

149

1.49

149

149

.148
146

145

145

-145
144
144

95 143

95
1.1-

95 143

94- .142.

93 141

9 141

I4C

93

92 139
138

91

91 7

1

7.'!.

90
"-39

132.

12

34

. J8

Scissors .

. Medical dictionary
..' Diabetic record chart forms

History chart ;.forms ..

89

39.

89
:39

125 5

.1 3 4.

134
'54,

11 :PhySiCian's DeSk referen,pe'bok 88

19 'Chart backs
.

88.

47 Progress notes chart forms 88
. '35

7
.,

.; Intercom :38

t ,.-7.

.

. Cytology requisition 'forms .88

3erum enzymes' requiSition forms
....1,6 IV solution requisition forms 87 ;')

,,_.r*:,11 per-.:ent'ages have been rounded out to t nearest d. ho number.



TOOL AND EQUIPMENT- LfST

9

EQUIPMENT
Nummga. EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

.

. 83 Offidesupplies-
:. 90 . Incident report printed forMs .1

137 N..P.O..signs, special
.

.

.

76: Chart; osolor,coded-'physician..-labela,
.42 Medicine sheets chart Torms-:
43 Nursing admission reCordichart forms'.
71 IdentificatiOn bands '-.

108 r,. 2.E..O: requisition forms-.
.

'1.30.', Ruler .

7 Hospital poliCy.manual
.

-

40 . Intake and output - daily chart forms
48 Release form chart forts ;

135 Isolation 'signs, special:
75 Bed
.3 -'- 'Addresscgraphmachine imprinter

129 Office-supplies-.requieition pads
6 - Hospital disaster manual.

'139 I. and .0. signs, special
.

1

117 . Nuclear medicine'requiSition forms -:

L24 Color coded physician'schart.flags
_ .46 Physical chart forms

.

'124 Dietary.suppliesrequisition pads
134 Hold breakfast signs, especial

. 136 : Nc visitors signs; special
50-. 40 Admission summary sheet chart forms
39 . Intake and outpUt.- cumulative chart

forma . .
.

. 53. (1,hartraCks carrousel
105

13

52

36

51

35

95
158

45 ' -

.58

143 ..

92

.. 31

91

.:),:'

. ,

,.,
-,,,

-,.-
2-,.

-9

'Appendix C continued

PERCENTAGE
OF MEMBERS

. .USING*

86-

86,:.

WIIMBER

OF BF RS

114ING.

430
130

86 1.30.
85 129-
85.

. 128
, 85. 128

85 _ 128'
. 35 128

. 85 123'
84 127
84 127
84 127
84 1,27

83 1'25

82_ 124
32 124
80 191'

30 '121

-79 _ 120

'79.

79 '.

1.19

11.9'

79 .119

77' 117.7

17
a

77 116
..-

.

77 , 11.6
% -7-r

1) 6

Credit requisitio forms
Ward clerk procedure manual
'Against advice' consent forms

_Asslgnment sheets printed forms
Anaesthesia record chart -forms
'Discharge summary sheet .'

.

--Prescription'blanks printed forms ,.

Oxygen-in-use signs,..spe6ial
O.R. record dart forms
XerOx'c'opy'machine
.Staple remover

Nursing-ca're plan printed farms: .

Medicine -tickets. 0 color -Coded

Ini-q!ction report printed. forfs:.:.
;. Coagulation record chart forms

.

Room ./-'1' .

.
. ,.

.

. Reorder narcotics chart flags
Reorder antibiotics chart flags

: Patients' .belongings labels' .

77

. ,6
15 ..

74.
.. .74 ,

4 1:5
'13,

7:
69.

. 69
68

\ ,,
o;-

.

62'

r 60.

. 59*
53

. 58-.

9-

..57

116

( '15-

1 13-
¶ 1 2

W1-
110

'.1,0 -.

1 1.0

104-

104
109

10'1.

94

9.1

8:9

'38

37

-30

.- :36

\

,

Thpercentagea hav been rounded outto theearest t who-1'..e !lumber.



EQUIPMENT
NUMBER.

.-V '93,

50

99
133

119

84

77 .

69

-72 -.

.

-

151.

.3g
110

144,.

25'

64.

152.

141 ,.

159
127

100

-10

23.
140 °.

1

98
.80 .

111 -

114

35.

.157 :..

68.

148

; 1.25

26

88

. 145
128

9
97

101

t 63

153
112

59
61

Appendix C continued

, -

.TOOL AND .EQUIPMENT LIST .4
. .

PERCENTAGE
. OF.MEMBERS

EQUIPMENT9DESCRIPTION USING
d. .. . '

.

-Patient roster printed forms . 56

Diagnostic consent forms 54
Time.sheet printed forms . 54
'Activity signs, special 53

. Radioisotoped requisition forms 52
Paper punch 51

Medicine drawer. labels 50
.Filing equipment cardjileS 50,
Ide#tification cards

.

49'

OF
NUMBER.

USING

85

..82

-' 81

80

.78.

77
.76.

75

74
File, rotary - telephone numbers 47 71

Telephone Multi-Line Phone 47 71

Drug .supplies requiSition pads 46
Recertify Medicare chart flags 45 68
DrugCredit,list printed forms 44 . . 67

- Tape- measure 44 67
Medical-surgical requisitionpads ' 44 , 66
Merck manual 43' 65
Report sheets printed forms . 43 .

Public address system 42 -5:5:
. Dressing tray 42
,Tricolor pen. .. . . 42 63

Genetal"ServiCe.requisition forms 40 61

.Crash cart, ,

Date stamp
40.

36

63 .

55
.Thermometer

.

. ..
34 51

'Home care instructions pttinted forms
. .

33 .50

.E..M.G. requisition forms .33 50'
Stethoscope . 33 50

Recertify Medicaid chart forms
.Dumb waiter *

52.

31...

43,
1

. Time stamp machine 51 47
Spindles - desk 30 46

Watch with second hand 30 45

Housekeeping supplies requisition pads.- 27

Utilization- report sheet printed forms . 2.7
4 J'

National Formulary Book 24

Color -coded nursing Care chart f ags 24 36
Sphygomanometer. ., 23 .

'71
)4"

Addressograph bar.' 21.' 32
Team treatment printed forms.. 21 .52
Lamps, gooseneck 21 1 .

F..:14..t... requisition forms 1.9 29

Hemodialysid requisition forms
Physical 'exam tray

FneuMdotic_tubes
, .

Telecomonsole

15

13
, 3

,
..

-,
.21

21-

1 _

Tape recorder 12
.

,

percentages have-been rounded outto the nearest. dhol.a.number,.



Appendix C continued

TOOL AND EQUIPMENT LIST

.
..EQUIPMENT

.NUMBER EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

5- Auto clave tape :

67' File - rotary, equipment
158 Lamson tubes
96 Quality contrerl:printed forms
154 Typewritet .

.

. Computer terminals :

.

PERCENTAGE
OF EMBERS-

USING*

9

.9

9

8

8

7

NUMBER
OlvMEMBERS

USING

'014

14

14
.12

. 12

10

5 Mimeogtaph copy machines . -7 10
1i$: Brewer'Plate . 6 9

82 Microfilm or microfiche reader 6' 9-

131' Safe combination . .5 7

66 EmbosSing equipment : 3

156 Transitube 3
5

.4 Addtesdograph typewriter 3 4

.17 Cashbox .
3 4

60 Data processing machine 3 4

65 Electrowriter 3 4

14 Brewer' bar 1 2

155 Typewriter for metal plates - Brewer 1 2

160. Paper cutter 1 4

161 E.K.G. strip machine 1 2

150 Teletype'machine :
1' 1

162 Label maker 1. . :. 1

55 Ditto copy machine , 0 0

57 Thertolax coplachine .. 0. 0 ..

*All percentages have been rounded out to,the nearest whole number.

de,
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ADDITIONS TO TOOL AND EQUIPMENT LIST
(identified by South Carolina writing team)

-

Catheter irrigation set
Census forms
Code plan

Printed hypothetical situation for emergenCy code
Projector, film
Tape player
Tracheostomy tray

ts,

1.3

529

Appendix C condnued

or
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SOURCES- OF STANDARDS

BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. Hospital Research and Educational Trust. ..A: Being a Ward Clerk.*
B: Training the Ward Clerk. Bowie, Maryland:
Robert J.. Brady Compar 1967

s
2.- Joint Commission on Accreditatipn of Hospitals. Accreditation Manual for

,Hospitals 1970. Chicago: 1973

3. Medical Information Processing Service. Manual Operation of the Duty.
Station Console. Evansville, Ind.: 1.972

4. State of Florida. 'Florida Writing Team. cTECS Hospital Warr.). Clerk
Project. Orlanio, Fla: 1975

,

5. Stryker, Rath Perin. The HoSpital. Wa Clerk. .3t..touis: C.V. Mosby
Company,' 1970

The Catholic Hospital Association. Ward Clerk Manual.'
St. Louis, Mo.:: 1968

Train-Aide 'Educational Systems by Pharmaseal. A: Ward /Unit Secretary
Courpe,- Instructor's. Guide. B: Ward /Unit Secretary Courie,.
Student Manual. Cr..,endalt,,,, : 1973

Waterman Memorial Hospital. W..rd Clerk
.

Eustis, Fla.: - 1974

1 "

41.

e .

:iition:. Being a Health Unit Coordinator, 19e4.
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4UB.TECt- MATT* .

(resources us'ea: by South Carolina writing team)

Appendix tr .continued

-;

.1

1).

0 D

°

LaFleur, Myrna and Winifred.--StaIr.-unit-,Cletking 'fin Health Care Facilities..
W. 8aundier8 197,9

o

. t
2. Rambo°,. Beverly J. Ward .Clerk Skills (Nursing and Allied. Health" Series) ...

:" Gregg Division/McGrawtHill Book. Company,, 19.7a .

qo I+ ,, 1 kl

3. Beim a Ward Clerk: Stuilen4.19tiva?. Publishe4 for Hospital Research'and. .

; Educatioftal..Trust by RobereUt. Brady CamPany, Bowie, Maryland,
"1967 , .

0:( -
u A

il

.4. Training.. the Ward ;Clerk.: Instriictoes Pulalished* for Hospital
' ReSearcb and giducatiohal trust .1* Rpbert. J. , Brady Company, Bdwie,

Maryland, .5.1967°:.

.
5. Being a Health Unit Coordinator' (deq,onci Odition of Being a Ward 'Clerk).

Published for Hospital. Research- and clucatt.onal:Trust thy' Robert J.
Brady Company, Bowid,-, Maryland, 198.4

.0. .
P

0

6. Hospital Unit. Secretary. Published ,for Rbspital Rese:4rch and- caEdutional. . .
Trust by Robert J. Brady. Company, 3owie,. Maryland, .1984. - .

..

./ a 9

13 . g, . 1
tl

..

q, 4 :°".
0

AUDIO-VISUALS . 11

.0 0
. Q

0
itt.V
' .

7 ,
° '.

.4. , o ...
''..

"Int rodUc tion' to Medic a.l.-Terminology' .filmstti-15,'
-, ..,

Medical. University.of SO.u.th.Cart§q,.'4.na, Diyision ,of.Contti.n. ins .E,',.1'.1.1;:a-,ion ;ind't
Heaith. Cha.rlest.Qn, South. Carolina 4 . :

4 .0 .

,

. ,-

..... , 4 .--.
0., ;

o .,., ..... ., .0 ,...

":.ntrodi
- ,, ,- ', ; :, 4 ' .-,

tion to the Ward Unit Se.cGre.tary fiirk, -\ T 9T,:z-., % ... .
..

-2rai.n.-;Aide Educational SySte-m "by Ph`armaseal...- :Gle ale, r;fili,,,f9,rnia

. I, i r.' 10 .. tt. '' II
. . 4..

"Pniamat.ic Tube System" .. ..

1....1k!(:Pow .: L'3 ;:t. ra'..15 .I.,Or'i.' ;:./0,;,./0 7.ra.int%g F_:::.11 2..--11-....; Lo,:;.-- .:"' .;:i.i,:::..fle'
7..,,I.nver., Colorado

... ,

"The TelephQn.e- DiMension System 981-)
.
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.
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ITV'
: SUBJECT MATTER REFERENCES USED IN OTHER V-TECS STATES

Appendix D continued

.4

All states in the consortium were surveyed., ...The following list reflects the
results of the survey.

Y. ,

Alabama

(programs taught in clusters. in Alabama) For information contact: Dr.4Myra
LeFleur, Manicopa Technic0. College, 108 N 40th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85034

8

Florida

No references

Georgia

No references-
&

Illinois

No references

Kentucky

No response

Maryland

No response

Pennsylvania

No response

Virginia

Virginia Department . of Education an4....Viirginia Polytechnic Tnstitute5and.
.

State UniverSi,ty. (B,. Rine: Schmidt, Project Direc tpr).:
INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCE GUIDE PO COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION IN
MEDICAL OFFICE PROCEDURES... September 1982

West Virginia

No references jh

532:..
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P PIE,MENT

This supplemernt is included in order to provide blank sample forms

corrronoly used by hosPital ward clerks. The instructor will decide whether.%)

to use some or all of the attached sample fornis, 2) to secure appropriate

forms from an affiliatIng local health care' facility, or 3) to compose

original forms,, based on information found in textbooks, etc..

The following form are currently being used by the Baptist Medical

Center at. Columbia, South Carolina.

fr



. LISTING OF BLANK SAMPLE FORMS

Page

Medication Administration Record . . . . . 519

Schedule'for Patient; Treatment . . . .. .521

L

Patient Treatment Flowcard . . ............ . . . . 523

Pre-operative Check List . . .... .. . ........ . 524

Graphic/Intake-Output.Record 526

-Tienty.-Four Hour Record of T, R, & .13 P 528

Patient Transfer Form , . . ... ' .. .... . _ .-529

Daily Unit'Assignment,Sheet. 530

Case History 531

interdisciplinary .Progress Notes 533

Frequent Observation Re0rd r 536

Activity Sheet 537
e

Patient History and Nursing Observation ... .... . 538

-Triplicate Forms and Report Sheets.
Nuclear Medicine.

.EKG-EEG .

Scan

Triplicate Fo.rms

X-ray ..

-14.Pharmacy
.4.1crobiolow I-]-.V

'EKG-EEG .

MYbcardial Infarction- Enzyme Profile ..

Chemistry . ... ..... . . . ;....,,

Coagulatio.n. Studies -:

Blood Bank ..

hys.-L:4i Therapy . .. .

Heinatol-cgy .. . .. '

Urinalysis . .. . -'. ,. .- .. -. .... .,

-.

.,-.

.

.

,

....

.

..-:c-

, . .....

. . ..

. .

,

.

.

t . .

,....

.

.4'

,

. .

. .

. . -. .

540

.542.

546

548.

549

550

552-

553

554

'555

-556

.1
559

534
. 518
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6 .6

SIGNATURE it TITLE r SIGNATURE

PRN Mediotions
Nurse giving * PRN medication enters; next to the medication,

vectirtillV._ the date - time given and. initials for each dose given,

TITL,

24 Cate ad. Datipi

To*nottaSS

Medication Dosage Frequency
Rt of Adm.

DOSES GIVEN

BEsT N.3.7.A7
520 36



SCHEDULE FOR PATIENT TREATMENT

Definition. and Purpose: The Schedule for Patient Treatment form which
facilitates communication of patients' whereabouts to nursing personnel
regarding schedule for treatment/test by other departments.

Responsible Person: To be completed by the PM Unit Secretary.

1. Complete during PM shift.
2. Complete the date, department/unit,
3. List the patient's room, initial and last name.
4. Check. surgery column if the paitient is scheduled for surgery.
5. 'Write the:time in. R.R., when R.R..calls to notify unit.
6. Write the name of lab test in laboratory column
7. Write the name of X-ray examination requested in X ray column..
8, Make a check in all other departments when a patient is scheduled for

examination or treatment..
9.. Chart column write the appropriate yes/no if chart taken.

10. Initial column.: .completed by- transportation the person 'taking patient
for treatment /test .

11. Time In /Time Out completed by -transportation.:(1ri pencil)
12.. Flowcard 'taped tbChart and department or departments circled by P.M.

Unit Secretary' at the time she -completes the treatment sheet.-
13. Department responsible for 'notifying unit if patient is sent to .another

department. Unit. Secretary-.writes in the time of notification under the
..appropriate department. in pencil.

14. Erase the time in and out if a patient has to return to a department
the' second time then- write in the time notified by 'the department:

15.. Department respdnsible for notifying. unit when it's necessary for a
'patient to go from one departMent to another. The unit secretary
writes. in the time in "time' columnw in 'pencil.

1 TransportatiOn to erase the time (1n/Out)- under appropriate department
column when'it's necessary for a patient to go to a department 'the
second time to comp,Iete'a treatment/test.

17. Shaded area under. each patient's name, room
Hold breakfaSt,& etc."

, may be_ used for N.p,.o.,
v...

18. Each time a patient is deliv red to.a department; Transportation should
state, "This'r.1.-patient is from : '. " (example, "Third Whiteside,
Sixth Long!'ietc." OR ."X-R EKG, Physical Therapy-; etc."

'..> i
ti

pl,LE



4,

Schedule For Patient Treatment
pEPAATMENT UNIT

PATIENT NAME

z
z

X/

.

.,/

Kf

/./z

I -----
!____----

NOTE: Tape a Flow Card on the Patient's chart and cirale the appropriate
Department(s) at the time you complete the Patient's Treatment Sheet.

4

538



1 ;

Date

PATIENT TREATMENT
FLOWCARD \

Patient
. Time

Scheduled
if ,

Known .

Time
Completed

Floor '
Called .

GS. Lab .

X-Ray

Nuclear Med. .

C.T. Scan
. .

Ultrasound
c,

1,1ad. Therapy .

Resp. Therapy

Fhysical Therapy

EKG/EEG .. .

Other
.ts

*Circle all departments the patient is scheduled to
visit and tape this card to the front of the chart.

523
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PRE-OPERATIVE CHECK LIST Nurse's knitiets

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6..

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13,

,

14.
,....

15,

16.

17.

18.

I 9..

20.

21.

es"

2 1.

Operative permit signed and properly Witnessed.

CBC on chart.

Urinalysis on chart..

ihysisian notified of abnormal lab/x-ray reports.

,Bleeding and coagulation time on Chart Of T&A patient, (if ordered).

6Iciod typed and crossmatched. Yes No Units

History and physical exam on chart or dicta*.

Notify PM A ministratqr if H&P not on chart by 9 p.m .

Consultation sheet signed and on chart as required by hospital policy,

Special per its signed and 'properly witnessed as required by hospital policy

Religion of Ateent is

Anesthesia sheet on. chart */

Pre-op teaching done. Peds Patty GYN class Individual~0 .
Date PM/Night Nurse's Signature

. /
Identification bracelet on and legible/

TPR and BP are charted.

Cosmetics, hatrpins, hairpieces, wigs, artificial eyelashes removed.

Dentures Partial Plates Bridge's CapS

Contact lens Yes No Placed

Mouth checked for chewing gum, mints, etc_
. v.

Jewelry Yes No Placed.
Complete recheck of doctor's pre-ap.erative orders.

# .

Addressograon plate with chart.

'AAR on chart.

?atien.t care `arm on chart.



t-
25. Urinary bladder emptied Catheter inserted

Nurse's initials .

26. All nailipdlish removed from nails/
27.. Recheck operative,permit prior to pre-op being given

t. .

Date Night/AM Ntirse's Signature

ORHOLDING ROOM

28.. Patient received in Holding Room at am/pm

29:- Shave corrittletet by

30. Chart checked by and
Holding Room Personnel: Circulating Nurse

0.
I.
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OUTPUT

TIME IEEEEIIIIIEMZMMBIMIIIIIIIII TOTAL 111=111111111111.111111111101111111 Tor A.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIMIIMINIIIIIIIIIMN0 -.6

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 . 11111111111111111111111=111112

2-10 11111111111111111111111111111111111111 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
;-40;4-:L 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 MINN

U TP Ll

TI MOUTH .1123=3111111.1.111111111111111 TOTAL 1111=3111111111111111M111.111111 IOTA..

10 - 6 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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TWENTY-FOUR HOUR RECORD OF T, P, R, & BP
(Weight & Elimination)

1.2 m.o. 4 a.m. 8 a.m. 12 noon 4 p.m. 8 p.m._

PATIENT NAME WT T, P, R BP T, P,.R BP T, P,.R BP T, P, R -'B P, R BP U S T, P, R

WU: 3/Iii

544
. 545



PATIENT`TRANSFER FORM
(INTER.AGENCY REFERRAL)

'I. PATIENT'S IASI NAME ' [FIRST NAME. 1MI 12. SEX.- k
.

;

I 3. HEALTH INSURANCE CLAIM-:%:.)M13ER .

.4. PATIENT'S DORESS (Streak' "numtsat, City, Stu.. Zip Cods). S. OATE OF BIRTH i6. RELIGION

I

7. DATE OF`THIS TRANSFER 8. FACILITY NAME AND ADDRESS TRANSFERRING :2

.

0

9. Datos of qualifying stay
FROM

10A. FACILITY NAME ANO ADDRESS TRANSFERRING FROM

THRU 10.E. QUALIFYING AND DTHER PRIOR STAY INFORMATION (Includin4 Midtcal Retor0 NurnoerST

fEMPLOYMENT MEDICAID 4
RELATED ELIGIBLE
YES NO OYES ONO ,

11. INSURING ORGANIZAVON OR STATE AGENCY NAME AND ADORESS : 12. POLICY OR MEDICAL ASSISTANCE NO'
+

'S
.

13. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER .1 14. DATE OF LAST PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

1. NAME ANO ADDRESS OF PHYSICIAN AT NEW FACILITY.

NI
U
R.
S
I

G

E
V.
A'

1.sPettH Normal Irntiasreo Yglgak
2. HEAROG Normal -.,

7imoairec Deaf

3, SIGHT ...-"A 'Blind

!Aaliavvrrrant

2...FIN.AL DIAGNOSISIES).OR PHOTOCOPY ATTACHED 0

: PRIMARY: .

A i -
.-1

_;I I
;1"1
E ALL OTHER CONDITIONE:

!N I
i'D !

..

, I

.INI
G I. )

.4. MENTAL STATUS v.:
r Occasionailv Alvvays

- Contu sera
5. DENTURES Upper L_; .0 \ Lows.

,

6. FEEDING . *PF:Zd'ir.ir C Cannot
FeeoSeff

7. APPETITE Good Poort.... .

8. DRESSING 1-4010 with X.Indioandsint'O - C.snnot
Dressing ...--1 press seif .

9, ELIMINATION Independent , 6Vg Wry,: ,..._.7 ufSeromestrwac. tl recelnnt .--

10. BOWEL PATTERN 7 Last BM . Horne .

FIE/med.'s -
3. SURGICAL PROCEDURE(S) AND OATE(S) OR, CHECK ,_

NONE :0

P a : .t .N
H

11. BLADOER: FOLEY -
12, BATHING 7 Bathing .- - Beg oa,h - sad"inoaoandent vooth ru110 - with haft, - sath

13. MOBILITY - Waiks with ---, /-110 from - Bedinthaciandent Assistance - bed io Chan- sound
14.ORUG ALLERGIES. . ot

Y 4, PHYSICIAN OROERS ON TRANSFER:
S

.

C .-
. 15. LEVEL OF CARE:

A
.N ;

"V
A
L

A 5. ESTIMATED MEOICALLY NECESSARY STA,"

0 6.
NI

16. ORESSINGS .ANO BANOAGES. OR, CHECK NONE

Ai
T 17. APPLIANCES dP SU0PORTS. OR,'CHECK NONE

:N' 18. NURSING ASSESSMENT AND REC3MMENDATI DNS

OA -YS WEEKS OR MONTHS

REHABILITATION POTENTIAL.

.7 (DIETA RY REGIMEN: -
*

8. PHYSICIAN'S SIGNATURE

. SUMMARY ATTACHED YF:S J NO
OATE 19. SIGNATURE

1;::NAM 41NO ADDRESS- OF- PERSON TO CONTACT.
S
0
C

IA 2. PAVENT LiVES:
L ALONE WITH FAMILY r

TITLE "DATE

0.1..1114=41111111MNPIM
RELATIONSHIP rO. Ar.E.T

E'LEPHONE NUMBER

wfTI=4 SPOUSE

E. 3. SOCIAL SERVICES' ASSESSMENT:-
V .

A
,

A
T

101 4. SIGNATURE
N.

DES

OTHER EXPliAiN

\

rH

a%)

OATE . TITLE



Date DAILY UNIT ASSI5NMENT,SHEET Shift

Charge Nurse Break:
meal:

Ward.Clerk.:

Group I Rooms, Group II

Break:
Meal:

Rooms

Leader:
Meeting:

41

.49

Break

Meal:

Member: Break:
Meeting: Meal:

Duty:

Member: Break:
Meeting: Meal:

Duty:

. Member;
Meeting:

.Nursing.Rounds Time:
N.ursibg Care Planning Conference:
Time: Patient:
Tonic:,

Participants:

Suggestions:

.7.or.m N4(1'2 .; 84.

Break:

Meal:

Duty:

.

Leader;

Meeting:
Break:
Meal:

\
Member: \

. Break:
Meeting:.. Meal:

Duty:.
. 1

. Member: Break:
Meeting: Meal:

Duty:

Member:
Meeting:

Break

Meal:

Duty:
a

4
Nursing Rounds Time:.
Nursing Care Planning Confe'rence:.
Time: Patient:
Topic:

Participants:
Suggestions:

530

47



CASE. HISTORY

Personal: Age., Sex S. M. W. D Occupation

Fa Mily History:

Habits and Social Hi Story:

Past Medical Histery(juries, Operations, Hospitals, System Review)

History of Present Illness (Onset, Duration, Cause)
. , t

Physical Examination: Height Weight' Nutriticin

TeMP. Pulse .Resp. Blood PreSs. S. D P.P

. Head: (including eye', ear, nose, mouth and throat)
fe

.

7orm MS.541?.2A n4



CAS H

Thorax and Lungs:

Heart: (vascular sy_sfern)

Abdomen:

4rs

Genito-Urinary: (Including female pelvis)

Neuro-Muscular: (Including Extremitie.$)

N .

. Skin:

Spedial. Examination:

Tentative Diagnosis

.

Date
s. c.orm M5,501.28 V84

Examined bi

5
- 4

9.



INTERDISCIPLINARY PROGRESS MOTES

NURSING DISCHARGE SUMMARY

1.
4

Chief Complaint, or Reason for AdmissiOn

2. Surgery or Special Procedure(s) Performed

3. Complications

4. Patient achieved all outcomes or goals as stated in nursing care.

Comments

DISCHARGE: Date

Accompanied by:

Discharge to Home NUrsing Home w Other

Follow-up Appot ent(s):
I

7. Home.Healtn Referral: 2 no C yes C iorm Completed, Signedby MD and sent to Horne Health Coordinator

8.. MEDICATIONS :.
Patient's OwnkMedicatidns C Sent home on admission.

Return to patient and family at ditcharge
C None

Other

B. Patient's Discharge Medications/Prescriptions: None

'

9. SUPPLIES sent home with patient I None

10. DISCHARGE INSTRUCTIONS:

A. Wound care, Appliance, or Special Procedure:

B. Activity InstruCtions/LimitatiOnsi Nione,.
.

CC. Additional InStructions Given by Physician: None

:

...

D. Dietinstructions r

E. Patient or family verbali4a understanding of instructions:. Yet

11. Additional Comments



r

. ,

INTEROISCIPi.INARy PROGRESS NOTES

.

d.

7

6

''.oti-n'N4(215,2rc34
,...............

'a

55.
v0.



date Notes should be signed by Physician

o
;arm 11S5 t 1 1.5)

Pi3OG RESS NOTE



FREQUENT OBSERVATION RECORD

Gate/
Hour

Blood
Pressure. Pulse Fiesta. Temp. .

INTAKE

I.V. Other.

OUTPUT

Urine Output
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PATIENT HISTORY AND NURSING OBSERVATION

w

Date Hour
Mode of Arrival.
Accompanied By
TPR BP

HT WT
Valuables: Rings

Watch
Money

Others:
Prosthesis: Dentures

-Caps

Contact Lens:
Upper. Limb.
Lover Limb

:rntrcduced to Hospital Handbook
Call Light and Bedside CiOntrors
Bathroom and Shower /
Visiting Rules /
Smoking Policy
Siderall Policy
IdentifiCation Band On
MealTAes

111101
Glasses

, Artificial Eye:

Hairpiece

.114111M

DispOsition of Valuables

How can family be reached during hospitalization?

Signature of RN or.LPN co eting Section I:

. Z
0
ti

w

Reason fOr Hospitalization

Onset/Duration .

PREVIOUS ILLNESSES/HOSPITALIZATION DATES SURGERIES DATES

CHRONIC DISEASES (Diabetes, Asthma, HypertenSlon, Emphyse a, Heart Disease, Glaucoma, Seizures)

MEDICATION

Medication DisoositiOn.I.

DOSAGE TIMES USUALLY TAKEN arcle Those Taken Today

ALLERGIES ANp-SENSITly
(Record in. Red) .

Describe Reaction .
- . .

Contrast:Medium, etc..)

Signature-of LPN or RN conppletirig SeCtion



N

KIN: (Redness, Bruises, Swelling, Broken Areas, Rash, Di olor, Temperature of Skin) ,

NEURO: . (Alert, Oriented, Speech, Di mess)
.11.0.111.1MOINOMMI

RESPIRATORY: (Shortneu of Breath, Cough, SputuM;History of Smoking).

CARDIOVASCULAR: (Chest Pain, Heart Rhythm Regular, Irregular, Varicose Veins, Pulses)

GI: (Distended Abdomen, Elimination Patterns, Appetite, Nausea, Vomiting, Difficulty swallowing, Usual Diet)

401...108

: .(Frequency, Pain, Color of Urine, Discharge)

GYN: *(Menstrual History, Vaginal Discharge or, feeding)

EENT AND MOUTH: (Visual or.Hearing Problems, Bleeding Gums, Hoarseness)

EXTREMITIES: (Edema, Moves all Extremities, Color Of Nail Beds)

OTHER ASSESSMENTS:- (Psychological and Sociblogical)
/

PATIENT PROBLEMS: (Include AnticipatediPrOblems and Learning Needs)
.1)

2.

4,

5.

Signature of RN Completing Section

:539

. P. O
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eD

DEPARTMENT OF .

NUCLEAR MEDICINE
ORDERED 5Y: . .*

. ...

..

/ -

/

.

.
BRAIN SCAN BLOOD VOLUME

RISC MASS ....-

. ..

DEPARTMENT
NUMBER 117

GALLIUM RBC SURVIVAL

-TH9ROIDLIVER/SPLEEN BArT/ERY .

T3, T.*. ETR

LUNGPERFUSION T.3 ONLY RAST IALLERGY1
ULTRA SOUND ONLY

LIVER.LUNG T4 Op LY I & 2 EYE'SCAN
.

LUNGNENTILATION ''SCHILLING'S.TEST
. III FETAL AGE

Br.PAR DIAM. CARDIAC SCAN
..

CARDIAC. SCAN SCHILLINtrTESI
. INT. FAC:

. ,2I PLACENTAl.
LOCALIZATION

PERICARDIAL
EFFUSION . .RENAL BATTERY I

SCAN & RENOGRAM DIG5AIN ASSAY UNUSUAL PREGNANCY ER SCAN
ULTRASOUNDUL

.

PANCREAS SCAN
.

GASTRIN ASSAY I PELVIC MASS
. .

- AORTA SCAN
.

'BONE .SCAN . AUSTRALIAN
ANTIGEN

r
. MIDLINE BRAIN

TI-IYitOID
UPTAKE & SCAN

PLASMA RENIN
ANGIOTENSIN

.OTHER: - DEPT NO.

I

CODE

ABDOMINAL SCAN.. IGE

REQUIRES SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS - REFER TO MANUAL

tk

41'



(CHECK ONE)

AMBULATORY

CtETCHER

0 WHEELCHAN
by

,eolcal ea' War

Pate Requisition Piled

Date Scan To Be Dons .

0 BEDSIDE

Of Scan

.

..

PATIENT ;0 BE DISCHARGED TODAY 0

FILE ONE (1) REQUISITION F EACH

1
PERTIN4NT CLINICAL HISTORY

I RAOIOGRPHIC REPORT.

.1

,S

4.
4

A

FILM NO. Radiological Associates, P.A.

1-04Ar' COPY

FORNt NO. 111.01

. 541 _SIGNATURE OF RAOIOLOGIST

"MOW DAYTON 0440 011411 114 V 3 A
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't

,

,

0

Date Ordered ' To Hpea Dleone

-0. Routihe

CC DEPARTMENT 124

ON/

Ordered By

ire OP 0 Stat 0 Other
e.

pt

.

'7
a?

7

I.

...";

-
',z

=

3000 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH
4i .3011 TREADMILL

3002 RHYTHM`STRIP EKG"
I

tV
3004 MINI-EXERCISE

3016 MAY
.3012 EKG INTERPRETATION FEE

3601 ELECTIVE CARDIDVERSION

O
.n

..

3013 ECHOCARDIOGFIAM°

TEST
0

0

301.5 P I AtRIC EC
3017 PNTABLE ECHt5

138-3500ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM

138.3501 PORTABLE EEG

HOL TER- MON1 TOFSI .

3008 _...'0 -, 8 HOURS
1_3009 9- -T5-HOURS----

3010 ;17 24 HOURS

1 l

i.

O

-
..4

0-' ,° I

11-t.t



"Caring For _The. Community Since 1914"

Electroe,ncephalograPitic Report

_.Name: Age:, Date:

.:

PURPOSE OF EXAMINATION: (include positive Neurological findings and Salient

features of Clinical-history)

PREVIOUS MEDICATION: (include all sedatives and anti-convulsive drugs administered

48 hours prior to E.E.G. Examination) r 0

a

E .E. G. F. IND INGS

-INTERPRETATION:
a



. Q.

\ D. Routine OF.'/C Stet ED Other.

DE ARTMENT 124

3000 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH 3015 PEDIATRIC ECHO O

3011 TREADMILL 3017 PORUBLE ECHO
3002 .RHYTHM STRIP EKG
3004 MINI EXE.F3CISE

3016 MAYDAY
3012 EKG INTERPRETATION FEE

:3007 ELECTIVE CARDIOVEASION

138.3600 ELECTRO ENCEPHALOGRgM

138-3601 PORT'ABLE EEG \*.-

HOLIER MONITOR ,..

3013 ECHOCARDIOGRAM ;:

0

3008. 0 - 8 HOURS

3009 9 16 HOURS

3910,. 17 --24 HOURS

r

QtyOtya CODE TEST AMOUNT

O

AO.



. 1.

1 0

0

. ., ..
:11- Elec4..rocgrdiogrophiC Record .

.

. !..::, o
'1'... :,
,- .,

/ .,/. _
c. \

.
/,i./

r.

ECC ORDERED BY ttD
.

Prerignui MC
Ye .

.-

No.:

;
.

,...

'Rats : i.git . .Wqr. i

..

IP. :Arica Na. .Ptsipcn . Octra

/

/ COMPUTER DATA (circle 1 in each category)
/2 .,

*
.

,
,

,

CLINICAL HISTORY (C)
0 Unknown
1 Diagnosed myoca ial infarction
2 Possibleeischemia infarction
3 Pulmonary disease
4 Chronic or recent hypertension
5 Preddminant mitral Atenosis
6 Aortic stenos.is /aortic or mitral
7 Congenital heart disease

Pericarditis
No rt4ont clinical histo

DRUGS (D)
0 Unknown
1 None of th
2 Digitalis

' 3 Digitalis
4 Quinidine.

ollowing
an hypertenSiVes

antihyper ive.s

ieggitation

routine or 'preSurgical ECG)-

Antihypertensives
Diuretics (not antihypertensives)

. .

INT-7.321E'l'ATIGN :

7 .5

gmergestcy

Aoutitm

Amintlani
a



AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

DATE

DEPARTMENT

de'

ITEM OR DESCRIPTION QTY. I DEPT. I CODE. AMOUNT

I I

1 '

i I I

T I

MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES



(CHECK ONE)

,0 AMBULATORY

0 STRETCHER

-
WHEELCHAIR

:1;

C.T. DEpAnmENT

Medical Center

Date Requisition Filed

Requesting Physician

,? - .0

PATIENT TO BE DISCHARGED TODAY,

'-'13. ONE (1) REQUISITION FOR ALL SCANS THAT ARE
ON THE SAME DAY.

CHART COPY

.

#.1

1

44

t
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Diagnostic Radiology

rear of evious

0

DEPAR 1MLNT
NUMBER 114

Dale I xam to be gone

)(lay Numtier:
I I Wel. .L1 Wheelchair

1 1 stretcher 11 portable

t 1 en By.

Exam(s) Requested:

Clinical History:

(File all ex_an(f., flu one day on one request) (Mtn Patient 17I Out Patient 0 Emergency Room

111

. ce

r

Do Not Wtark Below s Line- x-ray dept. use only)
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. .

k.. CULTURE NO

3 ANT,Eporic
; . GiveN

-444

to
0

O
-cc

I "NI.

ORGANISM
CONSIOERED
cgokrgEo BY

10,10

AEROBIC ROUTINE
SENSITIVITYCUL IJFIE

ANAEROBIC. CULTU RE Ll GRAM STAIN.

TkROAT-SETA STREP SCREEN

2 SPUTe .. EAR

__,T ORCINCH .-2, FECES

NASOf) PHAR WOUND.
uFNN .

.
...

CATH4JFIINE : SPINAL FLUID

.CYSTO.OINE : BLOOD CULT
......r 0.,.", l,ATHAM. . ..."..., .800YCLUIO

. ' .

Ci9VVAG '"....,. Ot.HER

:GC CULTURE ONLY

FOR LABORATORY USE -ONLY
GRAM STAIN RESULTS'

; Ros Cocc ; Hy;

................; Fos

ABCS I.

Nag Cotcoeac EO s

ei%

vo 34+,4^1.41c?

.

0",
RESUL.%'

. . 44. NO GROWTH IN 24*RS

,

r"1::N0 BETA STMEPT itsj.24 -4115:
, ..

NO .SALMONLLA ..RS

FINAL REKNIT
NO O'NOWIN IN 0.41115
NORMAL FLORA
NO ORC:ITH AFTER 7 DAYS

P-9*.
CAINV7Oacler :;ics.,;Se
..:% S'iC " ve..^1

As

MICROBIOLOGY I

.1

0
0 2_

0
CC.
U

o

AM*

.0 V.
7rT7(.!.nrrr"!"rr"---7-77_=77J

0
tt



0

.

CULTURE NO

MICROBIOLOGY III
MYCOLOGY and/or MYCOBACTERIOLOGY CULTURE

(FUNGUS and/or TUBERCULOSIS, AFB)
sou ce.oF SPECIMEN OROEREO BY .

AFO CULTURE

INCLuDES
TB

FUNGUS .-.ULTLRE

NCLUOES OH -

OR INOIA INK PREP

'PRELIM

CULTURE

AF.EI

SMEAR

6
'Cl 0

NO 4C10 FAST ORGANISM ISOLATED IN 4 WEEKS FINAL REPORT TO FOLLOW IN 4 WEEKS;

OTHER

NO ACIO PAST BACILLI SEcM

OTHER

PRELIM NO YEAST OR F

CULTURE OTHER

KOH OR NO YEAST OR,Pu ELEMENTS SEEN
,NOIA INK OTHER

0

AL REPORT 'O- FOLLOW IN 3 WEEKS;

J4,7: .E0"..PTEL:

. '

MICROBIOLOGY IV . "7'11

FECAL EXAMINATION ( L. YURI: )
--er

,mt, \. f,MACRO EXAM. o

OCCULT BL0'O iGt.tot4Ci

OVA el, PARASITES -

.1

.

AMOEBA

TRYPSIN .
1 .

NEUTRAL FAT .',E

OTHER

pAPTIS.T MEDICAL CENTER
it coLurnicl.,

Coking..w. South Carolfha

1.

PARASITES IDENTIFIED AS'

. ATE REPOA
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re DEPARTMENT 124

3 f21

W

.1 I

Wj

0
1-

0 Routine Pre OP 0 "Star 0' Other

to
6

3000 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH 3015 PEDIATRIC ECHO
3011 TREADMILL. 3017 .PORTABLE ECHO

/-A
Ow CODE TEST AMOUNT

3002 RHYTHM STRIP EKG
"v 3004 MINI EXERCISE . 138-3500ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM

1. [ 1:
.

I.

3016 MAYDAY 13.8-3501 PORTABLE EEG1
3012 EKG INTERPRETATION FEE HOLIER MONITkR

I

. ,3007 ELECTIVE CARDIOVERSION 3008 0 8 HOURS
. .

.
. \

3009 9 : 16 HOURS ,

!

i

1

1

i
i

: t

3013 ECHOCARDIOGRAM , i2010 17"- L1"1-1OURS

a
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PIA HY

:EN a %PK ISOENZYME MO IS DEMONSTRATED Ary B LOH ISOENZYME
po!) 2. .1.N NO ADDITIONAL. ISOENZYMES

. /14.1/ITiQui A REQUEST

M
.

.',".

;ATE

'IME

ADMISSION.. DAY
.

DAY 2

.;7M ME NTS

DAY 3

571
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.

O

REQUESTED
BY

ORDERED
BY

MO

10 POTASSIUM 3 5 5 0
mE(J/L 0 S 0 0 117 M

2. 72 0 BUN 20
mqm

CHLORIDES 75 '05
.F..1 l LiLL4C OSE

0

lc

/3

L.. PROTEIN URIC ACID

0 ALBUMIN

'Alt.:100,A

(:REA 'NINE

TOTAL
BIURUDIN

INORGANIC
L._J PHOSPHORUS .2 ALKALNEpHosPo-A ASE

CHOL ES TEROL

LABORATORY
CHEMISTRY. I

CPK

PERFORMED

DATE

.

7.

TIME 0A AA,
0 P M

OOLLECTO BY

0 SMA-6 SMA-)2 S .A-18

CILDH -

SGOT
REMARKS.

3Q 225

6-40
ta1

PA I'nOlt.)(1 A)w .04
>. w 40f

TECH CHARGE

I REPORT "-Al LEO TO ''MF AM
PM

8v DATE
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Or z
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a

3 2
t';'I )

aaa a1 m

v

. . a

IJ

&WERE° By REQUWED BY.

PAC/THROMBIN TIME
WINE STATE

PARTIAL THROMBOPLASTIN TIMEIACT.I

PATIENT .

LAB
NORMAL

SEC. PATIENT SIEC
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